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CHAPTER 4

HISTORICAL REVIEW OF MANITOBA'S ENGLISH-UKRAINIAN BILINGUAL
PROGRAM INCLUDING THE HISTORY, ROLE AND INFLUENCE OF

THE UKRAINIAN PROFESSIONAL AND BUSINESS CLUB OF
WINNIPEG. INC. IN THE CREATION AND DEVELOPMENT

OF MAN ITOBA'S ENGLISH-UKRAI NIAN
BTLINGUAL PROGRAM (1 976-93)

The historical review of Manitoba's EUBP (1976-93) provides the primary

research of the study for the historical analysis of the creation and development

of the EUBP in Manitoba's school system. The chapter begins with a description

of Manitoba's EUBP and its related organizations, specifically, MPUE, the Osvita

Foundation, Dzvin Publishers and Sadok Veselka. The chapter continues with a

presentation of a seventeen year history of the EUBP from the creation of the

Program from 1 976-79 at the Kindergarten and Grade 1 levels to the Program's

establishment at the Grade 12 level in 1993.

The historical review of Manitoba's EUBP is written according to the

development of the Program in the following five historical periods:

1. Origins of Manitoba's English-Ukrainian Bilingual Program (1976-

7e):

Alberta's English-Ukrainian Bilingual Program (1971 -76);

Manitoba's English-Ukrainian Bilingual Program (1976-79),

2. Manitoba's English-Ukrainian Bilingual Program Grades K-3 Pilot

(1e7e-82);

3. Manitoba's English-Ukrainian Bilingual Program Grades K-3 and

Grades 4-6 Pilot (1982-85);
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4. Manitoba's English-Ukrainian Bilingual Program Grades K-6 and

Grades 7-9 (1985-86); and

5. Manitoba's English-Ukrainian Bilingual Program Grades K-9 and

Grades 10-12 (1 988-93).

The five historical periods within the historical review provide the history of

Manitoba's EUBP regarding enrolment, curriculum, and supplementary resource

development, evaluation, teacher and paraprofessional or teacher aide

professional development, financial assistance, grants, fundraising, recruitment,

transportation, special events and concerts, extra-curricular activities, inter-

cultural and student exchanges, MPUE, the Osvita Foundation, Dzvin Publishers,

Sadok Veselka, federal and provincial governments, Manitoba Education, school

divisions, school boards, administrators, teachers, students, parents and parent

organizations in the development of the EUBP.

The historical review also includes the history of the UPBC and pafticularly

focuses on the role of the UPBC in the creation and development of Manitoba's

EUBP and its related organizations. Although the historical review emphasizes

the influence of the UPBC in the beginning historical period of the EUBP, it also

provides the historical development of the UPBC in promoting and supporting

Ukrainian Canadian cultural and educational endeavours that coincides with the

developmental historical periods of the Program to Grad e 12 in 1 993 and

culminates in the 50th anniversary of the UBPC, also in 1993.

Description of Manitoba's English-Ukrainian Bilingual Program

The Manitoba Association for Bilingual Education (MABE) and the
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Manitoba Associatíon for the Promotion of Ancestral Languages (MAPAL) define

bilingual heritage language programs in Manitoba as:

educational programs which incorporate the use of two languages
as languages of instruction during the school day. ln this program,
the language of instruction for up to 50 percent of the day is other
than English or French. lt is currently the practice wherever
possible, to use the heritage language as the language of
instruction for the teaching of social studies, art, music, physical
education and (heritage) language arts. English language arts,
mathematics and science are taught in English. In addition, French
is included as a language of study.'

The EUBP is a public school program available from Grades K-12in a

number of Manitoba's rural and urban school divisions. The EUBP provides for

the use of both the English and Ukrainian languages for classroom instruction on

a 50-50 percent basis.

On the one hand, such provision makes it possible for students to
maintain the English learned prior to their entry into the program
and also to grow in English language arts sk¡lls during the course of
instruction. On the other, such provision also makes it possible for
students to achieve a degree of fluency in Ukrainian and to become
familiar with Ukrainian culture and customs.2

The Program is usually divided into two separate teaching segments, the

morning being reserved for instruction in English, and the afternoon for

instruction in Ukrainian. The determination of Program delivery rests with the

administration of the school. Manitoba Education states that:

Regardless of the nature of the scheduling of classes, it is
imperative that there be no mixing or alternate use of the languages
of instruction in a specific subject arear there must be a marked and
clear delineation between the subjects taught in English and those
taught in Ukrainian. To do othenryise is self-defeating in the short
term and destructive to bilingual instruction in the long term.3

The EUBP is open to everyone, regardless of ethno-cultural background.
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Students in the Program study the same subjects as students ín unilingual

classes. In addition, they learn to understand, speak, read, and write in

Ukrainian. As a result, they become bilingual in a natural way through partial

immersion in the Ukrainian language as they participate in everyday classroom

conversations, activities, and hear Ukrainian being used as a language of

instruction.

The EUBP curriculum is developed by Manitoba Education with the input

of curriculum committees comprised of EUBP teachers from across Manitoba.

Derkatz states that "An Enqlish-Ukrainian Bilinqual Proqram Curriculum Guide is

used as a supplement to the Enolish Lanquaqe Arts: Early Years and Enqlish

Languaqe Arts: Middle Years curriculum guides that are approved by the Minister

of Education through Manitoba Education."4 Students enrolled in the EUBP are

taught English language arts, mathematics, and science in English, and

Ukrainian language arts, social studies, health, music, art, and physical

education in Ukrainian. Students also have the opportunity to learn the French

language. The decision of whether or not to offer instruction in basic French and

at what grade level is determined by local school divisions. ln all matters of

Program design, teachers refer to the original English language curriculum

guides for various subject areas. The specific listening, speaking, reading, and

writing objectives of the Ukrainian Language Arts Curriculum parallel those of the

English Language Arts Curriculum. Derkatz states that:

Acknowledging that first and second language learning involve
parallel developments and that the goals and general thinking for
the Ukrainian and English curriculum are identical, Manitoba
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Education outlines specific curriculum planning goals for the
acquisition of Ukrainian as a second language as follows:
1. Through the Ukrainian Language Arts program students will

acquire;
a. a new code for thinking and communication;
o. deeper appreciation of Ukrainian people and their values,

customs and culture;
c. a broader perception of the Canadian and global multi-

cultural mosaic;
d. skills that will enable them to be full participants in Canada's

Ukrainian communities.
2. Language communicates thoughts, feelings and ideas and

assists in social and personal development. Through the
development of the four language skills (listening, speaking,
reading and writing), the Ukrainian Language Arts program will:
a. promote cognitive, affective and psychomotor development

of students;
b. reflect Ukrainian attitudes, values and culture in the

classroom;
c. encourage the use of Ukrainian in a variety of ways and

situations within the classroom;
d. provide a foundation for life-long use of the Ukrainian

language in the community.l4e5

However, Manitoba Education supports the following exception to teaching the

Ukrainian Language Arts Curriculum:

An exception is the planned staggering of the reading and writing of
Ukrainian at the primary level in order to facilitate the development
of listening and speaking skills in the target language and to
preclude second language interference at the critical time when
children are introduced to reading and writing in English. Hence,
the orderly acquisition of English-language reading and writing
skills precedes the orderly acquisition of these same skills in the
Ukrainian language.o

Thus, students in the EUBP learn to read and write in English first. They are

formally introduced to reading and writing in Ukrainian in Grade 2.

The general goals for the other subjects taught in Ukrainian (social

studies, health, art, physical education, and music), remain identical to those
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listed in the respective English-language curriculum guides. Therefore, the major

emphasis, approaches, and methods appropriate to subject areas are

maintained, only the language of instruction varies. Students also have the

opportunity to participate in extra curricular activities, such as, cultural crafts,

camping, inter-divisíonal, inter-provincial and international student exchanges. In

addition, students padicipate in annual cross-cultural experiences with students

from the Hebrew and German Bilingual programs that have been organized by

MPUE entitled, "Project HUG".7

The EUBP is designed so that the points of entry are the Kindergarten and

Grade 1 levels. Normally, few provisions are made for entry at a later point. The

Kindergarten class is taught almost entirely in Ukrainian. The teachers are

aware of the student's limited exposure at this point and through such techniques

as animation, students cope quite easily with the Ukrainian language that may be

new to them. Preparation for Grade 1 begins later in the Kindergarten year with

an introduction to the English language. Throughout the EUBP, teachers

frequently adapt curricula to the needs created by conditions related to second

language learning, varying circumstances, and special needs, as some students

in the Program may range from the gifted to the learning-challenged, and include

those with physical or other needs.

At the Junior and Senior High School levels, the percentage of Ukrainian

instruction drops to accommodate space in a student's timetable for other options

that become available to students at that level. The objective of the EUBP is that

upon its completion, students will have achieved a level of proficiency in
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Ukrainian and English that will allow them to pursue further studies with ease in

both languages.

Manitoba Parents for Ukrainian Education Inc. and
School Divisional Parents' Committees

Manitoba Parents for Ukrainian Education lnc. (MPUE) was created in

June, 1980, as a non-profit charitable provincial organization of parents having

children in the EUBP. The organization's mission statement is "to enhance the

Ukrainian language and culture through the promotion of Ukrainian education in

the province of Manitoba".s The organizational structure of MPUE includes an

Executive Committee, a Board of Directors comprising of a liaison representative

from a Parents'Committee and a representative from the Ukrainian Professional

and Business Club, and an Advisory Board. MPUE is affiliated with Osvita

Foundation, Dzvin Publishers, and Sadok Veselka, each with its own separate

Board of Directors. The Parents' Committees are organized in every school

division that offers the EUBP and are components of the MPUE provincial Board

of Directors (see Appendix B).

At the school divisional level, local Parents' Committees are voted into

office. Elected positions include those of regular committee offices and a liaison

representative to the MPUE Board. The Executive Committee and Advisory

Board Members of MPUE are chosen by the active membership of MPUE and

voted into office at the Annual General Meeting. Advisory Board Members are

seen as supportive individuals who have some expertise to share. Each officer,

whether at the school divisional or provincial level, has his/her own area of
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responsibility and role. Documents, such as, the Constitution, the Board of

Directors Rules & Regulations, Financial Policies, and the Roles & Functions of

Parents' Committees, define these areas and are fundamental to the operation of

MPUE (see Appendixes C, D, E, and F).

MPUE employs a full-time staff that not only maintains its accounts but

also performs many administrative functions. These include coordinating the

efforts and activities of Parents'Committees in each school division, maintaining

contact with teachers in the Program, conducting multi-media promotion for the

EUBP, organizing fundraising activities, and assisting groups of parents wishing

to have the EUBP introduced into new school divisions throughout the province.

The staff also assists Parents' Committees on issues particular to their local

divisions wherein briefs are developed to present to local school boards. The

most important areas of MPUE staff activity include, recruitment of students into

the EUBP, development of effective relations with the provincial and federal

governments concerning issues specific to the EUBP and/or heritage language

programs in general, and the development of supplementary teaching materials

to assist in the growth of the EUBP.

The Osvita Foundation lnc.

Osvita Foundation was incorporated in January, 1982, and is the

fundraising arm of MPUE. lt is run by a volunteer Board of Trustees, and has an

affiliated Constitution with MPUE (see Appendix C). The objective of this

Foundation is to ensure that each child has an opportunity to acquire a

knowledge of the Ukrainian language and culture through the development of the
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EUBP in Manitoba specifically, and other heritage language programs generally.e

Through its fundraising activities, Osvita Foundation hopes to serve as the

permanent financial base for MPUE. lts financial goal is to acquire $500,000 in

assets, to be invested in secured funds, with the interest earned on these

investments to be used to support the activities of MPUE. As a result, the need

for provincial and federal government support would be eliminated, thus making

MPU E financially independent. 1o

Osvita's main fundraising event is an annual testimoníal dinner that is

organized to honour prominent Ukrainian Canadians who have made a

significant contribution to their community. Proceeds from the banquet are

capital funds that are held in perpetuity, the income from which objectives of the

Foundation are to be achieved.ll Although the testimonial banquet is held in the

spring, individual and corporate contributions are made throughout the year.

Since Osvita has a registered charitable number, charitable receipts are issued

to all donors. Cumulative donations, in excess of $50 are made public, in the

form of a donor sheet, at the testimonial banquet.

Dzvin Publishers lnc.

Dzvin Publishers was incorporated in December, 1981, and is the

publishing arm of MPUE. Dzvin is run by a volunteer Board of Directors and has

an affiliated Constitution with MPUE (see Appendix C). Dzvin is responsible for

producing educational materials that will enhance the Ukrainian language

learning process of students in the EUBP. lt was created since, unlike many

other ethno-cultural groups, members of the Ukrainian community are generally
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unable to acquire educational material suitable for classroom use from Ukraine.

The specific goals of Dzvin are to:

(a) develop circular oriented material for Ukrainian language
instruction;

(b) develop supplementary material for Ukrainian language
instruction and/or enrichment;

(c) redistribute existing English-Ukrainian material identified for the
educational and commercial markets; and

(d) allocate a percentage of its yearly profits to the ongoing
operation of MPUE with the remainder of profits to be used for
further development and publication.l2

Dzvin Publishers receives substantial financial assistance from the various

government departments and agencies in order to develop its materials.

Consequently, Dzvin is assured of developing and publishing the most

professional materials for students in the EUBP. Since its incorporation, it has

published twenty-one Ukrainian language supplementary readers for the EUBP.

These books are sold not only to school divisions, but also to private individuals

and out-of-province customers.

Sadok Veselka Daycare Inc.

Sadok Veselka is the first full{ime Ukrainian language daycare in

Manitoba. lt was opened by MPUE in September, 1986, and is run by a

volunteer Board of Directors. The daycare is non-denominational and is licensed

to provide full and part-time care for thirty-two children, aged 2-5 years.13

Sadok Veselka was created to fill a need that was being expressed within

the Ukrainian community, and to accommodate the growing trend in providing

daycare facilities. lt also serves as a natural feeder system for placing students

into the EUBP. Sadok Veselka provides an introduction to Ukrainian culture and
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develops a respect for Ukrainian heritage and traditions through ínstruction in the

Ukrainian language. The daycare program is conducted primarily in the

Ukrainian language. Through such techniques as animation, children cope quite

easily with a language that may be new to them.

Historical Review of Manitoba's English-Ukrainian Bilingual
Program and the Ukrainian Professional and Business

Club of Winnipeg, Inc. (1976-93)

Oriqins of Manitoba's Enslish-Ukraínian Bilinqual Prooram (1 976-79)

Alberta's Enolish-Ukrainian Bilinsual Program (1 971 -76)

Manitoba's introduction of the EUBP is closely linked to the development

of a similar bilingual program in Edmonton, Alberta. Ukrainian Canadians in

Edmonton were determined to ensure the survival of the Ukrainian language and

Ukrainian Canadian cultural identity through the establishment of an EUBP in

Alberta's public and separate school systems. According to Mallea, they

"organized and brought pressure to bear to achieve legislative and structural

change in education."14 Ukrainian Canadians in Edmonton formed committees,

wrote briefs, elicited support from interested parties, met with policymakers at the

federal, provincial and municipal levels, lobbied legislators, engaged in political

brokerage, and consistently applied pressure in pursuit of their goal to establish

Ukrainian education in the province's school system.15

The pursuit of Ukrainian language education in the Alberta school system

began in December, 1970, with the Ukrainian Language Association of the

Alberta Teachers' Association presenting a brief to the Albefta Commission on

Educational Planning that was referred to as the "Worth Commission". Dawson
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states that the brief includes the recommendation "'that the study of Ukrainian be

introduced in Grade I and continue through Grade Xll for up to one hour per day

. . . [and] that additional combined courses in the literature and history of the

Ukrainian people be available' (Ukrainian Language Association, 1970,17)."tu

The brief was supported and endorsed in principle by the Ukrainian Professional

and Businessmen's Club of Edmonton and the Edmonton Branch of the UCC. In

December 1970, the Ukrainian Professional and Businessmen's Club of

Edmonton was also preparing a brief to the Joint Committee of the Senate and

House of Commons on the Constitution regarding the new Constitution of

Canada. In preparing the brief, it became evident that a separate brief regarding

the school question, a provincial matter, be prepared and directed to the

Government of Alberta. At that time, the National Executive of UCPBF, based in

Edmonton, was providing Ukrainian Canadian community leadership through its

Multicultural Committee.tt The Multicultural Committee consisting of H.

Barabash, L. Decore, R. Dzenyk, W. Kostash, K. Paproski, Peter Savaryn, as

chairperson, and later Manoly Lupul, as co-chairperson, discussed the

preparation of the brief to Alberta's government.ls In its deliberations, the

Multicultural Committee discovered that the consolidation of the School Act of

Alberta in 1970 had omitted all earlier references to the study of languages other

than English and French. Therefore, on April 14,1971, with the suppoft of R.

Ostashewsky, President of the Edmonton Branch of the UCC, the Multicultural

Committee presented a brief entitled, "The Ukrainians, The New Canadian

Constitution, The Laws of Alberta and The Policies of the Government of Alberta"
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to the provincial government at a meetíng that was attended by Premier Harry

Strom, the Attorney General, the Minister of Education, and the Minister of

Culture, Youth and Recreation.le Dawson states that:

The brief specifically requested an amendment lsicl to the School
Act "to make the Ukrainian language a course of study in the
schools of the Province where there is a demand for if' (UPBC,
1971,6). The goal was the same as that of the teachers: to obtain
Ukrainian as a language of study in grades one through twelve for
"at least" one hour each day. Concerned that the revisions had
"watered down" the authority for the study of Ukrainian, the brief
complained that such study "may well be subjected to the whim and
prejudices of administrators, local school authorities and community
pressures" (ibid., 7 .).'o

According to Dawson:

The brief did not specifically request that Ukrainian be a language
of instruction. The committee was cautious because "at that time it
was heresy to think of Ukrainian as a language of instruction.
Nobody had put this fonruard, and even the French had barely won
this on a voluntary basis as numbers warranted and at the
discretion of the school boards." To the cabinet, however, it was
made clear that ideally the government should amend the School
Act to give the Ukrainian community "the same thing with respect to
language as the French have."''

Thus, on April 21, 1971, al a UCC banquet organized to commemorate

the eightieth anniversary of Ukrainian settlement in Canada, Dawson states that :

the main speaker, Premier Strom, went beyond the brief's
recommendations . . . [and] declared that "any board will be able to
authorize, for all, or any of its schools, instruction in a language,
other than English, all but one hour of the day for grades one and
two, and all but one-half hour for grades three through twelve."
(Strom, 1971a,8)22

As a result, on April 27, 1971, the Alberta government became the first province

in Canada to amend the School Act in order to permit the use of any language as

a language of instruction in any or all of the schools.2s However, the
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amendments to the Alberta School Act were less liberal and followed the "French

Language Regulations" that allowed for what the premier had indicated only in

Grades 1 and 2 and for 50 per cent of the normal day thereafter.

ln addition to the amendments to the Alberta School Act, at a "Multicultural

Conference" held on July 16,1971, Premier Strom also announced a "New

Cultural Policy for the Province of Alberta" that provided wider language laws by

the province to give the study of ethnocultural languages a "living" base. Dawson

cites Strom, who states:

Hence, it is desirable that specific topics in social studies, literature,
and the fine arts be taught in the language being studied.
Consistent therefore with the recent amendment to The School Act,
separate or combined courses in the history and literature of a
particular ethno-cultural group in Canada, or courses in the arts and
customs of that particular group, could be developed and taught in
the language of the group. (Strom, 1971b,5)24

Research indicates that the legislative changes to the School Act and the

New Cultural Policy were politically motivated by the Alberta government as an

inexpensive attempt to appeal to Ukrainian Canadians and other ethnocultural

voters for the August 30, 1971 , provincial election. Researchers also claim that

these changes occurred for the reason that the Multicultural Committee was well

received by the government due to personal connections and direct access with

politicians in the Social Credit government. Dawson states that:

One of the committee's co-chairmen had personally known Premier
Strom "quite well from political elections and as a representative of
the Ukrainian community in Alberta and as president of the UCC."
A Ukrainian MLA in the government of the time was also a "very
good friend" and "one of our good friends in the government was
the provincial secretary--a Ukrainian."25
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However, on August 30,1971, the Social Credit Party was defeated by the

Progressive Conservative Party under the leadership of Peter Lougheed.

Nevertheless, the political co-chairman of the Multicultural Committee had been

active in the provincial Progressive Conservative Party since the 1950s and later

became its president. Due to his personal relations with the new premier and the

personal relations of the secretary of the Multicultural Committee with the

Minister of Advanced Education, the new government became well informed with

multiculturalism and the school-related proposals of the Ukrainian Canadian

community.'6 Consequently, the Multicultural Committee prepared a new

memorandum and compiled research regarding the theme of Ukrainian language

in the provincial schools of Alberta that was presented to Louis Hyndman, James

Foster, and Albert Hohol, at a cabinet committee meeting on education in March,

1973. Since the Multicultural Committee did not receive an answer within

reasonable time, J. Roslak, UCC Chairman, once again petitioned the Alberta

government with solid arguments for bilingual school education. At the same

time Ukrainian Canadian teachers, Fiona Pelech and Kateryna Cherniavska,

began developing a Ukrainian nursery and two Ukrainian Canadian parents'

committees in the public and catholic school systems that were organized to

support the establishment of a new bilingual program. Thus, in addition to the

Multiculutral Committee, Marunchak states that "the work of those committees

under the head of Maria Flak helped a great deal in the realization of bilingual

school education in Edmonton."27 As a result, Dawson states that in July 1973,

the Alberta government made the following offer to the Multicultural Committee:
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(1) "a pilot project for Grades 1,2, and 3 (three classrooms) in a
centrally located school to instruct these grades in their subjects in
English as well as in Ukrainian," (2) regular funding for bussing
students and "for someone you select to travel to the Ukraine in
order to asceftain whether or not [text] books would be available for
use in this project,' (3) a subsidy for selected texts and such
materials as were required for the project and (4) the appointment
of "someone of Ukrainian ethno-cultural background working in the
Depafiment of Education, to work with your appointed committees
to have this pilot project in operation by September, 1974."28

In November 1973, the Multicultural Commíttee met with the

superintendents of both Public and Catholic School Boards to discuss

government support and implementation of the Ukrainian bilingual program.

Following the meeting the superintendents prepared briefs that were presented

on November 22, 1973, to the Public School Board and on December 2, 1973, to

the Catholic School Board. Dawson states that the briefs requested the Boards

to

"permit bilingual grade one classes in September 1974 where,
besides English, the language of instruction would be Ukrainian for
up to 50 per cent of the school day . . . in subjects such as the fine
arts, physical education, and the social studies." The goal was to
learn Ukrainian in a "cultural context with the main emphasis on
fluency." lt was naturally pointed out that the government had
promised to meet any additional expenses associated with the
Ukrainian bilingual programme.2e

Both School Boards approved the bilingual program concept in principle

and suggested administrative recommendations. On January 25, 1974, the

Minister of Education met with representatives of the Multicultural Committee, the

Department of Education, and the two School Boards regarding implementation

of the bilingual program. Dawson states that the Minister of Education

negotiated a detailed agreement that committed $40-$50,000 a year to:
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(a) hire a Ukrainian curriculum specialist;
(b) develop a curriculum for language arts for use in grade one in

the fall, with work on physical education and fine arts to begin
as time and resources permitted; and

(')-1,Íy:älil1$"iriï'.17'*curricurumdeveropmentworkin

In addition, the provincial government agreed to support the transpoftation of

students according to existing regulations and to pay 80 per cent of the cost of

bilingual program evaluation. The School Boards agreed to provide the teachers,

schools and other ancillary materials for the bilingual program. Furthermore, the

Ukrainian Canadian community promised to recruit no fewer than one hundred

Grade 1 students and to ensure continued parental support for the bilingual

program. As a result, in March 1974, both School Boards formally agreed to

initiate the pilot project of the bilingual program in September 1974.31

Once again, personal connections between the Multicultural Committee,

the government, and the School Boards facilitated the process of establishing the

bilingual program. Dawson states that:

Throughout the discussions between the multicultural committee
and the government, the boards received progress reports through
"personal, private" contacts with "key" school personnel. The
political co-chairman of the multicultural committee "knew the
superintendent of the public school board quite well because the
superintendent was a member of the Ukrainian community," ar'ìd
the superintendent of the separate board was his "personal friend."
He also "had a number of friends" on the separate school board,
including a trustee who would later become a cabinet minister in
the provincial government. The secretary of the same committee
also had a personal friend and "fellow lawyer on the board" of the
public schools, whom he "asked for help on the programme." As a
result, the committee was a "group of professional people, well
known" to individuals close to both boards.32

Moreover, it was recognized by both School Boards that the Multicultural
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Committee had many political connections with the government and, therefore,

were not surprised that the Committee succeeded in establishing a firm

commitment from the government for the bilingual program. According to

Dawson:

The government and the school boards both saw that the "main
drive for the programme came from a specific group, the
multicultural committee." One superintendent stated that "they had
some very persuasive, high-powered people on that committee,"
and a minister concurred, saying that "the credibility of the players
who met with the government was a very significant factor. While
the programme ltself was credible, those players were very
effective.""o

According to Terry Prychitko, the first president of MPUE:

That program [Alberta] started as a result of the political clout of
Edmonton's Ukrainian Professional & Business Club. . . . They saw
the need for a program that would allow Ukrainian Canadians to
regain their language and their heritage at a level of their children--
4tn, Stn, 3td, some 2nd generation. Mostly 4th and 5th generation
children were enrolled in the program initially. People, most of the
parents, had lost the language. lt was the children now who were
requiring the language and the culture.3a

Consequently, in January 1974, Alberta became the first province in

Canada to introduce the EUBP. The Program was introduced in the Edmonton

Public and Separate School Boards, with g6 students enrolled in the first five

bilingual kindergarten classes.3s In September 1974,the government-subsidized

three-year pilot project in Ukrainian bilingual education began in Grade 1.36 The

number of students in the Program increased to 225.37

In 1975, the Multiculutal Committee initiated the formation of a parents'

association. The two parent committees from both school divisions were

replaced by the Ukrainian Bilingual Association (UBA) that was composed of
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In December 1976, The Hon. Julian Koziak, AlberTa's Minister of

Education, officially announced that Alberta's EUBP would move out of the pilot

stage and be extended through to Grade 6 thereby becoming a permanent

feature of Alberta's school system.3e Kowalchuk states that the Minister also

extended the offer to other language groups subject to the following regulations:

1. A request for a bilingual school can come from a responsible
group of parents but the request must be supported by the
school board.

2. A linguistic group requires 100 pupils in kindergarten during the
first year to receive assistance.

3. Bilingual education is limited to grades K-6.
4. Instruction in the languages will be used up to 50% of the school

day.
5. Financial support is provided during implementation.a0

As a result, Alberta's EUBP offered a bilingual program to kindergarten

students, who were first exposed to as much Ukrainian language as possible,

followed by a bilingual program to Grades 1-6 students, who received 50 percent

Ukrainian language instruction in social studies, language arts, art, music, and

physical education, and 50 percent English language instruction in science,

mathematics, and English language arts. The emphasis in the EUBP was on the

development of good listening, viewing, speaking, reading, writing, and

comprehension in both languages. In addition all students in the Separate/

Catholic School Boards learned French as a second language in Grade 4, while

the Public School Board offered it as an option commencing in Grade 7.

According to Bilash, "Teachers report that acquisition of a third language poses

fewer difficulties for children in the English-Ukrainian program. Trilingualism
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In the fall of 1977, the EUBP ceased to be a pilot project and was

permanently extended into Grades 4, 5 and 6.0' By 1978, over 700 students in

Edmonton and Vegreville, Alberta, were participating in the EUBP.æ ln

September 1979, the EUBP was extended into the junior high school in Grades

7, I and 9a and in September 1980, became part of the Program of two junior

high schools in Edmonton.Æ The EUBP became an option in senior Grades 10,

1 1 and 12 in September 1983.46

During the school year of 1980-81 , the EUBP was established not only in

the Edmonton School Division but also in the Shen¡rood Park, Vegreville, and

Lamont School Divisions. By 1981 , the total enrolment in Ukrainian language

classes was 998 students: 350 students in Edmonton public schools; 481 in

Edmonton Catholic Schools; 66 in Vegreville; 27 in Sheruvood Park, and 64 in

Lamont.aT Statistics of the preceding ten years of Alberta's EUBP indicate that

the Program was a success since at the beginning of each year the number of

new students increased without a noticeable degree of dropouts. In addition, the

number of classes was sustained in proportion to the influx of new students.

Hornofluk states that the student enrolment in Edmonton's EUBP:

increased substantially until its peak of 1,529 in 1985. After this
point, attendance slowly declined and has stabilized at
approximately 1,300 students annually over the last five years
[1986-1992]. As of March 1994, 15 Ukrainian bilingual schools
operated in Edmonton, Sherwood Park, Lamont and the County of
Minburn.aB

The success of Alberta's EUBP is also evident in evaluations conducted
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by Alberta's Department of Education Planning and Research Branch. The

evaluations demonstrated that students in the bilingual program achieved as well

as or, in some cases, better than their counterparts not in the Program. Mallea

states that:

Annual evaluations have been carried out in both school systems,
and their results indicate that the pupils'skills in the Ukrainian
language and their knowledge of Ukrainian culture have increased
substantially. Moreover, in 1978-1979, bilingual students in the
Catholic school system achieved as well as, or in some instances
better than, students in the regular programme (Ewanyshyn,
l ggo).4e

Cummins also refers to the evaluations of Edmonton's Ukrainian-English

Bilingual Program by stating that:

The evaluations of this program in which 50 percent of the
instruction is given in Ukrainian throughout elementary school have
shown no detrimental effects on the development of children's
English or other academic skills; in fact, by grade 5, students in the
program had pulled ahead of the comparison group in English
reading skills. '' A study carried out with grades 1 and 3 students
revealed that students who were relatively fluent in Ukrainian as a
result of parents using it consistently in the home were significantly
better able to detect ambiguities in English sentence structure than
either equivalent unilingual English-speaking children not in the
program or children in the program who came from predominantly
English-speaking homes.'o "'

Although the Multicultural Committee assisted in establishing Alberta's

EUBP, in later years the responsibility for the bilingual system of education was

given to ClUS,51 Through a bilingual co-ordinator, CIUS developed a community

support base for Alberta's EUBP. A day care centre was opened in the fall of

1979, as a feeder facility for the Program in order to expose pre-school children

to Ukrainian language and culture. Annual summer day camps were organized
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as a program supplement for students to maintain the Ukrainian language during

the summer months. Adult language classes and interdisciplinary extension

courses on Ukrainians in Canada were offered to parents of students in the

Program in order to complement the students' EUBP education at home. High

school immersion programs were also organized to offer students the opportunity

to learn the Ukrainian language and culture. In addition, University students

were employed on summer community service projects to prepare resource

materials and assist in an annual recruitment campaign for the EUBp.52

Despite its success, the lack of suitabfe teaching and resource materials

was an initial problem for Alberta's EUBP. Although the Alberta government

suggested to the Multicultural Committee that books or textbooks from Ukraine

be ascertained as to their availability for the Program, the Committee and

educators discovered that the highly propagandized materials from the Soviet

Union were not suitable and intended for native speakers. Dawson states that

"the committee, however, knew that'a central school and textbooks from

Communist Ukraine were aspects . . . which would be unacceptable to most

parents' (Lupul, 1976,6)."ut In addition, the scarcity of research studies on the

acquisition of the Ukrainian language as a mother tongue or second language

delayed the development of a primary reading series. Nevertheless, the Alberta

government rectified the void by funding the introduction of core and

supplementary materials in subjects taught in Ukrainian, as well as, a primary

reading series. As to the curricular and supplementary materials the government

prepared for Alberta's EUBP, Kowalchuk indicates that:
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Curricular and learning materials that have been prepared include
the following:
1. A language handbook for teachers which outlines principles for

learning the Ukrainian language and specifies skills, attitudes,
and knowledge for each grade level.

2. A curriculum guide for implementing the program includes
specific suggestions for teaching and for evaluating what has
been learned.

3. One teacher handbook suggests teacher lesson/unit plans,
themes, strategies, and vocabulary for integrating the Ukraínian
language with other courses for grades one to three.

ln addition to learning resources recommended for each grade level
taught, the following materials have been prepared under the
supervision of the Curriculum Branch:
1. A series of seven Ukrainian readers for grades one to three.
2. A series of supplementary packets of student materials on

various themes for class use.
3. A series of short stories and children's tales on slides and tapes

as supplements for subjects such as language arts and social
studies.5a

The Multicultural Committee also played an important role in translating

and developing teaching materials for the EUBP. In 1975, the Committee

applied for and received $56,000 from the federal government to publish a five

book language-development series at the elementary school level. This

language series was developed under contract by Alberta's Department of

Education. The Multicultural Committee, under the administration of CIUS,

created a "revolving" fund that reverted revenues from the sales of the books.

The Department of Education, on a contractual basis, developed a series of

supplementary materials for teachers with all costs being paid from the

"revolving" fund. A grant of $88,000 from the federal government was received

to develop two additional readers, workbooks for each grade, and teacher guides

for the entire language series.ss
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In addition , in 1977, CIUS established the Ukrainían Language Resource

Centre for the purpose of centralizing access to all Ukrainian language teaching

materials. The Ukrainian Language Resource Centre also contained most of the

Ukrainian language publications available in the West, supplemented by audio-

visual materials, journals, and reference books from the Soviet Union/Ukraine.

The Ukrainian language textbooks at the Resource Centre complied with

provincial curriculum requirements in each subject area. Readers and

workbooks that were developed for the EUBP were published by companies

offering Cyrillic alphabet facilities and were made available to the general

public.56

Most of the curricular and supplementary materials for Alberta's EUBP

were developed by Ukrainian bilingual teachers under the supervision of the

Department of Education's Curriculum Branch. ln the process of adding a new

grade to the Program each year, teacher-developed educational tools and

materials allevíated some burdens for materials in grades operating for the

second and subsequent years. However, developing curricula and materials for

the EUBP was difficult and a challenge for many Ukrainian bilingual teachers.

Bilash explains that:

Although reared within the Ukrainian community with Ukrainian as a
mother tongue, the teachers'fluency is a "household" Ukrainian--
out of place in the present technological age. Facility in discussing
recent developments such as the Alberta Tar Sands, and modern
appliances is lacking. To cover the prescribed curriculum, it
became necessary for teachers to research vocabulary. Faced
with a heavy workload and insufficient materials, many teachers
were unable to personally_justify the presentation of such a
"specialized" vocabulary."'
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In order to assist teachers, the University of Alberta developed

methodology and language courses to meet the particular requirements of the

EUBP. Evening and summer sessions that were immediately applicable to

classroom situations received positive responses from teachers. Over time

Albefta's EUBP teachers identified problems, developed solutions, and gained

experience in working in the Program.5s

Alberta's EUBP became a model for other second language and bilingual

programs in Canada. According to Marunchak, "the tight co-operation of

pedagogical and community activists led to the formation, in Edmonton, of an

original working model of a bilingual system."se Alberta university courses in

Ukrainian language, literature, culture, and second-language methodology, as

well as, courses designed to meet the specific needs of EUBP teachers that

prepare qualified teachers who are fluent in both the English and Ukrainian

languages to teach in the Program, were emulated and organized at other

Canadian universities in provinces offering the EUBP. Local school boards were

then responsible to hire graduates from the universities for their EUBP.60

In addition the work of Alberta's Ukrainian Canadian community, the

Multicultural Committee, the Department of the Secretary of State, and the

provincial Department of Education was impoftant due to the fact that printed

school textbooks were developed and benefitted similar systems in the Provinces

of Saskatchewan, Manitoba, and Ontario. An Interprovincial Editorial Board for

the Revision of the Ukrainian Audio-Visual Method was organized with members

forming the board from the Provinces of Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba.
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By 1982, the Edítorial Board, in co-operatÍon with the ucc, had pubrished

Level 1 Ukrainian Lessons, followed by Level ll and lll Ukrainian Lessons, that

were used in public schools in all the three provinces.ol In addition, in 1985, the

Joint Ukrainian Bilingual Curriculum Project was undertaken by leading Ukrainian

Canadian educators in Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba, for the collective

development of curricular materials.62

The establishment of Alberta's EUBP is significant to the history of

Ukrainian education in Canada. The growth of the Program in Edmonton not

only encouraged the development of other bilingual programs in that city but also

the gradual expansion of the EUBP to other parts of Alberta and Canada. As a

result of Alberta's EUBP, similar bilingual programs commenced in September

1979, in the Provinces of Saskatchewan and Manitoba, as provincial

governments amended their school acts to permit second-language education.63

Manitoba's English-Ukrainian Bilinqual Proqram (1 976-79)

The Ukrainian Canadian community in Manitoba was greatly influenced by

the success of the EUBP in Alberta. During the 1970s the UPBC, in particular,

began taking an active role in the promotion of Ukrainian language education in

Manitoba's school system. As aforementioned in Chapter 3, at that time the

UPBC established a position of education liaison on their Board of Directors to

address educational issues of the Ukrainian Canadian community. The

education liaison member of UPBC became chairman of the UPBC Education

Committee. In 1975, the UPBC Education Committee, chaired by William

Solypa, and supported by the UCC, prepared and presented a brief to the
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Winnipeg 1 School Board that resulted in a change in the school division's

regulations to permit the instruction of Ukrainian in Grades 1 to 3. In that same

year, the chairman and members of the UPBC Education Committee attempted

to persuade the Minister of Education to appoint a full time Ukrainian language

consultant at the Department of Education. However, according to Dr. Louis C.

Melosky, UPBC President 1975, "the Minister indicated that he had a problem

with justifying a full time consultant at that time."64 During that time, a sub-

committee of UPBC in Winnipeg also approached the Schreyer government to

initiate a EUBP in Manitoba. The Hon. Ben Hanuschak, Minister of Education,

rejected the idea. Terry Prychitko recalls that "certainly Hanuschak rejected

them and told them that he didn't see a need for such a program in the public

school system."65 However, this rejection did not discourage members of the

UPBC or the Ukrainian Canadian community who continued to pursue the

government for a Ukrainian language consultant at the Department of Education

and an EUBP.

The following year the UPBC became incorporated on January 31, 1976.

Dr. Melosky states that:

ln 1975, we began the process of incorporation. In November we
were informed that the Ukrainian Professional and Business Club of
Winnipeg would be incorporated and that upon a motion duly made
and seconded, By-laws No. 1,2, and 3 in the forms presented to
the meeting were passed. By-law No. 1 was basically the
constitution and set out the Rules of how the incorporation was to
be run. By-law No. 2 was a general banking by-law and By-law No.
3 set out the number of Directors. lt was decided that the formal
take over date for the Corporation taking over all the affairs of the
Club should be January 31 ,197^6^at which time the year end
statements should be available.""
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In order to develop its primary objectíve of preserving the Ukrainian

Canadian cultural heritage the UPBC continued to communicate and lobby with

the federal, provincial and municipal governments by consistently focusing on

Ukrainian Canadian issues and concerns, including the creation of an EUBP in

Manitoba, and inviting important and influential políticians as guest speakers at

its monthly meetings and at special events. Dr. lhor Mayba, UPBC President

1976, states that:

One of our primary objectíves is directed towards the preservation
of cultural aspects of our Ukrainian heritage. To this end our Club
has devoted considerable emphasis throughout our meetings to the
sustenance of an accessible forum for the expression and the
sharing of views of our guests Isicl speakers with our members.oT

The 1976 guest speakers included, Justice Charles Huband, former leader of the

Manitoba Liberal Party; Professor W. Janiw, rector of the Ukrainian Free

University in Munich; Dr. Ralph Campbell, president of the University of

Manitoba; Justice John Solomon; The Hon. Lieutenant-Governor of Manitoba,

Bud Jobin; The Hon. Sterling Lyon, leader of the Manitoba Conservative Party;

The Hon. Peter Burtniak, Minister of Highways; The Hon. Sam Uskiw, Minister of

Agriculture; Mr. T. Hutson, United States Consul-General; Julius Fahr, president

of the German Professional and Business Club; Joseph Marek from the Polish

Professional and Business Club, and Serge Radchuk, president of the UCC.68

In the spring of 1976, the UPBC approached Sterling Lyon, the newly

elected leader of the Progressive Conservative Party of Manitoba, the official

opposition, to assist in initiating an EUBP similar to the one in Alberta. In

November, 1976, the Ukrainian Advisory Committee presented to the caucus of



the Progressive Conservative Party a brief defining several major

recommendations in the area of bilingual education.

ln 1977 the Ukrainian Canadian community, with assistance from UPBC

and UCC, was successful in lobbying the provincial government in seconding

Stephania Yurkiwsky as the Ukrainian Language Consultant to Manitoba's

Department of Education from Winnipeg 1.

While lobbying the Progressive Conservative Party for an EUBP in

Manitoba, the UPBC continued supporting other Ukrainian Canadian educatíonal

endeavours. In May 1977, the UPBC accepted the request by the UCPBF to

raise $75,000 for CIUS. In June 1977, the UPBC's involvement in the promotion

of Ukrainian language in Winnipeg's public school system was marked by the

presentation of trophies and certificates to students in elementary, junior, and

senior high schools, by John Pankiw, the UPBC education liaison officer. In July

1977, the UPBC made a financial contribution to assist in organizing the

Ukrainian Language Studies sessions at a summer camp held at Riding

Mountain National Park, in Manitoba6e.

In February 1978, four months after the election of the Conservative

Government, Premier Lyon met once again with UPBC. The meeting was also

attended by representatives of the UCC. The impetus for the meeting was

provided by Dr. Lupul and Mr. Savaryn, from Edmonton, who, together with the

other members of the delegation, presented the premier with a brief that

requested not only an amendment to The Public Schools Act to permit the use of

languages other than English and French as languages of instruction in the
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school system, but also government support for the inauguration of an EUBP in

Manitoba. Balan and Spolsky state that:

Figuring most prominently in the brief submission was the fact that
annual costs involved in operating the program would be minimal.
A consultant for Ukrainian in the Department of Education was
already on secondment from the Winnipeg No. 1 school division;
teachers qualified to instruct in Ukrainian at the preliminary grade
levels were already employed in several school divisions; and,
curricular programs had been developed in Alberta not only for
language afts, but also for social studies, the fine arts and physical
education. Most important of all, the five-booklet Ukrainian
language--development seriej developed in Alberta could be
adapted for use in Manitoba.'u

This delegation to the Lyon Government argued that the only additional

costs to the government would be for a full-time consultant in Winnipeg 1, the

costs of monitoring and evaluating the Program during the pilot stage, and a

transportation subsidy, in a per capital amount, as provided by existing

regulations. Terry Prychitko claims that:

They got an appointment, sat down with Sterling and convinced him
even in a period of restraint that the introduction of a program
wouldn't be a costly item to the department. As a matter of fact, the
budget for the first year was something in the neighbourhood of
$70,000.00.''

On March 16, 1978, two weeks after the presentation of the brief, Premier

Lyon's first Speech from the Throne was read in the provincial legislature. The

Premier stated that his government was giving consideration to a pilot program

within the public school system to provide instruction in languages other than

English and French. The Hon. Keith Cosens, Minister of Education, agreed to

provide the necessary enabling legislation. Consequently, on July 20,1978, Bill

57 "An Act to Amend the Public Schools Act", was given royal assent, amending
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Section 252(2) of the Act, permitting languages other than English or French as

languages of instruction for not more than 50 percent of the regular school hours

for pilot courses as determined by the Minister.T2

According to Mallea, under the terms of the amended Public Schools Act,

permission was given to use other languages in the following instances when

authorized by the school boards in Manitoba:

(a) for instruction in religion during a period authorized for such
instruction;

(b) during a period authorized for teaching the language;
(c) before and after the regular school hours prescribed in the

regulations and applicable to that school;
(d) in compliance with the regulations as a language of instruction,

for transitional purposes;
(e) in compliance with the regulations as a language of instruction

for not more than 50 percent of the regular school hours for
pilot courses as determined by the minister. (Manitoba, 1980,
p. 42)"

In April, 1978, the Executive of the UPBC of Winnipeg established a

Steering Committee specifically instructed to facilitate the introduction of the

EUBP in Manitoba, Members of the Steering Committee were Ernest Cicierski,

chairman and UPBC President 1978, Myron Spolsky, secretary-treasurer, John

Pankiw, Dr. Louis Melosky, John Petryshyn, Dr. Serge Radchuk, Prof. Yaroslav

Rozumnyj, and William Solypa. The founding meeting of the Steering Committee

was held on July 18, 1978, and a chart depicting the key individuals involved in

initiating the EUBP was distributed at the meeting (see Appendix G). The

Steering Committee's structure was formalized during the summer of 1978 under

the name of the Ukrainian Bilingual Program Committee (UBPC). The purpose
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of the UBPC was to facilitate introduction of the EUBP in Manitoba by developing

legislation, enrolment predictions, and pilot program locations.

Simultaneously, in the early spring of 1978, the Ukrainian Students' Club

(USC), at the University of Manitoba, applied for and received a grant from the

Department of the Secretary of State to develop and publish a series of

brochures promoting existing Ukrainian language programs in the province.

In addition, the USC worked with the UBPC on an extensive telephone

campaign to determine interest and potential enrolment in the EUBP. By

September, 1978, the results of the telephone survey were submitted to the

Department of Education. of the 1,800 households surveyed, parents of 145

pre-school children indicated an interest in the EUBP. The largest number of

responses were recorded in Transcona-Springfield School Division No. 12

(Transcona-springfield), River East School Division No. g (River East), and

Seven Oaks School Division No. 10 (Seven Oaks).74

Despite the results of the telephone survey, the Department of Education

decided to introduce the EUBP into Winnipeg 1, Transcona-Springfield, and

Agassiz School Division No. 13 (Agassiz) - the three school divisions with the

largest concentration of Ukrainian students, but not to include River East and

Seven Oaks. In November, 1978, the Minister of Education announced a three

year pilot EUBP and proceeded to invite the three school divisions to introduce

the Program in September, 1979. In the proposal to the school divisions, the

Deparlment of Education, committed itself to support the following:
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one class per year in each of the three school divisions starting
in kindergarten to the end of grade 3, commencing in 1979-80
and continuing to 1982-83 (or 1981 -82iia grade 1 starting point
was agreed upon);
all necessary program, textual and teaching materials for the
pilot classes;
necessary professional development and in-service training for
the teachers involved:

1.

4. supervision and evaluation of the pilot program by the
Depaftment of Education; and

5. where necessary, approved teacher salary costs (kindergarten
at half s4ary) incurred in the establishment of the pilot
classes.'"

Ernest Cicierski states that:

2.

3.

As a result of our IUPBC] efforts, the Minister of Education
announced that English-Ukrainian bilingual classes would be
introduced on a pilot basis in September, 1979 and that a
consultant for the program would be made available within the
Department of Education. . . .

Our activities during the past year generated an increased
amount of favourable media publicity, particularly in respect to the
leadership we advanced towards the unfolding of language
opportunities in our educational system. lt is hoped that the
promotion of the newly established English-Ukrainian bilingual
program will continue to have the active support of our members in
the years to come.76

ln a tribute to UPBC past presidents, Orest Lazaruk, UPBC President 1977,

praised Ernest Cicierski by stating that:

As an educator of considerable repute, it was natural that Ernie
would concentrate his efforts in achieving language education
parity in a multicultural province. The Club successfully lobbied
Provincial Government ministers to enable language instruction
other than English and French to be authorized, resulting in the
establishment of $Olish-Ukrainian bilingual classes throughout the
provincial system."

On January 4,1979, the Ukrainian Consultant for the Department of

Education, Stephania Yurkiwsky, met with over thirty parents in Agassiz to
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discuss the establishment of the EUBP in their school divisíon. By the end of

January, twenty-seven parents committed their support for the Program and thus

in September, 1979, Agassiz became the first school division in Manitoba to offer

a Grade 1 class at Beausejour Elementary School.

Transcona-Springfield and Winnipeg 1 responded more slowly to the

Department's proposal. The two school divisions waited over four months before

surveying parents to determine interest and potential enrolment. The reluctance

of the administrators in Transcona-Springfield and Winnipeg 1 concerned the

UBPC, who felt that this tardiness would jeopardize the successful introduction of

the EUBP. Consequently, in mid-February, 1979, the UBPC, with the financial

assistance of the Department of the Secretary of State, hired Boris Gengalo and

Zenia Zenchuk, for a six week term, to organize informational meetings and to

coordinate a public media awareness campaign in these two school divisions.

The campaign surveys indicated seventy-eight positive responses in Transcona-

Springfield, and 1 15 in Winnipeg 1 .78 As a result, with the assistance of Mrs.

Yurkiwsky and representatives from the UBPC, three organizational parental

meetings were held in Winnipeg 1, and two in Transcona-Springfield. At the

same time, in order to inform their membership regarding the status and progress

of Ukrainian language education and the EUBP in the Province of Manitoba, the

UPBC invited The Hon. Keith Cosens, Minister of Education, to be a guest

speaker at their February monthly meeting.Te

By the end of March, 1979, both school divisions had accepted the

Department's proposal and agreed to introduce two Grade 1 classes in each
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division. ln Transcona-Springfield, a decision was made to put the EUBP in both

the rural area, at Oakbank Elementary School, and in the urban area, at Regent

Park School. Unfortunately, the administrative staff in Winnipeg 1 was unable to

coordinate the Program's introduction in two schools, therefore, only one Grade 1

class was offered at Ralph Brown School.

In that same year, an amendment dealing with "Languages of lnstruction"

under sub-sectionT9(2) of the Public Schools Act enhanced the interest of

parents in the EUBP (see Appendix H). Derkatz states that:

ln 1979, an amendment dealing with "Languages of lnstruction"
under sub-section 79(2) permitted bilingual programs to be re-
established in Manitoba public schools. Ukrainian, with approved
provincial status, could now be used in classroom instruction using
a methodology of partial immersion for up to a maximum of 50% of
school day to develop bilingual competency.s0

On February 15, 1979, Premier Lyon, in his Throne Speech, stated that the

government's commitment to proceed with the introduction of EUBP pilot in

Kindergarten and Grade 1 was commencing September 1979.

As a result of the media awareness campaign and the Throne Speech, an

increasing number of parents in other school divisions began to request the

EUBP. Parents in Seven Oaks and River East organized their efforts in an

attempt to have the same Program offered in their divisions. The school boards

in both divisions conducted division-wide surveys to determine parental interest.

The results of the survey showed sixty positive responses in Seven Oaks, and

127 in River East.81

Consequently, in April 1979, both school divisions approached the
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Department of Education to be included as part of the pilot program, but were

refused funding. The UBPC became concerned that because of this rejection the

EUBP would be limited to only three divisions. They met with the Assistant

Deputy Minister of Education, The Hon. Jeff Davies, and later with the Minister of

Education, The Hon. Keith Cosens, to insist that the pilot be open to all divisions

wanting to offer the EUBP. This meeting resulted in the Minister of Education

approving the EUBP on June 12, 1979, in the non-pilot divisions. Balan and

Spolsky state:

In other words, the Department was prepared to supervise the
program in all divisions, provide inservice training for all teachers,
develop specialized classroom and teacher materials and, most
importantly, the department would provide a grant of $400 per class
toward the purchase of curriculum materials. Not provided was the
subsidy for teacher salaries because the department argued that
this was not an additional expense to divisions as children had to
be educaled regardless of whether or not they were in the
program.o'

By mid-June, the Department's proposal was considered by both Seven Oaks

and River East school boards. The Program was approved on the condition that

the actual enrolment was sufficient to operate classes. According to sub-section

79(2) of the Public Schools Act, a school board has the discretionary power to

provide instruction in a language when there are more than twenty-three students

enrolled in a program.B3 Thus, Seven Oaks authorized one Grade 1 class and

the first Kindergarten class in Manitoba's EUBP, at H.C. Avery School. However,

in River East, the initial attempt at recruitment did not generate enough parents

to warrant introducing the Program in September 1979.

The availability of resource materials for initiating the EUBP was limited
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and required development. Although the five booklet Ukrainian language series

"TYT I TAM" developed in Alberta could be adapted for use in Manitoba, not all

of the teaching and curriculum materials created for the EUBP in Alberta was

appropriate for Manitoba's curricular requirements. Also, it was impossible to

acquire educational materials suitable for classroom instruction from Ukraine not

only due to the country's political situation but also, more imporlantly, due to the

"russification" of the Ukrainian language in educational resources. In addition,

the Ukrainian language in the educational materials used in the Ukrainian Corel

Elective Program in the public school system and in the Ukrainian supplementary

schools was too advanced to be used in the earlier grades of the EUBP.

Consequently, from April to August 1979, the Curriculum Services Branch of the

Department of Education hired two students, the writer being one, as part of the

Student Summer Employment Project (STEP) to develop supplementary

resources materials for the EUBP.

As an additional resource, the Department of Education, established an

EUBP Inter-Provincial Curriculum Committee since it had maintained inter-

provincial curriculum committees in other subject areas in the three prairie

Provinces of Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba. The EUBP Inter-Provincial

Curriculum Committee included representatives from the Department of the

Secretary of State, CIUS, and the UPBC. The purpose of this Committee was

not only to analyze current curricular needs but also to develop and fund new

materials. The EUBP Inter-Provincial Curriculum Committee would assist in the

development of the EUBP by not only dividing responsibilities for the creation of
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teaching materiafs among the three provinces but also coordinating a number of

areas that had been the privy of each province. Consequently, the sharing of

resources among provinces would provide the incentive and encouragement to

individual provinces to fund EUBP development.

The Department of Education also agreed to provide inservice training for

teachers in Manitoba's EUBP. The Department of Education's Ukrainian

consultant, stephania Yurkiwsky, was able to facilitate acceptance by the

University of Manitoba's Faculty of Education to provide credit for after-degree

teacher training courses for the EUBP at St. Andrew's College during the

summer months.

During 1979, the UPBC continued supporting Ukrainian language

education by providing significant financial assistance to Ukrainian Canadian

educational organizations. At the national level, the UPBC contributed to CFUS

a total of $11,450: $5,000 from the UPBC and $6,450 from individual

membership donations. At the municipal level, authorization was given for

$1,000 to defray the costs of the EUBP Steering Committee; a $500 bursary to a

deserving student enrolled in Slavic Studies at the University of Manitoba, and

$1,000 to purchase trophies for presentation to Winnipeg high school students

who achieved high standards in Ukrainian studies. ln addition the UPBC

absorbed the costs of awards presented to deserving participants in the annual

Ukrainian Verse Speaking Contest, and organized a luncheon hosted by the

UPBC for delegates from across Canada who attended the Canadian Teachers

Federation Conference. ln reflecting on his 1979 year as UPBC president,
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An overview of the activities in 1979 clearly reflects the large
measure of success achieved that year in demonstrating the Club's
continued resolve to provide leadership and support to the
Ukrainian community at large. That accomplishment would not
have been gained without the efforts of a dedicated Board of
Directors and an enthusiastic general membership during my term
of office.Ba

In a tribute to UPBC past presidents, Orest Lazarukstated the following

regarding the work of the UPBC during Water Saranchuk's term as President in

1979:

It was fitting that as a lawyer, Walter would assume the task of
updating the Club's constitution. However before the ink was dry
an amendment was introduced to admit females into membership,
but was defeated. The Provincial Government re-affirmed that the
use of Ukrainian as a language of instruction in public schools will
be instituted. Pleased with its accomplishments the Club approved
funds for the Ukrainian Bilingual Program in Winnipeg schools.ss

Thus, due to a series of events and the lobbying efforts with the provincial

government by members of the Ukrainian Canadian community and particularly

the UPBC that began in 1976 and led to amendments in The Public Schools Act

in 1978 and 1979, Manitoba's EUBP was introduced into the public school

system in September 1979.

Manitoba's Enolish-Ukrainian Bilinoual Proqram
Grades K-3 Pilot (1979-82)

Most sources indicate that the total enrolment in September 1979, for the

first year of Manitoba's EUBP, was 1 13 students in six classes (See Appendix l).

However, one source indicates that there were 126 students enrolled in the first

year of the EUBP.B6 The Department of Education gave a $60,000 start up grant
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to three school dívisions to pilot the EUBP in four Grade 1 classes: Agassiz -

Beausejour Elementary School, Transcona-springfield - Oakbank Elementary

School and Regent Park School, and Winnipeg 1 - Ralph Brown School. Seven

Oaks approved the EUBP without a grant for Kindergarten and Grade 1 classes

at H.C. Avery School.87

ln December 1979, the UBPC organized centralized cultural events that

involved all classes in Manitoba's EUBP. A St. Nicholas concert held at

oseredok was attended by 120 children in the Program. Also, all classes

participated in the construction of an artistic scene of the Holy Supper that was

displayed during the Christmas Season in one of Hudson's Bay Company's large

deparÏment store windows.ss

Towards the end of 1979, the UBPC made an application to the

Department of the Secretary of State for a grant to develop and publish a twenty-

one book series of supplementary readers for the primary Social Studies

curriculum that would also complement the Ukrainian language arts in the

EUBP.B9 A grant of up to 50 percent of the total project expenses was approved,

Terry Prychitko explains the reason for the grant application:

We were having meetings with the teachers and finding out that the
supplementary materials were woefully inadequate because of the
fact that Ukrainians didn't have an old country where material could
come from. The German program had all kinds of [educational
materiall from West Germany. We couldn't take the [educational
materiall even if it would be made available to us because of the
Soviet influence--the political thing--on top of which the government
there [was] russifying the country--and there's not much that's being
done in Ukrainian in any event if it weren't political.

We had to find a source of material. We got an idea, one of the
first projects was supplementary readers--it was all put together.
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Now how do we find the funding? Bill Balan [advised that] . . .

there's a program in Secretary of State Office outside of the
language area that might work, but it only funds profit making
organizations. lt didn't fund non-profit organizations like M.P.U.E. .

M.P.U.E. couldn't be sure if funding would come from Secretary
of state. Then ít was necessary to form the Dzvin publishing
Company. Dzvin was the company that was formed to publish 21
supplementary readers. All the school libraries have them. We got
funding for that. We printed the readers--that's why Dzvin came
into existence."

ln June, 1980, the ukrainian consultant, at the Department of Education,

Stephania Yurkiwsky, coordinated and commenced the work on the

supplementary readers. The writer worked on developing the supplementary

readers.

During the first year of the EUBP, Parents' Committees were established

in each school in order to assist in the organization, recruitment and stabilizalion

of the Program. The Regent Park Parents' Committee was the first Parents'

Committee to become organized. lt was formed as a result of the Program's

transportation crisis in Transcona-Springfield. The Regent Park EUBP Parents'

Committee initiated the creation of Parents' Committees in other school divisions

that resulted in the provincial organization of MPUE. Terry Prychitko describes

the following events leading to the establishment of Parents' Committees in

school divisions:

The transportation issue was going to kill the program right off the
bat . . . although they had commitment to the program, it was difficult
for parents to drive their children day in and day out--two parents
working--one parent working--one automobile. Obviously these
problems were real. . . .

We had to go to the school board. We didn't know that. None of
us had ever been involved at all in any school division politics of how
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things get done. We attended the meeting for the first time, made
our presentation and were rejected. We were obviously a little
deflated, ready to throw in the towel. We met again and decided no,
we were not going to give up now. We went a second time and were
rejected again. The third or fourth time finally the board bent to our
pressure. We kept bringing out all of our parents. Even the ones
who didn't need transportation came and supported the ones who
did. We got people from Oakbank to come. They had transpoftation
because of rural areas get it. With this show of numbers and our
persistence we managed to overcome the reluctance of the board
and learn about the politics of getting things done at the schoolboard.

That experience gave us the knowledge that what we needed was
an organized Parents' Committee. As a result of that we formed the
Regent Park English-Ukrainian Program Parents' Committee and
had meetings, set up a board of officers. . . .

We saw that we had strength in numbers from what we did at the
board. We saw also if the program was going to continue it was
going to take some lobbying and work at the provincial level to make
sure we weren't going to be left with the program in our division
alone. lt would be very easy for our board to say it was obviously a
very isolated thing and cancel it. We had to make sure that all of the
programs in all of the schools were viable.

We started holding meetings with the parents from the various
other parents'groups. Encouraged through IUBPC] there were
Parents'Committees formed at Ralph Brown, R.F. Morrison,
Oakbank and Beausejour. We star-ted having joint meetings at the
Secretary of State Office and at Oseredok. We had parents from
River East because they had hoped to have a program also, but due
to numbers, their program didn't come to be.e1

Towards the end of 1980, the UBPC decided to dissolve with the objective

of encouraging the Parents' Committees to formalize their own central

organization, entitled MPUE. The first annual meeting of MPUE occurred on

June 3, 1980. The MPUE membership adopted a Constitution, elected a board

of directors, an executive, and Terry Prychitko as its first president.s2 MPUE's

first office was located at Prychitko and Associates, 302 - 296 Garry Street.

Winnipeg.
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The fírst priority of the new MPUE Executive was to meet with the

Regional Director, of the Federal Government Multiculturalism Directorate, of the

Department of State to discuss financial operational support for MPUE. The

MPUE Executive met with the Regional Director in June and July 1980.e3 The

grant application resulted in a3-112 year grant of $99,200 from the Department

that was awarded for operational support of MPUE. MPUE became the first

organization in Canada to receive an operational grant from the federal

government. In October 1980, MPUE was incorporated in Manitoba, by letters

patent, and Andrew Serray became the first executive director. On November

17,1980, The Hon. Jim Fleming, Minister of State for Multiculturalism, approved

the first six month section of the federal grant on a pilot basis. On January 23,

1981, during a meeting with The Hon. Jim Fleming and the MPUE Executive, the

Minister gave approval of the grant in principle for a further three years, with a

potential extension for one year.ea

During that time, a 1981 commissioned Ukrainian Language Education

Study by Balan and Stus indicated that language fluency in the field of Ukrainian

Canadian education was a major issue and that the more comprehensive EUBP

rather than the Ukrainian Core/Electrive Program or the "Ridna Shkola" Ukrainian

schools received a more favourable response to financial assistance from the

community and the government. Derkatz states that Balan, a former University

of Manitoba Students' Union president, who was not only active in the political

process that created Book lV of the B & B Commission, but also an employee of

the Department of the Secretary of State, provides the following analysis of the
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Study's data that examines the community and government's preference to fund

the EUBP:

Ukrainian language fluency was seriously neglected due to
Anglicization and inadequate funding for both qualified teachers
and appropriate resource materials. Language programs were
piecemeal and generally ineffective. Why would we want to invest
more money in programs that were unable to provide children with
fluency? lf we were committed to maintaining ourselves as a
functional community, then we had to invest in programs that would
create fluency. Teaching Ukrainian for three hours a week was not
enough to provide fluency to anyone who was primarily unilingual
English-speaking. Our community was already starting to move
away from operating in Ukrainian and it was functioning more or
less in English. Only bilingual education could possibly develop
and maintain fluency. lf you consider language programs as
investment options, why would the community or the government
invest in a program like the core program or "ridna shkola", if there
was no way they could provide fluency for children? lt would be the
same as a business person investing in a bankrupt company.tot nu

In his position as Assistant Regional Director for the Federal Department

of the Secretary of State, Balan assisted the UBPC and MPUE with not only

lobbying the Manitoba government for bilingual education, the EUBP, and

financial assistance, but also developing supportive networks with the Sociètè

Franco-Man itoban, col laborative organ izational strategies with organ ize rs for the

German and Hebrew bilingual programs, and liaisons with Albefta leaders, who

had successfully incorporated the Ukrainian-Bilingual system into the public

schools of that province.e6

The operational grant received from the federal government enabled

MPUE to implement a community strategy specifically in the area of language re-

acquisition for children between the ages of 5 and 9. The professional

community animator's responsibility was to facilitate the wider acceptance of all
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In addition, the MPUE Executive met not only with the Provincial

Depaftment of Education and with the Department of Cultural Affairs and

Historical Resources to secure a grant of $8,700, but also wíth CIUS for $5,000

to assist in operational funding for the animation project.eT Balan states that "in

total the parents'committee has received in cash and commitments almost

$150,000 from the Department of the Secretary of State, with the community

contributing only $10,000."e8 These operational support grants provided a

financial basis for the operation, recruitment, and hiring of an executive director

for MPUE. Terry Prychitko describes MPUE's recruitment and funding issues

during the pilot years of the EUBP:

During the '79-'80 year we saw a need to get funding so we could
get staff that would assist us in the recruiting effort. We found that
recruiting was a time consuming process. We had to first, each
and every year, go to the division and ask for the continuation of
the program from grade 1-2, 2-3 etc. and for another class to
follow--it wasn't automatic. . . .

Recruitment started off with a mail drop. Recruitment campaigns
were started--parents got on the phone and managed to gefgoing
in some divisions, where we got cooperation from division staff.
They would give us potential lists of kindergarten children. We
could then contact them for enrollment in grade 1. We managed to
get the kindergarten program in some divisions. This worked as a
feeder system. All of this was part of the recruitment effort. . . .

Funding was always an issue. Although we had an agreement
every time we met with a minister--all of the work would be done
[resulting in] continued funding for a period of 3-4 years. The next
thing we knew, the minister would change, priorities of the
department would change. [This would result in] another series of
pressure calls in order to arrange a meeting in order to maintain the
funding.ee
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ln September 1980, the second year of the EUBP pitot, 270 students were

enrolled in fourteen classes in six school divisions.100 Other sources indicate

there were either 275101 or 276102 students enrolled in the second year of the

Program. Students from the original six classes progressed to the Grade 2 level

and received 150 minutes of teaching in the Ukrainian language per day,12Vz

hours per week and 4TS hours a year.'o3 River East began the EUBp at

Springfield Heights Elementary School, and the Dauphin-Ochre School Division

No. 33 (Dauphin-Ochre) at MacNeill School. In addition to the two elementary

schools that housed the EUBP, on Februa ry 29, 1gg1 , Transcona-Springfield

opened the EUBP at Margaret Underhill School.

In 1980, the Ukrainian consultant's position was made permanent by the

Department of Education. Many supplementary resource materials were

developed by the consultant, university summer students, and by individual

teachers during the first year of the Program. However, due to the limited supply

of educational materials and the isolation of the EUBP teachers in various school

divisions, the teachers requested the Ukrainian Consultant and the Department

of Education to establish a curriculum committee for the purpose of meeting on a

regular basis during the day to prepare and share primary and supplementary

resources. Consequently, the English-Ukrainian Bilingual Curriculum Committee

(EUBCC) was created at the Department of Education to develop materials for

the Program.

Teachers from all school divisions in Manitoba were selected to serve on

this Committee. The Committee met approximately once a month during the
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school day. During the 1980-81 period, the goals of the EUBCC were to clarify

common objectives for Kindergarten, Grades 1, and 2, to develop and select

materials for teaching of those subjects that were taught in Ukrainian, and to

exchange ideas and approaches regarding teaching the EUBP.10a The writer

was involved with this Committee from 1980-83.

On December 2,1980, MPUE hired Lesia Savedchuk, as Educational

Resources Development Coordinator, to assist the Department of Education in

developing twenty-one supplementary readers for the EUBP. ln January 1981 ,

MPUE hired Walter Kulyk as Director of Promotions, and on January 12, 1981,

all EUBP teachers in the province attended an all-day meeting evaluating and

voicing concerns and needs of the Program.

In the fall of 1980, MPUE continued to gain support for the EUBP by

becoming involved with school board elections. Terry Prychitko discusses the

benefit of this strategy:

We got somewhat involved with people running [in the 1980 School
Board electionsl. Some people ran and were unsuccessful, We
were successful in getting a core of people especially in River East,
Transcona-Springfield and to some extent in Seven Oaks, where
we had trustees that we talked to who saw the benefits of the
program and worked with us. In that sense it was successful.los

Due to similar issues regarding support for heritage language programs and

transportation, MPUE also began working cooperatively with Canadian Parents

for French (CPF). Derkatz states that:

Early in the organizational process, networking and advocacy for
support of language concerns involved dialogue with the
Francophone and ethnocultural groups resulting in 'Manitoba 23'
supporting the French language referendum and the establishment
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of organÍzations like the Manitoba Association for Bílingual
Education (MABE) and Manitoba Parents for Ancestral Languages
(MAPAL). The common objective of these bodies was investment
in language.l06

Moreover, MPUE began encouraging other ethnocultural groups, such as those

of Hebrew and German descent, to form bilingual programs. Terry Prychitko

describes these relations as follows:

We saw that we couldn't work alone so we joined with Canadian
Parents for French (C.P.F.). We had several introductory meetings
with some of their executive and we saw that their needs and ours
were similar in the urban areas ie: transportation . . . we had to
work together and we had to elect people who were sympathetic to
the cause of language education and saw that without transport this
was really an elitist program for those who could afford to get their
kids to school as opposed to making it available to everyone. At
the time also we saw the need to encourage other groups to get
bilingual programs going.

German and Hebrew--the German because of their population
base in River East division was a natural. [We] went to the first
organizational meeting of Manitoba Parents for German Education
(M.P.G.E.), expected that they [would] have maybe 20-30 people
and it would be a successful meeting--they had almost 200 people
in that room. That was the interest in that division for the program.

We did help them organize their parents'committee also getting
them as a group that went to Secretary of State for funding to
province.

All of a sudden now there was C.P.F.--their agenda somewhat
difficult but similar problems--German, Hebrew had similar agendas
to ours, cooperation.loT

In addition to developing relations with ethnocultural communities, MPUE

also continued to lobby the federal and provincial governments for heritage

language education. On December 20, 1980, MPUE submitted briefs to both the

federal government's Special Joint Committee of the House of Commons and of

the Senate on the Constitution of Canada, and to the Standing Committee of the

Legislative Assembly of Manitoba on Statutory Orders and Regulations.
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However, MPUE. was only invited to appear before the provincial committee.

The following excerpt from an MPUE Board meeting explains the brief and

results of the proposed resolutions and amendments:

Essentially, our position was similar to that presented by the
Ukrainian Canadian Committee and a number of other minority
ethnocultural organizations. Both briefs recommended that the
following four points of the proposed resolution be amended to
clarify the government's position on human rights in Canada and to
extend enumerated linguistic rights to include the rights of non-
English non-French groups in education. The briefs stated that
MPUE supports the entrenchment of the fundamental rights and
freedoms in a section of the Constitution called the Canadian
Charter of Rights and Freedoms.

We recommend that Section 1 of the proposed constitution be
deleted because its word and application were so ill-defined and
broad that it would do nothing to prevent the kind of internment of
citizens and deprivation of their civil rights as happened to
Ukrainians during W.W.l and Japanese during W.W.ll

We expressed our concern that the proposed Constitution does
not recognize that Canada is a multicultural nation. Accordingly,
we recommended that a subsection be added to Section 15 of the
Constitution which would state that "Everyone has the right to
preserve and develop their cultural and linguistic heritage." We
expressed our concern that the federal government chose to
protect the rights of the English minority in Quebec and of the
French minority in the other provinces in the area of education,
while not doing so for the other groups, whose human and civil
rights do not differ in any manner from the two majority groups and
whose needs as cultural groups are the same as those of the other
two. We stressed that if Canada has a clear commitment to the
Constitution then that commitment must be expressed through
programmes which will develop all of the groups: language and its
development in a Canadian environment were pointed to as the
major vehicles for development.

Although there were two briefs prepared the only difference
between the two was that the provincial one dealt briefly with our
concerns without drawing on extensive research into education or
human rights, while the federal one utilized Canadian and non-
Canadian reports on multilingual education, pointed to other
countries which ensure that the minorities are protected and
pointed indirectly to the similarities between the position of the
minorities and the French outside Quebec.
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ln terms of education, we recommended that Sectíon 23 be
amended to provide education in the language of the majority of the
province and another language as the demand requires. On 12
January 1981, the government proposed a series of amendments
to the proposal. Section 1 was substantially changed and clarified.
While the government did not accept the position regarding the
educational linguistic rights of minorities, it introduced Section 26,
which in effect protects the rights of the non-English non-French
minorities and which as an interpretive clause of the Constitution
may eventually be used to ensure that our linguistic rights are not
abrogated.loB

ln March 1981, Andrew Serray resigned as Executive Director of MPUE

due to health reasons. On Apríl 1st of the same year, Myron Spolsky was hired

as Executive Director and Community Animator.

In July 1981 , MPUE requested EUBP teachers in each school division to

nominate one person to serve as an ex officio MPUE Board member with one

person from this group selected by the teachers to serve as the formal teacher's

liaison. The writer served in this capacity from 1985-86. ln August 1981 , a

Ukrainian Language lmmersion accredited course was sponsored jointly with the

Department of Education and both the Faculty of Education and The Centre for

Ukrainian Canadian Studies at the University of Manitoba. This course was

designed for bilingual and future bilingual teachers, as well as, any teacher

interested in teaching Ukrainian as a subject.

As a result of the relative financial stability gained through on-going

funding from the federal government's Department of the Secretary of State and

the provincial government's Department of Cultural Affairs and Historical

Resources, MPUE was contacted by groups interested and/or involved in the

EUBP in the Provinces of Saskatchewan and Ontario. MPUE agreed to provide
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consulting support to other provinces interested in the EUBP. Consequently, in

August of 1981 , MPUE's Executive Director, Myron Spolsky, attended a series of

meetings in Toronto, Ontario, with members of the ltalian and Ukrainian

communities, and with the EUBP group of parents in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan.

The role of UPBC changed due to the creation of the Parents' Committees

and MPUE. lt became restricted to the central coordinatíon of the activities of the

Parents' Committees and to the facilitation of the community's relationship with

the provincial and federal governments. John Pankiw, UPBC President 1980,

states that "the Club did concentrate its major effort in building a solid base for

the English-Ukrainian bilingual program before turning over responsibilities to a

parent orientated group more closely attached to the project's continuance.tot

Michael Sawka, UPBC President 1981, adds that:

The English-Ukrainian Bilíngual Program was established in
Manitoba mainly through the persistent effofts of our Club. We
have now placed the responsibility of continued promotion of the
program into the hands of a newly formed group called the
Manitoba Parents for Ukrainian Education (M.P.U.E.)."u

Therefore, during 1980, UPBC's main priority was to rebuild and increase

its membership roster. John Pankiw states that:

Like all clubs serving community needs, our Club has its ups and
downs. As priorities change from year to year, some members
become disenchanted with new directions the Club has taken and
choose to drop out of active participation, at least for the time
being. . . .

The challenges facing our Ukrainian community grow greater as
less and less of our new generation are able to speak or even
understand the Ukrainian language. Nevertheless, we find that
there is a growing number of young Ukrainian professionals and
business men who have acquired an interest in wearing their
colours proudly.
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It is estimated that there are between 2,500 and 3,000 business
and professional people of Ukrainian origin practising in Manitoba
and mostly in Winnipeg. We must reach out, particularly to younger
ones who should be invited to join with us. Without their support
our political and cultural goals cannot be achieved.111

Through a membership survey and numerous brainstorming sessions by the

UPBC Board of Directors regarding membership needs, format and organization

of monthly meetings, programs and events, substantial progress and an increase

in membership occurred from 1980-81. In 1981, UPBC established a "Quarter

Century" membership category with fees set at one quarter of the regular rate for

members maintaining membership in UPBC for twenty-five years and who were

sixty-five years of age. Within that same year, the Federal Department of

Consumer and Corporate Affairs, in Ottawa, approved the registration of the new

UPBC logo - a "chain link" design created by Walter Kulyk, a member of the

UPBC Public Relations Committee.

In 1981, the UPBC's priorities became directed to financial assistance and

awards for educational endeavours and excellence. A major portion of

membership dues was placed towards the cost of providing awards to

outstanding high school students in Ukrainian language programs. Achievement

certificates for elementary students in Ukrainian language programs were also

extended, for the first time, to schools in rural Manitoba. In addition, two

bursaries of $250 were awarded to undergraduate students in the Department of

Slavic Studies at the University of Manitoba. In that same year, the UPBC

inaugurated the John M. Hawryluk Memorial Scholarship Fund with an initial

contribution of $6,600 to the University of Manitoba. A scholarship of $500 is
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awarded annually from the earnings of this Scholarship Fund to a deserving

student in Ukrainian Studies.112

Enrolment in the third year of the EUBP increased to 540 students, with

twenty-eight classes in nine schools, in six school divisions and in one Ukrainian

Catholic School.113 Other sources indicate that there were 480 students taught

by twenty-three teachers, with twenty-six classes in ten schools, in seven school

divisions.114 In September 1981, lmmaculate Heart of Mary Ukrainian Catholic

School joined the EUBP. ln that same year, MPUE began organizing the

Program in the St. Boniface School Division No. 4 (St. Boniface), at Shamrock

School. Although the Program did not begin in St. Boniface in September 1981,

MPUE assisted in providing transportation to school divisions that offered the

Program. The EUBCC continued to meet once a month to develop materials for

the Program. The Committee was organized into two working groups (Grades K,

1, and Grades 2, 3) that developed Ukrainian language arts skills in listening,

comprehension, speaking, reading, writing, and report cards. The work of the

Inter-Provincial Curriculum Committee resulted in Alberta providing language arts

teaching units for Grades 1-6, and social studies units for Grades 1 and 2, and

Manitoba developing social studies units for Grades 4 and 5.115

An evaluation of the EUBP was administered by the Department of

Education during the 1980-81 , and 1981-82 school years. In order to meet the

needs of the Program Development Branch, and to facilitate the decision of

whether to extend the EUBP, the Research Branch, on December 5, 1980, was

requested to conduct an assessment designed to determine whether the
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Program's objectíves had been achieved. The research team's project leader

and author of the evaluation reports was Dr. Erma Chapman. The research team

was assisted by Stephania Yurkiwsky, the Ukrainian Language Consultant, Karl

Fast from the Program Development Directorate, and by students, parents,

teachers, principals, and superintendents.

The student evaluation was administered to pupils in Grades 1-3, in the

pilot classes of Agassiz, Winnipeg 1, and Transcona-Springfield, and the classes

that were financed locally in Seven Oaks, River East and Dauphin-Ochre. The

evaluation included (1) an assessment of students' skills in both the Ukrainian

and English languages, (2) an assessment of students' progress in the

elementary school program overall, (3) measurement of the attitudes toward the

Program among parents, teachers, and principals who were involved directly with

the Program, (4) an evaluation of the perceptions of superintendents, and (5) the

development of a model for assessing costs of the Program.

The evaluation also included a parent survey. In March 1981, the

researchers engaged MPUE to distribute a questionnaire to all parents in the

Program. Professor Jim Cummins, from the Ontario Institute for Studies in

Education (OISE), in Toronto, evaluated the results. The parent survey

demonstrated positive support for the EUBP.

All of the research objectives were addressed in the report, "An Evaluation

of the First Two Years of the English-Ukrainian Bilingual Program: Interim

Report", July, 1981 . Since skill development at the time of the interim report was

measured only until the end of Grade 2, and due to the limitations associated
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with the initial skill assessment, evaluation of Ukrainían and English language

skills was repeated during the 1981-82 school years. The results of these

evaluations were recorded ínitially in the report, "An Evaluation of the First Two

Years of the English-Ukrainian Bilingual Program: Summary Report", September,

1981,116 and finally in the report, "An Evaluation of the English-Ukrainian

Bilingual Program: Final Report", February, 1982.117

The results of the evaluation in the reports demonstrated that students in

Grades 1-3 in the EUBP did equally well or surpassed their unilingual peers on

tests of English language arÏs and in each subject area within the overall primary

school program (see Appendixes J and K). Derkatz states that:

This data conceivably attests to the program's strong pedagogical
base and to the notion that a common underlying
cognitive/academic proficiency exists across the languages
allowing conceptual, literary, and linguistic skills to be transferred
from a heritage language like Ukrainian to the majority language,
English.lls

As a result of the evaluation, on March 25, 1982, at a meeting of the MPUE

Board of Directors, The Hon. Maureen Hemphill, Minister of Education, approved

extension of the EUBP on a pilot basis, to Grade 6.11e The following excerpts

from the Ukrainian newspaper, Narodnva Volya, highlight the extension of the

EUBP to the Grade 6 level:

An English-Ukrainian bilingualism program for children in Grades 1

to 3 will be extended into Grades 4 to 6 over the next three years.
Education Minister Maureen Hemphill, in a speech recently to

Parents for Ukrainian Education Inc., said the success and
expansion of the program, which has grown from six classes and
1 15 children in 1979 to 480 children in 26 classes this year, makes
extension in the fall to higher grades both desirable and necessary.
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"The research shows clearly that participation ín thís program has
not hindered English language development," said the minister. . . .

Mrs. Hemphill had particular praise for the work of the Manitoba
Parents for Ukrainian Education Inc., which is raising funds for
developing new materials for the bilingual program. She pledged
continuing departmental support through continuation of special
teacher training, material development, consultative and
supervisory services, and further evaluation.l20

Although the Department of Education decided to suspend special funding for the

three official pilot classes continuing into Grades 4-6, more funds were available

for the development of instructional materials for the EUBP.

Nevertheless, transportation for the EUBP was an ongoing concern in the

third year of the Program. ln order to save $68,515 in busing costs for the 1981-

82 school year, in August 1981 , the School Board of Winnipeg 1 , decided to

abolish door-to-door pickup of students above the Grade 2 level in French

immersion and in the EUBP. Therefore, parents in these programs were

required to pay for, or to provide, their own transportation. The Winnipeg Free

Press described this issue as follows:

At issue is the school board's decision last May to abolish door to
door pick-up for children in French immersion and Ukrainian
bilingual programs, as well as a small program at Montrose school
and one at Harrow. The decision affects about 500 students in
kindergarten and grades 1 and 2.

Lesia Szwaluk, chairman of the Ukrainian parents' group [Ralph
Brown Schooll, said about 45 people attended a meeting at the
school Monday night to voice complaints about busing there. She
said her child is forced to cross railway tracks on the way to and
from school.

Andrew Melnyk of Lansdowne Avenue said he sends his Grade 3
child to the Ralph Brown Ukrainian program, but pays for
transportation himself because the division only transports
kindergarTen to Grade 2 children, even though there is space on the
bus for older children.
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Many parents complained that when they tried to telephone Vern
McCormack, the division's transportation coordinator, they were
transferred instead to a woman who told them they had to choose
between the businqproblem and taking their children out of that
language program. '''

During the third year of the EUBP, MPUE incorporated Dzvin Publishers

on December 4, 1981 , and Osvita Foundation on Janu ary 20, 1982. Michael

Sawka states that:

M.P.U.E. has incorporated the'Osvita Foundation'with the backing
of our Club [UPBC] in order to create a financial base to fund its
activities. A target of a half million dollars has been set to be raised
mainly through testimonial dinners.lz

The Honorary Patrons of the Foundation were the Governor General of Canada,

The Right Honourable Edward Schreyer; The Lieutenant-Governor of Manitoba,

Her Honour Mrs. Pearl McGonigal; the Premier of Manitoba, The Honourable

Howard Pawley; The Metropolitan of the Ukrainian Catholic Church of Canada,

The Most Reverend Maxime Hermaniuk; and The Metropolitan of the Ukrainian

Orthodox Church of Canada, His Beatitude Andrey. The first Board of Trustees

of the Foundation was composed of Mrs. L. Szwaluk, Dr. L. Melosky, Mr. T.

Paley, Mr. J.S. Petryshyn, Prof. P. Yereniuk, and Mr. T. Prychitko.123 Although

the names have changed, the Honorary Patrons and Board of Trustees remain to

this day. The writer served on the Advisory Board of Osvita Foundation from

1982-87.

The first fundraising event of Osvita Foundation was a concert featuring

540 children in Manitoba's EUBP. This concert was held at the Centennial

Concert Hall, on Sunday, January 24,1982, at 2:30 P.M. The concert marked
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the 90th anniversary of settlement of the fírst Ukrainian pioneers in Canada, and

the 1Oth anniversary of Canada's policy of multiculturalism. The second

fundraiser, that became an annual event thereafter, was a testimonial dinner held

on June 2, 1982, honouring Dr. Louis C. Melosky, chairperson of the Board of

Governors at the University of Manitoba, UPBC president (1975), and member of

the EUBP Steering Committee (1978). Terry Prychitko describes the

development and events leading to the first testimonial dinner of the Osvita

Foundation:

We realize that going out and selling tickets and things like that,
although they give you a few dollars, they don't give you the big
dollars that you need to have a staff and an office to do all of these
things that we want done. We decided we needed a permanent
capital base of our own outside of government. That was a
commitment that we made to government. . . . "Eventually we're
going to be on our own. You're not going to fund us forever."

We formed the Osvita Foundation. The first item was a January
1982 concert at The Concert Hall. Every class that was in the
program at that time came out. lt was a real moving thing. Classes
and teachers worked real hard on it. We got the program darn near
sold out. We sold a program, raised a few dollars. We made
$5,000-$6,000. That was the first fundraising effort for Osvita.

That money went into capital. A decision was made that all the
money raised by Osvita was permanent capital. Interest from that
capital--annual to M.P.U.E. The next thing we did was we decided
that we were going to annually have a testimonial dinner as a
fundraiser. . . .

This gave us two opportunities: the main one for M.P.U.E. and
Osvita--the raising of money, but very much tied into that [was] the
exposure and the credibility within the community that staging a
testimonial dinner for prominent Ukrainian Canadians or prominent
Canadians who contributed to the Ukrainian Canadian community
allowed us to do. ln '82 we honored Dr. Melosky who was
instrumental in getting the program approved by the Lyon
Government. His work in other areas of the community was very
well known.12a
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ln May 1982, MPUE held a small reception to thank the teachers of the

EUBP for their commitment to the Program and to discuss future needs. In that

same month, at the CASLT Conference held in Winnipeg, the EUBP teachers

presented and discussed each grade level of the Program. As well, the

Ukrainian Language lmmersion Course for teachers, was once again offered at

CUCS, St. Andrew's College, in Winnipeg, from August 2-6,1g82, and the

Department of Education hired two STEP students to prepare instructional

materials for the EUBP during the summer months.

Manitoba's Enqlish-Ukrainian Bilinoual Proqram
Grades K-3 and Grades 4-6 Pilot (1982-85)

ln the fourth year of the EUBP, 650 students were enrolled in the Program

from Grades K-4.125 Other sources indicate that from 1982-83 there were 588

students enrolled in the EUBP.126 A total of twenty-nine teachers were involved

with the Program.127 In September 1982, the EUBP in Seven Oaks moved from

H.C. Avery School to R.F. Morrison School. MPUE continued negotiations with

St. Boniface to offer the EUBP in Frontenac, General Vanier, and Shamrock

schools. However, despite their best efforts, numbers díd not warrant the

introduction of the Program in that School Division.

At that time, the EUBCC established the following objectives: to complete

all materials needed for teaching subjects in Ukrainian from Grades K-G by

September 1984, to revise all materials completed to date by September 1985,

and to insure that Grades 4 and 5 social studies materials would take

precedence in the development work for the Program.128 The EUBP teachers
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attended a 2-day inservice at St. Benedict's Educational Centre in September

1982, and thirty-one teachers participated in the annual Ukrainian Language

lmmersion Course in August 1983.

In November 1982, MPUE opened its offices at 1675 Main Street. The

official office opening ceremony took place in December, with Roger Collet,

Regional Director, Department of the Secretary of State, and The Hon. Eugene

Kostyra, Minister of Cultural Affairs and Historical Resources, officiated at the

opening. In November 1982, MPUE applied for and received a grant from

Manitoba Employment Action Program to hire five term staff positions: an

administrative assistant, an executive secretary, a fundraising coordinator for the

Osvita Foundation, and two recruitment officers. During that same month, MPUE

attended the Osvita Conference in Edmonton, Alberta, to meet with associates of

the EUBP from other provinces. Due to the increase in staff, MPUE was able to

launch a large media promotional campaign in 1982 that included television

advertising, and publishing sixty thousand recruitment brochures.

ln February 1983, MPUE struck an agreement with the Department of

Education to develop materials and provide them to Dzvin Publishers for printing

and marketing. ln March of that yeat, the Ukrainian Language Consultant,

Stephania Yurkiwsky, assumed total responsibility for all Ukrainian language

programs in the province, from Karl Fast, Language Consultant, Department of

Education. In her new capacity, Mrs. Yurkiwsky was able to reallocate funds and

hire people on contract to assist in developing curriculum materials at the
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Department of Education. Materials were then fonvarded to Dzvin Publishers for

publication.t'n Terry Prychitko describes this negotiation as follows:

One of the things that we've managed over several years of
lobbying and discussions with various ministers of education, is that
they've now given us the right to use the materials that they have--
to publish them. So we can actually get the material that they've
developed through the teachers and Department of Ed. and publish
them for use in our schools in Manitoba and also for schools in
Saskatchewan and Alberta. 1 30

During 1982-83, Dzvin Publishers received a federal grant to commence

its publishing activities through the release of the first twelve readers of the

twenty-one language supplementary readers. The reading series, based on

EUBP themes and concepts located in the Grades K-3 Social Studies curriculum,

was appropriate for use in the Provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and

Edmonton. The supplementary readers were written by Lesia Savedchuk and

illustrated by Deborah Uman-Sures. The writer is also the author of two of the

supplementary readers in the series. In February 1983, The Hon. Maureen

Hemphill, Minister of Education, entered into an agreement with Dzin to publish

materials developed by the Department of Education for the EUBP.131

In February 1983, the Minister of Education was also invited to speak at

the UPBC's February monthly meeting.132 Following this meeting, on March 18

and 19, 1983, MPUE played a critical role in the planning of and reporting on the

first Heritage Language Seminar, sponsored by the Minister of Education. The

report on the seminar is recorded in the "Final Report of the Heritage Language

seminar", March 1983.133 In June of that same year, MPUE strengthened its

contacts with the Manitoba Parents for German Education (MPGE), who began
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their bílingual program in 1981, and the Manitoba Parents for Hebrew Education

(MPHE), who began their program in 1982. Together these three organizations

established the Manitoba Association for Bilingual Education (MABE).

During 1982-83, UPBC continued their special interest in Ukrainian

education by awarding university scholarships, trophies, and certificate awards to

students in elementary and high schools studying the Ukrainian language.tto In

addition, UPBC hosted the UCPBF biennial conference in May 1983. Dr. Joseph

Slogan, UPBC President 1971-72, was elected President and UPBC members

were elected to the Executive Committee of the Board. As a result, Winnipeg

become the centre of UCPBF for the following term.13s

On June 15, 1983, Osvita Foundation held its second annual testimonial

dinner in honour of Mr. Justice John R. Solomon. ln the summer of 1983, MPUE

began making plans for a national conference for the EUBP that would include

the Provinces of Alberta, saskatchewan, Manitoba, and ontario. on July 10,

1983, MPUE received a $10,000 grant from the Multicultural Directorate of the

Department of the secretary of State, Cultural Enrichment Program, for the

project "National Conference of EUBP Association", that was to be held

September 17-19, 1984.

In September 1983, there was a total of 708 students enrolled in the

EUBP with thirty-four teachers in nine school divisions.ts6 Unfortunately, on April

21, 1983, after two years, the EUBP was cancelled at lmmaculate Heart of Mary

School. MPUE attempted to persuade and convince the private school to

continue with the Program, however, the school administrator cancelled it with
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the argument that they had more school members interested in the Catholic,

rather than the bilingual language element in the school. Nevertheless,

Manitoba's EUBP was expanded to the following three new rural school divisions:

Boundary School Division No. 16 (Boundary) at Shevchenko School, in Vita, with

the official opening on December 1, 1983; lntermountain School Division No. 36

(lntermountain) at Gilbert Plains School, in Grandview, and Lord Selkirk School

Division No. 11 (Lord Selkirk) at Happy Thought School, in Selkirk, with the

official opening on January 17, 1984. MPUE also began negotiating for an EUBP

with the Portage la Prairie School Division No. 24 and the Pelly Trail School

Division No. 37.

In September 1983, eighty Ukrainian language teachers in Manitoba

attended a 2-day inservice at St. Benedict's Educational Centre. The EUBCC

worked on Grades 2-5 reading materials, and Mr. Lew Kurdydyk, a teacher at

Shevchenko School, in Vita, was asked to re-evaluate the social studies

curriculum materials for Grades 1-6 and begin preparing social studies units for

junior high.137 At the same time, MPUE began discussions with the Department

of Education to extend the EUBP into junior high schools.

ln September of that same year, MPUE was instrumental in the

establishment of both The Manitoba Association for the Promotion of Ancestral

Languages (MAPAL) and the Manitoba Intercultural Council (MlC). MAPAL is a

forum for all community-operated schools and organizations involved in heritage

language instruction, such as, bilingual, core, private school, supplementary

schools, child care, and play-schools. MIC is created, by statute, as a
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responsibility for the distribution of funds from lottery revenues. Each

ethnocultural community, the service organization section, and each region of the

province is represented in MlC. Members of MIC are appointed by government.

MPUE's first Executive Director, Myron Spolsky, became the first President of

MAPAL, and MPUE's first President, Terry Prychitko, became the first

Chairperson of MlC. Terry Prychitko recalls the establishment of MAPAL and the

work of MlC, as follows:

All heritage language was a concern . . . we didn't know what we
were founding--10 of us got together. The first meetings were at
Secretary of State. Finally we got to the Viscount Gort and decided
we were going to form an organization--M.A.P.A.L.--that
organization was to deal with all language programs--including
supplementary school programs, core and bilingual programs. That
allowed a higher level of acceptance of language education. We
started having friends that were going to work with us. For these
programs to be successful there had to be a general community
need for it....

The strength in M.l.C. is from the heritage language people.
There are other area groups that are involved in M.l.C. but the
strength is in heritage language.

M.l.C. works hard in its capacity as the advisory arm of the ethnic
community to the government.

I want to assure everybody here that those of us who are involved
in the Intercultural Council see ourselves totally at arms length from
the government. lt's not another committee of government. lt is a
group of ethnocultural individuals who are advisory to government.
But we don't stop at advisory to the government. We get involved
in the advocacy issues. We've been lucky. . . . The Minister who is
responsible for having it set up Eugene Kostyra and now (1986),
Judy Wasylycia-Leis are people who are not intimated by
advocacy. Therefore we've been able to take that role--to stand at
arms length.138

The first activity of MAPAL was to support the demand of Franco-

Manitobans to restore their constitutional linguistic rights and propose an

476
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amendment to Article 23 of the Manitoba Act (Section 29j0) that would

constitutionally entrench the educational rights of heritage languages in the

Manitoba Act if passed by the legislature (see Appendix L). In an interview with

The Winnipeg Free Press, Myron Spolsky stated:

The group wants Sec. 23 of the Manítoba Act amended to include
ethnic language rights in the public Schools Act.

Essentially the amendment would replace the discretionary power
of school boards to provide instruction in an ethnic language where
there are more than 23 pupils with one language background,
Instead, that right would be legislated.

The group proposes: "Every resident in every school division in
Manitoba shall have the right to receive their primary and
secondary education in English and/or French and in any other
language, provided however, that the right to receive such
education shall only occur when there is a sufficient number of
students located in a school division which warrants the provision to
them, out of public funds, of such education, including the
necessary educational facilities and transportation.". . . .

Ethnic organizations in Manitoba believe the aspirations and
rights of the Franco-Manitoban community are linked to those of
Manitoba's "other" communities and that the denial of rights to one
minority constitutes a denial to all others, he [spolsky] said. . . .

He [Spolsky] said if French and English language rights are to be
entrenched in the Manitoba Act, so should ethnic languages as it
applies to education. He said ethnic language speaking people
also have a right to have their culture preserved.l3e

In an open letter to the community, MPUE not only endorsed the

amendment to guarantee the rights of all languages as languages of instruction

in the public school system, but also encouraged the community to contact as

many NDP MLA's and Cabinet Ministers as possible in order to enlist their

support for the inclusion of clause 23.10 into Section 23 of The Manitoba Act

(see Appendix M). The UPBC responded by drafting a brief to the provincial

government regarding this issue. Lazaruk cites con Genik, who "sought
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guarantees duríng the French language debates in the Legislature, 'that official

bilingualísm will not infringe upon other cultural and linguistic backgrounds'."140

In his 1983-84 President's repoft, Con Genik states that:

Our Club assumed the responsibility of drafting a brief on the
French entrenchment question. The brief was concurred with by
the German and Polish Clubs and presented by Dr. Joseph Slogan
[UPBC President 1971-72, UPBC President 19Bg-84) to the
Standing Committee of the Manitoba Legislature on behalf of our
three clubs [Tri-Club]. Recognizing that language is a sensitive and
essential element in the preservation and practice of a culture, the
brief sought assurances that the implementation of extended official
bilingualism will not infringe upon equal opportunity of people of
other cultural and linguistic backgrounds.lal

Unfortunately, the amendment did not pass in the legislature. ln 1986, Terry

Prychitko explained the importance of this change in the legislature:

At the provincial level we need to get amendments to the Public
Schools Act. M.A.P.A.L. is working very hard in that area. M.l.C.
(which is another organization that came about as a result of
heritage languages) is working very hard in that area. . . .

We have to work with them to get the public schools act
amended.

Right now it is strictly permissive legislation--it's not even
legislation.

It's not even within the Act itself so we have to get the Act
amended that will say where the numbers warrant, language
education is a requirement. Where we can find enough parents
who want to educate their children in Hebrew, German, Philippine,
Italian, it is going to be self-sustaining--that division has to provide
the program.'*'

In September 1983, MPUE moved its office to 1355 Main Street, and

Taras Paley became the new President. ln that same month, Dzvin Publishers

completed publication of the full set of twenty-one supplementary readers. In

November 1983, MPUE entered into a staff-sharing and cost-sharing

arrangement with the Ukrainian Community Development Committee (UCDC).
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UCDC was mandated by the natÍonal executive of UCC to serve the three

Canadian prairie provinces in areas of linguistic and cultural development with

specific emphasis on education. MPUE's Executive Director was also appointed

Executive Director of UCDC with responsibilities for both organizations and to

both boards. UCDC paid the salaries of the Executive Director and Executive

Secretary while MPUE paid those of the Administrative Assistant, the Resource

Development coordinator, and the two Program Development officers.

In March 1984, MPUE applied for, and received, funding from the federal

and provincial governments to assist in establishing Ukrainian nursery schools

"sadoks" in school divisions that offered the EUBP. The grant included a flat rate

of $1,000 per classroom. Nursery schools "sadoks" became feeder systems for

the Program. "Sadoks" were established in Seven Oaks, at Forest Park School,

in River East, at Holy Eucharist Church Hall, and in Dauphin-Ochre. A

Transcona-Springfield "sadok" was planned for September 1984. Terry Prychitko

recalls:

In the recruitment area we originally saw the feeder K
[kindergarten] then recruitment for K sadoks--sadoks are in River
East, Seven Oaks and Dauphin where they are a part of the school.
They are funded separately, but they are within the school. People
get used to bringing the children to the sadok, so that became a
feeder lsicl system [for the EUBP].1€

During 1983-84, UPBC provided financial support to MPUE by donating

$1,000 to Osvita Foundation. The UPBC also forwarded a $1,000 grant to the

"Holod Fund" and $10,000 in total individual membership donations towards the

cost of erecting the "Holod" monument in the cour^t yard of Winnipeg's City Hall in
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memory of the millions of Ukraíníans that perished in the Ukrainian Famine of

1932-33. In addition to awarding trophies and certificates to outstanding

students in the Manitoba school system, in 1983-84 the UPBC provided three

bursaries to deserving students in Ukrainian studies at the University of

Manitoba.14 The 1983-84 year was also significant for the UPBC as Ukrainian

Canadian professional and business women were voted into the membership.

Orest Lazarukstates that "he [Con Genik UPBC President lgBS-84 and

grandson of the historically renowned Cyril Genikl was proud of his landmark tie-

breaking vote which finally initiated women into Club membership ending a long

history of gender exclusiveness."l45

On May 10, 1984, the Osvita Foundation's testimonial dinner honoured the

late Dr. lsydore Hlynka, and The Hon. Wilson Parasiuk. At that time the

Foundation's capital had increased to $70,000. MPUE also sponsored a

fundraising raffle for a cottage built by students at Murdoch McKay Collegiate, in

Transcona-Springf ield. 1 a6

ln 1984, the sixth year of the EUBP, there were 825 students enrolled in

ten schools with thirty-seven teachers.tot Other sources indicate that in 1984-85

there were 750 students enrolled in the EUBP.148 Unfortunately, lntermountain

cancelled the Program. MPUE surveyed the parents in the Fort Garry School

Division No.5 (Fort Garry) to begin the Program in 1985 or 1986, since they

were unable to begin the Program in 1984. Nevertheless, some Fort Garry

parents agreed to the payment of non-resident transfer fees in order to enroll

their children in other divisions. These parents and other parents in similar
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situations within the province were able to receíve transportation reimbursement

from the provincial government.

The EUBCC continued reviewing instructional materials that were piloted

since the beginning of the Program in 1979, and developed a Kindergarïen

resource book, units for teaching physical education in primary grades, and

curriculum materials for Grade 7 in Ukrainian language arTs, social studies, and

home economics. ln addition, four social studies units were piloted at the Grade

6 level.lae

From september 26-28, 1984, EUBP Grade 6 students attended, what

was to become, an annual Ukrainian lmmersion Camp, at Red Rock Bible Camp,

in Whiteshell Provincial Park.

In the spring of 1985, the Manitoba Education decided to assess the

educational and linguistic progress of the first seventy-five students to reach

Grade 6 in the EUBP. The purpose of the assessment was to determine the

level at which students were functioning in their use of the Ukrainian language

and whether or not they were doing at least as well in English, basic French,

science, social studies, and mathematics, as students in the regular English

unilingual program. An assessment design comprising two components was

developed. The first, addressed Ukrainian language skills; the second, evaluated

EUBP students'social studies concepts, skills, and attitudes. Their scores were

then compared with those of unilingual English students.

The Canadian Test of Basic Skills and other standardized or provincially

developed instruments were used to compare the performance of EUBP and
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regular Englísh program students in basic French and ín subjects ín which

English was the medium of instruction for both groups. Due to the fact that social

studies is taught in Ukrainian in the EUBP, a special strategy was developed to

determine the transferability of social studies concepts, skills, and attitudes from

Ukrainian, the language of instruction for that subject, to Englísh, the language of

instruction in other subject areas. The assessment was administered in May and

June 1985. The data was analyzed during the summer and fall of the same year,

and the final reports submitted in June 1986.

The development of the language arts assessment instruments and the

analysis of the data collected are described in the first of two reports entitled,

"Ukrainian Language Afis Skills of Grade Six Students in the Manitoba Englísh-

Ukrainian Bilingual Program, 1984-85".150 The development of the social studies

tests used, and the results of the comparison conducted, constituted the second

report entitled, "Social Studies Skills of Grade Six Students in the Manitoba

English-Ukrainian Bilingual Program, 1984-85".151 The results of both reports

indicated that Grade 6 students in the EUBP achieved, as well as, or better than

their unilingual counterparts while becoming effectively bilingual in an academic

environment. lt also became apparent that students in a bilingual setting readily

accepted a trilingual concept with the introduction of French in Grade 4.

In 1984, MPUE's staff complement increased due to a number of Job

Fund grants. During "Ukrainian Week" from January 27-February 3, 1985, the

UCC, in cooperation with the Ukrainian Chapter of the Manitoba Modern

Languages Association (MMLA), organized a Children's Poster Display and
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Contest. The contest was open to all students studying UkraÍnian from Grades

K-9, in both private and public schools. There were 658 entries received, and

ninety winning posters displayed, at both the Garden City and the Kildonan Place

Malls and at the Kiev Pavilion during Folklorama 1985. The writer was the

organizer of this successful event.152

ln 1984-85 MPUE's fundraising included bingos and a casino. In that

same year, MPUE continued an extensive promotional campaign for the EUBP

with a new promotional video, press and television advertisements, a mall display

unit, newsletters, and floats entered in the Red River Exhibition and Santa Claus

parades.

During 1984-85 the educational work of the UPBC focused on the

promotion of the publication of the "Encyclopedia of Ukraine", a project of CFUS.

The UPBC prepared and presented a brief to the Manitoba government that

resulted in a $150,000 grant towards the publication of the third volume of the

"Encyclopedia of Ukraine". Dr. W. Lebedin, UPBC President 1986-87, states that

"the purpose of the Encyclopedia is to make available significant information in

the English language about Ukraine, its people, its geography and culture and its

history, as well as, information about Ukrainians in the diaspora."153 In his

1984 -85 Vice-President's Report, William Werbeniuk acknowledges the support

of J. Nowosad, President of the National Executive of UCC, J. Stashuk,

President of CFUS, Dr. J. Slogan, President of UCPBF, and UPBC members

employed by federal and provincial governments in the preparation and

preservation of the brief.
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ln addítion, on March 20,198s, the UPBC held a "Long Term planning"

symposium at St. Andrew's College that emphasized a constitutional review, the

charitable foundation, membership issues, office and premises, a fundraising

policy and event, and community relations/interest.15a

In June 1985, after many years of dedicated service, Stephania Yurkiwsky

retired as the Ukrainian Language Consultant at Manitoba Education. In that

same month, Osvita Foundation's testimonial dinner honoured Mark

Smerchanski.

In the summer of 1985, a Ukrainian Mini-College and lmmersion Program

was organized by St. Andrew's College at the University of Manitoba. The

program was held not only at the College, but also in Gardenton, and Portage la

Prairie, with over one hundred students participating.

Manitoba's Enolish-Ukrainian Bilinoual Proqram
Grades K-6 and Grades 7-9 fi985-88)

In September 1985, the EUBP was extended into junior high schools. The

total enrolment was 853 students, in seven schools, with thirty-seven teachers.155

However, the EUBP experienced a discontinuity problem at the junior high school

level. Although there were seventy-five students enrolled in Grade 7, only 25

percent of the Program was offered in Winnipeg 1, at St. John's High School,

12.5 percent in Seven Oaks, at Jefferson Junior High, and 35 percent in

Transcona-Springfield, at John W. Gunn, and in Oakbank, at Springfield Junior

High.156 The drop in percentages reflected enrolment, content and nature of the

EUBP at the junior high school level. The average class size was twelve.
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Consequently, even though the EUBP students were able to take part in optíonal

and special subjects as were students in the unilingual stream, they were often

integrated into larger classes to ensure their participation in the general school

program. Thus the EUBP at the junior high school level was hindered due to the

fact that not only more junior high program options were available and fewer

students were interested in continuing in the Program, but also some of the

school divisions did not offer the Program at that level. The school divisions that

did not offer 100 percent of the EUBP at Grades 7-9, nevertheless, did

compromise to offer the Program on a partial immersion basis at that level.

Due to lack of numbers and transportation costs, Agassiz cancelled the

EUBP in 1985. Consequently, Beausejour Elementary School produced only

one Grade 6 graduating class that year. Terry Prychitko recalls the Beausejour

scenario: "We had some failures--Beausejour wouldn't bring in a program to

follow the pilot even though the numbers were there. We spent a considerable

effort going out to meetings there, trying to assist parents."157

Transportation continued to be an ongoing concern in the EUBP. Since

Winnipeg 1 did not offer busing after Grade 2, índividual parents from the Ralph

Brown Parents' Committee took out a personal bank loan. They purchased a

twenty-two seater school bus for the school, hired a driver for twenty weeks, on a

Manitoba Jobs Fund grant, and charged parents $20 per student for

transportation.
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ln 1985, Lew Kurdydyk was seconded from Boundary to be the new

Ukrainian Consultant for Manitoba Education. He explains his mandate as

follows:

When I first came in, it was for the very specific task assignment of
producing the Guide for the grades 1-6 program. With a committee
of teachers, we developed a scope and sequence chart for all the
guides. I also worked with a joint interprovincial bilingual curriculum
council which cooperatively prepared materials to maximize benefits.
The next step was to prepare an implementation guide for each of
the grades and see the curriculum implementation process
through.152 158

ln addition to this mandate, the EUBCC developed curriculum materials for

Ukrainian language arts, social studies and home economics, that were to be

piloted at the Grade 7 level. The Committee also prepared Grade I Ukrainian

language arts and social studies materials.lse

On September 20,1985, the EUBP teachers attended a one day inservice

at St. Benedict's Educational Centre, and the second annual Grade 6 Ukrainian

Language lmmersion Camp was held at Red Rock, from September 25-27,1985.

In that same month, MPUE agreed to provide office space for MABE,

notwithstanding the necessity to reduce their own staff and office space due to

cutbacks in provincial and federal funding. MPUE also assumed all the rent

responsibilities, previously shared with UCDC.

ln that same year MPUE organized an extensive staff training

course and parent seminar, continued promotional work with newsletters,

presented a collapsible display unit, and created a rooster mascot costume to be
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used for parades and events, that eventually became their logo. In addition,

MPUE printed graduate ceftificates for Grade 6 students in the program.

In November 1985, Myron Spolsky resigned as Executive Director for both

MPUE and UCDC. MPUE functioned without an executive director for the

remainder of that year. Also in November 1985, CUCS, at St. Andrew's College,

received a federaljob creation grant of $285,000 to train twenty women, ranging

in age from mid-2O's to mid-5O's, as bilingual Ukrainian paraprofessional/

teachers' aides. The Job Re-Entry Program, funded by the Department of

Employment and lmmigration, was designed to train women for entry ínto the

work force. The training program was developed with assistance from members

of cuCS, the university of Manitoba's Faculty of Education, the Manitoba

Department of Education, and MPUE. The ten month program combined

academic training with practical in-class experience. The women trained at the

following five schools in four Winnipeg school divisions that carried the EUBP:

Ralph Brown, R.F. Morrison, oakbank Elementary, Regent Park, and springfierd

Heights. The following excerpt from Ukrainian News describe the

paraprofessional/teachers' aide prog ram :

"We were very pleased to be able to set up such a program, the
first of its kind in Canada," said Dr. Natalia Aponiuk, centre director
and coordinator of the project. . . .

"The Centre actively pursues its mandate of community service,
and recognized the need for teacher aides in the Ukrainian bilingual
program.

Typically, each Ukrainian bilingual class in the school system has
a smaller number of students than an ordinary classroom. As such,
they do not qualify for ieacher aide assistance. The centre felt the
presence and assistance of a second adult in the classroom was
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vítal to foster the spoken language" commented Dr. Aponiuk who
became director of the centre when it opened. . . ,

"The skills acquired will not only be appropriate in the bilingual
program, but can be transferred to any teacher aide position.

We therefore see our program as a model for other bilingual

On January 21 , 1986, MPUE established a Grades 4-6 choir, "Bilingual

Bells", not only as a year-round promotional tool, but also as an opportunity for a

shared cultural experience for students in the Program. The choir fee was $60

per year and practices were held on Tuesday evenings at Springfield Heights

School. The writer became the first Musical Director of the choir.161

The second Children's Poster Contest and Display was held during

Ukrainian Week from January 22-29,1986, at Ukrainian Institute Prosvita. The

event was organized by the UCC and the Ukrainian Chapter of MMLA. Seven

hundred entries from Grades K-9, on the theme, "What I Like Best about the

Ukrainian Culture", were received and the winning entries displayed at a

Ukrainian community tea, and at the Kiev Pavilion, during Folklorama 1986. On

May 23, 1986, the Ukrainian Chapter of MMLA organized a Children's Ukrainian

Festival of Arts, held at R.B. Russell Vocational School. Students from eight,

Grades 1-9, public, private and parochial schools, performed at the concert. The

writer, as President of the MMLA Ukrainian Chapter, supervised the organization

of both the Poster Contest and Display, and the Festival of Arts.162

In the spring of 1986, MPUE was instrumental in organizing HUG, an

annual inter-cultural exchange program with students from the Hebrew,

Ukrainian, and German bilingual programs in Manitoba. HUG was sponsored by

teacher aide training programs; or as the basis of a.general training
program not all tied to language," said Dr. Aponiuk.'""
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MAPAL in cooperation with MABE, and Manitoba Education. The first cultural

exchange involved eighty, Grade 4, students from three bilingual programs in

Seven Oaks and River East. The Hebrew bilingual program from Centennial

School, in Seven Oaks, began HUG on March 24,1986, by hosting Ukraínian

and German bilingual students for "PURIM", a carnival event. On April 15, 1986,

the EUBP from Springfield Heights School, ín River East, continued the cultural

exchange with Easter traditions, and on May 22,1986, German students from

Princess Margaret School, in River East, hosted HUG by sharing how to bake

gingerbread cookies "Lebkuchen-Herzen". The success of the cultural exchange

led to the organization of a penpal system for the students.

The official initiation date of the HUG program was April 15, 1986. Shirley

Hill, Cultural Exchange Co-ordinator, describes the opening ceremonies as

follows:

April 15th saw the official initiation of this cultural exchange. The
Ukrainian children at Springfield Heights School (River East School
Division) hosted not only their student counterpart but also a
number of specially invited guests, i.e. parents, superintendents,
trustees, representatives from the Provincial and Federal
governments, etc. The Honourable Gary Filmon was present and
gave words of encouragement and support for the bilingual and the
cultural exchange program. A telegram was received and read
from The Honourable Otto Jelinek, Minister of State for
Multiculturalism.

On behalf of the government of Canada he "reiterated the
government's commitment to the promotion of heritage language
education." He says the Federal Progressive government
recognizes the importance of heritage languages as carriers of
culture and their positive effect on the social and economic
development of Canada.163
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In 1985-86 the UPBC continued to financially support Ukrainian cultural

and educational causes and endeavours. The upBC donated $s,000 from the

UPBC Reserve Fund and $5,000 from individual membership donations to the

UCC Civil Liberties Commission in support of their campaign for the defence of

Ukrainians who had been innocently accused of war crimes and branded war

criminals. The Civil Liberties Commission and the Manitoba Action Group made

presentations at the inquiry of the Deschenes Commission on war criminals in

Canada.

During 1985-86 the UPBC's Long Range planning committee met to

discuss implementation of recommendations from the symposium held in March

1985. Based on the recommendations, the Committee applied for charitable

foundation status under the name of Ukrainian Professional and Business

Foundation lnc. (UPBF), provided advertising space in subsequent membership

rosters to print business cards at a rate of $30 per card, and revised membership

categories and fees that included life, associate, member and quarter century

member categories.l6a The Life Membership is available to regular members

who have paid a one-time fee of $1,000. Joan Lewandosky became UPBC's first

Life Member in 1986.165

on January 9, 1986, during the UPBC's Presidentiar term of Jack pyra

(1986-87), the UPBC was incorporated under The Corporations Act (Manitoba)

and on September 30, 1986, notification was received from Revenue Canada of

UPBF's tax exempt status as a registered charity with AugusI22,1986, being the

effective date of registration. The UPBC received its registered number in
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October 1986.166 Since its Íncorporation, the UPBC is authorized to grant tax

credit receipt. The UPBC is the sole member of UPBF and fundíng is primarily

derived from the UPBO membership. The upBF is governed by a Board of

Directors elected at its Annual General Meeting. The Board of Directors

considers requests for donations from various Ukrainian organizations, groups,

and individuals, as well as, requests from other agencies and organizations that

are involved in activities regarding the Ukrainian community. In particular the

UPBF provides funds for the UPBC Educational program.167

Nestor Mudry, UPBC President l g8g-90, states that the terms of the

UPBF are to support cultural and educational causes in the Ukrainian communíty

by:

(a)

(b)

(c)

funding awards for scholastic achievement in language at
schools;
funding ukrainian organizations which are "qualified donees as
stipulated in the Income Tax Act"; and
carrying on other charitable activities directed at educating the
community at large respecting^the language, the art, the culture
and the history of Ukrainians.'oo

Mudry also states that the ongoing activities of the upBF are as follows:

1. One scholarship of $250 and an essay prize oÍ $250 to students
of Ukrainian studies at the University of Manitoba.

2. Funding of the Club's Educational program, the purpose of
which is to enhance Ukrainian language learning in the public
schools of Manitoba through awards to deserving students in
Ukrainian language classes from Kindergarten to Grade Xll.
Awards are also made to students in the ,,Ridni Shkoly".16e

Mudry lists the recipients of major donations from the upBF, as follows:

(a) Centre for Ukrainian Canadian Studies at St. Andrew's College,
University of Manitoba;

(b) Ukraínian Cultural and Educational Centre (Oseredok);



(f) Several projects commemorating the Centenary of the arrival of
Ukrainians in Canada;

(g) University of Manitoba re Lviv Institute of Management Project
for establishment of graduate management program;

(h) Financial assistance for Ukrainian refugees in Canada;
(i) Various forms of assistance to Ukraine such as donations

towards establishment of University of Kiev-Mohyla Academy;
(j) Holy Family Nursing Home;
(k) Various Ukrainian dance ensembles.170

According to Mudry:

The members of the Club at the time of formation of the Foundation
in 1985 and 1986 are to be congratulated for their foresight and
vision in planning and establishing the Foundation which is the
funding arm of the Club. Since 1986, the Foundation has provided
a considerable amount of financial assistance and suppor^t to many
worthy causes in the Ukrainian community.

All recipients of funding from the Foundation are asked to credit
the Club for its assistance and support in their programs,
newsletters, notices, books and other means. In most instances,
this has been done adequately and to the satisfaction of the
Foundation. Recognition of the Foundation's many contributions
has served to enhance the image of the Club not only in the
Ukrainian community, but also in the community at large.17'

In addition to establishing the UPBF, on June 6, 1986, the upBC sponsored a

reception at Oseredok to launch the publication of an atlas entitled, "Ukraine: A

Historical Atlas" by Paul Robert Mogacsi.172

In June 1986, at their testimonial dinner, the Osvita Foundation honoured

Chief Justice Benjamin Hewak, of the Manitoba Couft of Queen's Bench. Other

fundraising activities included a Christmas Spirit Raffle, and a Voluntary Donation

Campaign. ln addition, the Osvita Foundation was unexpectedly named the sole
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Leo Mol Sculpture Garden at Assiníboine park;
Manitoba Parents for Ukrainian Education Inc.;
various ukrainian nursery schools which undertake ukrainian-
English bilingual programs for children three to five years of
age;

(c)
(d)
(e)
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beneficiary of Peter Chrypko's Estate, valued at $500,000. Mr. Chrypko was a

St. Vital farmer who had no children of his own. His estate included two parcels

of land in south Winnipeg; one, a S2-hectare parcel located on St. Mary's Road at

Fraser Road, that was Chrypko's farmstead, the other, on Kilkenny Drive, in Fort

Garry. The Osvita Foundation sub-divided the two parcels for sale as residential

lots. A trust fund was established with the proceeds from the sale of the land,

and the income from the fund was used to establish a scholarship in Peter

Chrypko's name and to fund Osvita Foundation's activities. The Winnipeg Free

Press describes the inheritance as follows:

"Mr. Chrypko liked the idea of children having a chance to learn
Ukrainian through MPUE's English-Ukrainian bilingual program in
the public school system," Prychitko said.

He said the Osvita board learned of the gift before Chrypko died
in January 1986, but efforts to contact him and thank him were
unsuccessful.

Chrypko's nephew, Walter Walchyshyn of Toronto, said his uncle
came from a middle-class farm family in Ukraine.

ln 1927 he left his wife behind and immigrated to Canada in
search of a new life, Walchyshyn said.

He came to Winnipeg and for the first 15 or 20 years tried his
hand at a number of occupations, including commercial fishing,
railway work and carpentry.

In the mid-1950s he bought his land on St. Mary's Road and
devoted the rest of his life to farming, Walchyshyn said.173

ln the summer of 1986, MPUE received a grant, under the Provincial

Careerstart and Federal Challenge '86 Wage Assistance Programs, to hire

students for recruitment and research. ln addition to these responsibilities, the

students also organized children's workshops at Canada's National Ukrainian

Festival, in Dauphin, Manitoba, and at the Kiev Pavilion for Folklorama 1986.
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From July 7 to August 15, 1986, a second Ukrainian Mini lmmersion Camp was

held at St. Andrew's College, University of Manitoba.

In September 1986, there were 824 students enrolled in twelve schoofs,

with thirty-six teachers in the EUBP.174 The EUBCC continued revising the

curriculum for the Program. ln the third week of September, through the

sponsorship of such Ukrainian community organizations as Carpathia Credit

Union, Taras Shevchenko Foundation, Ukrainian Fraternal Society of Canada,

and Ukrainian National Home, seventy Grade 6, EUBP students from Springfield

Heights, oakbank Elementary, Regent park, and R.F. Morrison, were able to

attend the Ukrainian lmmersion Camp at Brereton Lake, in Whiteshell provincial

Park.175

on september 2, 1986, MpuE incorporated a day care named, "sadok

veselka". The full time, government subsidized, day care received an $g,oo0

grant from the Manitoba Community Assets program that was matched by

MPUE, and a further $1,300 grant from the Department of Secretary of State,

Supplementary Schools, Cultural Enrichment Program. Sadok Veselka has a

yearly budget of $150,000 derived from government grants, parent subsidies,

and donations. The day care serves as a feeder system for the EUBp, and

provides an introduction to the Ukrainian language and culture through daily

activities.lT6

In 1986, Lesia Szwaluk became the new President of MPUE. The staff at

MPUE was reduced to two full{ime programmers, a temporary bookkeeper, and

an office coordinator in lieu of an executive director. ln addition to organizing
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traíning for staff and volunteers, on october 4, 1986, MPUE held a parents

Committee Seminar. ln the same year, an "lnformation Handbook on the EUBP

and MPUE" was developed by MPUE; a project proposal entitled, "'Kyrlo', a story

book with text in English and Ukrainian" was initiated by Dzvin Publishers, and a

television commercial was produced by MPUE in cooperation with MABE. The

MPUE choir, Bilingual Bells, continued in 1986, with Yaroslav Schur, as Musical

Director, and Natalie Schur, as accompanist.lz

On October 18, 1986, a curriculum inservice for primary teachers in the

EUBP was held in the boardroom of the MPUE office. In the same month of

October 1986, the UPBC invited The Hon. Judy Wasylicia-Leis, Minister of

Culture, Heritage and Recreation, as guest speaker at their monthly meeting to

present the topic, "The Changing Role of Women in the Ethno-Cultural

Community". At the conclusion of her speech the Minister presented a cheque

for $75,000 from the Province of Manitoba to the UPBC as the final instalment of

the $150,000 grant for the publication of Volume lll of the Encyclopaedia of

Ukraine.178

In June 1987, the Osvita Foundation's testimonial banquet's honouree

was Olga Fuga, Regional Director, of the Canadian Councíl of Christians and

Jews. Fundraising for the EUBP also included a Voluntary Donation Campaign,

a Christmas Spirit Raffle, and five bingos allotted to MPUE by MlC.

On July 17, 1987, Sub-sectionT9(2) of the Public Schools Act was

amended by Bill 70, by striking out the words "for pilot courses" in clause (e).
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This significant amendment removed the pilot status from the EUBP enabling it to

be an approved educational program (see Appendix H).

ln September 1987, the EUBP was extended to the Grade 9 level with a

total program enrolment of g26 students.lTe Following the publication of the

twenty-one supplementary readers, Dzvin Publishers commenced discussions

with writers to develop additional EUBP materials. The publishing company also

entered into discussions with various publíshers to acquire Ukrainian language

rights to materials previously published in English or French. In addition,

negotiations were completed to acquire rights to the "Canada Rainbow" series.

However, despite the availability of sufficient materials at the lower elementary

level, the Elementary Section of the EUBCC became concerned with the

pressing need for materials at the upper elementary level. Consequently, at a

meeting on February 5, 1988, the EUBCC passed the following resolution:

That a letter be drafted on behalf of the English-Ukrainian
Curriculum Committee and fonruarded to Dzvin Publishers,
communicating the concerns regarding the lack of new publications
for the uppqr elementary level of the English-Ukrainian Bilingual
Program.lso

On March 31 , 1988, the Ukrainian Language Consultant wrote a letter to MPUE

regarding publication concerns. In May 1988, Dzvin Publishers reacted by

contacting Culture lnter Alia to conduct a needs assessment survey of Ukrainian

language educational materials, establish a development plan, and perform an

operational review of Dzvin Publishers.lsl The Management Committee of Dzvin

Publishers hired Myron Spolsky, principal of Culture Inter Alia, from a $5,000

grant received from the Multiculturalism Sector, Department of the Secretary of
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State, Government of canada, to be the management consultant for the

project.l82 Culture Inter Alia conducted interviews and discussions in Winnipeg,

Edmonton, Dauphin, and Selkirk, with almost fifty individuals including teachers,

principals, Ukrainian language consultants, Dzvin staff, potential funders, and

others. The development plan and forty-four recommendations are recorded by

Myron spolsky in the report, "Framework for a Development plan: A Needs

Assessment Survey and Organizational Review", prepared by Dzvin publishers

in December 1988.183 The Executive Summary and Recommendations of the

report (see Appendix N) state that:

The study recommends that Dzvin alter the focus of its activities
from general publishing activities to developmental and
coordinating activities, working in consort with a number of
agencies, publishers and individuals to ensure the rapid
development, publication and distribution of materials for the
English-Ukrainian bilingual programme.2

Dzvin's role should be to develop or to coordinate the
development of concepts, hire writers, illustrators and designers to
prepare materials for the printing of supplementary Ukrainian
language materials for the E.U.B.P. The materials should be edited
under the supervision of the ukrainian Language Education
Centre." Dzvin should enter into a co-publishing agreement with
the Canadian lnstitute of Ukrainian Studies4 to print, publish, market
and distribute the materials.lBa

ln January 1988, the UPBC managed the promotion and sales of Volume

ll of the "Encyclopaedia of Ukraine". The responsibility for marketing Volume ll

was assumed by Nestor Mudry (UPBO President 1989-90) and Biil Nosaty

(UPBC President 1990-91). In order to commemorate the Millenium of Ukraínian

Christianity (988-1988), UPBC organized a Millenium Free Press Supplement

Project. The Project Committee was chaired by First Vice-President 19B7-BB,
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Michael Ruta (UPBC President l gBB-Bg). An expanded editorial for the

supplement prepared by Sandra Sobko, a freelance writer of Ukrainian Canadian

descent, was included in the April 5, 1998 edition of the Winnipeg Free Press.

The $25,000 advertising cost was financed through $18,500 raised by UpBC and

$6,500 donated by the Winnipeg Free Press. In addition to the aforementioned

projects the UPBC, through the Education Liaison Committee chaired by Myrna

Tycholaz, continued to recognize and support the efforts of Ukrainian educatíonal

institutions and students by presenting various awards at Manitoba public

schools, and "Ridna shkola" ukrainian schools, organizing a poster essay

competition, and awarding scholarships at the university of Manitoba.lss

In June 1988, at the annual testimonial banquet, the Osvita Foundation

also commemorated the Millennium of Ukrainian Christianity by honouring His

Beatitude Metropolitan Wasyl Fedak, Primate of the Ukrainian Orthodox Church

of canada, and His Excellency The Most Reverend Archbishop Maxime

Hermaniuk, Metropolitan of the ukrainian catholic church of canada.

Manitoba's Enolish-Ukrainian Bilinqual program
Grades K-9 and Grades 10-12 (1988-93)

In 1988, the EUBP was extended to senior high schools with the lead

class at the Grade 10 level and a total Program enrolment of 895 students.186

The EUBCC completed revisions of the Ukrainian Language Arts Curriculum for

Grades 1-6 thereby replacing the Alberta curriculum that had been used for pilot

purposes in Manitoba between 1978-87. The revised Curriculum for Manitoba

outlined the orderly development of Ukrainian language arts skills that parallel
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the development of English language arts skills, and listed language competence

for each grade. The revision of the Ukrainian Language Arts Curriculum was

followed with orientation sessions held at each school offering the EUBP. The

approved Curriculum was then distributed to all Grades 1-6 teachers at an

inservice held February 24, 1988, at St. Benedict's Educational Centre. At that

time, a directive was also issued to teachers that implementation of the revised

Curriculum would be optional in 1989-90, but compulsory in 1gg0-91. Also, in

order to provide Program continuity, the EUBCC completed an interim format

supplement to the Ukrainian Arls Curriculum for Grades 7-9. In addition, intra-

provincial and inter-provincial actívities continued in the form of inter-school

exchanges, inter-provincial meetings of consultants and inter-provincial

development plans.187

In 1988, Betty Ann Watts was elected President of MPUE. In the same

year, in order to provide interested parents with the opportunity to participate in

their children's education by acquiring communication skills in the language and

knowledge of the culture, MPUE began pilot initiative Ukrainian classes dealing

with the alphabet, reading, and culture. The Hon. Len Derkach, Minister of

Education, approved the minimum vocabulary list for parents, and MPUE hired a

summer student to develop a parent vocabulary guide and workbook for the

EUBP. Permission to use the guide and workbook was granted by Manitoba

Education. Derkatz states that this MPUE initiative "may be perceived as a

developmental trend toward actively pursuing functional communication skills in

the language."tut
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During 1988-89 the UPBC continued to be active in supporting issues and

concerns related to the Ukrainian Canadian community and Canada. The UPBC

organized an lssues Committee to consider current areas of concern to Ukrainian

Canadians, such as, immigration and family reunification. In 1988, the UPBC

became one of the sponsors of the CIUS Endowment Fund that was established

to ensure continued existence and development of CIUS programs and services

to the Ukrainian Canadian community. On November 30, 1988, the inaugural

event of the CUCS Endowment Fund was a fund raising banquet held at the

Westin Hotel, in Winnipeg, and supported by UPBC members. In addition, an Ad

Hoc Committee to review and comment on the Manitoba Task Force Report on

Multiculturalism from the perspective of Ukrainian Canadians in Manitoba was

established to ensure that comments from various organizations in the Ukrainian

Canadian community on the Report to the Minister of Culture, Heritage and

Recreation were not in conflict with one another. The UPBC submitted their

comments in a letter to the Minister in January 1989. Michael P. Ruta, UPBC

President 1988-89, reflected on the work of the UPBC by stating that:

Over the last five years we have seen substantial change in our
Club. We opened the way for women to join as members; we
incorporated a charitable foundation and introduced many other
new innovative changes to the format of our program and social
events. All of these changes have played an important role in
strengthening our organization thereby enabling it to deal with
future challenges in our business and cultural community. . . .

By our actions the Club is considered to be one of the most
predominant and well-respected Ukrainian organization in the City
of Winnipeg. Our progressive and innovative attitudes together
with the stability of our membership highlights the true strength and
diversity of our resources. From this solid base we must become
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even more vg-cal and proactive on issues affecting the Ukrainian
community.lse

The year 1989-90 marked the 1Oü anniversary of the EUBP in Manitoba.

To celebrate this year, MPUE organized special events and created l Oth

anniversary pins, tee shirts, and student certificates. ln April 1989, MPUE

presented a plaque to the UPBC of Winnipeg, in recognition of its efforts on

behalf of the EUBP from 1977-79.

On May 12, 1989, to commemorate the EUBP's 1Oth anniversary, His

Worship William Norrie, the Mayor of Winnipeg, issued a Mayor's Proclamation,

proclaiming Friday, May 26th, 1989, "English/Ukrainian Bilingual Education Day"

(see Appendix O). To further celebrate, on that same day, a Ukrainian children's

festival, "Razom/Together", was held at Assiniboine Park, in Winnipeg, from

10:00 A.M. to 2:00 P.M. Eight hundred students, teachers, and volunteers, from

all urban and rural schools offering the EUBP in Manitoba participated in the

festival. The event included singing, dancing, face painting, story telling, and

entertainment. The highlight of the celebration was the formation of a human

map of Manitoba, and the release of yellow and blue (colours of the Ukrainian

flag) helium filled balloons. Carpathia Credit Union sponsored $5,000 towards

this event.

ln December 1989. MPUE held a tea to honour those who worked to

establish the EUBP and to recognize original students in the Program.le0 In

addition to these anniversary events, in June 1989, the Osvita Foundation

honoured Walter Klymkiw, at its annual testimonial dinner.
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ln September 1989, the EUBP was extended to Grade 1 1 wíth a total

Program enrolment of 908 students.lel lt ís interesting to note that the only

EUBP class to reach the Grade 11 level, with original class members since

Grade 1, was from Oakbank Elementary School, in Transcona-Spríngfield. While

the Program was approved to the Grade 11 level, some school divisions did not

have enough students to constitute a fulljunior or senior high class. In these

cases, and in those where were there were bilingual classes, EUBP students

were able to receive a special language credit of up to three high school credíts

(either at the 00 or 05 levels) for proficiency in a heritage language. This option

has been available to high school students since 1974. Credit is presently given

for proficiency in over sixty-five heritage languages. Manitoba Education and

Training assists school divisions in the implementation of this option (see

Appendix P).

In 1989, due to the lack of a sufficient number of students in the Program,

the future of the EUBP beyond Grade 6, in Seven Oaks and Winnipeg 1, became

an issue. In a letter dated March 29, 1989, to Grade 6 parents of both Seven

Oaks and Winnipeg 1, Betty Ann Watts states that:

Currently Winnipeg No. 1 parents and Seven Oaks parents have
the following options once a child completes grade six:
1. discontinue involvement in the program
2. enroll the child in a private school offering a grade seven core

program
3. enrol the child in Jefferson Junior High's core (Heritage)

program
4. transfer the child to the River East or Transcona-Springfield

Divisions. Please note transfer to either of these divisions will
not require that you pay non-resident fees. In addition you
should be eligible for transportation assistance. Both of these
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divisions have expressed an interest in accepting students at the
grade seven level this fall.

We are aware that numbers are a problem but this will continue if
we are unable to offer a program at least to the grade nine level in
all E.U.B.P. Divisions. The alternative is to designate one or two
schools as junior high E.U.B.P. schools and have children from
every school division attend these schools.

Because of the proximity of Winnipeg One and Seven Oaks, it
may be possible to convince these boards to cooperate and offer
the program in a central location in one divislon. M.P.U.E. would
like to pursue this avenue but we need your help.1e2

Most of the Grade 6 parents of both divisions opted for a Grade 7 EUBP to

be offered in one central location, in one division. Although Seven Oaks offered

Edmund Partridge Junior High School, located on Main Street, opposite a

McDonald's Restaurant and a7-ll convenience store, Winnipeg 1 parents

opposed this suggestion as they questioned the safety of students at this

location. Consequently, the future of the junior and senior high EUBP in these

divisions remained to be resolved, although Seven Oaks offered the Program at

Jefferson Junior High School. In 1989, the EUBP achieved success with Lord

Selkirk. This School Division approved an EUBP class even though enrolment

was less than the twenty-three students required by the Public Schools Act.

ln 1989, MPUE moved its office to 1574 Main Street. At that time they

shared this space with MAPAL, MABE and MPHE. During that same year, a

pamphlet entitled, "Shared & Sharing: Heritage Language Education in Manitoba,

A Parent Guide to Heritage Language Learning Opportunities", was published by

MABE in cooperation with MAPAL and with the assistance of MIC and Manitoba

Culture, Heritage and Recreation.
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ln addition to maintaining support of the HUG program through MABE,

MPUE also continued its membership with the Manitoba Child Care Association

in order to provide its staff with professional development workshop opportunities

with affiliated nursery schools.

Throughout the 1989-90 school year, MPUE offered a one day Ukrainian

language computer literacy workshop for teachers, continued its annual parent

Committee Seminar, established the "MPUE/Petro Chrypko Memorial Fund" for

scholarships to be awarded to EUBP students interested in pursuing post-

secondary education, and provided financial support for the Dauphin/Joseph

Teres (Transcona-Springfield) Grade 6 student exchange. In 1gg9, the new

Ralph Brown School was officially opened. MPUE not only provided a grant to

the Parents'Committee to enhance the presence of EUBP at the new school, but

also assisted with appeals for further transportation funding for the division. ln

addition, for the first time, MPUE allocated $SOO grants to rural divisions to

support recruitment efforts. 1 s3

During 1989-90 the UPBC continued to organize regular monthly meetings

with programs that addressed significant events regarding the Ukrainian

Canadian community and Ukrainians in the diaspora, such as, the Centenary of

Ukrainian settlement in Canada, the Chernobyl nuclear disaster, the Congress of

the World Federation of Ukrainian Medical Associations held in Kiev and Lviv,

and trade and business development in Ukraine in the 1990s. In addition, lvan

Drach, President of the "Rukh" movement in Ukraine, attended the October 1g8g

UPBC meeting to discuss the "Rukh" movement and various events in the
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ln the summer of 1989, the UPBC became involved with the Ukrainian

Canadian community in Winnipeg at the Kiev Pavilion during Folklorama,

Canada's Cultural Celebration. Although the UPBC had participated as

volunteers in the Kiev Pavilion since 1986, in 1989 the UPBC initiated its first

public relations venture at the Pavilion in the form of an Information Centre. The

UPBC Public Relations Committee also developed a unique automobile licence

plate - a blue and yellow flag with a white trident (the official coat of arms of

Ukraine) in the middle of the plate, that was sold throughout the year.

In February 1990, the UPBC office was moved from 1355 Main Street to

the renovated UCC headquarters building at 456 Main Street, where many other

Ukrainian Canadian organizations also have office space. In March 1990, the

UPBC embarked on a special project to sponsor the immigration to Canada of

four Ukrainian refugees who were fleeing Communist repression in Poland and

the Soviet Union. A fundraising campaign was launched to raise $6,000 to

sponsor the refugees. The UPBC sponsored one refugee.lso Nestor Mudry,

UPBC President 1989-90 states that "it was indeed commendable that the Club

decided to take this step."1s5

In June 1990, the Osvita Foundation honoured Dr. Peter Kondra at the

testimonial dinner. Although MPUE still required operational and special project

funding from both federal and provincial governments, such as MIC and the

Multicultural Grants Advisory Council (MGAC), by 1990, it received most of its

financial support from the Osvita Foundation. During 1989-90, MPUE promoted
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the EUBP at the Kiev Pavilion during Folklorama 1990, and through a campaign

of twenty-two billboards, brochures, posters, and mall displays.

In September 1990, the lead class of the EUBP reached the Grade 12

level. The total enrolment for the program was g50 students, in sixty classes, in

thirteen schools, in six school divisions, with forty-two teachers (see Appendix

l¡.1e6 The Grades 1-6 Ukrainian Language Arts Curriculum was implemented. In

addition to the Grades 7-9 curriculum, the EUBCC developed interim drafts for

Grades 10-12. subject area guides for social studies, health, and physical

education for Grades 1-6 were also developed.leT

From 1990-91 , a student exchange was organized between the two "twin

cities", Lviv, Ukraine, and winnipeg, Canada. Grade 11 anc/or 12 students from

springfield collegiate, in Transcona-springfield, and Lviv school No. sS

participated in the exchange. Phase I involved the arrival of Lviv students in

September 1990. The students remained in winnipeg for twelve days, and

MPUE provided them with jeans and a tee shirt from Warehouse One. Phase ll

occurred on June 29,1991, and involved nine Grade 12 students from

Springfield Collegiate travelling to Lviv. MPUE made a contribution of $1,000

towards this event. In addition to financing the Grade 12 student exchange,

MPUE provided the financial support for all EUBP Grade 9 students to attend the

Vesna Festival, in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, on June 7 and B, 1gg1.1sB

ln 1990, MPUE received financial assistance from the Department of the

Secretary of State for a Resource Research Project. The purpose of this project

was to identify resources available to EUBP teachers and students, develop a
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resource bank for EUBP teachers to use and share curriculum resource

materials at all levels, and make recommendations to the government, publishers

and private funders regarding the quality, quantity, and distribution of resource

materials for the EUBP. In addition to the Resource Research Project, MPUE

initiated a "trained" volunteer Speakers Bureau to promote and educate the

public ín heritage language education and the EUBP. The first speaking

engagement, on March 25,1991, was to the upBc, by MpuE's president,

Russell Turyk, and Vice-President, Shirley Hill.

ln 1990, MPUE also worked with MAPAL to create Heritage Language

nursery schools, supported the Ukrainian Chapter of MMLA by providing its

boardroom for meetings, gave a transportation subsidy for students attending

Ralph Brown School, in Winnipeg 1, and continued contributing $500 towards the

rural EUBP recruitment campaign. In addition, MPUE organized an eight week

Ukrainian conversational class for parents with children in the EUBP. ln October

1990, a Parents' Committee Seminar was held at Oakbank Elementary School, in

Transcona-Springfield, with sixty parents and teachers in attendance.tnn MpUE's

recruitment campaign included, 30,000 brochures distributed during a postal walk

in February and March 1991, bi-monthly newsletters, professional outdoor quality

banners conveying the message, "Challenge Your Child: The English-Ukrainian

Bilingual Program" displayed on Winnipeg streets, and promotion at Canada's

National Ukrainian Festival, in Dauphin, Manitoba, and at the Kiev Pavilion during

Folklorama 1991. MPUE also received grants from MGAC, Career Start, and the
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Osvita Foundation for hiring student summer employment for recruÍtment and

research.2oo

During 1990-91 the UPBC, with wasyl Nosaty as president, provided

interesting and relevant programs at their monthly meetings, participated at the

Kiev Pavilion, engaged in fundraising activities, and updated its Constitution that

had been previously published in June 1979. ln October 1990, the UPBC hosted

a trade delegation of twenty representatives from Ukraíne, six from the Ukrainian

Chamber of Commerce, and foufteen from various government ministries and

regions. In addition to the activities of the UPBC, the uCpBF, on June 2g-go,

1991 , organized its national convention in Halifax, in order to coincide with the

100th anniversary of the landing of the first Ukrainian settlers to Canada through

the Port of Halifax on July 1, 1991.201

ln June 1991, MPUE formed a scholarship committee to award the

annual "MPUE/Petro Chrypko Memorial Award" to two Grade 12 graduates of the

EUBP, in the sum of $500 each. The award was initiated ín 19g1 to recognize

the first graduating classes of the EUBP, and to celebrate the centennial of

Ukrainian immigrants to Canada. In order to qualify, students not only must have

completed up to six years in the elementary school of the EUBP or completed

Grade 12 oÍ the Program, but also must have enrolled in at least one program at

CUCS at the University of Manitoba. The 1991-2 scholarships were awarded to

Lori-Lynn Slota, Springfield Collegiate, and Carole Leanne Trochim, Transcona

Collegiate, both of Transcona-Springfield.202



superintendents, principals, vice-principals, school secretaries, heritage language

consultants involved with the EUBP, as well as, the Minister, the Deputy Minister,

the Assistant Deputy Minister of Manitoba Education and Training, and the

Minister of Culture Heritage and Citizenship, to attend an EUBP awareness

luncheon at the Garden City lnn.203 The Osvita Foundation also held its annual

testimonial banquet in June 1991 , with Cecil W. Semchyshyn as the honouree.

ln June 1991 , due to the provincial government's budget cuts, Manitoba

Education and Training eliminated the position of the Ukrainian Language

Consultant. MPUE immediately protested by letter to The Hon. Len Derkach,

Minister of Education, with copies sent to MPGE, MPUE, MAPAL, the Deputy

Miníster and the Assistant Deputy Minster of Education and Training, and to the

Minister for Cultural, Heritage and Citizenship. Betty Ann watts stated the

following in the letter to the Minister:

Your government has repeatedly committed itself to the concept of
multiculturalism. Language is the key to the preservation, growth,
and understanding of ones own culture and concurrently that of
other heritage groups. Through your action it would appear that the
Department of Education and Training is prepared to abandon that
commitment. The richness and stabiliÇ of this province not only
rests with a balanced budget but also in its cultural diversity and
qualify of life.

At a time of restraint many school divisions may be tempted to
dismantle educational opporlunities such as the English Ukrainian
Bilingual Program under the guise of following your leadership. . . .

Manitoba Parents for Ukrainian Education Inc. is a concerned
group of parents but we are not educators. ln addition, our
constitution precludes our "hands on" intervention in terms of
quality control. We are here to provide political and moral support
for parents and teachers and to provide cultural enrichment

On June 7, 1991, MPUE invited school board chairpersons,
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opportunities for students. The educational ownership of the
program rests with your department.

Once again, let me express our disappointment with the
elimination of the position of Ukrainian Language Consultant. We
urge you to rethink your decision and initiate measures to ensure
that the English Ukrainian Bilingual Program will not be left to
flounder and die.2oa

Despite the setback in the elimínation of the Ukrainian Language

Consultant, the EUBP carried on in September 1991 . MPUE continued providing

a transportation subsidy to students attending Ralph Brown School, in Winnipeg

1, and financial support to rural school divisions to assist them with their

recruitment efforts. In particular, MPUE held an information meeting at

Evergreen School Division No. 22, in Gimli, Manitoba, to promote the EUBP.

MPUE also offered support to Parents' Committees to protest Transcona-

Springfield's decision to cancel the Kindergarten and Grade I EUBP classes for

Íall'92.205

In addition, MPUE continued to have representation on the boards of

MABE and MAPAL, and played a supporting role in the HUG Program. MPUE

also acted as Job Placement Host for both the Manitoba Education and Training

and the Transcona-Springfield Adult Re-Entry programs, and continued to

support MMLA by providing their board room for meetings at no cost.206

In 1991 , Russell Turyk became President of MPUE and Donna Levesque

was hired as Executive Director. Between October 22 and November 26. 1991 .

the board members and Executive Director of MPUE met with the

superintendents from Winnipeg 1, Seven Oaks, River East, Lord Selkirk, and

Transcona-Springfield, not only to introduce the new MPUE President, but also to



discuss the quality of the EUBP and Program resources, delivery, and

recruitment strategies.

On October 5, 1991 , MPUE held the annual parent seminar at Springfield

Heights School, in River East, at which workshops on public relations and

computers were given and crafts demonstrated, with particular focus on "Ukraine

in Transition" and "Career Opportunities in the gO's". Sixty parents and teachers

participated in the seminar. Also in October, MPUE attended the MMLA

workshops on "The Spirit of Ukraine", at the SAG Conference.

On October 10, 1991 , members of MPUE's Executive Committee and

senior staff met with the Minister of Education, The Hon. Len Derkach. At this

meeting a commitment was made by the Department to form a resource

committee to develop strategies to ensure that Manitoba's work force not only

had the technical but also the linguistic skills to make it a viable centre for

international business, technical, and academic endeavours. This would result in

providing the potential for a much needed increase in the population base for the

province.2o7 Russell Turyk made the following observations in a letter to the

Minister regarding this meeting:

It is most refreshing to meet in an environment where common
goals and objectives can be discussed and a proactive plan
formulated. The atmosphere was sincere, indicating a mutual
desire to make creative strides in promoting the English Ukrainian
Bilingual Program. This can be accomplished by ensuring that the
resources in the school divisions are used appropriately to provide
a quality 50% program which would attract and retain students. lt
was gratifying to note the support of Mr. Carlyle and Mr. Buller
[Deputy Minister of Education and Training, and Assistant Deputy
Minister of Education and Training, respectivelyl toward continuing
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initíatives in the area of language education and cultural
awareness.

We must recognize the economic value of having a Manitoba
work force able to communicate effectively with all our trading
partners. Promotion of language programs through the public
school system will produce a work force able to respond quickly
and efficiently to the ever changing global economy at all levels.2o8

On October 28,1991, the same group of MPUE representatives that had

met with The Hon. Len Derkach, also met with The Hon. Bonnie Mitchelson,

Minister for Culture, Heritage and Citizenship, to discuss initiatives in the area of

language education and cultural awareness. At this meeting, MPUE stressed the

need to recognize the economic value of having a Manitoba work force able to

communicate effectively with its trading partners.

1991-92 marked the centenary of the first Ukralnian immigrants to

Canada. To commemorate this event, on November 28, 1991 , MPUE provided

funds for, and attended, the Centennial Musical Production given by the Grade 6

students in the EUBP, at R.F. Morrison School, in Seven Oaks. ln May 1992,

MPUE also planned a Children's Festival at Kildonan Park, for all children ín

Manitoba's EUBP, including nursery schools "sadoks". Eight activity centres

were set up by teachers and students, each focusing on a Ukrainian theme, with

Ukrainian being the official language of the day. This second centennial project

was intended not only to instil new interest, enthusiasm, and energy, at all levels

of the EUBP, but also to commemorate the past, and celebrate the future. ln

addition to developing an awareness of the different Ukrainian art forms, the

students were exposed to many cultural experiences in a fun-filled

atmosphere.'on
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ln 1991-92, MPUE contÍnued to receive support for operational and

special projects from MGAC, the Department of the Secretary of State, and the

Department of Culture, Heritage and Citizenship. The organization held two

bingos as part of the MGAC grant. MPUE's inhouse fundraiser was a Grey Cup

Raffle, the proceeds of which were shared with each participating Parents'

Committee and affiliated organizations. MPUE also participated in the KY58

Community Awards campaign.

MPUE's 1991-92 recruitment and promotional campaign was very

aggressive and extensive and included the distribution of bi-monthly newsletters,

the development of new promotional brochures, the rental of twenty-five bus

benches throughout Winnipeg carrying the theme "Challenge Your Child", mall

displays throughout January and February 1992, parade floats at the Grey Cup

and Festival du Voyageurs Parades, information booths at both the CASLT

Conference (May 1991) and the Manitoba Multicultural Resource Centre's

"Confronting Racism Together--A Sharing of ldeas" Conference (March 1992),

and several media relations events on CBC, CKJS, and in the Winnipeg Free

Press and The Herald, that promoted public awareness of educational economic

advantages and opportunities available in the EUBP. MPUE also continued to

provide clerical and accounting services for Osvita Foundation, Dzvin Publishers

and Sadok Veselka.

During 1991-92, Dzvin Publishers undertook several projects funded with

a substantial start-up grant from MPUE. Although there was insufficient funding

available for "The Wish" project, Dzvin Publishers did produce "read along" tapes
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to be sold in combination with selected readers from the twenty-one Dzvín

supplementary reader series. This project involved students from eight schools

in the EUBP, and was assisted by a grant from the Taras shevchenko

Foundation.2lo

1991-92 was also the sixth year of operation of Sadok Veselka, with thirty

children enrolled in the day care program.211 During that year, MPUE provided

Sadok Veselka with extensive administrative training, focusing on accounting, in

order for the staff to become more independent in the daily maintenance and

management of its accounting system.

MPUE was also involved in other nursery school projects. lt donated

funds for supplies and provided resources to assist Seven Oaks Sadok Inc. with

recruitment, continued its membership with the Manitoba Child Care Association,

and provided opportunities for affiliated nursery schools to participate in, and

benefit from, its fundraising projects.

In 1991-92 the activities of UPBC and UCPBF reflected the great political

changes in Ukraine including the arrival of Ukraine's independence on August

24,1991. The UPBC continued its fundraising campaign to sponsor the

immigration of Ukrainian refugees to Canada and was also prepared to sponsor

two families from Greece and Germany pending the approval of the Canadian

immigration authorities. The UcPBF received a 6775,000 grant for their

Technical Assistance Program to the Ukraine. Terry Hryniuk, UPBC President

1991-92. states that:
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Attendance by me at the Federation's meeting in April ín Calgary
was another highlight. Details of the $775,000 grant to the
Ukrainian Canadian Professional and Business Federation which is
being administered by Jaroslav Kinach of Toronto for assisting
Ukraine with a kind of Canadian "Peace Corps" were discussed at
length. Federation President Eugene Zalucky of Toronto deserves
high marks for the great work he is doing as outlined in the
Federation Bulletin - first quarter, 1gg2.212

1991-92 was also the year that the Premier of Manitoba, The Hon. Gary Filmon,

became a member of the UPBC.

ln order to commemorate the centenary 0982-92) of the Order of the

Sister Servants of Mary lmmaculate, and of the first Ukrainian immigrants to

Canada, the Osvíta Foundation, at its 1Oth annual testimonial dinner in June

1992, honoured both the Order of Sister Josaphata Michaelina Hordashevska,

the founder of the Order of the Sister Servants of Mary lmmaculate.

As of September 1992, Manitoba's EUBP had been in existence for

thirteen years and had received from Manitoba Education and Training a funding

schedule of $250 for a full{ime equivalent student.213 ln 1992, there were over

1,130 students enrolled from Grades K-12, in the following six school divisions:

Winnipeg 1, River East, Seven Oaks, Lord Selkirk, Transcona-Springfield, and

Dauphin-Ochre.21a A full complement of students had completed the Program

and the initial class was in post-secondary education.

Despite the growing success of the EUBP, at that time there was an

ongoing concern about the Program's future with Manitoba Education and

Training, and the individual school boards in the province. On April 1, 1993, the

EUBP and all heritage language programs in the province experienced a
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profound upset due to the voluntary separation of Eliana Handford, Coordinator

for Heritage Languages (General) and Special Language Credits, at the

Curriculum Services Branch, Manitoba Education and Training. Consequently,

the Multicultural Consultant, Antonio J. Tavares, and the German Consultant,

Harald Ohlendorf (paid for by the German government), were the only two staff

remaining at the Curriculum Services Branch, Language Unit, Manitoba

Education and Training, to provide services to all heritage language programs in

the province.

In addition to the cutbacks in services at Manitoba Education and Training,

there was also concern for the continuation of EUBP in certain school divisions.

ln an article to the Winnipeg Free Press, parents of the River East EUBP,

expressed this concern and requested that the school division keep the Program

for the next four yearsl

Parents of Ukrainian bilingual students want some guarantees the
River East School Division will keep the language program for at
least four years.

Parents made the demand after the school board informed them
Ukrainian bilingual students will have to move next year from John
Henderson Junior High to Chief Peguis Junior High.

"We want a guarantee that if our numbers drop because of the
move, that we can work at bringing them back up again," said Jan
Kozubal, chairman of the Ukrainian Bilingual Program parents'
committee. The school division said it is prepared to be patient
until the program gets on its feet, but it is cool to the idea of any
guarantee.

"l think we would afford them some time," said Vince Mariani,
River East secretary-treasurer. "lf it cuts enrollment in half, we
certainly wouldn't react right away." A meeting is planned between
parents and the division later this month.215

In 1992, Donna Levesque resigned as Executive Director of MPUE. Due
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to recruítment and financial concerns, the board of directors of MPUE, at its

annual planning meeting, decided to respond by developing and implementing a

proactive action plan for the 1992-93 year.

The 1992-93 Action Plan included (1) applying for a research grant to

update research on student progress and the EUBP since the 1981 and 1985

evaluations, (2) providing and facilitating an annual teachers'workshop as the

Ukrainian Language Consultant's position at Manitoba Education and Training is

non-existent, (3) holding a second Awareness Luncheon with superintendents,

principals, trustees, and secretaries, similar to the one held in 1991 , (4)

continuing with parent seminars, (5) developing a volunteer appreciation

program, (6) videotaping students in the EUBP as a recruitment tool, (7)

coordinating and providing financial assistance to enable all Grades 7-9 EUBP

students to pafticipate in the Vesna Festival (an annual Ukrainian spring festival),

held in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, (8) displaying a booth at Winnípeg's

lnternational Children's Festival at "The Forks", (9) hiring professional

telemarketers for the purpose of recruiting students into the EUBP, and (10)

hiring a media relations firm to develop a strategy for MPUE in order to gain a

higher profile in the community that would facilitate recruitment for the EUBP.216

ln June 1993, at its annual testimonial dinner, the Osvita Foundation honoured

Terry Prychitko, first President of MPUE.

In 1992-93 the UPBC included 201 members: 187 existing members and

fourteen new members. During that year the UPBC's monthly meetings reflected

issues affecting Ukraine's independence and the Ukrainian culture. At the
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October 1992 meeting, Dr. Alexander Svetlov, constitutional specialist and

Assistant Deputy Minister, Department of Justice, Ukraine, discussed the drafting

of a new Constitution for Ukraine, and in January 1993, Dr. Viacheslav

Briukovetsky, Director of the University of Kyiv-Mohyla Academy, gave a shoft

progress report on the re-establishment of the university. In 1992 the UPBF

continued supporting Ukrainian cultural and educational causes through total

donations of $5,450. In particular the UPBF funded the UPBC's Educational

Program with a total expenditure of $2,177.217

ln 1993 the UPBC celebrated its 50th anniversary. The anniversary was

celebrated at the UCPBF Biennial National Convention in Winnipeg, from June

30 to July 4, 1993. Nick Diakiw, UPBC President 1992-93, states that:

Fifty years ago, in August 1943, a handful of Ukrainian(s) (sic)
gathered at the home of Dr. Val Bachynski to explore possibilities
for the formation of an association of Ukrainian professional
business men to be distinct in character from the many Ukrainian
organizations existing at that time. Attending the meeting were
Wasyl Swystun, Dr. V. F. Bachynski, J. W. Semeniuk and V. H.
Koman who are regarded today as the founding members of our
Club. Subsequently, through the efforts of our Club and the late V.
J. Swystun, the organization of the Federation of Ukrainian
Professional and Business Clubs throughout Canada was instituted
some 28 years ago.

It therefore was very fitting that as we approached our Club's 50th
anniversary these two organizations came together at the Biennial
Convention of the Ukrainian Canadian Professional and Business
Federation in Winnipeg June 30 to July 4, 1993.218

The UCPBF Biennial National Convention and 50th anniversary program

was organized by the UPBC Convention Committee, chaired by Shawna Balas,

UPBC First Vice-President 1992-93, and sponsored by the Institute of Public

Administraiion of Canada. The theme of the convention was "Ukraine: The New
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World Agenda". The purpose of the convention was to address the existing

economic conditions in Ukraine, the business climate in Canada, and to provide

the opportunity to network with professionals and business people who were

engaged ín various activities in Ukraine. According to Balas, "the conference

afforded delegates an opportunity to explore the economic prospects in Ukraine

from a wide range of perspectives including possible strategies to meet future

challengea.rr2le

The convention's Program Committee was chaired by Ron Basarab, who

assembled workshops, technical and UCPBF business sessions, entertainment,

and other presentations for the convention. The Program Committee arranged

for specialists from Ukraine, the Government of Canada, and the Canadian

business community to speak and present seminars at the convention. The

presenters included Victor Pynzenek, Deputy Prime Minister for Economic

Reform, of ukraine, Boris sobolev, Deputy Minister, Foreign and Economic

Relations, of ukraine, Nestor Gaywosky, Resident Representative of the

European Bank for Reconstruction and Development of Kyiv, Dennis Goresky,

Commercial Councillor, Canadian Embassy, of Ukraine, The Hon. Lloyd

Axworthy, Mel MacDonald, Emil Baran, Ron Laing, Andre Benoit, Doug Gyres,

Christina Maciw, Bob onyschuk, Peter Jacyk, Jim Temertey, Taras Solty, Roman

Herchak, oksana Bashuk-Hepburn, Dr. Myron Kuropas, and oleh Romaniw.

Balas states that:

Ron Basarab and his committee were well aware of the fact that the
information base covering various aspects of doing business in
Ukraine was lacking in many respects. lt was concluded that it was
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essential to carefully review what had been done in the past in the
way of business ventures and from that to ascertain what
information was available to potential investors. Also, existing
policies were reviewed to determine what kinds of policies might be
formulated in the future to meet the needs of future investors. lt
was apparent that questions concerning the risks of possible
ventures in Ukraine were on the mínds of all those considering
business opportunities in that country. Committee Chairperson
Ron Basarab therefore made every effort in planning the program
to ensure that an ideal environment for identifying problems and
their solutions would be created.220

The highlight of the convention was the election of UPBC member Dr. Louis

Melosky as the new UCPBF President, and the signing of a Trade Agreement

between Manitoba and Ukraine by Victor Pynzenyk, Deputy Minister of Ukraine,

and The Hon. Gary Filmon, Premier of Manitoba.221

At the time of the UPBC's 50th anniversary, canada comprised a total

population of 1 .3 million Ukrainian Canadians of which 100,000 Ukrainian

canadians resided in winnipeg.zn The Golden Jubilee of the upBC had

culminated in fifty years of service to the Ukrainian Canadian community in

promoting and supporting Ukrainian culture and education. Dr. V. F. Bachynski

states that "our Club is celebrating the completion of 50 years of active diligent

and productive work. Now that Ukraine is a free nation our chief objective is to

continue serving the Ukrainian cause."223

On the occasion of UPBC's bOth anniversary, The Hon. Gary Filmon,

Premier of Manitoba, stated the following, in a message located in the UPBC S0th

Anniversary Review: Book ll 1968-1993:

In coming to Canada over the last 100 years, Ukrainians have built
a valued and respected place in our Canadian history.

It is organizations like yours that have helped ensure this
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success. Through five decades of tireless efforts, you have
supported and encouraged Ukrainian Manitobans to pursue their
dreams, ambitions and goals in Canada and the world.

You have also been a pillar of support in fostering Ukrainian
heritage in canada. This involvement has been a key part of
keepíng this heritage strong and vibrant. The members have
contributed much to the enhancement of our community and are to
be commended for their enduring commitment to maintaining and
promoting the Ukrainian culture so successfully generation after
generation.22a

The UPBC 50th Anniversary Review also íncludes the following excerpt from a

message presented by The Hon. Ramon John Hnatyshyn, Governor-General of

Canada:

As the success of the members of the Ukrainian Professional and
Business Club of Winnipeg indicates, the thread of Ukrainian-
Canadian life has been woven into the fabric of our nation, richly
colouring and strengthening our Canadian tapestry.

Since the earliest days of its existence, the Ukrainian
Professional and Busíness Club of Winnipeg has been dedicated to
supporting the Ukrainian community in Winnipeg and creating a city
founded on generosity and caring. True to the nature of a
charitable organization, members of the Club work unselfishly on
behalf of disadvantaged members of our society and, in so doing,
have established a respected tradition of compassionate
voluntarism. Indeed, through the years, the Club has been a
unique voice for Winnipeggers of Ukrainian descent and many lives
have been touched by the benevolence of the Ukrainian
Professional and Business Club of Winnipeg's members.2zs

ln reflecting on the fifty year history of the uPBc, an article in the sOth

Anniversary Review entitled, "Ukrainian Professional and Business Club of

Winnipeg Celebrates lts 50th Anniversary", states that:

During its 50 year history many essential institutions and projects
were initiated, seeded or otherwise promoted by our Club for the
benefit of the Ukrainian community. lncluded are the Ukrainian
War Veterans Branch 141, the Department of Slavic Studies at the
University of Manitoba, Holy Family Nursing Home, St. Andrew's
College, summer camps, University bursaries, high school
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Ukrainian language honour awards, and more recently, the
establishment of Ukrainian bilingual programs in the public schools
of Manitoba.

It was our CIub, mainly through the efforts of the late V. J.
Swystun, that the organization of the Federation of Ukrainian
Professional and Business Clubs throughout Canada was initiated
30 years ago.

Throughout those years each and every president with his
executive committee sought to make his unique contribution
towards the growing achievements of our cultural and social
life. . . .

During the past decade our Club has experienced a dramatic
resurgence in membership growth, mostly with ambitious young
men and women destined to become leaders in the community and
in whose hands the future of our Ukrainian heritage will be
conserved.

On this 50th Ann' ^- 'rdeed be proud of our
accomplisnt"ntr.lYersary' 

we can lr
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HISTORICAL ANALYSIS OF THE CREATION AND DEVELOPMENT
OF MANITOBA'S ENGLISH-UKRAINIAN BILINGUAL PROGRAM

The historical analysis of the EUBP is written in two sections. Since an

historical analysis includes social, political and historical consciousness in its

interpretation of the past to understand the present, the first section examines the

socio-historical context, including various internal and external socio-historical

elements, in Ukrainian Canadian history that ínfluenced the history of Ukrainian

language education in Manitoba and determined the creation and development of

the EUBP. The socio-historical context is analyzed according to the four eras of

Ukrainian Canadian history and particularly examine the social, economic,

religious, cultural, political, and educational elements that occurred both inside

and outside the ukrainian Canadian community that in turn impacted on

Ukrainian language education in Manitoba and specifically the creation of the

EUBP. since educational research relies on a multiple of disciprinary

perspectives, the fields of sociology, social change in education, and history of

school systems in a socio-economic, socio-cultural, and socio-political context all

significantly contribute to the analysis of the history of Ukrainian language

education in Manitoba and the EUBP. Consequently, the historical analysis

supports the view that education is not just schooling but rather an entire process

by which culture transmits itself across generations. In addition, the historical

analysis also emphasizes the analysis of an educational idea or system, such as,

bilingual education, heritage languages or specifically, the development of
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Ukrainian language education in Manitoba. This in turn assists and contributes

to understanding the creation, development and future progress of the EUBP.

The second section of this historical analysis examines the origins and

first twelve years of the EUBP. This section particularly focuses on the influence

of the UPBC and its members, who, together with the vision of academics and

other members of the Ukrainian Canadian communíty provided the leadership in

creating and developing the EUBP. Woycenko states that:

Various factors pattern each people's growth and historical destiny
on the face of this earth. They can be of internal or external nature.
Yet, in both cases vision and leadership are decisive in the
fulfillment of a people's mission, in shaping a'certain' collective
personality, and in the creation of lasting values for their own
enrichment as well as for the benefit of all mankind. Furthermore,
those two factors are essential in the prevalence of a people's
cohesiveness in spite of their horizontal and vertical mobility.l

According to Cummins, Ukrainian Canadians, including the UPBC "perceived the

opportunities presented by national and provincial educational and political

developments to institute an effective programme of Ukrainian-language and-

Iite racy acquisition."2

The historical analysis is written according to descriptive, interpretative,

comparative, and universal analytical approaches that assist in examining the

socio-historical context, including various internal and external socio-historical

elements, in Ukrainian Canadian history as possible causal explanations for the

creation and development of the EUBP. An interpretative approach is particularly

beneficial to this historical analysis as it is characteristically used to describe all

aspects of a specific historic situation or event in the attempt of searching for the
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whole truth. The analytical approaches are supported by a conceptual analysis

that includes the concepts of hegemony, assimilation and Anglo-conformity,

resistance, culture, cultural identity and citizenship, multiculturalism, multicultural

policy and multicultural education policy. Since the concepts in this conceptual

framework are exceedingly relational to one another, they are examined

throughout the historical analysis either on their own or in various combinations

and contexts to one another.

The history of Ukrainian Canadians and Ukrainian language education in

Canada reflects all of the aforementioned concepts. lt has progressed or

evolved from Ukrainían Canadian resistance to the Anglo-Celtic hegemonic host

society's imposition of Anglo-conformity and assimilation to the recognition of

citizenship and ethnocultural rights established through multiculturalism and the

current hegemonic understanding of Canadian identity as multicultural in a

bilingual framework. However, more than any other concept in the conceptual

framework, the concept of cultural identity is the most significant in that it not only

unifies or links but also influences the evolution of all the previously mentioned

concepts in the examination of the history of Ukrainian Canadians and their

pursuit of Ukrainian language education in public, private and post-secondary

institutions. Furthermore, Ukrainian Canadians across the generations have

perceived and continue to regard the maintenance of the Ukrainian language as

the most important component of their culture and the key to the preservation of

their cultural identity. Moreover, Ukrainian Canadians view Ukrainian language

education, that has been supported and taught in the public and private school
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system through such programs as the Ukrainian Core/Elective Program or the

EUBP, as a vital component of multiculturalism and the core of multicultural

education. Lupul states that:

It is not necessary to convince Canadians of Ukrainian background
that language policies and programs contribute greatly to
multicultural education. To most Ukrainian-Canadians, the
relationship between the two is practically self-evident. To some,
language is the key to a cultural heritage that has shaped their
being even in Canada; to many more, language has a high
symbolic value usually rooted in a sense of tragedy derived from
either one of two sources: from the hostility, prejudice, and
discrimination experienced in Canada until well after the Second
World War or from the political, social, and cultural oppression
Ukrainians in the ancestral homeland endure today--and in some
cases from both at once.3

Ukrainian Canadians represent an ethnocultural group whose positive and

supportive public response to multiculturalism was, and continues to be, one of

the strongest in changing Canada's patterns of ethnic relations. The following

brief examination of social trends among Ukrainian Canadians serves as an

introduction to the historical analysis by not only assisting in an explanation of the

underlying factors regarding Ukrainian Canadian support of multiculturalism but

also demonstrating the potential for the continued survival of the Ukrainian

Canadian community and its goal of preserving Ukrainian Canadian cultural

identity through the maintenance of Ukrainian culture and language in Ukrainian

language education programs including the EUBP.

Throughout the 20th Century Ukrainian Canadians have become one of

the largest ethnocultural groups in Canada. Their endurance, continuity, growth

and vitality as a community is partly due to the fact that their arrival in Canada
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was fortuitously spaced in three successive waves of immigration approximately

twenty years apart from one another. During the Pioneer Era, the first wave of

immigration established the organizational foundation of the Ukrainian Canadian

community, namely, the churches, fraternal, political, cultural, and educational

organizations. The second wave of immigration that occurred during the Inten¡uar

Era expanded these organizations. The Post WWll immigrants revived the older

organizations and created new organizations.a

Ukrainian Canadians settled primarily in central Canada, in the prairie

provinces, with the largest percentage of the population located in Manitoba.

The first wave of Ukrainian immigrants settled in bloc settlements. This not only

enabled them to resist assimilation into the Anglo-Celtic host society but also

influenced the relatively large number of third, fourth and fifth generation

Ukrainian Canadians to maintain their cultural identity by learning and speaking

the Ukrainian language and participating in community affairs.

Ukrainian Canadians entered the Canadian ethnic stratification system in

the lower to middle class position of the economic and prestigious hierarchy that

marked Canadian society. Due to changes in the structure of the Canadian

economy, middle-class Ukrainian Canadians experienced some occupational

mobility similar to other Canadians in the social development areas of

urbanization and migration. Nevertheless, entering into and participating in the

economic, political, bureaucratic, and media elites of Canadian society has been

more difficult for Ukrainian Canadians.s According to Petryshyn, "Ukrainian

Canadians are an increasingly urban, Canadian-born population who are slowly
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enter¡ng upper-middle class positions, while still excluded from elite positions in

canadian society and overrepresented in agricultural occupations.6

Since Ukrainian Canadians occupied no distinct enclaves within the urban

economy they have become, more or less, fully integrated into Canadian society.

For example, with a few exceptions, the Ukrainian language has not been used

as a language of employment by most ukrainian canadians. However,

Ukrainian Canadians have integrated successfully into Canadian polítics and

publÍc life. Due to their position in the Canadian stratification system, Ukrainian

Canadians have been limited, yet effective, in their political aspirations and

demands for reform of government policies supporting ethnic groups, such as,

advocating the policy of multiculturalism, multicultural education, and heritage

language instruction in the public school system. Yuzuk states that in this

respect Ukrainian Canadians may be in advance of many other ethnic groups

due to the following four factors:

(1) Ukrainians settled in compact communities both in rural areas
and in towns and cities, thus being in a strong position to elect their
own candidates; (2) Ín ukraine, they had been oppressed by
foreign rule that manipulated elections and deprived them of
representation in Parliament, whereas in Canada, they possessed
complete freedom of opportunity; (3) Ukrainians were anxious to
prove that they were active, rather than passive citizens in politics;
and (4) discrimination and prejudice, demonstrated by some
segments of the British population, served to spur Ukrainíans on to
political participation in municipal, provincial and federal elections.T

ln addition, Ukrainian Canadians have never been an ideologically homogeneous

ethnocultural group. In fact, more than any other Canadian ethnocultural group,

they have produced a variety of parties and factions. Wiseman states that:
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The ideological spectrum of Ukrainian-Canadian politics has been
remarkably wide and polarized. lt has contained liberals and
democrats, chauvinists and reactionaries, monarchists and
republicans, Communists, socialists, and social democrats. Some
political group activity has been worldly and has involved pursuing
practical goals such as improving the economic lot and cultural
status of Ukrainian Canadians. Other aspects of political group

activity has been utopian and otherworldly."

Nevertheless, aside from immigrant community leaders, the political power base

within the Ukrainian community originates from the influence ¡ts leadership, in

various Ukrainian Canadian organizations, such as, the UCC, UCPBF and

UpBC, garners from being an integral part of Canadian class relationships. As

such, many Ukrainian Canadians from these organizations have individually

achieved high political office within the municipal, provincial, and federal

governments.

However, in the social realm, Ukrainian Canadians experienced increased

assimilation into Canadian society, This was due to the following: the global

trend towards urbanization and a decline in rurality; an appearance of

subsequent Canadian-born generations and the absence of large-scale

immigration; an increase in intermarriages and leaving traditional churches; and

an increase in the use of English rather than the Ukrainian language. Many of

the social inclinations among Ukrainian Canadians, such as, birth rates, literacy,

immigration, urbanization, gender equality, and political allegiances, were more a

reflection of general Canadian processes than of Ukrainian Canadian social

currents. Therefore, what in the past waS a somewhat homogeneous rural

Ukrainian Canadian community was increasingly diversifying and approximating
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Anglo-Canadian urban cultural norms.

Nevertheless, despite structurally assimilating into Canadian society,

Ukrainian Canadians, as individuals and as an ethnocultural group, exhibited a

strong distinctive cultural identity by primarily remaining residents of the prairie

provinces, maintaining overrepresentation in tradítional agricultural occupations,

upholding religious affiliation and preserving the Ukrainian language within and

outside the Ukrainian Canadian community particular in the public school system.

In addition, Ukrainian Canadians, as a highly organized community, maintained

their cultural identity by successfully establishing and maintaining cultural and

educational organizations, as well as, local, provincial, national, and international

organizations, and developing Ukrainian literary, creative, and performing arts.

However, the major dilemma of Ukrainian Canadians was the need to

become urban and socially símilar to Anglo-Canadians in order to gain benefits of

income, education, and prestige while maintaining their unique cultural identity.

Petryshyn states that:

At the heart of the Ukrainian-Canadian dilemma is an antagonism
between accepting the standardized, but assimilating, benefits and
values of a profit-oriented, technological, Anglo-Canadian society
and holding on to a co-operative, minority-group lifestyle on which
the Ukrainian ethnic community in Canada has built a distinctive
historical identity. Maintaining this community satisfies many
human needs, it often has its values and work deprecated by
society at large.e

ln addressing this dilemma, Ukrainian Canadians have, for the most part,

retained their cultural identity by preserving and developing their culture and

language, as well as, providing moral and financial assistance to an independent
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Ukraine, while fully participating in Canadian society. Hryniuk and Luciuk state

that:

From the beginning of Ukrainian immigration to Canada at the turn
of the century, one of the most--if not the most--important reasons
for deliberately maintaining the ukrainian language and an
organized cultural and political life has been an abiding desire on
the part of many Ukrainian immigrants and some of théir progeny to
help bring about the freedom of their homeland. one wav oi
achieving that goal has been to create and maintain an organized
Ukrainian community in Canada.lo

Although Ukraine received its independence from the Soviet Union on August 24,

1991, Ukrainian Canadians still maintain their commitment to assist Ukraine in

progressing and developing as an independent nation. Regionally and socially,

Ukrainian Canadians continue to clearly express their concerns for group

survival, community development, multiculturalism, multicultural education,

heritage language instruction, and Ukrainian language education in the public

school system. According to Petryshyn:

Ukrainian Canadians, then, are an ethnocultural mínority with a
social potential less than that of an emerging nation, yet
considerably more than that of a mere ethnic census category that
has no internal cohesion and is unconcerned about its common
fate.11

Therefore, as Petryshyn indicates:

In view of the size and compactness of the Ukrainian community in
Canada, its extensive community infrastructure, its cultural vitality
and its articulated beliefs, there is every reason to believe it will
continue to be a dynamic minority for some generations to come.12

Pioneer Era (1 896-1 91 O)

The first ukrainian canadian immigrants of the pioneer Era were

instrumental in establishing the foundation for the maintenance of Ukrainian
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as full and equal participants in canadian society. They established cultural,

educational and political organizations and institutions that provided the

opportunity for Ukrainian Canadians to preserve their cultural heritage and

language and prepare and assist future generations in resisting Anglo-conformity

and assimilation by the host society. consequenfly, while attempting to build

new lives for themselves and their famifies, the first ukrainian immigrants forged

an enduring regacy ín the history of canada and ukrainian canadians.

The first wave of Ukrainian Canadian immigration was primarily effected

through the circumstances of economic necessíty as experienced by ukrainians

in ukraine, who desired more land and an opportunity for a better life in canada.
Although the arrival of the fírst ukrainian canadian immigrants was beset with

difficulties, they quickry adapted to the canadian way of rife. They worked on

land, built rairways and cities, mined coar, dug up ores, smerted steer, and cut

down forests' In this way the ukrainian pioneers not only made a significant

contribution to the building of the canadian nation, but also developed a solid

socio-economic base for future generations of ukrainian canadians.

Economícally, the first ukrainian canadian immigrants evolved into an

agricultural labour force whose success was realized by the acquisition of their

homesteads'13 Although the canadian government did not financially assist

ukrainian immigrants and forced them to settle in designated areas located on

poor land, the Anglo-Canadian population soon began to tolerate Ukrainian

canadians since they not only helped to build the country but also facilitated
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Canadian economic growth.

The first wave of Ukrainian immigrants settled in bloc setflements on the

canadian prairies. The Province of Manitoba encompassed the largest

settlement of the first Ukrainian Canadian immigrants. Many also setfled in city

centres' Since Winnipeg contained the largest population of Ukrainian Canadian

immigrants in Canada, it became the organizational and spiritual capital or centre

of Ukrainians in Canada. Both Manitoba and Winnipeg became significant to the

history of Ukrainian Canadians and Ukrainian language education since many of

the Ukrainian Canadian political, cultural and educational organizations and

institutions were created in this city and province during the Pioneer Era and

continued to develop throughout the lnterwar, Post WWll and Multicultural Eras.

The history of Ukrainian Canadian political participation, both in internal

and external politics, as well as the influence it had on the development of

Ukrainian language education programs, was initiated in the pioneer Era. After

their arrival, settlement, and establishment on farms and in occupations located

in cities and towns, the first Ukrainian Canadian immigrants began to actively

participate in municipaf, provincial and federal politics. For example, Ukrainian

Canadian politicians resisted the government's policy of awarding citizenship

papers only to applicants who were fluent in English, French, or German

languages. They persisted in obtaining citizenship papers for ukrainian

immigrants who, through naturalization, secured Canadian citizenship and

provided them with the opportunity to vote. Moreover, the 1g02 Naturalization

Act permitted Ukrainian immigrants to receive Canadian cítizenship after three
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years of residence. In 1914, a new act required five years residence in Canada

and granted British and not Canadian citizenship. However, at the outbreak of

WWl, naturalization was suspended for Ukrainian Canadians. The primary

reason for becoming naturalized was that citizenship papers were necessary in

order for a homesteader to obtain a patent of ownership for his land from the

government. As well, Anglo-Canadian politicians were anxious to guarantee the

Ukrainian Canadian vote and made arrangements for securing papers easily.

Before WWl, 60 percent of Ukrainian Canadian immigrants had secured

immigrant status.la

During the Pioneer Era and immediately following WWl, citizenship was

often considered by Ukrainian Canadians in harsh and coercive terms. They

viewed citizenship as a form of assimilation into the dominant culture which,

according to Osborne, "was defined largely in Anglo-Canadian terms, centring

upon command of the English language, loyalty to Canada as a nation of British

heritage, commitment to Canada's British traditions, and pride in Canada's

membership of the British Empire."1s Citizenship was, therefore, an imposition of

Anglo-conformity and a threat to the preservation of Ukrainian Canadian cultural

identity within Canadian society.

ln addition, the fact that Ukrainian Canadian immigrants were ignorant of

the English language and of political issues involved in pre-WWl elections made

them a lucrative field of exploitation by Anglo-Canadian politicians. Yuzyk states

that "the degrading type of politics that was permitted among the unenlightened

Ukrainian and other immigrants during the pioneer period was not worthy of the
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ideals of Canadian democracy and patriotism."l6 Anglo-Canadians resented

ukrainian canadian participation in politics. wiseman states that ,,in the

Manitoba provincial election of 1899, Conservatives characterized Ukrainians 'as

a race unfit to parlicipate in canadian politics'."17 Nevertheless, ukrainian

Canadian immigrants did not remain passive but soon became active in the

public and polítical life of Canada. Their resistance to rapid assimilation, Anglo-

conformity, discrimination and persecution initiated active involvement in the

public affairs of the country.

The link between politics and education for Ukrainian Canadians began

during the Pioneer Era. Ukrainian Canadians began to lobby the government for

ethnocultural rights including the teaching of the Ukrainian language in the public

school system during the Pioneer Era. Ukrainian Canadian immigrants became

politically active in local affairs, beginning at the local school board level and then

progressing to municipal affairs, serving first as councillors and later as reeves.

Ukrainian Canadian politicians then gradually began to actively participate in

províncial and federal affairs. ln fact the participation of Ukrainian Canadians in

Canadian politics that began in the Pioneer Era was continued by subsequent

generations of Ukrainian Canadians born in Canada. The first Ukrainian

Canadian politicians were bilingual teachers who, during the Pioneer Era, were

the first members of the Ukrainian Canadian community to play a dominant role

in politics. Moreover, Ukrainian Canadians in the Pioneer Era produced a very

large number of public office-holders primarily in Manitoba and particularly in

winnipeg, that continued until after wwll. wiseman states that Winnipeg
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is the only large Canadían city that has consistenfly, since 191 1 ,
elected ukrainians to public office, including the mâyoralty.
Between 1908 and the early 1960s, more than seventy Ukrainians
became reeves and mayors of Manitoba municipalitieé.2e Since the
forties, Ukrainians have been over-represented, relative to their
population, in the Manitoba legislature. They made up one quarter
of the 1981 NDP cabinet.'ö

While participating in Canadian politícs, the first Ukrainian Canadian

immígrants were conscious of preserving the Ukrainian culture, religion, and

language in their bloc settlements. The bloc settlements provided a concentrated

population for building and maintaining the Ukrainian Canadian cultural identity in

the community. Marunchak states that:

Fundamentally the Ukrainian culture took a firm root in Canada not
only because of its intrinsic high quality, but also because of the
compact settlements, long tradition of that culture and the desire to
retain and develop that culture in the new land.le

The first Ukrainian Canadían immigrants brought into Canada a rich cultural and

educational heritage that for centuries had been suppressed in Ukraine. This

heritage was their birthright and mark of their cultural identity and the Ukrainian

Canadian immigrants were determined to preserve and promote it in a free

country.

In spite of their poverty and illiteracy, Ukrainian Canadians were intensely

conscious of their national identity, proud of their country's history, and imbued

with a deep sense of tradition, culture and religion. Consequently, their bloc

settlements contained Ukrainian churches, as well as, cultural and educatíonal

organizations that were modelled after similar institutions in Ukraine. Both

organizational life and culture were extremely significant to Ukrainian Canadian
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pioneers' Due to their statelessness, many Ukrainian Canadians viewed the

development of organizational and cultural life in their community as Ímportant

and necessary in retaining Ukrainian Canadian cultural identity. Therefore, from

the arrival of the first Ukrainian immigrants to Canada, the maintenance of

cultural identity became an important ethnocultural right. The Ukrainian píoneers

established boundaries and institutions in rural communities in order to

perpetuate culture, language, religion, and endogamy. This in turn established a

foundation for the maintenance of a Ukrainian Canadian cultural identity that

would assist future generations in resisting assimilation and Anglo-conformity

and in gaining recognition as a valuable ethnocultural group withín Canadian

society.

An important aspect of Ukrainian Canadian cultural identity was the

retention of the Ukrainian language. During the Pioneer Era, the Ukrainian

language was easy to maintain since it was not only regularly spoken at home

and in the community, but also used as a language of instruction in the public

bilingual school system. Ukraínian language education was extremely significant

to the first generation of Ukraínian immigrants. The first Ukrainian Canadian

immigrants believed in the traditional value of education and respect for

schooling and that both would secure a better life for their children and future

generations of Ukrainian Canadians. Since their children were not fluent in the

English language, Ukrainian Canadian pioneers were convinced that the only

solution to educating their children was in the partial use Ukrainian as a language

of instruction in the public school system. ln this way Ukrainian Canadian
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children would learn English without sacrificing their Ukrainian language and

culture. Therefore, as a result of changes to the Public Schools Act, Ukrainian

Canadians established bilingual public schools, first in rural bloc setilements and

later in urban centres. In 1898, Manitoba was the first Canadian province to

organize bilingual publíc schools in Ukrainian Canadian setflements. The

institution of bilingual publíc schools in the Pioneer Era was par1icularly

significant to the future of Ukrainian language education in the Ukrainian

Canadían community as it not only established a precedent and foundation for

the reintroduction of a bilingual system of education in both public and private

schools during the Multicultural Era, but also influenced the creation of

Manitoba's EUBP in 1978-79. ln addition to bilingual public schools, Ukrainian

Canadian pioneers organized private and "Ridna Shkola" Ukrainian schools.

These were established through churches and served as a means of security in

case the host society would consider cancelling bilingual schools and the use of

the Ukrainian language in the public school system.

The first Ukrainian Canadian immigrants also organized their own school

districts and their children were taught by Ukrainian Canadian bilingual teachers,

who were educated at a Ruthenian Training School. These Ukrainian teachers

became the first intelligentsia among Ukrainian Canadians and as a result served

as the first leaders and politicians within the Ukrainian Canadian community.

Their goals, for Ukrainian Canadians, included non-sectarianism, bilingual

education, economic self-reliance, and political independence. They, together

with the Ukrainian Canadian farmers and labourers, became unified in their
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struggle to resist assimilation by the hegemonic host society.

During the early years of the pioneer Era, assimilation and Anglo-

conformity by the hegemonic host society was not an immediate threat to the

Ukrainian Canadian community. At first, Anglo-Celtics did not perceive bilingual

education as a hindrance Canadianization. They viewed schools as guardians of

Anglo-Celtic culture, linguistic homogeneity, national unity, and bilingual teachers

as intermediaries who would gradually "Anglicize" immigrant children. As a

result, Anglo-Canadians viewed the school as an agent of Canadianization and

cÍtizenship. Consequently, throughout the 1890s to the 1920s, the dominant

thrust of citizenship education was assimilation to a hegemonic conception of

Canada as a British nation. Osborne states that:

Most English-speaking educationalists were convinced that Canada
was one nation, or was well on the way to becoming one, and what
made it such was its British heritage and English lañguage.
Citizenship therefore consisted of the imposition of whatlome
historians describe as',Anglo-conformity".20

Over time Anglo-Canadians viewed Ukrainian Canadian bilingual teachers

deficient in the English language, not representative of the hegemonic Anglo-

Celtic civilization and, therefore, unable to transmit norms of Canadian society

and citizenship. The Ukrainian bilingual teachers'efforts to cultivate the

Ukrainian language was considered disloyal and subversive and that the

continued use of the Ukrainian language in the public school system would

accentuate the division among Canadians. ln addition, Ukrainian Canadian

cultural, educational, and political organizations, as well as, the Ukrainian press

were considered suspicious and a threat to Canadianism. Therefore. in an
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attempt to halt Ukrainian Canadians in the promotion and preservation of their

cultural identity, the Canadian government, in 1916, abolíshed the bilingual

system of education

After the abolition of bilingual education, some bilingual schools continued

to function only in Ukrainian Canadian school districts. However, the Ukrainian

Canadian community resisted the Anglo-Canadian community by continuing to

provide Ukrainian language courses after school and in supplementary evening

schools and in "Ridna shkola" ukrainian schools. They also continued

developing cultural, educational and political organizations, The public education

system remained hegemonic to Anglo-Celtic values and norms until the 1g60s

when the federal government once again provided legal provision for the

inclusion of second language instruction in Manitoba's public school system.

Thus the first Ukrainian immigrants and the generation of Ukrainian

Canadians that followed bore the double burden of being assimilated into a new

nationality while seeking to retain their cultural identity. Their struggle to become

conscious of themselves as Ukrainians and to be recognized as such by the host

society also became the heart of their struggle for acceptance as full Canadian

citizens. Withín this struggle they knew that they could never realize themselves

as Canadians until they were accepted by Anglo-Canadíans as descendants of a

proud and ancient people with their own history and cultural heritage. The

struggle to maintain their cultural identity, while fully participating in Canadian

society, continued throughout the four eras of Ukrainian Canadian history and

continues to this day.
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The First worrd war (wwr) and Interwar Era (1917-99)

Anglo-conformity and assimilation of Ukrainian Canadians that began in

the Pioneer Era increased and reached its peak during WWI and the Intenruar

Era. During WWI and throughout the Great Depression, Ukrainian Canadians

experienced much antagonism, discrimination, and prejudíce from the host

society. Anglo-Celtics viewed Ukrainian Canadians with hostilíty, suspicion, and

disloyalty since, at the time of wwl, they were encouraged by ukrainian

Canadian community leaders to enlist in the military not only to assist in

defending Canada, but also to assist ukraine. Although 10,000 ukrainian

canadians served in the Canadian armed forces, 16,000 were considered

"enemy alíens" and as a result of the war Measures Act were interred in

Canadian concentration camps.

Thus during the Intenryar Era a polícy of forced assimilation continued to

be implemented by the hegemonic host society. Cipywnyk gives the following

reasons for the assimilation of Ukrainian Canadians:

The role that nationalism played in the events leading to the First
world war; the reluctance of immígrants from the former Austro-
Hungarian Empire to volunteer to fight against their kinfolk in the
old country; the rapid influx and new presence, usually in bloc
colonies, of hundreds of thousands of strangely-garbed, largely
illiterate speakers of a dozen dífferent languagesin a part of ttre
country that was far from securely established when they arrived;
the fact that in 1921 only 40% of the popuration of the western
provinces had Canadian-born parents . . . (Sutherland, 1g76, p.
204). ln 1931 , the rate of endogamy among Ukrainians . . . was
nearly 99"/" and a continuing high rate was predicted (England,
1936, p.153). Approximately 98% reported ukrainian as iheir
mother tongue (Kirconnel, 1940), Given the above situation, the
logic of the following summary of that period of western canadian
history may be better understood: "English canadians battled the
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immigrant parents over what sort of adults the children of the latter
were to become. How else could Canada survive?" (Sutherland,
1976, p.204).21

Moreover, Ukraínian Canadian citizenship was also affected by the War Time

Elections Act that in 1917 removed Ukrainian Canadians' right to vote, and by the

Naturalization Act that in 1919 deprived them of being naturalized for 10 years,

However, in 1923, the Canadian government removed the "Enemy Aliens" clause

from the Naturalization Act, once again permitting Ukrainian Canadians to

become naturalized.z This was due to the fact that Anglo-Canadians began to

include an international spirit into their vision of citizenship. Osborne states that

"more important than any particular institution, was the idea (now widely

accepted) that any approach to citizenship had to see Canadians as citizens of

their own country and of the world."23

Throughout the lnterwar Era Canadian citizenship was defined by

character and service and was based on the conviction that the enormous

sacrifices of WWI could be justífied by people working together to form a better

society. According to Osborne, "merì and women of good character, it was

argued, would more or less automatically do the right thing, and the right thing

was defined in terms of 'mutual service' ."24 The definition of citizenship, in terms

of character, service and comradeship, began to ensure a sense of social

stability in Canada. Moreover, this new concept of Canadian citizenship was

beneficial to the Ukrainian Canadian community as it changed the host society's

perception of Ukrainian Canadians. In particular, Ukrainian Canadians not only

became recognized for their assistance to Canada in the war effort, but also
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gradually accepted as being valuable and contributing citizens.

The general socio-economic status of Ukrainian Canadians improved

during the lnterwar Era. However, the economic division that occurred within the

Ukrainian Canadian community among farmers, professionals, businessmen,

and labourers, affected their treatment by the host society. The Ukrainian

lnterwar immigrants, who were needed by the host society to work primarily as

labourers in order to develop and strengthen the Canadian economy, were much

more discriminated against than the first and second generation Ukrainian

Canadians, who not only became established farmers but also began to enter

and prosper in Canadian business and professional fields. Nevertheless, despite

the prejudice and hardships experienced by Ukrainian immigrant labourers, the

Ukrainian Canadian community was unified economically by the Ukrainian

Canadian cooperative movement that was established in Manitoba and Winnipeg

to financially assist all Ukrainian Canadians.

During the lnterwar Era, the social structure of the Ukrainian Canadian

community was divided between the second wave of Ukrainian Canadian

Intenruar immigrants to Canada and the second generation of ukrainian

Canadians born in Canada. The Intenryar Ukrainian Canadian immigrants were

political refugees, sponsored ímmigrants, and national leaders of organizations ín

Ukraine. Their arrival in Canada was largely due to the government's request for

labourers to work in the CNR and CPR. Once they arrived in Canada, they

received moral and material assistance and adapted themselves well into an

already organized Ukrainian Canadian community. Since they were better
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educated and politically and nationally more conscious than the first Ukrainian

canadian immigrants, they were not only able to contribute greafly to

strengthening Ukrainian cultural identity, but also better equipped to resist

assimilation by the host society.

The second generation of Ukrainian Canadians also revitalized Ukrainian

canadian cultural identity and community life by becoming increasingly

urbanized. They moved from rural to urban communities, such as Winnipeg,

thereby strengthening their economic and political influence in Canadian society.

In fact, Winnipeg became the centre of the Ukraínian cultural, religious, political

and educational organizations in Canada during the Interwar and Post WWll

Eras. During the Interwar Era, the second generation of Ukrainian Canadians

became the new Ukrainian Canadian intelligentsia that included university

graduates, professionals, business entrepreneurs, as well as, provincial and

federal politicÍans. However, as the second generation of Ukrainian Canadians

began to integrate successfully into the host society they not only became

increasingly exposed to the hegemonic Anglo-Canadian dominant culture, but

also pressured to assimilate and conform to its way of life. In addition, although

Ukrainian Canadians left their rural communities, many of them continued to

experience prejudice and discrimination by Anglo-Canadians and, as a result,

resorted to either anglicising or changing their names, as well as, intermarrying

into the host society in order to achieve social and economic progress.

Consequently, the second generation felt divided between integrating into Anglo-

Canadian society and remaining loyal to the Ukrainian Canadían community. In
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an attempt to assist the second generation of Ukrainian Canadians to maintain

their Ukraínian Canadian cultural identity and to resist further assimilation of their

children and grandchildren, the older first generation Ukrainian Canadians began

to establish youth organizations at universities and in Ukrainian Canadian

communíties. However, the assimilation of Ukrainian Canadians by the host

society continued and was assisted by urbanization, intermarriage, and

increasing lack of use of the Ukrainian tanguage. Nevertheless, despite Anglo-

conformity and forced assimilation the Ukrainian Canadían community resisted

these policies and maintained their cultural identity during the Interwar Eraby

becoming active in and continuing to develop political, cultural, educational and

youth organizations and institutions.

lnternal and external politics within the Ukrainian Canadian community

flourÍshed during the Intenruar Era. The second wave of immigrants influenced

political life within the Ukrainian Canadian community while second generation

Ukrainian Canadians became more politically active in the general Canadian

community. During the lnterwar Era numerous ukrainian canadian

organizations were established according to political and religious affiliations. In

particular the arrival of the Inten¡,¡ar Ukrainian Canadian immigrants increased the

differences in the ideological political orientation between the Left (socialists) and

the Right (nationalists) factors of the Ukrainian Canadian community. Wiseman

states that "in the inter-war years, for example, there was the Communist pie-in-

the-sky vision of proletarian internationalism. There was also the Hetmanite

dream of an independent ukraine headed by a monarch."25 In addition, the
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ukrainian canadian Right, unrike the ukrainian canadian Left, was highry

fragmented in that there were churches, organizations, and newspapers that
Ídeologicafly competed against one another. Rerigious differences, in particular,

reinforced political differences. wiseman states that "the communists were anti-
cferical atheists; most Hetmanites were catholic and conservative; the ukrainian
self-Reliance League was orthodox and primarily Liberal.,,26 consequenly, the
ukrainian canadian community was in a three-way struggre for ailegiance

between the ULFTA representing socialists, the Ukrainian Catholic Church

representing nationalists/conservatives, and the ukrainian orthodox church
represe nting nationalistVliberals.

The competing ideologies of the ukrainian canadian Left and Right not

onfy reflected different visions of the structure of canadian society, generally,

and the ukrainian state in the soviet union, but also influenced the maintenance

of ukrainian Canadian cultural identity. For example, the ukrainian canadian
Left, especially the Communist community, viewed Ukrainian independence as

non-existent since Ukraine was perceived as a constitutionally independent,

politically progressive socialist republic within the Soviet Union, Conversely, the

struggle for a liberated independent ukraine was extremely important to the

ukrainian canadian Right who viewed that it was this sense of statelessness that
generally reinforced ukrainian Canadians'desire to preserve their Ukrainian

cuftural identity in canada and the world. Nevertheress, despite the potitical,

ideological, religious and economic differences within the ukraÍnian canadian

community, ukrainian canadians were unified during the Interwar Era bv
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promoting theír national and cultural values.

The maintenance of the Ukrainian language became the common link

within the Ukrainian Canadian community in the preservation of Ukrainian

Canadian cultural identity and resistance to assimilation. During the tnten¡var

Era, each Ukrainian Canadían organization developed its own "Ridna Shkola"

Ukrainian school, library, theatre, choir, dance ensemble, and press. ln addition,

the support of benefit societies, contributed to positive community development

in promoting cultural and linguistic maintenance within the UkraÍnian Canadian

community. Furthermore, in order to transform Ukrainian Canadian life from

becoming fragmented and mired in factionalism into one of the better organized

and unified Ukrainian communities in the diaspora, the Ukrainian Canadians

created the UCC that became and continues to be the most important and

influential ukrainian organization in canada and the world.

The ucc was established on November 7,1940. During this time,

Winnipeg was chosen as the headquarters of the UCC due to its significance as

the centre of Ukrainian Canadian community life in Canada. Two reasons for the

creatÍon of the UCC were: first, due to the Canadian government's appeal for

Ukrainian Canadians to consolidate and coordinate the activities of all non-

Communist Ukrainian Canadian ideological and religious organizations into one

representative organization that would mobilize Ukrainian Canadian support for

the WWll effort; and secondly, as a result of the Ukrainian Canadians' desire to

create a national representative Ukrainian Canadian organization that would

unify the community, coordinate efforts to assist Ukraine in its pursuit of
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independence, produce effective measures to decrease discrimination and

assimilation by the host society, and preserve curturar identity.

Most Ukrainian Canadian non-Communist organizations joined the UCC.

Although the UCC also included religious representation, it became more of a

secular organization based on democratic principles. According to Marunchak:

Afl efforts of the UCC were . . . [initially] directed in pursuit of thetwo major objectives:
1' Consolidation of Ukrainian opinion and coordination of the workof ukrainians in canada so as to provide herp for cánaoa anoGreat Britain for the successful enOing of war.2' Presentation of the consolidated opinion and the carrying on ofthe coordinated work in general.s 27

other researchers such as Yuzyk claim that the uCC's principle aims were to

promote positive participation of Ukrainian Canadians in the political, culturaf,

economic and social lífe of Canada, to emphasize cultural identity as a valuable

component of the Canadian nation, and to provide humanitarian aid to Ukraine.2g

In 1993, Bardyn states that:

The first three recorded purposes and objectives of the UkrainianCanadian Congress are (a) to act as an authoritatiu" .pok"5¡n"n
for the ukrainían-canadian community before Úre pãoflã ano
Government of canada; (b) to strengt"hen and co_ordinate theparticipation of ukrainian CanadianJin the Canadian sàcial and
curturar rife based on christian and democratic principres, forjustice, freedom, and independence; (c) to safeguard the'
aspirations of the ukrainian peoplein'rurope foî independence andsovereignty of its ethnic territories.2e

As a result of its goals and objectives and the fact that it became the

natíonal representative ukrainian canadian organization, the ucc began to

establish itself as a symbol of ukrainian canadian cultural identity. The ucc
became not only a visible symbol of ukrainian canadians but also the main voice
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states that:

The UCC, as the recognized spokesman for Ukrainian Canadians,
often translated the latest potential of that community into
meaningful cultural and political gains, no mean accomplishment
considering the size of the country and the incompatibility of the
several immigrations and generations.30

Politically, the efforts of the ucc began to change the host society's

perception of Ukrainian Canadians. Anglo-Canadians not only praised Ukrainian

Canadians for their contribution to the WWll effort but also recognized their

Canadian citizenship. The image of Ukrainian Canadians was transformed from

being quaint peasants, who were fanatical national and political revolutionaries,

to Canadian citizens, who were actively involved in Canadian society. Culturally,

the UCC provided the balance for developing Ukrainian national consciousness

and cultural identity in Canada. The UCC morally and financially supported the

development of political, cultural, and educational organizations in the Ukrainian

Canadian community. In particular, the ucO emphasized development of

Ukrainian language education at universities and in public, private and "Ridna

Shkola" Ukrainian schools. The theme of the first UCC Congress was based on

the teaching of the Ukrainian language in public high schools and universities.

Consequently, the creation and development of Ukrainian Studies at Canadian

universities, the Ukrainian Core/Elective Program, and the EUBP were greatly

influenced by the early work of the UCC.

Due to the host society's recognition of Ukrainian Canadian participation in

the war effort, Ukrainian Canadians in the Intenryar Era were once again
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mot¡vated to become politically active and to reappear in Canadian political life.

However, it was the continued discrimination and prejudice by the Anglo-

Canadian society that affected the nature and scope of their participation in

external politics. Ukrainian Canadians became increasingly determíned to resist

discrimination by the host society by electing Ukrainian Canadian candidates to

municipal, provincial and federal governments. This enabled the Ukrainian

Canadian community to have a representation of their concerns, issues and

interests brought before the Canadian government and the general public.

Harasym states that "Ukrainian community leaders were especially concerned

that such spokesmen express not only the socio-economic goals of their group

but also the national and cultural aspirations of Ukrainians in general, including

those in the old country."31 Due to prejudice and lack of receptiveness by Anglo-

Canadians of Ukrainian Canadians in the traditional political parties, most

Ukrainian Canadian candidates were forced to run as Independents or third-parIy

candidates. Many Ukrainian candidates were elected in ridings with a Ukrainian

majority. In cases where two Ukrainian Canadian candidates ran, the Ukrainian

Canadians who were concerned with improving their position in Canadian society

chose to support the candidate most likely to be on the side of the victorious

party. lf Ukrainian Canadians did not have a candidate in one of their ridings,

they tended to vote conservatively, Ukrainian Canadians often supported the

party most likely to win the election rather than casting a protest vote for fear of

being overly criticized and adding to their reputation of being merely radical.

During the Interwar Era, Ukrainian Canadians' participation in Canadian
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politics increased especially with the election of numerous MLAs to political office

who, as in the Pioneer Era, continued the work of lobbying the various

governments for Ukrainian Canadian rights. The increase in Ukrainian Canadian

provincial and federal políticians resulted in the government becoming more

aware of the needs within the UkraÍnian Canadian community, especially in the

areas of economics, cultural and linguistic maintenance, and education. Gerus

states that "as Ukrainians gradually came to inftuence many levels of Canadian

society, they acquired greater financial power and social respectabil¡ty, which,

superimposed on this strong ethnic consciousness, made them a notable fact of

Canadian life."32

In addition to developing internal and external politics, both the second

wave of Ukrainian immigrants to Canada and the second generation Ukrainian

Canadians strengthened cultural, religious and educational activity in their

community and thus continued preservation of the Ukrainian cultural identity in

Canada. Cultural endeavours increased in the creative, performing, and literary

arts, such as, the development in theatre, choirs, orchestras, dance, and

literature.

The Ukrainian press was also significant during the lnterwar Era. lnitially

during and after wwl the ukrainian language was referred to as the ,,enemy

language" and resulted in Anglo-Canadian censorship of both the bilingual and

Ukrainian press. However, due to the recognition of the Ukrainian Canadian

contribution to the war effort and the renewal of Ukrainian Canadian citizenship,

the Ukrainian press was reinstated and became the voice for the Ukrainian
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Canadian community in matters of social, political, cultural, and educational

concerns. Once more, Winnipeg was significant in becoming the leading

publishing centre in Canada.

Religion and church activity continued to be important to Ukrainian

Canadians and impacted on their cultural identity throughout the Inten¡rar Era.

Regular attendance at Ukrainian churches and participation in traditional religious

practices assisted in the development of the cultural and traditional psyche of the

Ukrainian Canadians. During the lnterwar Era, the Ukrainian Canadian

community was divided into four religious denominations: the Ukrainian Catholic

Church, the Ukrainian Greek Orthodox Church, the Ukrainian Presbyterian

Church, and the Ukrainian Baptist Church. Despite their religious differences,

the churches were united in the community by the same goal of preserving the

Ukrainian Canadian cultural identity through the development of their cultural and

educational institutions and an affiliation with the corresponding Ukrainian press.

The common goal among the religious, cultural and educational organizations in

the community, was the maintenance and development of the Ukrainian

language and education. Moreover, the preservation of the Ukrainian language

was considered to be the most important component of cultural identity and

became the unifying link between the first and second generation Ukrainian

Canadians.

As previously mentioned, during the Inten¡uar Era, assimilation and Anglo-

conformity were evident in every aspect of Canadian life and particularly evident

in the public school system. The desire by the Anglo-Canadians to assimilate
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immigrant children in the educational field became the policy of citizenship

education. The public school system was considered by the hegemonic host

society to be the guardian of national unity, linguistic and cultural homogeneity,

as well as, the agency of assimilation, citizenship, and cultural transmission. The

public school was the primary vehicle of Anglo-Canadians to assimilate

immigrant children by providing them with instruction in the English language and

basic principles of Canadian life. Anglo-Canadians believed that assimilation

would ensure that Canadian citizenship would not fail to reach the high level of

intelligence that was expected of it and characteristic of Anglo-Celtic civilization.

Cummins states that:

Surveys of the views of Canadian educators in the early part of the
century (Anderson, 1918; Black, 1913; Sissons, 1917) emphasized
the desirability of rapid assimilation and the necessity to eradicate
the first language of students so as to facilitate the learning of
English and the acquisition of "Canadian" values (Lenskyj, 1981).""

During the Intenruar Eram Anglo-Canadians perceived themselves to be

threatened by Ukrainian Canadians whom they viewed as primitive, culturally

impoverished, morally defective, less civilized and ignorant "enemy aliens".

Therefore, Anglo-conformity and an aggressive policy of assimilation expressed

itself most sharply in the growing restriction on the use of languages other than

English as the language of instruction and in the abolition of bilingual education.

Anglo-Canadians asserted that learning or retaining a second language

hampered the acquisition of English and hindered the possibility of becoming a

good Canadian citizen.

ln an attempt to resist the abolition of bilingual education, Ukrainian
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Canadians staged protests, wrote appeals to the government, and continued a

modified form of bilingual education in rural communities. However, the

Department of Education made in increasingly difficult for Ukrainian Canadians to

maintain bilingual schools by initiating changes in the public school system, such

as, examinations, curricular teaching training, a preference for English rather

than bilingual teachers, and school supervision. Nevefiheless Ukrainian

Canadians were able to resist forced assimilation of immigrant children in the

public school system by continuing to maintain Ukrainian language education in

private and "Ridna shkola" ukrainian schools, and by establishing student

residences called Bursas.

Private and "Ridna shkola" ukrainian schools were organized by

UkrainÍan Canadian secular and church organizations and operated after school

hours and on Saturdays by volunteer Ukrainian Canadian teachers whose

salaries were financed by church parishes, parents, and organizations within the

community. The schools were primaríly located in urban centres and established

in church basements, halls, National Homes, libraries, and school rooms.

"Bursas" were also organized by the Ukrainian Canadian intellingentsia. They

were non-denominational Ukrainian Canadian student residences established for

urban and rural students that offered high school and university education.

Winnipeg was significant in establishing the first "bursa" named "Adam Kostko

Bursa". ln addition, st. Andrew's college, at the university of Manitoba,

established a modified version of the "bursa" in 1946. Although "bursas" were

later divided denominationally between the Ukrainian Catholic and Ukrainian
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they were able to maintain the cultural identity of ukrainian canadian youth by
providing a strong organizational base for educational, cultural and social

development. "Bursas" also equipped Ukrainian Canadian students for

employment in various professional fiefds thereby providing the impetus for future
leadership in the Ukrainian Canadian community

During the Intenruar Era, the readership for educationar rights and

preservation of cultural identíty was provided by ukrainian canadian teachers

and Ukrainian Canadian bilinguat teachers. The Ukrainian Canadian teachers

organized and operated cultural activities in the ukrainian Canadian church and

com m u n ity organizations wh ite the bili ngual teache rs organized teache r

conventions, formed a national federation of Ukrainian canadian teachers and

assisted in the coordination of teaching Ukrainian in ',Ridna Shkola,, Ukrainian

schools' Many of these teachers also entered politics and continually lobbied the
government for Ukrainian Canadian educationat and ethnic rights, an initiative

that not only continued throughout the Post world war ll and Multicultural Eras,

but also influenced ukrainian canadian organizations, such as the upBc, to

reÍntroduce bilingual education and the EUBP into the public school system.

Thus, despite religious and polítical divisions within the Ukrainian

Canadian community, during the lnterw ar Era, Ukrainian Canadians resisted

forced assimilation and Angro-conformity and became united not onry by the

goals of the ucc, but also by their strong value of education and determination

to preserve the ukrainian language and their cultural identity. swyripa states that
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the Interwar years were

that períod in Ukrainian-Canadian life which witnessed not only the
creation of dominion-wide superstructures for Ukrainian-Canadian
organizations and increased differentiation within the community,
but also the growth of Canadian consciousness and pride as
Ukrainians began to integrate and to accept Canada as their
adopted motherland.Í

Post World War ll (WWil) Era (1945-70)

The Post WWll Era signalled a new historical period in Canada and the

world. The atrocities of WWll raised the nations of the world's consciousness for

international recognition of global interdependence, elimination of racism, support

of human rights and ethnocultural acceptance and acknowledgment. This

progressive world view influenced Canada's view of Canadian citizenship and

identity, ln addition, it provided the impetus for multiculturalism, Canadian

human rights legislation, ethnocultural rights that included acceptance of cultural

identities, and linguistic rights that resulted in the use of second languages in the

public school system including the EUBp.

After WWll, Anglo-Canadians progressed in their notion of citizenship from

that of Anglo-conformity, character and service, to embracing the cause for

international understanding and peace. The Canadian Citizenship Act of jg47

and the Canadian Bill of Rights of 1960 recognized the equality of all Canadians

in every respect including the rights of ethnocultural immigrants, Anglo-Celtics,

and French Canadians. These two policies implied that although the supreme

loyalty of each citizen and ethnocultural group be to Canada, ancestry should not

be denied, discouraged or suppressed but rather regarded with pride as a
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posit¡ve, contributing force to the value of the nation. Yuzyk states that:

A person shunning his cultural background, is empty, with little, if
anything, to offer to Canada's cultural heritage. A person having
pride in his ancestry, on the other hand, already has appreciation of
cultural values and strives for higher spiritual goals, that will benefit
not only him but his country.o'

During the Post WWll Era Canada, by law, became a nation composed of

various ethnocultural groups. Moreover, Canada's position in the British

Commonwealth changed and became more independent as the British Empire

developed into the Commonwealth of Nations. The collapse of the British Empíre

and the assertive presence of USA as a leading world power had an

extraordinary influence on Canada's perception of its role in the world and

provided a point of reference for Canada's identity in the international context.36

By 1960 Canada's identity began to change from hegemonic Anglo-conformity

and an emphasis on British values and norms to hegemonic multiculturalism and

recognition of ethnocultural groups'values and rights. The new concepts of

cultural pluralism and multiculturalism further influenced Canadian citizenship

and identity so that by 1971 Canada became a multicultural nation within a

bilingual (English and French) framework.

The Post World War ll Era was significant in the history of Ukrainian

Canadians. According to Swyripa, "World War ll marked the beginning of the

third era of Ukrainian-Canadian history--the era of consummation--which was

distinguished by renewed patriotism for both Canada and Ukraine."37 During

WWll the Ukrainian Canadian community's principal goal was to prove that

Ukrainian Canadians were sufficiently patriotic and worthy of Canadian
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citizenship by participating in Canada's war effort. Having achieved recognition

by the host society for their contribution to the war effort, Ukrainian Canadians

began to vertically and horizontally integrate with more ease into Canadian

society. However, despite the host society's progressive international viewpoint

on Canadian citizenship, the forced assimilation of Ukrainian Canadians during

the f ntenru ar Eraaffected, to some degree, the preservation of Ukrainian cultural

identity among the third generation of Ukrainian Canadians. Nevertheless, the

arrival of the Post WWll third Ukrainian immigration revitalized the Ukrainian

Canadian community and their impact continues to influence Ukrainian Canadian

cultural identity to this daY.

The third wave of Ukrainian immigrants to Canada was part of the

"displaced persons" Post WWll movement. After WWll many of these

immigrants found themselves in the allied zones of Europe and chose emigration

rather than repatriation to their homeland, Before their emigration they were

stationed for a period of four to five years in UNRRA and IRO camps' During

their time in these camps, the Ukrainian people were able to retain their cultural

identity by developing social, cultural, religious, educational, and political

organizations and activities. When the opportunity came to emigrate, Canada

became one of the countries that agreed to accept the immigration of the

Ukrainians. However, at the time of immigration, the Canadian government

emphasized rigid health requirements and sponsorship. Despite the Anglo-Celtic

hegemonic anti-communist opposition to refugees as traitors, war criminals, and

enemies of the people, the Canadian government permitted the immigration of
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Ukrainian WWll refugees due to the country's need for labourers in agriculture,

mining, and forestry. The UCC and UCRF assisted with the immigration and

resettlement of the third wave of Ukrainian immígration to Canada who, due to

the previously established Ukrainian Canadian organizations, immigrant aid

societies and social services, found it much easier to settle into both the

Ukrainian Canadian community and Canadian society. Although Winnipeg

remained the most heavily populated centre of Ukrainian Canadians, the majority

of the third wave of Ukrainian Canadian immigrants, who were ovenruhelmingly

urban, settled in Toronto and Ontario. At the same time, the third generation of

Ukrainian Canadians was also moving from rural to urban centres, thereby slowly

dissolving the Ukrainian Canadian bloc settlements of the previous eras.

The social composition of the third immigration had a tremendous impact

on the established Ukrainian Canadian community. While initially creating more

factionalism within the community, they also revitalized it, thereby assisting in

Ukrainian Canadian resistance to assimilation and preservation of cultural

identity. The third wave of Ukrainian Canadian immigrants came from all regions

of ukraine and from different political regimes, social strata, and living

experiences. They not only represented various religions and social classes, but

also diverse cultural and political organizations. Most of the third Ukrainian

Canadian immigration was sophisticated, highly educated (including intellectuals,

professionals, and skilled craftsmen) and acutely political (fervently anti-soviet

and dedicated to the ideal of a free Ukraine).38 Upon their arrival in Canada they

became insular, organizing themselves into self-contained communities. This
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proved to be effective in resisting assímilation by the host society and thus

preserving cultural identity with respect to maintaining the Ukrainian language

and endogamy within the Ukrainian Canadian community. However, this also

created tensions and divisions within the Ukrainian Canadian community. In

particular there was some resentment among the first, second, and third

generation Ukrainian Canadians who were not only reluctant to share leadership

with the new educated and largely urban third immigration, but also upset at the

difficulties encountered in entering their organizations. Meanwhile the third

immigration were concerned with the assimilation, inferiority complex, lower class

status and political ignorance of most of the existing Ukrainian Canadians.

Nevertheless, towards the end of the Post WWll Era, the third immigration and

the third generation Ukrainian Canadians began to work together for the

development of the Ukrainian Canadian community.

During the Post World War ll Era, socio-economic opportunities improved

somewhat for the Ukrainian Canadian community. Although there was progress

in professional and technical occupations for the third generation, this was not

necessarily the case for the third immigration. After WWll the third generation

Ukrainian Canadians became better educated and employable. They emerged

in urban centres and improved their socio-economic status from lower to middle

class. However, the third immigration of Ukrainian Canadians were discriminated

against by the host society and consequently, experienced a drop in their social

and socio-economic status. Although the third Ukrainian Canadian immigration

were skilled in a variety of fields (such as farmers, labourers, skilled technicians,
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craftsmen, and tradesmen) and in professional areas (such as education, the

arts, humanities, and sciences) they experíenced difficulty in finding work in their

respective occupations and resorted to taking menial and poorly paid jobs and/or

accepting meager pay for work in Ukrainian Canadian organizations and

institutions. However, as the third Ukrainian Canadian immÍgration improved and

upgraded their qualifications through higher education, they became more

employable at universities and in educational and profession al organizations. ln

addition, the rapid growth of the Post WWll economy resulted in more financial

resources for the third immigration to form new institutions and actívities. This

resulted in a tremendous increase in social, religious and political Ukrainian

Canadian organizations that not only gained the respect of the existing Ukrainian

Canadian community, but also renewed and revitalized Ukrainian Canadian

organizations and expanded cultural, educational and professional fields that

diversified the socio-political sector of Ukrainian Canadian life and strengthened

the community to resist assimilation through the preservation of their cultural

identity.

After WWll political life, both within and outside of the Ukrainian Canadían

community, continued to develop and influenced Ukrainian Canadian life and

cultural identity. Initially, internal politics were problematic creating division and

tension among Ukrainian Canadians due to different political ideologies and

various organizations established by each Ukrainian Canadian generation and

immigration. After WWll, divisions in the Ukrainian Canadian community were

primarily due to the third immigration whose varied social composition and
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political ideologies resulted in separate political organizations from the existing

Ukrainian Canadian institutions. For example, while the third wave of Ukrainian

Canadian immigrants was characterized as politically nationalistic and anti-

Communist, the second wave was national-revisionistic with a very limited

socialistíc view, and the first wave of Ukrainian Canadian pioneer immigrants was

individualistic.

Nevertheless, the UCC provided the necessary leadership to unify all non-

Communist Ukrainian Canadian organizations including learned societies,

research institutions, financial foundatíons, professionals, veterans, youth, and

women's organizations. The unification of all these organizations into one

national organization was significant to Ukrainian Canadians as it provided them

with an official voice to address, both nationally and internationally, the social,

political, economic, cultural and educational issues and concerns within their

community. As previously mentioned, the UCC continued to be not only a visible

symbol of cultural identity, but also one vehicle by which Ukrainian Canadians

were able to resist assimilation by the host society.

In addition, after WWll, the UCC was responsible not only for creating

PAUK (1947), an international organization that unified all North American

Ukrainian national organizations, but also for establishing WCFU (1967) that

unified all Ukrainian Canadian organizations in the diaspora. The purpose of

both of these organizations was the alliance of all Ukrainian national

organizations in the world in order to coordinate their work, promote national and

international unity of all Ukrainians in the diaspora, preserve Ukrainian religion,
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culture, language, and cultural identity in the free world, and assist Ukraine to

regain its cultural and political freedom and independence. Although the UCC

was responsible for establishing these international organizations, it considered

its first duty to be the prosperity and cultural identity of the Ukrainian Canadian

community and the future welfare and well-being of the Canadian nation.

Consequently, the UCC organized national congresses that became the most

important single forum for Ukrainian Canadians to discuss pertinent issues and

concerns regarding their ethnocultural rights and cultural identity within and

outside the community.

Although many of the resolutions from the UCC congresses focused on

the promotion of a representative Ukrainian voice in national, international and

external affairs, the preservation and development of Ukrainían Canadian cultural

identity and assístance to Ukraine, most of the resolutions emphasized the

maintenance of the Ukrainian language as a priority to the national survival of the

Ukrainian Canadian community and the Ukrainians in the diaspora. As a result,

the UCC became involved in the development of Ukrainian language education

at all levels: post-secondary institutions, private and "Ridna Shkola" Ukrainian

schools, and the public school system. For example, in 1g64, the UCC

established the Taras Shevchenko Foundation for the purpose of providing

financial assistance not only to Ukrainian Canadian cultural, literary and

performing arts, but also to education al organizations and institutions. ln

particular, investments from the Foundation were applied to scholarships,

sponsoring research in Ukrainian Studies and history, teaching of the Ukrainian
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language in schools, creating materials to assist teachers in the teaching of the

ukrainian language, as well as, printing school textbooks, collections and

microfilms.

During the Post WWll Era, Ukrainian Canadians benefited from Post WWll

prosperity and exuded a new found confidence both inside and outside of their

community that enabled them to resist discrimination by the host society and

successfully integrate into Canadian politics by attaining politically important

positions in municipal, provincial, and federal governments. Anglo-Canadians

began to accept Ukrainian Canadians ínto Canadian politics since they were

beginning to recognize them as valuable members of Canadian society. Despite

endured hardships and language barriers, achievements by Ukrainian Canadians

in external politics not only included the election of ninety MLAs, twenty MPs, and

numerous mayors, but also the appointment of members to Royal Commissions,

senators, judges, and magistrates. Although Ukrainian Canadian politicians were

successful in integrating into the Canadian community, they were cognizant of

maintaining their cultural identity in their political work.

Ukrainian Canadians did not form their own political groups but chose, in

the spirit of Canadian citizenship, to participate individually and run candidates in

existing Canadian political parties. Consequently, according to Wiseman, "all the

political partíes became more receptive to Ukrainian membership and

leadership."3e ln addition Ukrainian Canadian voting behaviour increased with

Ukrainian Canadians voting for both Ukrainian and non-Ukrainian candidates of

major parties. In federal politics, Ukrainian Canadians, who lived in the prairie
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provinces, generally preferred to vote for the Conservatives followed by the NDP.

Wiseman states that "they had lsicl also become more receptive to provincial

Conservative parties that were historically antipathetic to them but had Isicl

opened up to Ukrainian leaders and members."4o

Following WWll, the new definition of Canadian citizenship and identity

and the Canadian Bill of Rights that recognized the equality of all Canadian

citizens and ethnocultural groups precipitated the beginning of a new

Multicultural Era in canadian history. For example, in 1963, the federal

government established the B & B Commission in response to growing French

Canadian nationalism in Quebec, referred to as "The Quiet Revolution". The task

of the B & B Commission was to report on the existing state of bilingualísm and

biculturalism in Canada and to recommend steps in developing Canadian

confederation on the basis of equal partnership between the founding races:

French and British. However, ethnocultural groups, including ukrainian

Canadians, began to debate the nature of Canadian society, Anglo-French

relations, and the role of the "third element" in the developing Canada. Rather

than supporting bilingualism and biculturalism of the founding races, Ukrainian

Canadians and other ethnocultural groups presented numerous briefs and

memoranda to the B & B Commission hearings advocating the ideology of

multiculturalism and multilingualism as principles of Canadian identity. The

ethnocultural groups attracted the attention of media, scholars and politicians

who became influenced by the changing cultural climate in the Western world

and for the first time in Canadian history, rejected the notion of a hegemonic
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homogenized Anglo-Saxon Canadian society and supported the "three elements,,

(English, French, and other ethnocultural groups) as contributors to a hegemonic

multicultural Canadian society and identity. The government's recognition of the

importance of the "third element" ín the ensuing national debate was evident by

the ínclusion into the B & B Commission of two commissioners of Ukrainian and

Polish descent.al

Among the various ethnocultural groups in canada, the ukrainian

Canadian community submitted the largest amount of briefs to the B & B

Commission. At that time, Ukrainian Canadians asserted both their own and all

ethnocultural group rights as the "third element" of the Canadian mosaic. There

was a general consensus among ukrainian Canadians that Canada be

recognized as a multicultural nation and that the government support the effor-ts

of all ethnocultural groups to maintain and develop their cultural-linguistic

heritage and identity. Consequently, Ukrainian Canadians assumed a leadership

role in the development and dissemination of the multicultural ideology that

eventually became the Canadian multícultural policy, According to Bociurkiw:

This role was rooted undoubtedly in their h¡storical aversion to
assimilation, as well as in political causes underlying much of
ukrainian emigration from the old country, a strong sense of
collective responsibility for the preservation of the group's
ethnocultural values in Canada while these values were being
suppressed by the alien rulers of Ukraine, the lasting commitment
of Ukrainian churches to the preservation of the natiônal cultural-
linguistic heritage, the group's highly developed capacity for grass-
roots organization, and the nature of Ukrainian settlement in the
Prairie provinces.a2

Bociurkiw also lists the following propositions included in the bríefs sent by
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Ukrainian Canadians and other ethnocultural groups to the B & B Commission:

(1) in one, united, and independent Canada, Canadians should
enjoy effective equality in political and socio-economic rights,
irrespective of their ethnic origin, religion, mother tongue, etc.; (2)
all ethnic groups, from Anglo-Celtic and French to the smallest
ones, contribute to the Canadian cultural mosaic, and their cultural
activities should be given moral and material support by the state in
proportion to the group's willingness to survive; (3) within the
Iinguistic provisions of the BNA Act, English should be the linqua
franca of all Canadians, but the teaching of, and in, ancestral
languages, and their social use, should be encouraged and
supported from public funds wherever there is effective demand for
them; (4) publicly-supported media should devote appropriate time
and resources to ethnic language programs and to culture and art
of minority groups; (5) all levels of government should actively
combat discrimination and prejudice directed against ethnic
groups.B æ

The most notable briefs to the B & B Commission came from the UCC

followed by the UPBC. During that time, Alberta's UCC was more receptive to

official bilingualism than the national UCC who, in their brief, supported a more

restrictive view of official bilingualism, arguing for English as the only nationwide

official language and that the future of Quebec in Confederation be settled in a

referendum by the citizens of Quebec. The UCC also called for the

establishment of a federal ministry of culture, a permanent non-governmental

inter-ethnic advisory body, and the introduction in the media of programs dealing

with different ethnic cultures in languages other than English and French. In

addition, in 1965, a meeting with Premier Jean Lesage and the UCC precipitated

a reciprocal agreement for educational demands that, according to Bociurkiw,

included "the establishment of French language schools for French minorities

outside Quebec and the introduction of minority ethnocultural languages as
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subjects from the earliest grades wherever there was sufficient demand for

them.19"4

ln 1967 the B & B Commission published the first volume of its report that

dealt with the status of official national languages. However, the Ukrainian

commissioner, Prof. Rudnyckyj, registered a dissenting statement that, according

to Bociurkiw, "argued for the offícial recognition of the other most widely used

canadian languages as 'regional languages' in the areas of greatest

concentration of the given linguistic minority.22"Æ Moreover, in 196g the UCC

reacted to the recommendations of the first volume with a White Book that

insisted on constitutional guarantees for Ukrainian and other ethnocultural

language rights in the revised constitution. Nevertheless, the Officiat Lanquaqes

Act was passed in 1969, enabling French and English to be the two official

languages of Canada.

In 1970, the B & B Commission published its long awaited fourth volume

entitled, "The Cultural Contribution of other Ethnic Groups". Although the

ukrainian Canadian community and particularly the UCC praised the B & B

Commission's assessment regarding the significance of the "third element" and

its recommendations and accepted the provisions of the Official Lanquaqes Act,

they were extremely disappointed and vehemently critical of the B & B

Commission's insistence on Canada becoming a bicultural nation and the non-

recognition of Ukrainian and other ethnocultural languages as "Canadian

languages". At that tíme Prime Minister Pierre Elliott Trudeau and his senior

colleagues reached the conclusion that the general acceptance of the Official
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Lanquaqes Act and concessions made to French canadians woufd be more
easiry faciritated among the "third erement,,by the formar abandonment of
bículturalism and the initiation of cuftural prurafism as the very essence of
canadian identity' The federal government supported the notion that a poricy of
mufticulturafism must be a policy for all canadians. Accordingly, on october g,

1971, prime Minister Trudeau officiaffy unveired the government,s poricy of
multiculturalism within a bilinguaf framework.

The rore of the ukraínian canadian community in advocating

murticufturarism and presenting briefs to the B & B commission cannot be
overestimated' Their work and efforts in resisting assimifation and advocating
ethnocultural rights, particutarly in the areas of culturaf and linguistic
maintenance, was extremery important in influencing future canadian and
ukrainian canadian historical events, such as, the policy of multiculturafism,
mufticultural education, changes in public schoors acts, introduction of second
languages in the public school system, and specifically, the reintroductíon of the
ukrainian language first, as a fanguage of study and secondry, as a ranguage of
instruction in the EUBP.

During the Post wwll Era, ukrainian canadians not onry promoted theír
cuftural identity through internal and externaf politics, but afso through ukrainian
religion and churches' Throughout their history in canada, ukrainian canadians
have continued to deverop a strong rerationship between community and
religious life that in turn assisted them in resisting assimilation and maintaining
their culturaf identíty' Marunchak states that "ukrainian churches are a symbol of
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identity for those who not only practise, but also for those who only formally

acknowledge their adherence to a religious denomination. Moreover, churches

are also a symbol of cultural affiliation for all Ukrainians."Æ After WWll, three

ukrainian canadian churches, the ukrainian catholic church, uGoc, and

Ukrainian Evangelical Church, not only continued to progress but also became

recognized by their respective church authorities in Canada and the world. ln

addition, Winnipeg once again became significant in that it became the Canadian

religious centre for all three Ukrainian churches.

The Ukrainian Catholic Church developed three eparchies in Canada, with

winnipeg, the largest eparchy, being designated by the pope as the central

Exarchate and location of the Metropolitan Seat. In addition to becoming

successful in establishing various eparchies in countries around the world,

Ukrainian Catholics in the diaspora began working to establish one Ukrainian

Patriarchate that would eventually unite all Ukrainian Catholic churches in the

world. the UGOC also developed three eparchies in Canada, with Winnipeg

becoming the central eparchy and location of the Independent Metropolitan

hierarch. At the same time, the UGOC was also responsible for the expansion of

St. Andrew's College at the University of Manitoba. The Ukrainian Evangelical

church also expanded and included the Evangelical Alliance, Baptist,

Pentecostal, Seven Day Adventists, and Lutheran Ukrainian churches. Despite

the fact that Ukrainian churches developed and played a role in strengthening the

Ukrainian Canadian cultural identity, assimilation continued due to intermarriages

that resulted in many Ukrainian Canadians choosing to become members of
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different churches and denominations.

In addition to churches, Ukrainian Canadian creative, performing and

literary ads were other visible symbols of Ukrainian cultural identity that assisted

ukrainian Canadians in resisting assimilation duríng the post wwll Era.

Ukrainian Canadian creative and performing arts flourished in the Post VúWll Era

due to the cultural maintenance of first, second, and third generations and the

tremendous contribution of the third immigration, who enriched and raised the

level of cultural activities in the Ukrainian Canadian community. Klymaczstates

that:

The resultant contribution of the post-WWll immigration to
Ukrainian cultural maintenance in Canada has been enormous, far-
reaching and indelible. To the credit of this new and dynamic
component is the conscientious attention to, and formulation of, an
aesthetic dimension for Ukrainian ethnic experience in Canada;
culture was Kultur and patrimoines and it was the Ukrainian version
of this European phenomenon that the émigrés fostered, nurtured,
maintained and protected.aT

The third wave of immigration included artists with professional knowledge and

experience in creative arts (painters, sculptors, wood carvers, and graphic

artists), performing arts (theatre, opera, ballet, dance, choreographers,

musicians, conductors, instrumentalists, composers, vocal instructors, operatic

soloists, folk singers, choirs, orchestras, vocal and instrumental ensembles), and

literary arts (poets, writers, and scholars). However, according to Klymacz:

their work in enriching and raising the level of cultural operations
(not only within the Ukrainian community but within the Canadian
mainstream as well) had one flaw: the pervading emphasis on
purity ín form and content in almost every field of endeavour had a
tendency to fossilize the cultural heritage and to disqualify the
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creativity of those whose work diverged from a set of established
norms largely imported from the homeland.as

Consequently, this created some initial resistance within the existing Ukrainian

Canadian community. The integration of the ovenruhelming professional cultural

knowledge of the third generation into the Ukrainian Canadian community

endured for approximately a decade into the Post WWll Era and a quarter of a

century before the ínitial resistance was dissipated.ae As in other areas withÍn the

Ukrainian Canadian community, once the discord between third generation and

third immigration dissolved, tremendous progress occurred in maintaining cultural

identity in the creative, performing, and literary arts. For example, scholars

rekindled interest in the historical and cultural past of Ukrainians and Ukrainian

Canadians, writers wrote in English and Ukrainian languages to inform both

Anglo-Canadians and Ukrainian Canadians who either retained or might have

lost the Ukrainian language, and the Ukrainian press and multi-media (radio,

television and film) continued disseminating information regarding history,

cultural identity and other issues and concerns to the Ukrainian Canadian

community.

In addition to the revitalized development of the Ukrainian arts, the Post

WWll Era also issued in a new period in education that impacted on the future of

Ukrainian Canadian language education. Contrary to the lntenruar Era that

defined citizenship education in terms of assimilation and Anglo-conformity, the

Post WWll Era defined citizenship education in international terms and accepted

ethnocultural groups'claims and viewpoints ín education. According to Osborne:
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Though citizenship education is essentially conservative by
definition, it is not monolithically so. lf it prepares people for the
status quo and provides insurance against unwelcome social
change, it also offers a promise of democracy and change. lf it
once threatened assimilation to a narrowly defined version of
Canadian nationality, it also opened up the possibility of exploring
alternative versions of what it meant to be Canadian. lf it taught
conformity to the status quo, it made it possible to question
conventional wisdom. All the people who were excluded from the
text of citizenship at various times--the First Nations, women,
trades unions, minorities of various sorts, political dissenters--were
able to use the language of citizenship to press their claims.so

Although Anglo-conformity continued to influence the social dimension of

schooling, due to the changes that occurred after WWll, Ukrainian Canadians

were able to resist the status quo of Anglo-Canadian educational institutions of

the previous eras and progress in developing Ukrainian education at all levels

including universities and the public school system. Consequently, during the

Post \l/Wll Era Ukrainian language education developed and flourished in three

educational areas: post-secondary institutions, public and private school

systems, and "Ridna Shkola" Ukrainian schools.

As in previous eras, the relationship between politics and education

continued after \Â/Wll. The UCC became a powerful lobby group for Ukrainian

Canadians to the government in the area of education. They were joined by

other Ukrainian Canadian organizations, such as, the UPBC and the UCPBF to:

(1) lobby the government through pressure in the form of conference resolutions,

the B & B Commission, delegates to the government, election of cabinet

ministers, political contacts, and speaking invitations, (2) defend the rights of

Ukrainian Canadians, (3) establish Ukrainian Studies at the university level, and
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(4) reinstate Ukrainian language education in the public school system. The

UCC was greatly assisted by the UCPBF and the UPBC who provided moral and

financial support in promoting and establishing Ukrainian language education at

all levels in the educational system.

After WWll Ukrainian education was instituted at the university level. The

UCC lobbied the government and Dr. W. Gilson, President of the University of

Manitoba, for the establishment of Ukrainian Studies at the university. Dr. Gilson

supported Ukrainian Canadians developing their language, culture and history

through the introduction of Ukrainian Studies at the university. He claimed that

Ukrainian Studies at the university level would emphasize the cultural value of

Ukrainian education not only for Ukrainian Canadians but afso for the general

Canadian community, thereby providing a valuable contribution to Canadian

society. Thus, in 1949, the Department of Slavic Studies was established at the

University of Manitoba and continues to this day.

Throughout its history, the Department of Slavic Studies had an important

role ín the Ukrainian Canadian community by promoting and marketing the

Ukrainian language and culture, and cultural identity. Moreover, the Department

of Slavic Studies became recognized not only in Canada but also around the

world for producing a high level of research and publication in the field of Slavic

languages and literature. The Canadian government, in particular, recognized

the scholarship at the Department of Slavic Studies by appointing Ukrainian

Canadian professors to important government positions. For example, Dr.

Rudnyckyj, who became assistant professor of Slavic Studies from 1949-51 and
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full time professor in 1959, was appointed Commissioner to the B & B

Commission. As aforementioned, Dr. Rudnyckyj's work with the B & B

commission was extremely important not only in proposing a multilingual

constitution that would entrench second languages, including Ukrainian, as

regional languages, but also in influencing the Canadian policy of multiculturalism

and multícultural education that impacted the creation of the EUBP. In addition,

Paul Yuzyk, who became professor of Ukrainian and Eastern European

Literature and History in 1951 and promoted to associate professor in 1959, was

appointed to the Canadian Senate. As senator, Paul Yuzyk not only played an

important role in informing the government about the "third element" of Canadian

society, but also strongly advocated multiculturalÍsm as the new Canadian

identity, thereby gaining recognition and respect for Ukrainian Canadians as

valuable contributing members of Canadian society. By 1969, the Department of

Slavic Studies had an enrolment of 175 students, and in 1984, this increased to

255 students, resulting in the highest enrolment of Slavic Studies in North

America.

The UPBC, who valued the importance of Ukrainian education, became

involved at an early stage in the establishment of Ukrainian Studies at the

Department of Slavic Studies. The Department of Slavic Studies particularly

benefited from the financial assistance of the UPBC. ln 1949, the UPBC

established a university scholarship and provided financial assistance to promote

the Department of Slavic Studies by creating the Ukrainian Studies Fund. ln

1955 the Ukrainian Studies Fund reached a goal of $25,000 thereby enabling the
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establishment of the UPBC Bursary. The UPBC's early involvement with the

UCC in Ukrainian education at the university level influenced its continued

involvement with Ukrainian language education in the public school system and

its desire and determination to create the EUBP.

During the development of Ukrainian Studies at the Department of Slavic

Studies, the ukrainian canadian community, especially third generation

Ukrainian Canadians, were concerned that their children were not only becoming

increasingly assimilated by the Anglo-Canadian public school system but also

using more of the English than the Ukrainian language within their community.

Therefore, Ukrainian Canadians, especially parents, began to insist that the

Manitoba provincial government renew their former rights as Canadian citizens

and reintroduce Ukrainian language education into the public school system.

Moreover, Ukrainian Canadians viewed the limitation of providing Ukrainian

language education in private and "Ridna Shkola" Ukrainian schools as a rank

injustice to them as taxpayers and citizens of a free country. Once again the

UCC, UPBC and UCPBF provided the necessary leadership to assist the

Ukrainian Canadian community in resisting the norms of the hegemonic Anglo-

Canadian public school system and lobbied the provincial government to

reinstate Ukrainian language education into the public school system.

ln 1952, the UCC raised the issue of teaching the Ukrainian language at

the high school level in the public school system with Dr. Gilson who then

discussed it with The Hon. Dr. McFarlane, Minister of Education. ln that same

year, the UCC was successful in lobbying the provincial government to make
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changes to The Publíc Schools Act (Manitoba) that would authorize the teaching

of Ukrainian as a language of study in the public school system. Consequently,

in that same year, the Manitoba government made a change to The public

Schools Act for trustees to authorize the study of other languages at the following

distinct times: during the period of authorized religious instruction, during one

period authorized for teaching a second language, or during one period before or

after school hours. The Ukrainian Canadian community preferred the second

option as the most favourable for learning a second language during school time.

In addition, in 1957, the B & B Commission, on the "study of Education",

influenced the process of changing The Public Schools Act. prof. Rudnyckyj,

Commissioner, had influence with the B & B Commission and encouraged the

Ukrainian Canadian community to insist upon the teaching of the Ukrainian

language in the public school system. Consequently, changes were made to The

Public Schools Act authorizing Ukrainian as a language of study in the public

school system. These initial changes were important because they precipitated

further changes in The Public Schools Act that authorized Ukrainian as a

language of instruction in the EUBP.

In 1962, Manitoba became the first province in Canada to introduce a

public school heritage language program in the Ukrainian language. Thus, after

forty years, the Ukrainian Canadian community, by resisting assimilation and

Anglo-conformity, was successful in bringing about changes to The Public

Schools Act such that Ukrainian was reintroduced as a language of study in the

public school system and, thereby provided the opportunity for cultural and
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linguistic retention among ukrainian Canadians. In 1g62, the study of the

Ukrainian language was introduced in publíc high schools as an elective core

subject in Grades 9-12. ln 1962-63, there were 300 students enrolled in the

Core/Elective Program, and in 1964-65, the enrolment increased to 402 students

in 22 schools.

ln 1964, the UCC continued its involvement in promoting Ukrainian

language education in its briefs to the B & B Commission by requesting that the

government assume responsibility for developing ethnocultural languages in the

public school system. In 1967, the ucc also worked to ensure that the

Core/Elective Program receive equal accreditation with other languages and

become a course for matriculation purposes at the University of Manitoba. In

that same year, a correspondence Ukralnian language program commenced and

in 1968, the Core/Elective Ukrainian Language Program was introduced in the

public junior high schools from Grades 7-9,

In addition to achieving success with the introduction of the teaching of the

ukrainian language in the public school system, the ukrainian Canadian

community continued to develop private and "Ridna Shkola" Ukrainian schools,

especially since the study of the Ukrainian language was not yet introduced at

the public elementary school level. The Ukrainian Canadian community viewed

these schools to be just as important as public schools in the maintenance of

Ukrainian cultural identity. The private Ukrainian schools occurred at the

elementary, junior, senior, and post-secondary levels. These schools offered a

public school curriculum, and the study of Ukraínian language and culture. The
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private "Ridna Shkola" Ukrainian schools included schools organized by the

Ukrainian Catholic Church wíth the highest enrolment of students located in

Winnipeg, Ukrainian heritage classes organized on Saturdays and Sundays by

both the Ukrainian Catholic Church and the UGOC, and non-denominational

Ukrainian Saturday schools or "Ridna Shkola". The importance of maintaining

these schools in the Ukrainian Canadian community was evident by the fact that

during Post \¡/wll, they included an enrolment of 2s,000 students across

Canada.

Despite the revitalization that occurred in the Ukrainian Canadian

community during the Post wwll Era, and the successful development of

religious, political, cultural, and educational organizations, assimilation in areas of

language, religion, and intermarriage continued to concern Ukrainian Canadians.

Nevertheless, the 1961 Canadian census indicated that although assimilation did

occur, Ukrainian Canadians were a Canadian ethnocultural group that was least

likely to assimilate and as a result, able to maintain their language, culture, and

religion through endogamy. Consequently, Ukrainian Canadians in Post WWll,

as in previous eras, were able, for the most part, to retain their cultural identity

particularly in the areas of politics and education both within their community and

in Canadian society.

Multicultural Era (1971 onwards)

The Multicultural Era was an evolutionary, transitional period in Canadian

history. lt officially commenced on october 8,1971, with the canadian

government's proclamation of an official policy of multiculturalism within a
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bilingual framework. Although the multicultural policy emphasized two official

languages (English and French), every ethnocultural group in Canada had the

right to preserve and develop its own culture and values within a Canadian

context. Thus, the Multicultural Era precipitated a change in Canadian social,

political, and educational thought from that of a hegemonic mono-cultural Anglo-

conformist society to that of a hegemonic multicultural society. According to

Burnet and Palmer:

The policy would not have been proclaimed if Canada had not been
moving away from its Anglo-conformist and racist past into a more
egalitarian pluralism, and the policy has given impetus to that shift.
It has made symbolíc ethnicity a matter of pride, qnd it has given
victims of discrimination arms with which to fight.þr

The multicultural policy became an equity-seeking policy that represented a

social philosophy to eliminate discrimination and ensure social mobility. Mazurek

states that:

What is less often discussed is the fact that the original policy was
every bít as much a policy directed toward the amelioration of
material economic, political and other social disadvantages suffered
by minority ethnic groups as it w?^s a policy aimed at the
acceptance of cultural pluralism."=

Consequently, after many years of resisting assimilation in an hegemonic Anglo-

Canadian society, ethnocultural groups, including Ukrainian Canadians, were not

only becoming recognized as contributing members of Canadian society but also,

due to the new hegemonic philosophy of multiculturalism, able to promote and

maintain their cultural identity. Furthermore, despite some opposition to cultural

pluralism and/or multiculturalism, these new ideologies began to form new

principles of Canadian identity and citizenship.
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During the Multicultural Era the federal government's commitment to

multiculturalism and the rights of ethnocultural groups was reflected in the new

definitions of Canadian identity and citizenship that were revealed in Canadian

legislation, policies and programs. For example, in 1977, the Citizenship Act was

created to abolish the preferential treatment that was provided to British subjects

who applied for Canadian citizenship. In that same year, the Canadian Human

Riqhts Act gave all Canadians legal protection from and recourse against

discrimination of race, colour, national or ethnic origin. In 1978 the lmmioration

Act reiterated universality and non-discrimination.

During the 1980s the multicultural perspective was significantly recognized

in the revised Canadian Constitution. In particular, the elements of citizenship

rights and duties were reflected in the Charter of Rights and Freedoms. The

equality provisions of the Charter prohibited discrimination on the basis of

national or ethnic origin. According to Burnet and Palmer:

One sign that supporters of the concept and policy of
multiculturalism had been able to establish their position was the
inseftion in the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms in 1982
of Article 27, which stated that the Charter "shall be interpreted in a
manner consistent with the preservation and enhancement of the
multicultural heritage of Canada".53

Moreover, Osborne states that:

In any country citizenship is obviously an intensely value-laden
concept, entailing not just knowledge and skills, but behaviour and
action based on values. Such values will differ according to the
political system in which they are rooted. Here in Canada, the
Charter of Rights and Freegoms might serve as the basis of a set
of Canadian social values.""

Osborne cites Keith Spicer, who, in his work with the Citizens' Commission that
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was set up ¡n connection with the Charlottetown Accord, identified the following

as core Canadian values: "equalíty and fairness; respect for minorities;

consultatíon and dialogue; accommodation and tolerance; compassion and

generosity; respect for Canada's natural beauty; and respect for Canada's world

image of peace, freedom and non-violent change. [20]"uu

Canadian citizenship rights and duties were further reiterated in lggg with

the enactment of the Canadían Multiculturalism Act and in 1991, with the

establishment of the Canadian Race Relations Foundation that wíth a 24 million

dollar endowment fund not only continues to promote but also produces research

into inequalities and discrimination in Canada. Furthermore, after the passing of

this legislation, the Department of Multiculturalism and Citizenship Canada was

created in 1991 . According to Greg Gauld, Director of Policy Research for

Multiculturalism and Citizenship Canada, the goal of the Department is

the promotion of full and active citizenship for all Canadíans and the
removal of barriers to active and equal participation in Canadian
society; barriers like racism, discrimination, illiteracy, disregard for
human rights, and long-term integration problems; in fact,
multiculturalism is a major part of the department.so

The Multicultural Era was especially significant for Ukrainian Canadians in

that the concept of multiculturalism was reflected in government policies and

programs that recognized their ethnocultural rights and integration into almost

every aspect of Canadian society, specifically in the areas of economics,

occupations (professional and business), politics, culture, and education. In

addition, Ukrainian Canadians also progressed in the development of their

religious activity and in political, cultural and educational organizations. ln
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particular, external and internal political development not only strengthened

resistance to assimilation but also benefited their efforts to preserve their cultural

identity. However, the various social structures within the Ukrainian Canadian

community affected the degree of commitment by Ukrainian Canadians to

maintain their cultural identity.

During the Multicultural Era, the social structure of the Ukrainian Canadian

community was divided into three categories. The first, consisted of Ukrainian

Canadians whose forefathers left Ukraine three, four, and five generations ago.

This group of Ukrainian Canadians no longer spoke the Ukrainian language, had

little contact with Ukrainían Canadian organizations, and were vaguely conscious

of their cultural identity. The second, were immigrants who were a generation or

two removed from Ukraine. This group of Ukrainian Canadians were familiar with

the Ukrainian culture however did little to preserve it. The third, were Post WWll

immigrants and their children, who formed the core of the Ukrainian Canadian

community and were committed to preserving, developing and educating

Ukrainian Canadians from the other two categories with respect to Ukrainian

culture and cultural ídentity.

Therefore, the social structure of the Ukrainian Canadian community

during the Multicultural Era can be divided into two groups: Canadians of

Ukrainian background, and Ukrainians who live in Canada. Magocsi states that:

Whereas scholars have often distinguished Ukrainian Canadians by
the time of their arrival in this country, with World War ll being a
crucial chronological divide, or by place of settlement, with the
"prairie" West and the "urban" East consídered by differences, it
seems to me that the real distinguishing features derive from the
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self-perception that is suggested by the dichotomy: Canadians of
Ukrainian background versus Ukrainians who live in Canada.s7

Canadians of Ukrainian background are Ukrainian Canadians of whatever

generation, who have little or no interest in Ukraine or in Ukrainian communities

outside Ukraine. Ukrainians who live in Canada may also come from different

generations including people born in Canada and the Ukraine, follow with great

concern activities in Ukraine and/or participate actively in Ukrainian Canadian

activities and organizations in the diaspora. Researchers indicate that being a

Ukrainian who lives in Canada is most difficult for individuals born and educated

in Canada. These Ukrainian Canadians have integrated into Canadian society

yet retain all aspects of Ukrainian culture, religion, and language. ln addition,

they not only support the fate of Ukrainians in Ukraine but also champion the

cause for an independent Ukraine. Most of the Ukrainians who live in Canada

struggle with a divided loyalty concept in that they retain a strong sense of

Ukrainian cultural identity and combine this sense of Ukrainian patriotism with

Canadian citizenship and an increasing commitment to Canada. Nevertheless, it

is this group that promotes the maintenance of Ukrainian Canadian cultural

identity by actively participating in Ukrainian Canadian organizations that lobby

the government for multiculturalism, ethnic rights and support of Ukrainian

cultural and educational activities. Moreover, the period of glasnost and

perestroika in the Soviet Ukraine followed by Ukraine's independence in 1991,

reinforced the cultural identity and divided loyalty of all Ukrainian Canadians. For

the first time since WWll, Ukrainian Canadians were provided with opportunities
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to not only develop personal, professional, business, cultural, and educational

contacts with Ukraine, but also provided the same oppoñunities for Canada.

In addition to the two categories of Canadians of Ukrainian background

and the Ukrainians who live in Canada, the social structure of the Ukrainian

Canadian community in the Multicultural Era also included new, younger

Ukrainian Canadian immigrants from Poland, Czechoslovakia, Romania, and

Ukraine. During the 1970s and 1980s, these new Ukrainian Canadian

immigrants arrived in Canada in small numbers, without large families, and with

lower educational and occupational backgrounds. In addition, due to the fact that

they immigrated from various countries, their knowledge of the Ukrainian

language was weaker than the immigrants from the Post WWll Era. Most of the

new Ukrainian Canadian immigrants settled in Canadian urban centres,

particularly in Toronto. By 1980, due to its tremendous economic growth,

Toronto surpassed Winnipeg and achieved worldwide recognition as the informal

centre of the Ukrainian diaspora while Edmonton became the leading Ukrainian

Canadian centre in Western Canada.

Urbanization became characteristic of the Multicultural Era as many

Ukrainian Canadians migrated from rural to urban centres in order to achieve

higher education and to obtain occupational opportunities in various professional

fields and in business. As a result, Ukrainian Canadians achieved higher socio-

economic status, They not only settled into the middle class of Canadian society,

but also entered into the mainstream of Canadian life. The first, second and/or

older generation of Ukrainian Canadians worked in occupations that enabled
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them to receive modest incomes. The third and additional generations reaped

the benefits of higher education in professional and business fields and the new

immigrants provided the labour force for Ukrainian Canadian owned enterprises.

ln addition, during the 1970s and 1980s the Ukrainian Canadian co-operative

movement continued to develop and expanded nationally and internationally

thereby financially assistíng Ukrainians in the diaspora. The socio-economic

growth and prosperity of Ukrainian Canadians not only enabled the Ukrainian

Canadian community to develop its own organizations, but also to assist Ukraine.

As a result, the development of Ukrainian Canadian organizations and Ukrainian

canadian assistance to ukraine to establish its political freedom and

independence contributed to the preservation of Ukrainian Canadian cultural

identity.

The middle class position achieved by Ukrainian Canadians in Canada

during the Multicultural Era also defined the manner in which the Ukrainian

Canadian community participated politically in Canadian society. Petryshyn

states that "when the policy of multiculturalism was announced, the class position

of Ukrainians influenced both their response to this policy, and the strategies

Ukrainians contributed to the multicultural movement."S8 Although limits to

Ukrainian politics emerged due to their position ín the Canadian class hierarchy,

ukrainian Canadian post wwll prosperity, achievements, scholarships, and

leadership in the multicultural movement assisted their community in becoming

respected and recognized by Anglo-Canadians as a viable and contributing

ethnocultural group in Canadian society.
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Although multiculturalism became the principle of Canadian identity,

assimilation continued to occur among ethnocultural groups including Ukrainian

Canadians. At the beginning of the Multicultural Era, the Ukrainian Canadian

community in particular found it increasingly difficult to maintain its cultural

identity. This was due to the lack or decline of immigration that decreased the

Ukrainian Canadian population in Canada, urbanization, and an increase in the

socio-economic status that was beneficial for the Ukrainian Canadian community

yet somewhat detrimental since more Ukrainian Canadians placed greater

emphasis on being accepted by the host society rather than retaining their

cultural identity. Moreover, it became increasingly difficult to identify Ukrainian

canadians since they were not a visible minority and already paftially

assimilated.

Assimilation was particularly evident in the rapid decline and

Canadianization of the Ukrainian language that was greatly attributed to the

intermarriage of Canadians of non-Ukrainian descent that resulted in an

overwhelming majority of Ukrainian Canadians becoming functionally

Anglophone. Edwards, explains the language retention among generations as

follows: "The first generation essentially digs itself in, the second is in a

transitional state and is often bilingual to some degree, and the third is essentially

Anglophone and North American."se ln the case of the Ukrainian Canadian

community, the majority of Anglophone Ukrainians or Canadians of Ukrainian

background have substituted English as a medium of Ukrainian Canadian

cultural expression. Gerus and Rea suggest that:
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They believe that one does not have to speak Ukrainian to be
Ukrainian. They reject hyphenated Canadianism and see
themselves as Canadians of Ukrainian ancestry. They stress the
importance of English language publications on Ukrainian subjects
and emphasize the non-verbal dimensions of traditional culture
such as folk dancing, handicrafts, native cuisine, adherence to
religious festivities (Ukrainian Christmas) and other forms of
ethnicity.60

Conversely, the traditionalists, third generation, and older intelligentsia of

Ukrainians who live in Canada, have retained the Ukrainian language and/or

renewed their efforts to regenerate the language specifically through Ukrainian

Ianguage education programs in a number of public school systems in the prairie

provinces and in Ontario. Gerus and Rea state that:

Given the current policy of Russification of Soviet Ukraine and the
perceived threat to the very existence of the Ukrainian nation, the
urgency of the preservation of the Ukrainian language in Canada
has acquired an almost messianic dimension for the
traditionalists.6l

In addition to the linguistic assimilation of Ukrainian Canadians,

assimilation in the form of intermarriage, particularly religious intermarriage,

increased during the Multicultural Era. Linguistic assimilation and assimilation

through religious intermarriages are not strongly related but have a great impact

on the future of preserving Ukrainian Canadian cultural identity. Wolowyna

states that:

Because marriage is enduring and intimate, it is of fundamental
importance of social distance and structural assimilation (Gordon,
1964), with wide ramifications for such social processes as
linguistic assimilation, personal networks of ethnically intermarried
individuals and the future of the latter's children (Alba, 1976).62

Although linguistic and intermarriage assimilation threatened Ukrainian Canadian
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identity, it was effectively resisted by Ukrainian Canadians in the Multicultural Era

due to assistance from multiculturalism and the enactment of multicultural

government policies and programs. The multicultural policies and programs

created in the 1970s and 1980s supported Ukrainian Canadian cultural and

educational activities that enabled Ukrainian Canadians to resist assimilation and

strengthen their determination to maintain their cultural identity.

Nevertheless, the assimilation that continued to occur during the

Multicultural Era resulted in a decline in the internal political life of the Ukrainian

Canadian community. Although the Post wwll immigration and order

generations of Ukraínian Canadians continued their work in Ukrainian Canadian

political organizations, they failed to attract the younger generation of Ukrainian

Canadians, who considered their political ideologies and organizations to be

irrelevant. Moreover, their ideological organizations were considered irrelevant

due to the fact that the Ukrainian Canadian community and the diaspora could do

little to affect the political situation in Ukraine. However, during this time the

"Rukh" movement, an important Ukrainian organization with branches in the

Ukrainian diaspora, was created to assist Ukraine in establishing its

independence that was achieved on August 24,1991. Nevertheless, the internal

political life of the Ukrainian Canadian community was revitalized by the younger

generation of Ukrainian Canadians, who created new non-political organizatíons

such as the UPBC and UCPBF that attracted upwardly mobile professionals in

the Ukrainian Canadian community. Although these organizations supported the

political ideology of assisting Ukraine in achieving its independence, they
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became more appealing to the younger generation by introducing a new

sophistication to traditional cultural and social activity while maintaining a strong

commitment to Ukrainian Canadian identity and Canadian citizenship.

The new Ukrainian Canadian organizations also became members of the

UCC, who persisted throughout the Mult¡cultural Era not only to be an integral,

vital socio-cultural and politícal component of the Ukrainian Canadian community,

but also a symbol of Ukrainían Canadian cultural identity. The UCC also

continued to serve as a national organization that unified all non-communist

Ukrainian Canadian organizations in Canada. The UCC's Executive consisted of

an elected president and a rotational Executive system from the following "Big

Six" Ukrainian Canadian organizations: BUC, USRL, UNF, UCVA, CLLU, and

UCPBF. The Executive also included youth organization representatives, and

representatives from the Women's Council and the Taras Shevchenko

Foundation.

During the Multicultural Era, the UCC was significant in promoting and

developing Ukrainian Canadian cultural identity both nationally and internationally

through its work in cultural, educational, and political endeavours. The important

work of the UCC included the following: coordinating UCC branches across

Canada; promoting, supporting and playing a tremendous role in the

development and implementation of multiculturalism, multicultu ral policy,

programs, and the new Canadian Constitution; and supporting and developing

cultural and educational endeavours of the Ukrainian Canadian community, such

as, Ukrainian Studies at Canadian universities, "Ridna Shkola" Ukrainian
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schools, Ukrainian Core/Elective Programs in the public school system and the

EUBP' In addition, the UCC supported the reform movement in Ukraine and

encouraged Canada to recognize Ukraine's independence and establish state

and trade relations with Ukraine. As a result the federal government gained

considerable confidence in the UCC's credibility and consulted the organization

both privately and officially on Ukrainian affairs in Canada and in the world.63

Although Ukrainian Canadians experienced a transitional internal political

period, the Multicultural Era produced successful Ukrainian Canadian integration

into Canadian politics and Canadian society. Wiseman states that,,the Canadian

political system has been transformed from one in which Ukrainíans were initially

excluded and manipulated by race-proud Anglo-saxons to one in which

Ukrainians and others have been welcomed, accommodated, and integrated.,'6a

Ukrainian Canadians achieved high political office in all levels of government.

During the Multicultural Era, Ukrainian Canadians were represente d by 122

parliamentarians, as well as, a governor-general, members of the supreme

court, cabinet ministers, provincial ministers, senators, MLAs, Mps, and mayors.

The external political involvement and awareness of Ukrainian Canadians was

significant in the Multicultural Era as it not only enabled Ukrainian Canadians to

establish themselves to represent the "third element', in promoting

multiculturalism, advocating ethnic rights, and influencing multicultural policies

and programs to promote protection of culture and language of ethnocultural

groups, but also assisted Ukraínian Canadian organizations to lobby the

municipal, provincial and federal governments for specific Ukrainian Canadian
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social, economic, political, cultural, and educational issues, concerns and

programs including the EUBP.

As previously mentioned, the Ukrainian Canadian community not only

advocated multiculturalism as the new principle of Canadian identíty but also,

through the leadership and hard work of organizations such as the UCC, UPBC

and UCPBF, submitted briefs and engaged in debates with the B & B

Commission that influenced the establishment of not only the federal policy on

multiculturalism but also provincial multicultural policies, federal and provincial

multicultural education policies, and programs. Furthermore, the influence and

contribution of the Ukrainian Canadian community in the creation of the

multicultural policy was recognized the following day after its proclamation on

october 9,1971, by Prime Minister P.E. Trudeau at the UCC's 1Oth Congress in

Winnipeg.

During the first decade of the Multicultural Era, the federal policy on

multiculturalism focused on the recognition of ethnocultural rights and cultural

identity. Ethnocultural sharing, activities, as well as, cultural and linguistic

retention were included in federal multicultural government programming,

multicultural education policies and research. The federal government appointed

a Minister of Multiculturalism and created the CCCM that advised the Minister of

Multiculturalism on the development of multicultural policies and programs. The

federal government also created the Multicultural Directorate with the

Department of the Secretary of State that included a multicultural library, as well

as, educational and historical divisions. ln 1985. the Multicultural Directorate
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became a full sector of the Department of the Secretary of State equal to the

Official Languages and Citizenship Sectors. The Department of the Secretary of

State was particularly significant as one million dollars from this Department was

awarded in grants and projects to ethnocultural groups for the development of

cultural and educatíonal programs. The federal government funding of

ethnocultural activities gave furTher legitimacy to ethnocultural leaders and their

organizations to promote their cultural identity.

ln addition to multicultural policies and programs, federal and provincial

conferences were establíshed during the first decade of the Multicultural Era to

discuss cultural pluralism, the cultural mosaic of Canada, the policy of

multiculturalism, multicultural education and heritage language programs. The

conferences were significant in that they invited participation from all Canadian

ethnocultural groups and provided the opportunity for developing the social

thinking and consciousness of the Canadian nation that progressed from

hegemonic Anglo-conformity and assimilation to hegemonic cultural pluralism or

multiculturalism that included the recognition of ethnocultural identity as an

important aspect of Canadian identity. The conferences provided a forum for

ethnocultural groups to discuss the input of ethnic cultures in the development of

the Canadian identity and implementation of federal multicultural policies and

programs that would support the preservation and development of cultural

activities, language, education and identity. The Province of Manitoba was at the

forefront of organizing multicultural conferences and initiatives in Canada.

Moreover, many of the multicultural conferences were organized by Ukrainian
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Canadian community organizations, such as, the UCPBF, As a result of their

involvement in organizing and chairing multicultural conferences, the Ukrainian

Canadian community became involved in and often provided the leadership for

developing multicultural policies and programs that generally benefited all

ethnocultural groups and Canadian society.

During the second decade of the Multiculturar Era, government

multicultural activities progressed from cultural and linguistic retention in the

1970s to recognition of equity and concerns regarding race relations and minority

rights in the 1980s. The concept of multiculturalism became more entrenched in

the political structural sphere by endeavours to eliminate racial díscrimination and

develop civil, social, economic, political and cultural rights.

During the 1980s, the policy of multiculturalísm and human rights legislation had

become endorsed in the new Canadian Constitution and became the principle of

Canadian citizenship and identity. The new Canadian Constitution was viewed

by the world as a characteristic unifying mainstream of Canadian society. This

was extremely important to ethnocultural groups as the new Canadian

Constitution, including the Charter of Human Rights and Freedoms, provided

them with a vehicle not only to challenge, if need be, any prejudice or

discrimination, but also to assert ancestral pride and cultural identity.

Many of the federal government's multicultural policies and programs were

also implemented at the provincial level. ln 1972, Manitoba became the first

Canadian province to adopt the federal policy of multiculturalism. This was

largely due to the province's strongly organized and vocal ethnocultural groups
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including the Ukrainian Canadian community. For example, Manitoba supported

the concept of multiculturalism even before it was proclaimed a federal

government policy. In 1970, the province organized the Manitoba Mosaic

Conference and established the Ministerial Advisory Committee on

Multiculturalism. The Advisory Committee established the Multicultural Grants

Program to provide financial assistance for cultural activities in ethnocultural

communities thereby providing them with the opportunity to develop their cultural

identity through their organizations and institutions. The MinisterialAdvisory

Committee on Multiculturalism also established the Linguistic Supporrt Program

that was particularly significant to ethnocultural groups since it not only provided

financial support for heritage language programs outside of the public school

system, but also ensured the maintenance of cultural identity through programs

that support cultural and linguistic retention.

During the 1980s, the Manitoba government appointed an Interim

Committee on Multiculturalism that in 1983 created MlC. MIC was a community-

elected advocacy body that advised the provincial government and assumed

responsibility for distribution of funds for multicultural initiatives from lottery

revenues, ln 1984, the government established the Ethnocultural Cabinet

Committee that served under the Minister of Culture, Heritage and Recreation.

The Ethnocultural Cabinet Committee met with MIC to receive its

recommendations for financial assistance to Manitoba's ethnocultural

communities. Thus Manitoba's ethnocultural communities were directly involved

in the political process of implementing multicultural policies and programs.
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Moreover, the Ukrainian Canadian community in Manitoba provided the

leadership for this political process. For example, the first MIC President was

Terry Prychitko, a Ukrainian Canadian, who at the time was a member of UPBC

and later became the first President of MPUE.

One of the most significant outcomes of the federal policy of

multiculturalism was that it influenced the federal policy of multicultural education.

The federal multicultural education policy was created to find effective ways of

realizing the educational potential of culturally diverse students and to develop

social cohesion in Canadian society and the public school system by promoting

an appreciation among students of the varied contribution of ethnocultural groups

to Canadian society. The federal multicultural education policy not only

emphasized multiculturalism but also the historic contribution of ethnocultural

groups to the development of the Canadian nation. In addition, from 1971

onwards, all subjects in the school curriculum were increasingly approached in a

multicultural framework that educated students in a new definition of Canadian

citizenship. Osborne states that:

Though the word "citizenship" was seldom used, by the 1970s a
variety of subjects dealt with topics that were relevant to the
education of citizens. History, for example, was increasingly
abandoned for courses organized around contemporary problems,
all intended to rouse students' interest in the issues of the day. In a
similar spirit, units of study or whole courses were introduced in
human rights, native studies, law-related education, Holocaust
studies, environment problems, media literacy, and other
citizenship-oriented top¡cs. Science courses also departed from a
pure science approach to take on more of what was called a
science-in-society orientation. Literature was orientated to
contemporary concerns of obvious citizenship application, amon_g
them questions of racism, sexism, war and peace, and the like.o"
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However, the new school curriculum became the subject of considerable debate

that attracted criticism from educators who viewed curriculum developments in

citizenship education as either not going nearly far enough or having already

gone too far.

The federal multicultural education policy also influenced provincial

multicultural education policies. Provincial multicultural education policies were

developed according to each region of Canada and their traditions, priorities, and

interpretations of ethnicity. For example, the three prairie provinces, including

Manitoba, emphasized linguistic and cultural maintenance multicultural programs

that became very important to ethnocultural groups in their determination to resist

assimilation and preserve their cultural identity. The legislative provisions and

government policies in these provinces reflected multicultural ideology by

providing the opportunity to implement heritage language education into the

public school system. Moreover, in the 1970s the Provínces of Manitoba,

Alberta, and Saskatchewan enacted legislation that permitted languages other

than Canada's two official languages (English and French) to be languages of

instruction in the public school system. This legislation was the final important

step that permitted school boards in all three prairie provinces to re-introduce

bilingual programs, including the EUBP, into the publÍc school system. Derkatz

states that:

the current curricular language education practices in schools
reflects ideals of the multicultural policy designed to be more
attuned to inclusiveness and diversity. The policy is seen as a way
of offering opportunities through governmental funding for either
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Heritage Language Programs as a subject of study or Bilingual
programs with Ukrainian as the language of instruction.66

Although the opportunity exísted for both heritage language and bilingual

education programs, federal and provincial government funding was negligible

for these programs in comparison to the funding of official language programs

and native studies. According to Rand:

We should not be surprised. After all, we should remind ourselves
that Canadian multicultural policy emanated from the study of the
Royal Commission on bilingualism (1969), which concluded that
bilingualism could not be carried out, particularly not in the West,
without some recognition of the multicultural composition of
Canada. Multiculturalism, became, therefore, the tax to be paid for
the implementation of bilingualism at least in certain regions of the
country.

At the same time, it was not quite clear to those concerned what
multiculturalism truly meant, but it was understood that heritage
language education was not the most important component of the
new policy. Studies conducted on Canadian activities towards
ethnic cultural preservation, in general, and heritage language
preservation, in particular, pointed at limited support for the
expending of public funds in these areas.6t

Nevertheless, Manitoba not only took the initiative to change legislation in the

Public Schools Act to create and develop heritage language programs, but also

provided government support through fínancial assistance particularly from the

Department of Education. In addition, Manitoba's Department of Education

reflected both the multicultural policy and multicultural education policy by

establishing various ethnocultural consultants and departments in heritage

language education, such as, BEF, the Native Education Branch, an ESL

consultant, a Multicultural Education consultant, a German language education

consultant, and a Ukrainian language education consultant. The creation of
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these positions at the Department of Education not only recognized the

legitimacy and importance of multicultural education but also second language

instruction in the public school system.

Manitoba multicultural education policies and programs resulted from

multicultural conferences and seminars held throughout the 1970s and 1980s.

The following is a chain of events that preceded the realization of Manitoba's

Multicultural Education Policy and the development of similar policies in Manitoba

school divisions. ln 1978, a Conference and Workshop on Multicultural

Community Education resulted in the establishment in 1979 of the Manitoba Ad

Hoc Committee on Multiculturalism that in 1981 organized the first Canadian

Conference on Multicultural Education in Winnipeg. This national conference

was significant in that it not only precipitated the development of various

Canadian multicultural organizations but also the creation of the Canadian

Council for Multicultural and Intercultural Education. In 1983, the Minister of

Education organized the Heritage Language Seminar that in 1984 resulted in the

establishment of a Multicultural Education consultant at the Department of

Education. In 1984, the Minister of Education also sponsored a Conference on

Multiculturalism in the School Curriculum that resulted in a 1986 draft policy on

multicultural education and in 1992, the official Manitoba Policy on Multicultural

Education.

The Ukrainian Canadian community became involved at the provincial and

federal levels in multicultural policies and programs through the particular service

of many Ukrainian Canadians on the CCM and the UCC's work on the political
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process of revising the Canadían Constitution. The UCC played an important

role in promoting ethnocultural rights and multilingualism in the Canadian

Constitution. Marunchak states that:

We also note the active role of U.C.C. in presenting Canada as a
multicultural country. Great efforts have been made by u.c.c. to
promote the basic ideas that canada's constitution would
guarantee the rights of cultural development for all ethnocultural
communíties in Canada. ln line with it, there is a quarantee of the
lingual heritage basis for these cultures.6s

Through commissions, submissions and briefs, the UCC demanded that the

Canadian constitution include the charter of Human Rights and that

ethnocultural groups be guaranteed the opportunity not only to develop their

culture and language, but also to participate equally in all aspects of government

and community life. The UCC's contribution to the work on the Canadian

Constitution resulted in Section 27 on multiculturalism and Section 22 on

ethnocultural multilingualism. ln addition the UCC also requested an amendment

to the Official Lanouages Act in order to recognize all languages as Canadian

languages, and to rename the Act as the canadian Lanquaqes Act.

The successful integration into external Canadian politics, especially in the

area of multicultural policies and programs, as well as the development of new

and relevant organizations that benefited the internal political life of the Ukrainian

Canadian community, contributed greatly to the awareness and maintenance of

the Ukrainian Canadian cultural identity. In addition to the political achievement,

relígion and Ukrainian Canadian churches also assisted in the preservatíon of

Ukrainian Canadian cultural identity. The period of glasnost and perestroika in
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the Soviet Union, that resulted in the independence and religious revival of both

the Ukrainian Catholic and UGOC in Ukraine, contributed to an increased

awareness of religious and cultural identity among Ukrainian Canadians. The

three Ukrainian churches of the Post WWll Era continued to develop in the

Multicultural Era. The Ukrainian Catholic Church in Canada built a consistory in

Winnipeg and a seminary in Ottawa. A Synodical Government of the Ukrainian

Catholic Church, under the chairmanship of His Beatitude Patriarch and Cardinal

Josyf Slipyj, was created in 1980. Although this gave opportunity for the church

to resolve its own issues and concerns and report to the Pope, the Vatican still

refused to sanction a Patriarch that would give autonomy to the Ukrainian

Catholic Church. Meanwhile, the UGOC not only established a consistory and

Ukrainian museum, but also continued to develop theological studies at St.

Andrew's College in Winnipeg. The Sobor became the highest ruling authority of

the uGoc and in 1980, the church removed the word "Greek" to become the

Ukrainian Orthodox Church of Canada. ln addition, the Ukrainian Evangelical

Alliance of North America and the Ukrainian Evangelical Baptist Conference of

Canada also continued to develop their churches.

Despite the progress of Ukrainian Canadian churches in the Multicultural

Era, assimilation through intermarriages and decline in the use of the Ukrainian

language hindered religious life in the Ukrainian Canadian community. Due to

the fact that an increasing number of Ukrainian Canadians were becoming

members of other denominational churches, the Ukrainian Catholic Church and

UGOC attempted to retain their parishioners and resist further religious and
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cultural assimilation by using other languages, such as, English, in their liturgies.

Although this helped to retain Ukrainian Canadians in Ukrainian churches, it did

not prevent the increase in linguistic assimilation that continued to occur within

the Ukrainian Canadian community.

In addition to progress in social, economic, political, and religious fields,

the Multicultural Era reflected Ukrainian Canadian achievements in the creative,

performing and literary arts. These cultural endeavours identified the Ukrainian

Canadian community as a distinct cultural and national ethnocultural group in

Canada. The arts have always been important to Ukrainian Canadians in

expressing their cultural heritage and making it accessible to others. During the

Multicultural Era, Ukrainian Canadian participation in the arts increased

significantly especially among the youth. This was due to the fact that since

younger members of the Ukrainian Canadian community viewed Canadian

society to be merely tolerant of cultural pluralism and/or multiculturalism and

impatient with ethnocultural political-interest groups, they gravitated towards

cultural or non-antagonistic expressions of cultural identity in the areas of

creative and performing arts.

Klymacz claims that during the Multicultural Era the parameters of

Ukrainian Canadian cultural activity developed along the following three dífferent

yet related paths: "practitioners", "creators", and the "hobbyists". According to

Klymacz:

The practitioners, strongly influenced by the dicta of postwar
cultural brokers, quite rightly have come to understand that the true
centre of Ukraínian cultural creativity today, as in the past, remains
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in Ukraine itself. Their enthusiasm appears in the shape of an ad
fontes movement or pilgrimage to points of origin in search of
cultural inspiration and meaning . . . they thrive on workshops,
summer schools and special meetings arranged for their benefit in
Soviet Ukraine, and then return to their respective communities in
Canada, where they faithfully regurgitate what they absorbed
duringtheirstay....

The second group, dubbed the "creators" includes those whose
work has little or nothing to do with the inner workings of the
Ukrainian community's cultural machinery. Their independent spirit
allows them to circumvent and escape the strictures that straighf
jacket the creativity of others (such as that of "practitioners").
Because of their infidelity, however, they tend to forfeit the core-
community's interest and support, which are usually given only
when the code of ethnocultural symbols . . . is in operation'

The "hobbyists" are midway between the practitioners and the
creators. These are generally well-intentioned individuals whose
interest in Ukrainian culture is a part{ime but intense affair either by
choice or necessity. They see themselves as generic carriers of
the heritage, and in their possessiveness they express their
concern for the advancement of the legacy in Canada by
attempting, for example, to apply in wholesale fashion mainstream
management techniqqes to the direction of cultural programming
withinlhe community.6e

The wOrk and COntribution Of the "praCtitioners", "Creators" and "hobbyistS" in the

area of Ukrainian Canadian creative, performing and literary arts was significant

throughout the Multicultural Era. The area of creative arts was represented by

Ukrainian Canadian painters, engravers, graphic artists, silk-screeners, sculptors,

and ceramic artists. Ukrainian Canadians developed art galleries, museums, and

organized exhibitions. Ukrainian Canadian performing arts included actors,

singerS, musicians, ChOreographerS, choirs, vocal enSembles, danCe groups,

productions, festivals, concerts, seminars and workshops. Ukrainian Canadian

media arts also progressed in areas of television, radio and film. In addition to

creative, performing and media arts, the erection of monuments, the
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establishment of cultural foundations, renewed cultural ties and relationships with

ukraine, the acceptability of the ukrainian element in diverse areas of

mainstream cultural activity, particularly in the Canadian West, and the

development of Ukrainian cultural and educational institutions had a positive

impact on cultural maintenance and preservation of cultural identity.

The Ukrainian Canadian literary arts also developed throughout the

Multicultural Era and influenced Ukrainian Canadian cultural identity. Poets and

writers continued to create important literature, publications and research in both

Ukrainian and English languages, Ukrainian Canadian history, multiculturalism,

culture, and cultural identity. However, the Ukrainian Press experienced financial

difficulty and some closures due to the linguistic assimilation of Ukrainian

Canadians. The linguistic assimilation of the newer generation of Ukrainian

Canadians affected the reading audience and language printed in the Ukrainian

press. In order to retain their reading audience and continue promoting

Ukrainian Canadian cultural identity and awareness, the Ukrainian press began

to include English language sections in their newspapers and journals.

Consequently, linguistic assimilation and the decline in the use of the

Ukrainian language became the most important single factor to have influenced

the development of Ukrainian Canadian culture and education during the

Multicultural Era. Although there were successful attempts to revitalize the

Ukrainian language, many Ukrainian Canadians not only used English as a

medium of Ukrainian cultural expression but also stressed the non-verbal

elements of the Ukrainian culture, Nevertheless, Klymacz states that:
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From time to time, however, these disconnected components are
brought into play in a new relationship and in a new context in order
to symbolize and transmit, individually and collectively, the
communíty's sense of ethnicity and ethnic distinctiveness (as
shown, par excellence, by the Dauphin [Manitoba] annual Ukrainian
festival).70

According to Klymacz, the evolution of the Ukrainian Canadian cultural

complex proceeded in the following stages: "resistance (to change), breakdown

(due to change) and reconstitution (adjustment to change)."tt Despite the

tensions and differences between the old and newer elements of Ukrainian

culture, the new elements are at least par^tially related to the more traditional

elements. The new cultural manifestations depart from the traditional complex by

their highly acculturated form, style, content, context, and focus on ethnic

distinctiveness with elements of cosmopolitanism, universality and cultural

altruism. However, it is the more traditional elements that provide the foundation

for the formulation of the new Ukrainian Canadian cultural complex ín the

Multicultural Era.

Despite linguistic assimilation and decline in the use of the Ukrainian

language, Ukrainian Canadians persisted in developing Ukrainian language

education. The progress and development of Ukrainian language education in

the Multicultural Era occurred as a result of multiculturalism, the Ukrainian

Canadian community's involvement in the creation of the federal multicultural

policy, and the implementation of provincial multicultural and multicultural

education policies and programs. Ukrainian Canadians viewed language

education aS Synonymous with multiculturalism and at the very core of
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multicultural education. The changing multicultural socio-political environment in

Canada created new conditions for the development of the Ukrainian language.

The provincial multicultural and education policies, particularly in the prairie

provinces, promoted the teaching of the Ukrainian language in schools and

supported Ukrainian Canadian cultural and educational institutions.

Four Ukrainian Canadian educational institutions developed in Manitoba

during the Multicultural Era. These included post-secondary/university

institutions, private and "Ridna Shkola" Ukrainian schools, Core/Elective

Programs in private and public schools, and the EUBP. The development of

these educational institutions was due to the initiatives and consistent efforts of

the Ukrainian Canadian community and, in particular, three Ukrainian Canadian

organizations: UCC, UPBC, and UCPBF. These three organizations became

powerful political lobby groups that morally and financially supported the

development of Ukrainian language education in Manitoba. In addition, due to

multicultural policies and the influence of these organizations, Ukrainian

education programs also received financial support from federal and provincial

governments. The UCC, UPBC and UCPBF were not only determined to

continue promoting Ukrainian Studies at the university level and the study of the

Ukrainian language in private, public and "Ridna Shkola" Ukrainian schools, but

also persistent in lobbying the provincial government to reintroduce the study of

the Ukrainian language as a language of instruction in private and public school

bilingual programs. As a result of multiculturalism and effective lobbying, these

organizations were able to assist the Ukrainian Canadian community, particularly
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third, fourth and fifth generation Ukrainian Canadians to resist linguistic

assimilation and preserve their cultural identity through Ukrainian language

programs in the private and public educational institutions.

During the Multicultural Era, Ukrainian Studies in post-secondary

institutions and universities continued to flourish and develop with a great deal of

academic success and financial support from UCC and UCPBF. Although

Ukrainian Studies were developed in various universities, Winnipeg continued to

be an important centre of Ukrainian education in Canada. Throughout the 1970s

and 1980s many Ukrainian Canadian lecturers and/or professors were employed

in a variety of social disciplines at universities and colleges across Canada. ln

addition, numerous Ukrainian Canadian educational professional institutions

were established at universities and in the community. Ukrainian Canadian

educational institutions were created not only for the purpose of developing and

providing financial support for Ukrainian Studies but also for promoting cultural

and linguistic maintenance within the Ukrainian Canadian community. The most

significant Ukrainian Canadian educational institutions established in the

Multicultural Era were CIUS, CFUS and CUCS.

ln 1974, CIUS was established at UCC's first academic conference in

Winnipeg by UCPBF, and the conference's Ad Hoc Committee, CIUS was

created to coordinate and financially support Ukrainian Studies in Canada. Due

to influence of UCC and UCPBF, CIUS became the first institution in North

America to establish systematic financial assistance and subsidy from the

government for Ukrainian Studies. CFUS was also established by UCPBF and
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created as a financial base for CIUS projects and activities, while CUCS was

established at St. Andrew's College for the purpose of serving Ukrainian

Canadian students in theology and in general Ukrainian Studies.

In addition to post-secondary institutions, "Ridna Shkola" Ukrainian

schools also continued to play an important and useful educational role in the

Ukrainian Canadian community. "Ridna Shkola" Ukrainian schools addressed

the need for Ukrainian students to learn and increase their knowledge of the

Ukrainian language in populated areas that did not provide the Core/Elective or

EUBp programs. The Ukrainian Canadian community ensured that these

schools continued to exist in the event either the Core/Elective or EUBP

programs experienced a lack of enrolment or cancellation. Moreover. the "Ridna

Shkola" Ukrainian schools presented students with opportunities to use the

Ukrainian language in activities and subject matter that were minimal, or not

provided for at all, in public or private schools, Such as, Ukrainian history,

geography, Iiterature, culture, and recreational activities. "Ridna shkola"

Ukrainian schools also performed a very important socialization function and lent

valuable assistance to the process of community development, cultural and

linguistic maintenance, and cultural identity'

However, "Ridna Shkola" Ukrainian schools experienced some difficulties

in the Multicultural Era. ln par^ticular these schools encountered the following

concerns: a lack of enrolment due to the introduction of the English language in

Ukrainian Canadian churches that operated "Fìidna Shkola" Ukrainian schools;

linguistic assimilation; rural parents not sending students to urban schools;
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intermarriage of thÍrd, fourth and fifth generation Ukrainian Canadians; non-

relevant curricula (such as, grammar) that was due to the general decline in the

use of the Ukrainian language; and a lack of uniform programs, textbooks, and

qualified teachers. Nevertheless, the UCC played a significant role in

maintaining, ímproving and developíng "Ridna Shkola" Ukrainian schools in the

Multicultural Era.

The UCC not only provided financial assistance to "Ridna Shkola"

Ukrainian schools, but also organized NCUEC to coordinate these schools

across Canada. NCUEC organized parent and teacher seminars and published

the journal, "The Ukrainian Teacher" as a forum to exchange ideas and

information for Ukrainian Canadian teachers of ukrainian language and

Ukrainian Studies courses. The UCC also established standards through

NCUEC, encouraged professional teacher associations (such as the Ukrainian

Chapter of MMLA) to assist NCUEC to design, upgrade and implement curricular

programs, and encouraged both the Ukrainían Catholic and Ukrainian Orthodox

Churches to assist with the development of "Ridna Shkola" Ukrainian schools.

As a result, in 1970, there were 142 "Ridna Shkola" Ukrainian schools in

Canada, totalling 8,558 students. Manitoba operated eighteen "Ridna Shkola"

Ukrainian schools with an enrolment of 1,271 students. At that time, 30 percent

of Ukrainian youth attended these schools. Since the public school system

offered the Ukrainian Core/Elective Program from Grades 4-12, most Ukrainian

Canadian students attended "Ridna Shkola" Ukrainian schools at the elementary

level. In order to maintain the enrolment at these schools, the Ukrainian
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Canadian community emphasized enrolment at the nursery school level. By

1982, Manitoba's "Ridna Shkola" Ukrainian schools had a nursery enrolment of

146 students. ln addition to the financial assistance provided by the UCC, "Ridna

Shkola" Ukrainian schools also benefited from the federal multicultural policy in

that the schools received per capita grants from the federal government to

operate the schools.

In addition to the "Ridna Shkola" Ukrainian schools, the work of the B & B

Commission, as well as, the multicultural and multicultural education policies

justified the teaching of second languages in both the private and public school

systems. During the Multicultural Era, Ukrainian language education continued

and particularly progressed into more grade levels in the public school system.

Although the highly organized Ukrainian Canadian community was successful

during the Post WWll Era in lobbying the Manitoba government to change

legislation to introduce the study of the Ukrainian language into the public, junior,

and senior high schools, it was the multicultural and multicultural education

policies that not only reinforced this achievement but also supported the

expansion of Ukrainian language education into public elementary schools and

the establishment of the EUBP.

Following the introduction in 1962 of the Ukrainian Core/Elective Program

in Grades 9-12, the study of the Ukrainian language was expanded in 1968 to

include Grades 7-9 and then Grades 4-6. At that time the Ukrainian

Core/Elective Program was operating with financial assistance from both the

federal and provincial governments. However, the Ukrainian Canadian
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community exper¡enced difficulty in introducing the Program into the elementary

Grades 1-3. Nevertheless, Ukrainian Canadians persisted in their efforts and

with the assistance of the UCC and UPBC, were able to introduce the Ukrainian

Core/Elective Program into Grades 1-3 in the public school system. ln 1977

additional support for Ukrainian language education in the public school system

was achieved with the appointment of a Ukrainian language consultant at the

Manitoba Department of Education. The appointment of Ukrainian and other

second language consultants was significant not only for providing much needed

support in the organization and development of second languages but also for

establishing a new precedent over the hegemonic limitation of English and

curricular area consultants at the Department of Education.

Despite the success of establishing a Ukrainian language education

program in all the grades of the public school system, towards the end of the

1970s, the Ukrainian Canadian community experienced a decrease in the

enrolment of the Ukrainian Core/Elective Program. This resulted from an

increase in intermarriages and a decrease in the use of the Ukrainian language

among third, fourth and fifth generation Ukrainian Canadians. Woycenko claims

that:

Today these institutions (schools) must deal with the third and
fourth Canadian-born generations, many of whom come from
homes where the mother tongue is rarely used, at all. They have
no basic knowledge of the language; English is their first and only
language. The task of these institutions (schools) is much more
difficult than it was in the past, and, as a result, they are not as
successful.T2

In addition, Balan states that:
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The past th¡rty years have seen a sharp decline in the use of
Ukrainian in home, church and community organizations. Since
1951 language loss has been almost 45 per cent. Today (1981)
about 40 per cent in the community claim Ukrainian as a mother
tongue and for those under twenty-five the proportion is significantly
less. lf the trend continues, fewer than 20 per cent will be fluent in
Ukrainian in twenty years time.

The language loss has seriously affected the schools offering
Ukrainian-language programmes. In Manitoba, enrollment in the
core programme in the public schools has decreased about 10 per
cent annually, from a peak of 4,350 students in 1975-6 to about
2,000 today (1981). This is three times greater than the average
rate of deciine in enrollment.Ts

Thus, linguistic assimilation of Ukrainian Canadians more than any other reason

determined the need for a Ukrainian language program in the public school

system that would attempt to teach fluency in the Ukrainian language and

consequently retain Ukrainian Canadian cultural identity, Marunchak states that

during the Multicultural Era:

The system of teaching the Ukrainian language in public schools
during the fifties and sixties worried both the pedagogues and
parents who had to deal with this subject in practical form. lt was
shown that by beginning to teach this language in higher classes
and not in the lower, satisfactory results were not achieved, Thus a
necessity arose to search for other systems wherein the students,
in addition to grammar and writing, would have a greater
opportunity to use the conversational aspect of it. lt was also
revealed that the language must be taught not only as an isolated
subject, but also as an integral part of culture, history, literature, art
and others. The lack of these and their needs were discussed at
teachers' and parents' conferences, as well as in the press.to

Therefore, Ukrainian Canadians began to organize efforts to lobby the provincial

government to once again change or amend legislation and re-introduce a

bilingual system of education, such as the EUBP, into the public school system

for the purpose of not only teaching the Ukrainian language as a language of
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study, but also as a language of instruction.

Generally, the Multicultural Era signified a new period of progress for

ethnocultural groups in Canada. ln the first decade of multiculturalism,

multicultural policies and programs addressed cultural and social concerns within

the Canadian ethnocultural community. In the 1970s, ethnocultural groups were

accepted and recognized in Canadian society for their culture and tradition. They

received financial assistance from both federal and provincial governments for

developing cultural and/or educational activities and organizations within their

communities. In the second decade of multiculturalism, multicultural policies and

programs began to include economic and political issues of ethnocultural groups.

Ethnocultural communities began to assert their political influence and advanced

in greater social economic equality. The 1980s gave ethnocultural groups

equitable policies and laws for their future development and protection of their

civil liberties, such as the Charter of Rights and Freedoms. The Multicultural Era

also influenced the field of education. Multicultural education policies included a

more comprehensive cultural-intercultural approach to education that not only

produced programs that emphasized universal social issues and concepts, but

also provided the opportunity for second language or heritage language

programs in the public school system.

During the Multicultural Era Ukrainian Canadians became recognized as a

strong, organized and consciously distinct ethnocultural group, as well as, an

integral part of Canada's multicultural mosaic. Throughout the Multicultural Era

Ukrainian Canadians have successfully integrated into Canadian society by
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significantly contributing and actively pafticipating in politics and in various

professions and businesses. Due to their representation and leadership of the

"third element" in Canadian society, Ukrainian Canadians, more than any other

ethnocultural group, at that time, were responsible for pioneering and supporting

the concept of multiculturalism in Canada that not only became entrenched ín the

new Canadian Constitution, but also reflected a redefinition of Canada, Canadian

citizenship, and Canadian identity. By advocating multiculturalism and having

the opportunity to implement multicultural policies and programs, Ukrainian

Canadians, who had endured much prejudice and discrimination in previous

Eras, endeavoured to resist the assimilative efforts and hegemonic norms of the

Anglo-Canadian society. Although religious and linguistic assimilation, as well

as, assimilation through intermarriages continued to occur, the Multicultural Era

made a significant impact and contribution to the maintenance of Ukrainian

Canadian cultural identity. In particular, as an integral participant in the

development of multicultural and multicultural education policies that promoted

cultural pluralism and equality of opportunity for ethnocultural groups, the

Ukrainian Canadian community, as an effective political force, lobbied provincial

governments and organized successful campaigns for Ukrainian language

instruction in Ukrainian Core/Elective and EUBP programs in the public and

private school systems.

Ukrainian Professional and Business Club of Winnipeg, lnc.
and the Ukrainian Canadian Professional

and Business Federation

During the Post WWll Era many Ukrainian Canadian organizations
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flourished and continued to be developed according to cultural, educational and

political ideologies and purposes. At that time, a group of Ukrainian Canadian

professional and businessmen foresaw the need to create a Ukrainian Canadian

organization that would promote and supporï professional, business, cultural,

athletic and social values and activities among Ukrainian Canadians and ín the

general Canadian community. As a result, in November 1943, they established

the UPBC, a unique Ukrainian Canadian organization that focused on issues and

concerns of Ukrainian Canadian professionals and businessmen while fulfilling

their needs within the Anglo-Canadian community.

Since its first dinner meetíng held on November 17, 1943, the UPBC has

evolved into a social and service non-profit organization that generated interest

and maintained momentum in Ukrainian Canadian professions and businesses

through the Ukrainian and English press, public lectures, and publications.

Throughout its history, the diversified interests of the UPBC have included

important work in the fields of education, community development, and public

service. The UPBC has organized conferences, conventions, social and cultural

events, and sporting activities. In addition to organizing fundraising dinners, the

UPBC continues to hold monthly meetings, and collects membership dues, as

well as, donations for financial assistance to Ukrainian Canadian causes,

individuals and organizations. Financial assistance has been provided to church

groups, sports and recreation groups, senior citizens groups and centres,

children's summer camps, cultural and educational groups and institutions,

creative and performing arts, high school and university scholarships and
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bursaries, Winnipeg high school Ukrainian language honour awards, elementary

Ukrainian language school awards, and individual requests for support of tuition.

From its inception the UPBC membership has included Ukrainian

Canadian professional and business men and women (1983-84) who have held

important influential positions in civic, provincial, and federal fields, such as,

senators, judges, ministers, premiers, legislators, mayors, clergy, businessmen,

dentists, doCtors, lawyers, chartered accountants, geologists, engineerS,

pharmacists, architects, professors, Superintendents, administrators, school

inspectors, and teachers, The influential positions held by the UPBC

membership was significant to the organization as it assisted it in achieving

important goals for the Ukrainian Canadian community in areas of

multiculturalism, human and/or ethnocultural rights, education, and cultural

identity. Moreover, the unique position of the UPBC with professional and

business contracts within and outside of the Ukrainian Canadian community has

been beneficial for both Ukrainian Canadians and the general Canadian society.

The maintenance and promotion of Ukrainian Canadian cultural identity

has been integral to the UPBC's organizational mandate, values and goals.

Through its work in organizing conferences and conventions, as well as,

assuming a responsible role as benefactor of cultural, educational and charitable

activities, the UPBC provided valuable leadership to the Ukrainian Canadian

community through moral and financial assistance in cultural and educational

endeavours thereby supporting the promotion and retention of cultural identity.

This is especially evident in the organization's financial assistance and initiatives
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in the development of Manitoba Ukrainian language education courses and

programs at the post-secondary level and in the public, private and "Ridna

Shkola" Ukrainian school systems. Of particular significance was the important

role of the UPBC in establishing an EUBP in the Province of Manitoba. The

UpBC's early involvement and influence not only in educational issues and

projects at the university and in all levels in the public and private school

systems, but also in multiculturalism and with Ukrainian organizations such as

the UCPBF and the UCC, was the foundation of its work in creating and

developing the EUBP.

The UPBC's particular interest and support of Ukrainian language

education, cultural identity and multiculturalism has occurred since the

establishment of the organization. In the 1950s and 1960s the UPBC was active

in promoting and providing financial assistance to the Department of Slavic

Studies at the University of Manitoba, St. Andrew's College, and "Ridna Shkola"

Ukrainian schools. The UPBC also provided financial assistance by purchasing

and publishing Ukrainian books and textbooks for the public school system, as

well as, awarding trophies and awards to deserving students of Ukrainian

language programs. ln addition to its work in educational endeavours, the UPBC

financially supported other Ukrainian Canadian community organizations, such

as, the Ukrainian War Veterans Legion - Branch 141 , and the Holy Family

Nursing Home.

The UPBC also supported Ukrainian Canadian cultural identity through

multicultural projects and activities, such as, initiating the Tri-Club organization in
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1962 (an organization created to appreciate the cultural concerns and issues

among ukrainian, German, and Polish canadians) and providing briefs to, as

well as participating in discussions with, the B & B Commission regarding Book

lv of the B & B Commission in 1964. ln 1965, the UPBC established the

UCpBF, a national organization that united all the UPBCs in Canada. Due to the

encouragement of Ukrainian Canadians to assume a greater leadership role in

the community, the UPBC and the UCPBF joined the UCC in 1968'

Throughout the 1g70s and 1980s the UPBC's work continued to focus on

the following: promotion and retention of teaching the Ukrainian language and

culture in the public school system and in Ukrainian Studies in post-secondary

institutions; financial and moral support of students at all educational levels in the

form of bursaries, scholarships, awards, and trophies; multiculturalism; financial

assistance to Ukrainian Canadian causes, and aid to Ukraine'

ln the early 1980s the UPBC voted women into its membership and

substituted the word "Businessmen" to "Business" in the title of its organization'

This progressive action was significant as many ukrainian canadian women not

only represented many professional and business fields within the organization,

but also provided influential leadership, both within and outside of the Ukrainian

Canadian community, by serving as presidents, and/or members of boards and

executives in a variety of organizations. ln particular, many Ukrainian Canadian

women, who were teachers and/or administrators in the public school system

and in the EUBp, became members of the UPBC and therefore contributed to

the educational work of the UPBC.
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DuringthelgTOsandlgS0stheworkoftheUPBcinthefie|dof

education was particularly significant since the organization provided the

leadership for the ukrainian canadian community to achieve ukrainian language

programs in the public school system' ln 1975, the UPBC, with support from the

ucc, was successful in establishing ukrainian Language instruction in the core/

ElectiveProgramfromGradesl-3inWinnipeglandaUkrainianlanguage

consultantattheDepañmentofEducationinlgTT.|n1978,theUPBCwas

successful in lobbying the provincial government to change The Public schools

Act in order to permit languages, other than English and French' as languages of

instruction in the public school system for the purpose of establishing an EUBP'

The uPBC organized a steering committee that became known as the UBPC to

facititate introduction of the EUBP. The uPBc had an important and influential

rolethroughoutthedevelopmentoftheEUBPbyhavingitsmembersserveon

theUBPC,MPUE,andtheosvitaFoundation.AnothervaluableUPBc

educational project was assisting the CFUS with the promotion and publication of

theEncyclopediaofUkraineintheEnglish|anguage.Thefive-volume

encyclopedia set has provided students and the general public with significant

informationaboutUkraine(itspeople,history,geographyandcu|ture)andthe

history of ukrainians in the diaspora. The uPBC has also sponsored the clus

EndowmentFundthatsupportsUkrainianeducationalendeavourS'

From1985-36theUPBCestab|ishedtheUPBF,acharitablefoundation

designed to manage financial assistance of the uPBc' The UPBF continues to

consider requests for donations and causes from various ukrainian canadian
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organ¡zations, groups and individuals, as well as, requests from other agencies

and organizations that are involved with activities regarding the Ukrainian

Canadian community. ln particular, the UPBF has provided funding for the

UPBC Education Programs that include financial assistance to the EUBP, MPUE,

Osvita Foundation, as well as, bursaries, scholarships and awards to deserving

students of Ukrainian language classes and/or courses in post-secondary

institutions, and public, private and "Ridna Shkola" Ukrainian schools.

In addition to supporting Ukrainian language education, the UPBC

continued to advocate multiculturalism and provided leadership to the Ukrainian

Canadian community for multicultural projects and activities. For example, in

1988, the UPBC established an Ad Hoc Committee to comment on the Manitoba

Task Force Report on Multiculturalism from the perspective of Ukrainian

Canadians in Manitoba. In 1989, the UPBC Ad Hoc Committee ensured that all

comments from various Ukrainian Canadian organizations were unified in its

report to the Minister of Culture, Heritage and Recreation.

The UPBC also continued to support Ukrainian Canadian causes and

historical milestones that not only assisted with the preservation of Ukrainian

Canadian cultural identity, but also educated and informed the general public

about Ukrainian history and Ukrainian Canadians in the diaspora. In the mid

1g3gs, the UPBC financially supported such projects as the "Hold Fund" in order

to erect a monument in front of Winnipeg's City Hall in memory of the ten million

Ukrainians who perished in The Great Famine of 1932-33, and the UCC Civil

Liberties Commission in order to support a campaign for the defence of innocent
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Ukrainians accused of war crimes. Furthermore, the UPBC, together with the

Manitoba Action Group, made presentations at the inquiry of the Deschenes

Commission on war criminals in Canada. ln the 1980s, the UPBC also organized

an lssues Committee to consider current areas of concern to Ukrainian

Canadians, such as, immigration and family reunification. In 1988, the UPBC

commemorated the Millennium of Ukrainian Christianity (988-1988) by organizing

a Millennium Free Press Supplement.

In the early 1990s, the UPBC focused more of its programs and activities

on supporting cultural endeavours, Ukrainian Canadian causes, issues within the

Ukrainian diaspora, and providing assistance to Ukraine. Although the UPBC

continued to support Ukrainian language education, its work concentrated on

issues affecting Ukraine's independence, history, and the cultural identity of

Ukrainian Canadians. Due to Ukraine's independence in 1991, the UPBC's

objectives included developing professional and business relationships between

Ukrainian Canadian and Ukraine's professional and business entrepreneurs.

The UPBC's relationship with Ukraine's professional and business

community also influenced the development of professional and business

relationships between Canada and the Ukraine. During the 1990s, the themes of

UPBC monthly meetings reflected this initiative and included business in Ukraine,

Ukraine and the USSR ("Rukh" movement), World Federation of Ukrainian

Medical Assocíation Conference in Kiev, Chernobyl nuclear disaster, immigration

and sponsoring of Ukrainian refugees into Canada, centenary of Ukrainian

settlement in Canada (1891-1991), Kiev Pavilion, and Folklorama. lmportant
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Ukrainian officials were invited to UPBC meetings, such as, the Director of Kiev

University, who discussed a progress report on the re-establishment of the

university, and the Assistant Deputy Minister of Ukraine, who discussed the

drafting of a new constitution for Ukraine. ln addition to organizing important

meetings to develop relationships with Ukraine, the UPBC and UCPBF received

a $775,000 grant for Technical Assistance to Ukraine and also instituted a

fundraising campaign to sponsor Ukrainian refugees to Canada from Germany

and Greece.

Fufthermore, important conferences and conventions were arranged

during this time to develop professional and business relations with Ukraine and

to promote the Ukrainian Canadian cultural identity. In 1990, the UPBC hosted a

trade delegation in Winnipeg of twenty representatives from Ukraine, six from the

Ukrainian Chamber of Commerce, and fourteen from various governments,

ministries and regions. The UPBC also participated in a national convention

organized by the UCPBF in Halifax on July 1 , 1991 , to commemorate the 1OOth

anniversary of the landing of the first Ukrainian immigrants to Canada through

the Port of Halifax. However, one of the most important conventions organized

by the UPBC, that coincided with the UPBC's 50th anniversary, was the UCPBF

Biennial National Convention in Winnipeg held from June 30 to July 14, 1993.

The purpose of the convention entitled, "Ukraine: The New World Agenda" was

to address economic conditions in Ukraine, discuss the business climate in

Canada, and provide opportunities to network with professional and business

people in the Ukraine and Canada. The conference not only provided the
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delegates with the opportunity to identify problems, formulate solutions and

review policies to determine what is needed for future investors in Ukraine, but

also explored economic prospects in Ukraine from a wide range of perspectives

including strategies to meet future challenges. The convention was of particular

interest and benefit to the Canadian government as the delegates not only

represented various levels of government, but also specialists from both the

Ukraine's and Canada's professional and business communities. One significant

result of the convention was the signing of a Trade Agreement between the

Province of Manitoba and Ukraine. Through this convention, the UPBC

demonstrated an impoftant leadership role in developing Canadian professional

and business trade relations with Ukraine thereby expanding and reinforcing

Canada's participation in the global economy.

Consequently, throughout its history, the UPBC has been dedicated to

supporting and encouraging the Ukrainian Canadian community in Winnipeg and

Manitoba to pursue its goals in Canada and in the world. Each UPBC president

and executive has made unique contributions to the growing achievements of

Ukrainian Canadian cultural, educational and social life in Canada and in the

diaspora. The UPBC and its influential professional and business membership

have become leaders in the Ukrainian Canadian community by supporting and

participating in activities and projects that have resulted in the retention and

promotion of Ukrainian Canadian culture, heritage, and cultural identity

throughout the generations.

Of particular significance is the role of the UPBC in creating the UCPBF.
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The UPBC foresaw the need to create a national organization unifying all

Ukrainian Canadian professionals and business organizations in order to better

represent cultural, educational, economic and social organizational goals for the

entire Ukrainian Canadian community. During the Sixth UCC Congress held in

1959, the UPBC received support from the UCC to establish a nationat federation

of UPBC organizations that would be initially located in Winnipeg. The first

national convention of UPBC organizations was held in winnipeg on July 7,

1962, and the first official UCPBF convention, that was attended by forty-five

UPBC organizations across Canada, was also held in Winnipeg on October g-11,

1965. The influence of Winnipeg's UPBC in establishing the UCPBF was evident

at both conventions. The first chairman of the UCPBF, V.J. Swystun, was

chosen from winnipeg's uPBc in 1962, and the first ucpBF Executive

Commíttee, including the Honorary President, Senator P. Yuzyk, President V.J.

Swystun, and Secretary-Treasurer J. Hawryluk, were also chosen from

Winnipeg's UPBC in 1965.

On October 12,1968, the UCPBF became affiliated with the UCC. Due to

the fact that the UCPBF had developed into one of the sixth largest Ukrainian

Canadian organizations in Canada, it not only became one of the six

organizations that served on the UCC Executive Committee, but also participated

in the rotational system of having its members serve as the UCC president.

Therefore, the UCPBF not only represented and assisted UPBC organizations

with their goals and projects, but also, due to its UCC affiliation, had a national

voice and influence in Ukrainian Canadían issues, concerns and activities
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throughout Canada.

The purpose of the UCPBF has been to foster the social, cultural and

economic betterment of the Ukrainian Canadian community. According to

Marunchak:

It can be said with a high degree of accuracy that the biological,
linguistic, cultural, national, religious, etc. preservation of
Ukrainians in Canada was always a top priority of the Federation.
There was hardly a convention that would not discuss some aspect
of Ukrainian life in Canada.7s

During the 1970s and 1980s, the UCPBF's work consisted of organizing biennial

conventions on themes of linguistic, cultural, national and religious preservation

of Ukrainian Canadians, and on multiculturalism. The UCPBF also pursued

endeavours to assist Ukraine and published periodicals, such as, the "Ukrainian

Canadian Review" and "Panorama" to educate and inform the Ukrainian

Canadian professional and business community, as well as, the general

Canadian community on Ukrainian Canadian achievements, issues and

concerns.

ln the area of multiculturalism, the UCPBF not only prepared and

presented briefs with the UCC regarding the federal policy of multiculturalism and

the Canadian Constitution, but also presented their views on education, mass

media and federal-provincial.relations to Royal Commissions, ministers, and

officials of the Canadian government. Moreover, the formal recognition of

Canadian multiculturalism and the federal multicultural and multicultural

education policies were primarily due to the efforts of the UCPBF and the UCC in

the preparation and presentations of briefs to the B & B Commission and the
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Canadian Constitutional Committees, ln the area of education, especially with

regard to Ukrainian Studies and the retention of Ukrainian language education in

the public and private school systems, the UCPBF was responsible for

establishing CIUS, CFUS, and the first EUBP in the Province of Alberta that

served as a model for the EUBP in the Provinces of Manitoba and

Saskatchewan. Marunchak states that:

During the last decade the Federation accomplished a great deal
and became in the Ukrainian community in Canada an influential
organization which began to develop an ideological and political
tone. A number of competent personalities arose in organÍzational
and social life in the local clubs and on the national scene.76

Most of the UCPBF membership consisted of third, fourth and fifth

generation Ukrainian Canadians who were not fluent in the Ukrainian language

and therefore, linguistically, partially assimilated into Canadian society.

However, despite this fact, members of the UCPBF were determined to support

and develop multiculturalism, as well as, preserve and promote Ukrainian

Canadian cultural identity and language. Therefore, the UCPBF not only morally

and financially assisted Ukrainian Canadian endeavours, but also activety

participated in Canadian political life at all levels (municipal, provincial, and

federal) and in non-Ukrainian Canadian organizations. As a result, the UCPBF

influenced and educated the Canadian government and society regarding

Ukrainian Canadian issues and concerns thereby being able to assist Ukrainian

Canadians in achieving their cultural, educational, and social goals and

objectives. Consequently, the UCPBF's ideological principles, vision, and style

of work in professional, business, educational, cultural, economic, political, and
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soc¡al fields not only situated it at the forefront of Ukrainian Canadian

organizations, but also increased the leadership role of the organization and its

members, resulting in significant achievements both within the Ukrainian

Canadian community and in Canadian society.

Alberta's English-Ukrainian Bilingual Program

The success of Alberta's EUBP, that was established five years previous

to Manitoba's EUBP, resulted from the determined and dedicated efforts of the

Ukrainian Language Association of the Alberta Teachers'Association, the

Edmonton Branch of the ucc, Edmonton's UPBC, and the UCPBF that were

located in Edmonton at that time. ln particular, the work of Edmonton's UPBC

and the UCPBF had a tremendous impact and influence on Winnipeg's UPBC

and its efforts to create and organize Manitoba's EUBP.

ln the early 1970s, the UCPBF, who had powerful and influential members

representing all levels of government, professions and businesses, provided

leadership to Ukrainian Canadians ín Canada, specifically Alberta, through its

Multicultural Committee. While preparing a brief regarding the Canadian

Constitution, the UCPBF realized in December 1970 that the School Act of

Albefta omitted the study of languages other than French and English in the

public and separate school systems. At the same time the Ukrainian Language

Association of Alberta's Teachers'Association presented a brief, that was

supported by Edmonton's UPBC and Edmonton's UCC, to the Alberta

Commission on Educational Planning (the "Worth Commission") for the study of

the Ukrainian language in the public and separate school system from
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Grades 1 -12 at one hour per day. In support of the ukrainian Language

Association the UCPBF and Edmonton's UCC presented a brief on April 14,

1971, to the provincial government regarding Ukrainian Canadians, the new

Canadian Constitution, the laws of Alberta, and the polícies of the Alberta

government. The brief specifically requested an amendment to the School Act of

Alberta in order to permit the study of the Ukrainian language from Grades 1-12

for one hour per day, and as a language of instruction to Grades 1 and 2 for one

hour per day, and to Grades 3-12tor one-half hour per day. The brief was

partially successful in that on April 27, 1971, Alberta became the first province in

Canada to amend a schools act to permit the use of Ukrainian as a language of

instruction in the public and separate school systems. However, the AlberÏa

government restricted this instruction to only Grades 1 and 2 for 50 percent of the

school day. Nevertheless, in July 1973, due to the efforts of not only the UCPBF

and the UCC in the preparation of research, memoranda, petitions and briefs, but

also in the creation of nurseries and parents'committees, the Alberta

government announced an EUBP pilot for Grades 1-3. The government also

agreed to fund transportation, subsidize textbooks, and hire a consultant for the

EUBP.

The first five EUBP Kindergarten classes began in January 1974. In

September 1974, the Alber^ta government agreed to subsidize a three year pilot

project for the first three grades in the EUBP. Due to the success of the

program, in September 1977, the EUBP ceased its pilot status and was extended

into Grades 4-6, thereby becoming a permanent program in the Alberta school
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system. ln September 1979, the EUBP was extended into junior high school

from Grades 7-9 and in September 1983, EUBP students were given the option

of continuing the EUBP in Grades 10-12 in senior high school. By 1g83 Alberta's

EUBP was offered in various school divisions throughout the province, such as,

Edmonton, Sherwood Park, Vegreville, and Lamont. Due to the success of the

EUBP, Alberta's government extended the bilingual program opportunity from

Grades K-8 to other ethnocultural groups provided that they had 100 students

enrolled at the Kindergarten level in the program.

The UCPBF Multicultural Committee continued to provide leadership and

support during the development of Alberta's EUBp. They met with

superintendents from both the public and separate school boards to discuss

implementation of the EUBP. ln 1975 they also organized a parent association

of both parents and teachers, that replaced the parent organization created by

the teachers, entitled the UBA. However, in the late 1970s, the UCpBF

Multicultural Committed passed the responsibility for Alberta's EUBP to CIUS, an

organization established by UCPBF. CIUS appointed a bilingual coordinator to

develop a community support base for the EUBP and provided financial

assistance for developing a Ukrainian Language Resource Centre in order to

centralize access to all Ukrainian language teaching materials. CIUS also

developed a day care as a feeder system for the EUBP, employed university

students to prepare EUBP resource materials, assisted with recruitment, and

organized many programs for EUBP students and parents, such as, summer

camps, high school immersion programs, and adult language classes.
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Although it relinquished its responsibílity for Alberta's EUBP, the UCPBF

Multicultural Committee continued to work actively for the program by not only

receiving grants from the federal government to publish textbooks and

workbooks in a language series, but also, under the admínistration of CIUS,

establishing a revolving fund from the proceeds of the books to assist wíth the

development of supplementary materíals for the EUBP. The language series and

supplementary materials were developed by Ukrainian Canadian teachers either

under contract with, or supervised by, AlberÏa's Department of Education. The

success of Alberta's publication and use of the EUBP language series and

supplementary materials resulted not onfy in later use by Manitoba's and

Saskatchewan's EUBPs, but also in the establishment of an Alberta,

Saskatchewan and Manitoba lnterprovincial Editorial Board of Ukrainian A-V

Methods and a Joint Ukrainian Bilingual Curriculum Project.

The institution of Alberta's EUBP is an example of the Ukrainian Canadian

community's resistance to assimilation and Anglo-conformity in Alberta's school

system. Through the new Canadian ideology of multiculturalism that supports

bilingual education, the Ukrainian Canadians in Alberta ensured the maintenance

of Ukrainian Canadian cultural identity through the teaching of the Ukrainian

language in the EUBP. The emphasis placed on the importance of the promotion

and retention of Ukrainian cultural identity by the Alberta Ukrainian Canadian

community cannot be overestimated. Ukrainian Canadians in Alberta, many of

whom represented third, fourth and fifth generation Ukrainian Canadians, had

lost fluency in the Ukrainian language and were determined to preserve the
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Ukrainian culture and language for their children. As a result they sought

leadership from the UCPBF Multicultural Committee, Edmonton's UPBC and the

UCC to introduce the study and instruction of the Ukrainian language in the

public and separate school systems. Although the Ukrainian Canadian teachers

were supported by Edmonton's UPBC and UCC in requesting the Alberta

government to initiate the study of the Ukrainian language from Grades 1-12, it

was the UCPBF Multicultural Committee and the Edmonton UCC that were

successful in accomplishing the amendments to the School Act of Alberta for an

EUBP that would include the study of the Ukrainian language as a language of

instruction in Alberta's school systems.

The success of the UCPBF Multicultural Committee in establishing

Alberta's EUBP was due not only to Íts efforts but also to the fact that the

organization was well received by the provincial government. Many UCPBF

members had direct access to politicians in various parties of the Alberta

government. ln 1970, during its initial negotiations, many UCPBF members had

political connections with the ruling Social Credit government. The Social Credit

Party was defeated by the Progressive Conservative Party on August 30, 1971.

However, the UCPBF had members that were actively linked with the

Progressive Conservative Party, thereby maintaining their influence with the

government in power at that time. As a result, the Alberta government continued

to be informed by the UCPBF regarding multicultural and Ukrainian Canadian

needs and issues including the benefits of initiating and implementing an EUBP

in Alberta's school systems. The UCPBF also had political connections at the
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municipal and school board levels that assisted it in establishing a commitment

for an EUBP and implementing it in various school divisions in the province.

Consequently, Alberta's EUBP served as a model for the creation of

Manitoba's EUBP. Moreover, the work of the ucpBF and Edmonton's upBc

and UCC in establishing Alberta's EUBP, influenced and inspired Winnipeg's

UPBC to initiate and institute a similar EUBP in Manitoba by lobbying, negotiating

and working with provincial and federal governments, Department of Education,

school divisions, school boards, administrators, teachers, students and parent

committees.

Manitoba's English-Ukrainian Bilingual program

ln the 1970s the ukrainian canadian community in Manitoba was

concerned with the increasing loss of the Ukrainian tanguage among its children

and the potential negative impact this would have on the maintenance of

Ukrainian Canadian cultural identity. The decrease in the use of the Ukrainian

language was primarily due to linguistic assimilation and ethnic and religious

intermarriage among third, fourth and fifth generation Ukrainían Canadians.

Although the introduction of the Ukrainian language as a language of study in the

Core/Elective Program in the Manitoba school system provided an opportunity for

Ukrainian Canadian children to learn Ukrainian, it did little to encourage fluency

in the language. According to Marunchak:

Questions of schools and mother tongue always remain thorny
problems for ukrainians. we might underline again that in 1g71 ot
580,660 Ukrainians in Canada only 22.8/" (182,000) used
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Ukrainian as the language of speech in the home, although 48.9%
know the mother tongue. But it is also necessary to underscore
that in 1931 , 93% of Ukrainians spoke their mother tongue. From
those who were born in Canada, 13% speak Ukrainian at present
[1982]. . . . All of these losses are the result of the narrow vision of
those who wanted to see Canada as a unilingual nation and
vigorously opposed the establishment of teaching of other
languages,, This attitude reversed itself very strongly in the
seventies. "

However, the new hegemonic federal policy of multiculturalism and multicultural

education implemented in the 1970s provided a solution to the problem of

linguistic assimilation and the impetus for Ukrainian Canadians in Manitoba to

request an EUBP in Manitoba. The Ukrainian Canadian community envisioned

an EUBP in Manitoba similar to the EUBP already established in Alberta. An

EUBP would serve the purpose of promoting greater fluency among students of

the Ukrainian language thereby ensuring the retention of Ukrainian Canadian

cultural identity. Therefore, many third, fourth and fifth generation Ukrainian

Canadians ín Manitoba supported the idea of creating an EUBP in Manitoba.

Wolowyna states that:

With the levels of language assimilation and ethnic, linguistic and
religious intermarriage quite high among Ukrainians in Canada, and
with both processes likely to continue in the future, rough
calculations indicate that both the language assimilation among
Ukrainian--Ukrainian couples and intermarriage generally should
provide increased numbers of potential candidates for Ukrainian
bilingual schools in Canada. Because the process of language
assimilation is unavoidable and can only be slowed down by a
nationwide system of bilingual schools . . . the potential demand for
such schools is large and will increase in the future.'"

Derkatz cites Nell Shewchuk, a retired Principal of Dauphin's EUBP, who

discusses the enrolment of students in the EUBP, by stating that:
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many of the parents who registered their children for the program
did so because they themselves had lost the language. You know,
at one point, you were ashamed to be ukrainian so you changed
your name and didn't speak the language. Sometimes a
generation or two of children did not learn the language. Now,
these parents wqnted their kids to learn and have the language that
they had lost.155 7e

Derkatz also cites Roman Yereniuk, School Board members for Winnipeg 1 and

Principal at St. Andrew's College, who states:

I come from a fluent Ukrainian background but, I guess, what was
interesting for me as a parent was that a lot of parents who were
not speaking Ukrainian at allwere registering their children for the
program. This seemed to be an example of the theory in sociology
where the third and fourth generation sometimes returns to find its
roots. They wanted to preserve something of their "Ukrainianess"
before it was totally lost. Although there were generation gaps
where there was not a functional use of the language, these
parents wanted their children to acquire fluency. In parÏs of the city
where Divisions did not offer the program, some parents made a
commitment to drive their children for 6 years up to 80 kilometers
daily to Divisions that did offer Ít. Parents also started involving
themselves in the sch-o-ol program to better understand it. They
strongly supported it.156 

8d

During that time, several fourth and fifth generation UPBC members, who

were parents themselves, had also lost fluency in the Ukrainian language and,

therefore, were not only supportive of the ukrainian Canadian community's

desire to retain the Ukrainian language and cultural identity among their children,

but also active in pursuing the organization and establishment of Ukrainian

educational programs, such as the EUBP, to achieve this goal. As a result,

throughout the 1970s the UPBC became more involved with educational

concerns and projects in the Manitoba Ukrainian Canadian community.

lndividual members within the UPBC, who had knowledge of and held influential
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posit¡ons in educational fields, served as UPBC presidents, educational liaisons,

and chairmen of educational committees (see Appendix Q). Therefore the

influential positions of these members in leadership roles within the organization

assisted the UPBC in achieving many of its educational goals and objectives for

the Ukrainian Canadian community including the creation of the EUBP in

Manitoba.

In the early 1970s, the UPBC established an educational liaison position

on its Board of Directors to specifically address educational issues in Manitoba's

Ukrainian Canadian community. The educational liaison became the chairman of

the UPBC's Educational committee. During the 1970s, the following upBC

members, who also held important public positions, became chairmen of the

uPBc Educational committee: John Pankiw (Assistant superintendent,

winnipeg 1; Director of Art, winnipeg 1; Board of Governors, university of

Manitoba; member, Provincial Service Commission; President, Rotary Club; and

President, UPBC); william solypa (superintendent Elementary schoors

winnipeg 1; Board of Regents, university of Manitoba; and member, Manitoba

Civil Service Commission); and Ernest Cicerski (educator). Each chairman

chose a UPBC member who had experience and/or interest in education to serue

as members of the UPBC Educational Committee, such as, Dr. Borislaw Bilash,

steve Klym, Peter Luba, Jack Pyra, Louis Tomchuk, Evan uzwyshyn, and rerry

Prychitko, among others.

ln 1975, one of the first two initiatives of the UpBC Educational

committee, chaired by william Solypa, was to prepare and present a brief to
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Winnipeg 1 supporÏing the instruction of the Ukrainian language from Grades 1-3

in the Core/Elective Program and requesting the Minister of Education to appoint

a full time Ukrainian language consultant to the Department of Education. The

UPBC Educational Committee, supported by the UCC, was successful in

resisting the hegemonic Anglo-conformist educational system by achieving the

former but not the latter of these initiatives that was eventually achieved in 1977.

At that time the UPBC President was Dr. L.C. Melosky (orthodontist;

Associate Professor of Dentistry; chairman of Board of Governors, Uníversity of

Manitoba; member, Grants Commission; member, Multicultural Council of

Canada; and recipient, Order of Canada). He, and the UPBC Educational

Committee, were encouraged by the introduction of Ukrainian language

instructions from Grades 1-3 in Winnipeg 1, and as a result the UPBC created a

sub-committee of influential UPBC members to begin lobbying Premier

Schreyer's NDP government for the creation of an EUBP in Manitoba.

During the beginning of its negotiations the UPBC sub-committee met with

some resistance from The Hon. Ben Hanuschak, Minister of Education, who did

not perceive the need for an EUBP in Manitoba's public school system.

However, despite this setback, the UPBC continued to persist in lobbying the

provincial government for an EUBP. During this process, the UPBC maintained

its dialogue with influential municipal, provincial, and federal politicians by inviting

them to attend its monthly dinner meetings to discuss the benefits and

justification for an EUBP in the provincial school system. The lobbying efforts of

the UPBC were not only restricted to the elected NDP government, but also
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included dialogue with members and leaders of the PC opposition. For example,

in 1976, the UPBC not only approached Sterling Lyon, leader of the PC Party to

assist in establishing an EUBP, but also presented a brief to the PC caucus

outlining several benefits and recommendations in the area of bilingual

education. This foresight in approaching the government opposition proved to be

a valuable and useful tactic as it assisted the UPBC in eventually achieving its

goal of instituting an EUBP in Manitoba.

ln February 1978, the UPBC met once again with Sterling Lyon, who was

at that time the newly elected Premier of Manitoba, to present a brief that

requested an amendment to The Public Schools Act to permit the use of

languages other than English and French in the Manitoba school system and to

establish an EUBP in the province. The UPBC was supported at the meeting by

a delegation of influential members of the UCC, as well as, Dr. Manoly R. Lupul

and Peter Savaryn, representatives from the UCPBF Multicultural Committee,

Edmonton, Alberta. The delegation presented research and benefits for bilingual

education, positive evaluations from Alberta's EUBP, and cost efficient measures

for implementing the EUBP, to the Department of Education. The meeting was

successful and resulted in the Premier giving consideration during his first

Throne Speech to a pilot EUBP within the public school system. On July 20,

1978, The Hon. Keith Cosens, Minister of Education, provided the necessary

enabling legislation for Bill 57,"An Act to Amend the Public Schools Acf'to

amend Section 252(2) of the Act, that permitted languages other than English or

French as languages of instruction for not more than 50 percent of the regular
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school hours for pilot courses as determined by the Minister.

The amendment to The Public Schools Act to permit other languages'

SUch aS, Ukrainian aS a language of instruction was a progressive educational

step from that of ukrainian being taught as a language of study in the

Core/Elective Program. This legislation was well received not only by the

ukrainian canadian community, but also by other ethnocultural groups in

Manitoba, who, through the efforts of the UPBC, were also able to resist existing

hegemonic Anglo-conformist school regulations and, as a result, introduce

heritage language and bilingual education programs into the public school

system. The Ukrainian Canadian community was particularly enthusiastic since

the introduction of ukrainian as a language of instruction in the public school

system for 50 percent of the school day in the EUBP would achieve greater

results in students' language fluency than in the Core/Elective Program'

In April 1978,the uPBC continued to provide leadership in establishing

theEUBPbycreatingaSteeringCommitteetofaci|itatetheintroductionofthe

EUBP in Manitoba. The Steering Committee was comprised of the following

educational, professional and business uPBC members, who had gained

experience and influence in working with the provincial government: Ernest

cicerski, chairman and uPBC President 1978;John Pankiw, Vice chairman;

william solypa, vice chairman; Myron spolsky, secretary-Treasurer; and Dr'

Louis Melosky, Dr. Serge Radchuk, Dr. Jaroslav Rozumnyk and John Petryshyn'

The first meeting of the steering committee was held on July 1 1 , 1978' The

individuals who were present at the meeting included representatives from the
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uPBc, ucPBF, clus, ucc, ukrainian catholic church, ukrainian orthodox

church, private and "Ridna shkola" ukrainian schools, Alberta government,

Manitoba government, and the federar government (see Appendix G). A chart

depicting all the key individuals involved in the creation of the EUBp was

distributed at the meeting. The chart was significant ín that it demonstrated the

extensive research, negotiations, and lobbying efforts of the UpBC in achieving

moral and financial support for establishing, organizing and implementing the

EUBP in Manitoba.

During the summer of 1978, the Steering Committee was renamed as the

UBPC and íts purpose was to develop legislation, enrolment predictions and pilot

project locations for the EUBP. At the same time, the USC at the University of

Manitoba received a grant from the Department of the Secretary of State to

develop and publísh brochures promoting ukrainian language education

programs in Manitoba. The usc also assisted the uBpc in a telephone

campaign to determine interest and potential enrolment for the EUBP. Although

the largest response for an EUBP was received from Transcona-Springfield,

River East and Seven Oaks school divisions, in Novemb er 1g7g, the Minister of

Education decided to restrict the introductíon of a three year pilot EUBP to the

school divisions that comprised the largest concentration of Ukrainian students,

namely, Transcona-Springfield, Winnipeg 1, and Agassiz school divisions. As a

result, in January 1979, Agassiz was the first school division to respond to the

proposal from the Department of Education to introduce a three year EUBp pilot.

The dedication exhibited by the Ukrainian Canadian community and the
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persistent efforts of the UBPC in establishing an EUBP in Manitoba resulted in an

announcement during the Premier's Throne Speech on February 15, 1979, of the

provincial government's commitment to proceed in September 1979 with the

introduction of an EUBP pilot in Grades K-1. Nevertheless, despite this support

from the provincial government, the UBPC became concerned with Transcona-

Springfield's and Winnipeg 1's slower response to the Depailment of Education's

proposal for a three year pilot EUBP. Therefore, the UBPC applied for and

received financial assistance from the Department of the Secretary of State to

hire two capable members from the Ukrainian Canadian community to coordinate

public awareness campaigns and organize informational meetings to introduce

the EUBP in Transcona-Springfield and Winnipeg 1, By March 1979, the

campaigns and informational parent meetings that were facilitated by the UBPC

and the Ukrainian language consultant at the Department of Education resulted

in both school divisions accepting the Department's proposal and preparing to

offer two Grade 1 classes in Transcona-Springfield and one Grade 1 class in

Winnipeg 1. Consequently, the UPBC, through the UBPC, persevered in

providing the leadership to ensure that the EUBP be introduced in all three

school divisions as a thee year pilot program by September 1979. The UBPC

was also influential in convincing the Minister and Deputy Minister of Education

to approve the EUBP in non-pilot school divisions that had demonstrated an

interest in and achieved a large enrolment for an EUBP. For example, despite

parental interest and enrolment predictions, both the Seven Oaks and River East

school divisions were refused funding for an EUBP pilot. Concerned with the
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possibility that the EUBP would be restricted to a select number of school

divisions, the UBPC was successful in resisting government limitations by

lobbying the Department of Education to approve an EUBP in school divisions

that were able to achieve sufficient enrolment to operate classes o123 students

or more as required in subsection 79(2) of The Public Schools Act. As a result,

Seven Oaks was able to authorize one Grade 1 class and the first EUBP

Kindergarten class. Although River East was unable to achieve the EUBp

enrolment quota at that time, the division was able to enter into the EUBP by

September 1980.

In addition to assisting with promotion, recruitment and implementation of

the EUBP in both pilot and non-pilot school divisions, the UPBC became involved

in funding and developing curricular and supplementary resources for the

Program. The UPBC was not only concerned with the organization of the EUBP,

but also with the creation of appropriate teaching and supplementary materials

for the benefit and success of students in the EUBP. Moreover, the upBc

foresaw the need and benefit of sharing resource materials among the three

prairie provinces that offered the EUBP, thereby providing the incentive and

encouragement for governments to fund the development of the EUBP. As a

result, in 1979, representatives from the UPBC, CIUS and the Secretary of State,

became members of the EUBP Inter-Provincial Curriculum Committee that was

established by the Department of Education. The EUBP Inter-Provincial

Curriculum Committee not only analyzed current curricular needs, dividing the

responsibility for creating teaching materials among the three prairie provinces,
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but also coordinated curricular areas that had been the privy of each province,

and developed and funded the new resource materials for the EUBp.

The efforts of the UBPC and the determination of the Ukrainian Canadian

community to establish an EUBP were further recognized in 197g by the

provincial government amending subsectionTg(2) of The public Schools Act

dealing wíth "Languages of Instruction" to permit bilingual programs to be

re-establíshed in Manitoba public schools. This historic legislation was extremely

meaningful and important to the ukraínian canadian community. The

reintroduction of bilingual education in the form of an EUBp in the Manitoba

school system, that in 1g16 had been abolished by the Anglo-canadian

government, signified that history had come full circle and Ukrainian Canadians

were once again able to benefít from a bilingual system of education in the

Ukrainian language. For sixty years Ukralnian Canadians had been struggling to

resist assímilation and Anglo-conformity in order to retain Ukrainian Canadian

cultural identity for their children through the reintroduction of the teaching of the

ukrainian language first, as a language of study, and now as a language of

instruction in the EUBP. This achievement was historic not only for Ukrainian

Canadians but also for other ethnocultural groups in Manitoba, who, as a result

of this legislation, were also able to promote and retain their language through a

bilingual system of education.

Consequently, the creation of Manitoba's EUBP and the establishment of

the first six EUBP classes in four school divisions was primarily due to the

dedicated work and profound influence of the UPBC. The re-establishment of
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Ukrainian bilingual education in the public school system became an educational

priority for the UPBC especially since many UPBC members were third, fourth

and fifth generation Ukrainian Canadians, who were not fluent in the Ukrainian

language and were determined to introduce it in an EUBp for the benefit of their

children and future generations.

The UBPC and the UPBC continued to provide financial and moral

support, as well as, actívely organized the EUBP during the first three pilot years

of the Program' Due to the UPBC's political connections wíth the federal

government, the UPBC was successful in receiving a grant, from the Department

of the Secretary of State, for up to 50 percent of the total project expenses to

develop and publish a twenty-one book series of supplementary readers to

complement the social studies and language arts curricula in the EUBp. While

obtaining financíal assistance for the EUBP, the UBpC also provided moral

suppott in the preservation of Ukraínian Canadian cultural identity by organizing

centralized cultural events, such as, a St. Nicholas concert held in December

1979, that involved all the students in Manitoba's EUBP.

one of the most important functions of the uBpc was to assist in

establishíng Parents'Committees in each school division offering the EUBp for

the purpose of organization, recruitment and stabilization of the program. The

first Parents'committee was organized at Regent park schoot due to a

transportation crisis including the Program in Transcona-Springfield. Although
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EUBP students were bused to a rural oakbank school in the Division,

Transcona-Springfield refused to provide transportation to urban EUBp students

who attended the Program at Regent Park School. Terry prychitko, a member of

the UPBC who served on UPBC committees and had lobbying experience with

the provincial government, became the first chairperson of the Regent park

Parents' Committee. He and the Committee were persistent in their negotiatíons

with the school board and consequently were successful in obtaining

transportation for the students in the EUBP. The ability of the Ukrainian

Canadian Regent Park Parents'Committee to change existing public school

transportation policies for the EUBP demonstrated a specific example of

ukrainian canadians successfully resisting Anglo-canadian hegemonic

principles, regulations and practices in the public school system in order to obtain

rights and privileges for bilingual education and the EUBp.

As a result of the Regent Park EUBP Parents' Committee's experience,

the UBPC encouraged parents in other Manitoba school divisions to organize

their own Parents' committees in order to address the needs, issues and

concerns of the EUBP in their own school divisions. ln addition, since the future

needs of the EUBP was dependent on continuous representation from all school

divisions in a unified lobbying effort with the provincial government, the UBpC

suggested that all Parents' Committees organize themselves centrally into one

representative EUBP parent organization. Therefore, the Parents' Committees,

with the assistance from the uBpc, began to meet centrally either at the

DeparTment of the Secretary of State or at the Ukrainian Cultural and Educational
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Centre.

By June 1980, the individual EUBP Parents' Committees formed their own

centralized parent organization called MPUE. At its first meetíng held on June 3,

1980, MPUE established a Constitution, Board of Directors, and an Executive

committee. Terry Prychitko was elected the first MPUE president. Later that

year, in october 1980, MpuE was incorporated as a non-profit charitable

organization of parents who had children in the EUBP. The purpose of MpUE

was to enhance Ukrainían language and culture through the promotion of

Ukrainian education in the Province of Manitoba. In addition to developing

effective relations with the provincial and federal governments concerning

specific issues of the EUBP and heritage language programs, MpUE's activÍties

included coordinating and assisting Parents' Committees, maintaining contact

with EUBP teachers, conducting multi-media promotion, recruitment, fundraising

and general organization of the EUBp in Manitoba.

The UBPC dissolved following MPUE's incorporation since it perceived

that MPUE was capable of managing the future needs of the EUBP. However,

members of the UBPC and UPBC remained active influential participants on the

Boards of Directors of MPUE, Dzvin and Osvita Foundation. Although the UBpC

and UPBC transferred the responsibility of the EUBp to MpuE, these

organizations not only assisted MPUE with centrally coordinating parents'

Committee activities, but also, through professional contacts and experience,

continued to advise and facilitate MPUE community relations and negotiations

with the provincial and federal governments for the purpose of securing future
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requirements for the EUBP. Therefore, it is important to note that future

reference to MPUE, in this study, includes the active and important membership

of the UBPC and the UPBC on the MPUE Executive and Board of Directors.

ln the second pilot year of the EUBP, students from the original six

classes progressed to the Grade 2level, another school was added in

Transcona-Springfield, and the EUBP was introduced in the River East and

Dauphin-Ochre School Divisions. In addition, after persistent lobbying efforts by

UPBC, UBPC and MPUE, the Ukrainian Language Consultant's position was

made permanent at the Department of Education. This enabled the

establishment of the EUBCC that included EUBP teachers from various school

divisions who developed curricula and supplementary resource materials for the

Program. MPUE also received a federal grant from the Department of the

Secretary of State to hire an Educational Resources Development Coordinator to

assist the Department of Education in developing twenty-one supplementary

readers for the EUBP. These achievements were significant not only for the

EUBP but also for all Ukrainian Canadians and ethnocultural groups in Manitoba.

By making the ukrainian Language consultant's position permanent, the

Depaftment of Education, with the influence of Ukrainian Canadians and

multicultural policies, changed existing hegemonic Anglo-Canadian educational

regulations from providing consultants only to curricular areas taught in the

English language to including consultants in heritage language curricular areas,

such as, French lmmersion, Ukrainian, Native, ESL, and MultÍcultural Education.

ln the fall of 1980, MPUE became actively involved in local school board
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elections to secure municipal and school division support for the EUBp. MpuE

promoted a number of Ukraínian Canadian candidates for school trustees in

various school divisions in the hope that, once elected, they would use their

knowledge, political influence, and lobbying efforts to gain municipal

governmental support for the Program. MPUE was successful in electing school

trustees in River East, Transcona-springfield, and seven oaks. Many of the

elected school trustees were members of uPBc including Michael sawka, upBc

President in 1981 , who was elected as school rrustee in seven oaks.

Although MPUE became involved in local school board elections, its first

priority was to achieve financial operational support for the organization and

Program. The lobbying efforts and negotiations with the federal government to

receive a federal grant for this purpose began in June 1g80, and was achieved

by January 1981 . During this time MPUE met with the Regional Director of the

Federal Government Multiculturalism Directorate, Department of the Secretary of

State, to discuss financial operational support for an MPUE animation project in

the form of a three and one-half year grant of $99,200. The Minister of the State

for Multiculturalism approved the grant and on November 17, 1gg0, the first six

month section of the grant was awarded on a pilot basis. The balance of the

grant was approved by January 23, 1981 with a potential extension of one year.

This was a significant achievement for the Ukrainian Canadian community

since MPUE was the first ethnocultural organization in Canada to receive an

operational grant from the federal government. The operational grant provided a

financial base for the operation, recruitment and hiring of an Executive Director
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for MPUE' The operational grant also enabled MPUE to instítute an animation

project for the purpose of implementing a community strategy specifically in the

area of language re-acquisition for chíldren between the ages of five and nine

years of age. The animator's first responsibility was to facilitate a wider

acceptance of all forms of Ukrainian language programs in the province that

would not only include the EUBP, but also the Core/Elective program and ,,Ridna

Shkola" Ukrainian schools. The first MPUE Executive Director was Andrew

serray. He was succeeded in 1gg1 by Myron spolsky, who, during his term,

became MPUE's Community Animator.

The establishment of a community Animator was important for ukrainian

Canadians since it demonstrated federal government support for the retention

and development of Ukrainian language education and cultural identity.

Moreover, receipt of an operational grant for the development of a second

language program served as encouragement for other ethnocultural groups to

apply and obtain funding for their community language programs and projects.

MPUE was successful in receiving the operational grant due to the federal

policy of multiculturalism and multicultural education and to the political influence

of UBPC and UPBC members with the federal government. Many other

Ukrainian Canadians, who held important government positions also assisted the

UPBC and MPUE in lobbying the government for fínancial assistance with

bilingual and second language education and for the EUBp. For example,

MPUE also secured grants of $g,7OO from the Department of Education and

Department of Cultural Affairs, and $5,000 from CIUS to assist in the operational
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Regional Director, Department of the secretary of state, in Manitoba, assisted

MPUE in deveroping supportive networks with Arberta,s EUBP and other

ethnocultural second language organizations, such as, the Societé Franco-

Manitoba, CpF, EHBP and the EGBP.

Furthermore, during that time, Biil Batan, was invorved in a 1gg1

commissioned study with wasyl stus, that determined the achievement of

language fluency in ukrainian as an important priority and goal of ukrainian

canadian education. As a result, the secretary of state Department was more

inclined to fund and invest in a second ranguage program that wourd create

fluency, such as, the EUBP rather than the core/Elective or,,Ridna shkola,,

Ukrainian school programs. This commitment from the federal government to
fund the EUBP was important since it not only demonstrated federal support for

multicultural, bilingual and second language education, but also specifically

supported and assisted the Ukrainian Canadian community in retaining their

language and curturar identity through a biringuar program,

In addition to achieving financial goals for the EUBP, MPUE also became

active in supporting multiculturalism, multicultural education, and ethnocultural

rights' Many uPBc members, who were actíve with the uCC in establishing the

federal policy of multiculturalism, serued on the MpuE Board of Directors and,

therefore, had an influence not only in estabfishing multicultural educational

organizations and bilingual programs in other ethnocultural communities, but also

in defending ethnocurturar rights and heritage ranguage education ín the
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canadian constitution. For example, in the early 19g0s MpuE began

encouraging other ethnocultural groups to establish bilingual programs. ln 1g81 ,

MPUE assisted the German ethnocultural community to establish the EGBP and

MPGE. This was followed in 1982, with assistance to the Jewish ethnocultural

community to establish the EHBP and MPHE. Moreover, MPUE encouraged and

agreed to provide consultation services to the Provinces of Saskatchewan and

Ontario to establish Ukrainian and ltalian bilingual programs.

Thus MPUE was not insular in íts work wíth the EUBP and the Ukrainian

Canadian community. lt supported heritage language education in Canada by

assisting ethnocultural communities to defend their ethnocultural rights and to

develop bilingual and second language programs, As a result, MPUE became a

leader in both the Ukrainian Canadian and ethnocultural communities in

Manitoba and Canada. For example, MPUE worked cooperatively with CPF in

supporting the French language referendum during "Manitoba 29". MpUE also

continued to lobby the federal and provincial governments for heritage language

education during the discussions of repatriating the Canadian Constitution. In

addition, MPUE examined extensive research on education and human rights

and utilized both Canadian and non-Canadian reports on multilingual education

and the protection of minority rights in the preparation of two briefs that it

presented in December 1980, to the Special Joint Committee of the House of

Commons and the Senate on the Constitution of Canada, and to the Standing

Committee of the Legislative Assembly of Manitoba on Statutory Orders and

Regulations.
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MpUE,s brief to the Canadian Constitutional Review Committee not only

supported the entrenchment of fundamental rights and freedoms in the Canadian

Chader of Rights and Freedoms, but also recommended that four points in the

constitution (specifically sections 1 , 15 and 23) be amended to clarify the federal

government's position on human rights in canada, thereby urging the extension

of enumerated linguistic rights to include rights on non-English and non-French

ethnocultural groups in education. Unfortunately, MPUE was only invited to

appear before the provincial committee. Nevertheless, as a result of MPUE's

brief, that was similar to UCC's brief to the Constitutional Review Committee' the

federal government changed and clarified section 1. Although the federal

government did not accept the brief's position regarding educational linguistic

rights of minorities, it did introduce section 26 that protects the rights of non-

English and non-French minorities and can be interpreted as a clause in the

Canadian Constitution that ensures that linguistic rights of minorities are not

abrogated.

MpUE's involvement in ethnocultural rights and heritage language

education at the provincial and federal government levels was significant in

supporting not only multiculturalism as the new definition of canadian identity

and citizenship, but also multicultural and heritage language education' More

specifically, this involvement assisted the ukrainian canadian community in

maintaining ukrainian language education in programs such as the EUBP that in

turn assisted in the retent¡on of Ukrainian Canadian cultural identity. Through its

briefs MPUE attempted to resist the existing hegemonic Anglo-canadian statutes
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and regulations in the Constitution in order to establish the Canadian Charter of

Rights and Freedoms that would support ethnocultural rights including

educational linguistic rights for all Canadian citizens.

ln January 1981 , MPUE hired Walter Kulyk, Public Relations Chairperson

of UPBC, to be the Director of Promotions for the EUBP. Once again this verified

UPBC's ongoing commitment with MPUE and the EUBP. In July 19g1, MpuE

demonstrated its support for the inclusion of EUBP teachers in decisions

regarding the EUBP by inviting teachers from each school division to nominate

one person to serve an ex officio member of MPUE's Board of Directors and one

person to serve as the formal teacher's liaison to MPUE's Executive. ln 1982,

MPUE held a small reception to thank teachers for their commitment to the

EUBP and to discuss the future needs of the program.

ln 1981-82, enrolment in the EUBP increased to 540 students, in six

school divisions and in one Ukrainian Catholic school. lmmaculate Heart of Mary

Ukrainian Catholic School joined the EUBP in the third year of the Program.

Although MPUE was unsuccessful in its efforts to organize an EUBP in St.

Boniface, it assisted parents in providing transportation to school divisions that

offered the Program. Thus, even though some school divisions did not want to

introduce the EUBP or provide transportation, MPUE and parents of students

enrolled in the Program resisted these decisions and provided their own

transportation so that students could have the opportunÍty to attend an EUBP in

order to learn and retain their Ukrainian language and cultural identity.

ln 1980-81 and 1981-82, the Department of Education administered
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evaluations of the EUBP for the purpose of deciding whether or not to extend the

EUBP to Grade 6. The results of the evaluations demonstrated that EUBp

students in Grades 1-3 did equally well, or surpassed, their unilingual peers on

tests in English language arÏs and in each subject area within the overall primary

school program. Therefore, on March 25, 1gg2, The Hon. Maureen Hemphill,

Minister of Education, approved the extension of the EUBP on a pilot basis to

Grade 6. Although the Department of Education suspended funding for the pilot

classes, it approved funding for the development of instructional materials for the

EUBP, teacher training, consultative and supervisory services, and further

evaluations.

The success of the EUBP's evaluations demonstrated not only the

Program's strong pedagogical base, but also existing common underlying

cognitive or academic proficiency across languages that allow conceptual,

literary and linguistic skills to be transformed from a heritage language such as

Ukrainian to the dominant English language. Moreover, the evaluations proved

that the English language in the hegemonic Anglo-Canadian school system does

not preclude superiority as the main language for academic achievement and

that educational success prevails regardless of the language of instruction, thus

enhancing and enriching the student rather than impeding the learning process.

Therefore, the evaluations justified the benefits of the EUBP and its existence as

a worthwhile and valid educational program.

on December 4, 1gB1 , MpuE incorporated Dzvin publishers, and on

January 28,1982, incorporated the Osvita Foundation, Dzvin publishers was
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created as the publishing arm of MPUE. Many educational resources from

Ukraine were not suitable for the EUBP due to propagandised content and

advanced language. Therefore, Dzvin Publishers was established to produce

and publish appropriate educational materials for Ukrainian language education

in the EUBP. The Osvita Foundation was instituted as a fundraising arm of

MPUE in order to create a permanent capital base for MPUE and the EUBp.

The objective of the Foundation is to ensure that each child has the opportunity

to acquire a knowledge of the Ukrainian language and culture through the

development of the EUBP in Manitoba specifically, and other heritage language

programs in general. Although Dzvin Publishers relied on some government

grants and agencies, the Osvita Foundation, through fundraising efforts, targeted

a financial goal of $500,000 that was achieved and thus eliminated the need for

financial support from the provincial and federal governments for the EUBp.

Therefore, the establishment of both Dzvin Publishers and Osvita Foundation

demonstrated MPUE's determination to become self-sufficient in not oniy

providing resources, moral and financial support to the EUBP, but also ensuring

the maintenance of Ukrainian language education and Ukrainian Canadian

cultural identity. Through these two organizatíons MPUE was able to become

independent and as a result resist the hegemonic Anglo-Canadian status quo

and ensure the perpetuation of Ukrainian language education in Manitoba

through the EUBP.

The primary fundraiser for Osvita Foundation was, and continues to be,

the annual $100 plate testimonial dinner. The purpose of the testimonial dínner
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is not only to achieve financial support for the EUBP but also to provide the

oppoftunity to honour prominent Ukrainian Canadian citizens, who signifícanily

contributed to both the Ukrainian Canadian community and Canadian society

(see Appendix R). The first testimonial dinner was held on June 2, 1g82, and

honoured Dr. Louis C. Melosky who, as previously mentioned, was not only the

UPBC President in 1975 and a member of the EUBP Steering Committee in

1978, but also the Chairperson on the Board of Governors at the University of

Manitoba.

The UPBC supported MPUE in the incorporation and fundraising activities

of the Osvita Foundation. Many UPBC members became members of Osvita

Foundation's Board of Trustees. The membership on the Board of Trustees

reflected not only leaders in the Ukrainian Canadian community from UCC and

UPBC, but also leaders in the Province of Manitoba. MPUE acquired prominent

federal and provincial politicians, as well as, leaders in the Ukrainian Canadian

community to serve as Osvita Foundation Honourary Patrons and members of

the Board of Trustees in order to secure provincial, federal and Ukrainian

Canadian community support for the EUBP.

The osvita Foundation became a very high profire and influential

organization for the Ukrainian Canadian community in Manitoba. MpuE

established Osvita Foundation for the purpose of creating a permanent capital

base for the EUBP, and for supporting and promoting maintenance of Ukrainian

language education in the province. ln addition, by recognizing not only

important Ukrainian Canadian citizens who contributed to both the Ukrainian
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Canadian and general Canadian community, but also important Ukrainian

canadian historical celebrations, such as, the Millennium of ukrainian

Christianity (1988) and the arrival of the first Ukrainian immigrants to Canada

(1991-92), MPUE, through Osvita Foundation, reinforced and assisted the

Ukrainian Canadían community in its pursuit of retaining Ukrainian Canadian

cultural identity in Canada.

Manitoba's Enqlish-Ukrainian Bilinoual Proqram
Grades K-3 and Grades 4-6 Pilot (1982-85)

During the Grades 4-6 Program pilot years, MPUE continued lobbying with

various school boards in Manitoba to establish the EUBP in theír school

divisions. ln 1982 and i984, MPUE launched extensive fundraising and media

promotional campaigns for the EUBP. MPUE's efforts were worthwhile not only

in attracting numerous parents to the Program but also in obtaining a sufficient

number of students to begin the EUBP in various school divisions. However,

despite MPUE's persistence, stagnated negotiations and other school divisional

priorities often prevented the EUBP from either continuing or becoming

organized in some school divisions. For example, the EUBP was cancelled in

1983 at the lmmaculate Heart of Mary Ukrainian Catholic School due to the

school's philosophy and priority to focus more on Catholic than on bilingual

education. However, MPUE was not deterred by this setback and was

successful in negotiating the introduction of the EUBP in other divisions. As a

result, the EUBP continued to develop in Manitoba with 650 students enrolled in

the fourth year of the Program.
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In 1982, MPUE continued lobbying for the Program in St. Boniface and by

1983, the EUBP was offered in the Boundary, Lord Selkirk, and Intermountain

School Divisions. However, Intermountain cancelled the Program in 1g84. ln

1983, MPUE also began discussions to introduce the Program in the Portage la

Prairie, Pelly Trail, and Fort Garry School Divisions. Moreover, untíl the Program

was established in Fort Garry, MPUE arranged for parents in the Division to pay

non-resident transfer fees for their chíldren to attend an EUBP in another school

division. MPUE also lobbied the provincial government for all parents to receive

a transportation reimbursement for the EUBp.

Throughout 1982-85, MPUE maintained a professionat and influential

relationship with both the federal and provincial governments for the purpose of

securing financÍal and moral supporl for the EUBP. For example, in 1992, MPUE

invited Roger Collett, Regional Director of the Department of the Secretary of

State, and The Hon. Eugene Kostyra, Minister of Cultural Affairs and Historical

Resources, to officiate at the opening ceremonies of its new offices. ln that same

year, MPUE received an additional provincial grant from the Manitoba

Employment Action Program to hire five term staff positions. Moreover, in 1g84,

MPUE's staff was further increased due to a Job Fund grant. ln June 1g8g,

MPUE also received a $10,000 grant from the Multicultural Directorate,

Department of the Secretary of State's Cultural Enrichment Program to organize

the first National Conference of the EUBP Association scheduled for September

17-19,1984. ln addition, in March 1984, MPUE receíved federal and províncial

funding in the amount of $1,000 per classroom to establish Ukrainian nursery
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schools "sadoks".

The Ukrainian nursery schools "sadoks", were created primarily for the

purpose of providing recruitment for the EUBP. "Sadoks" were established in

Seven Oaks, River East and Dauphin-Ochre. A Transcona-Springfield "sadok"

was planned for September 1984. Furthermore, MPUE became a member of the

Manitoba Child Care Association in order that the nursery schools "sadoks" staff

would be provided with the opportunity of sharing resources and participatíng in

professional development with affiliated nursery schools in Manitoba. The

establishment of nursery schools "sadoks" in school divisions that offered the

Program was significant not only in achieving recruitment and retaining Ukrainian

Canadian cultural identity through early instruction in the Ukrainian language, but

also in demonstrating and ensuring the stability and perpetuity of the EUBP in

Manitoba.

During this time, MPUE's influence with the federal and provincial

governments was beneficial as it resulted in the governments providing financial

assistance in the translation of multicultural and multicultural education

ideologies and policies into practice through a variety of programs and initiatives.

ln particular, MPUE, as an organized and established ethnocultural organization

not only advísed the government with respect to ethnocultural rights, issues and

concerns, but also provided leadership to Manitoba's ethnocultural groups to

create multicultural organizations for the purpose of supporting and developing

heritage language instruction in schools and in their communities. For example,

MPUE was instrumental and extremely active in establishing and administrating
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MABE in 1982, as well as, MAPAL and MIC in 1ggg.

MABË, MAPAL and MIC were all created as a result of MPUE's political

connections and influence with respect to federal and provincial policies on

multiculturalism and multicultural education. MABE was organized following

MPUE's assistance in creating bilingual programs and parent organizations that

represented the German and Jewish ethnocultural communities, MPUE, MPGE

and MPHE worked together through MABE to strengthen, promote and develop

bilingual education in the Manitoba school system. MAPAL was established as a

forum for all ethnocultural community operated schools and organizations

involved in heritage language instruction such as bilingual, core, private, nursery,

supplementary, day care, and play schools. In fact, due to its connection with the

DeparTment of the Secretary of State, MPUE initiated the first meeting at the

Department to organize MAPAL. MIC was instituted by government statute as a

community-elected advocacy body to advise the government and assume

responsibility for distribution of funds from lottery revenues to ethnocultural

community organizations. MIC members were appointed by the provincial

government and included representation from each region and from every

ethnocultural community service organization in the province. As an advisory

organization of ethnocultural groups to the provincial government, MIC not only

received support for ethnocultural community activities, but also assumed a

significant role in advocating and promoting the importance of heritage language

education programs in Manitoba. The influence of the Ukrainian Canadian

community, specifically MPUE and UPBC, was particularly evident in the
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administration of MAPAL and MlC, as MPUE's Executive Director, Myron

Spolsky, became the first President of MAPAL and MPUE's President Terry

Prychitko, became the first Chairman of MlC.

MAPAL's initial task was to support the demand of Franco-Manitobans to

restore their constitutional rights and propose an amendment to Article 23 of The

Manitoba Act that would include ethnic language rights in The Public Schools

Act. At that time The Public Schools Act was permissive and not standard

legislation stating that heritage language programs could only be instituted where

there were more than 23 students to form a class. MAPAL's position was that all

ethnocultural groups in Manitoba, including Franco-Manitobans, must be treated

equally so that every resident in the province has the right to preserve his/her

culture and receive an education in English, French, or any other language

provided there is sufficient numbers and availability of public funds, educational

facilities and transportation. Therefore, MAPAL proposed an amendment to

Article 23, stating that where numbers warrant, second language education is a

requirement and that school divisions must provide the requested language

programs to students. MPUE endorsed MAPAL's amendment and encouraged

ethnocultural communities to become politically involved by contacting the NDP

government to support the ínclusion of clause 23:10 into Section 23 of The

Manitoba Act. Furthermore, UPBC supported MAPAL's amendment by

submitting a brief to the government that was supported by the Tri-Club of

Ukrainian, German and Polish professional and business cfubs. UPBC's brief on

the French entrenchment question focused on an assurance that official
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bilingualism not infringe on the equal opportunity of cultural and linguistic rights of

ethnocultural groups in Manitoba.

Thus, MAPAL, MPUE and UPBC became politically involved to change

existing legislation in order to emphasize the point that if French and English

language rights were to be entrenched in The Manitoba Act then so should ethnic

language rights in terms of the right to heritage language education and the right

to preserve cultural identity. Unfortunately, the attempt to change The Manitoba

Act was unsuccessful and consequently the amendment was not passed.

Nevertheless, this attempt and other efforTs by organizations, such as, MAPAL,

MlC, MPUE, MABE and UPBC, demonstrated not only ethnocultural community

resistance to hegemonic Anglo-conformist views, norms and regulations in

education and Canadian citizenship, but also support of a new hegemonic

multiculturalism, ideology and approach to education, Canadian citizenship and

identity. Thus the cultural value of linguistic retention and heritage language

education in Manitoba's school systems became the primary work of these

organizations. In particular, the Ukrainian Canadian community and its

organizations were signíficantly lnfluential and responsible for the progressive

evolution and change that occurred in Canadian society regarding the

acceptance of multiculturalism, multicultural education and second language

instruction as the new definition of citizenship, identity, and educational practice

in schools and in Canadian society.

During the Grades 4-6 Program pilot years, the provincial government and

Manitoba Education continued to support the educational needs of the EUBP.
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For example, the EUBCC continued to work on curricular and teaching materials

for Grades K-7 and EUBP teachers were provided with professional development

opportunities and inservices. Moreover, MPUE continued to have an influence

with the Department of Education by lobbying for the development of materials

for the EUBP. ln February 1983, MPUE actively negotiated an agreement with

the Department of Education to develop materials and provide them to Dzvin

Publishers for printing and marketing. In March 1983, the Ukrainian Language

Consultant for the EUBP, Stephania Yurkiwsky, assumed total responsibility for

all Ukrainian language programs in the province from Kaarl Fast, Language

Consultant at the Department of Education, and, as a result, was able to re-

allocate funds and hire personnel on a contract basis to assist in developing

curricular materials for the EUBP. These developed currícular materials were

forwarded to Dzvin Publishers to publish for the three prairie provinces offering

the EUBP. ln addition, in 1982-83, Dzvin Publishers received a grant to begin

publishing the first twelve readers of the twenty-one language supplementary

readers for the EUBP that would also be appropriate for curricula in all three

prairie provinces. By November 1983, Dzvin Publishers completed publication of

the twenty-one supplementary readers.

ln addition to receiving grants and ensuring the development of curricula

and teaching materials for the EUBP, MPUE continued to influence the

maintenance of heritage language programs and cultural identity by assisting the

government in organizing educational seminars and conferences, such as the

first Heritage Language Seminar held in March 1983. The UPBC also continued
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to support MPUE, EUBP and other Ukrainian language programs by inviting the

Minister of Education to speak at monthly meetings. Moreover, in 1ggo, the

UcPBF elected winnipeg's UPBC member, Dr. Joseph Slogan, as president.

The result of the UCPBF's support and work in Ukrainian language education

programs in Canada, specifically with the EUBPs, strengthened the UPBC's and

MPUE's relationship, influence, and lobbying efforts with federal and provincial

politicians regarding the needs, issues and concerns of the EUBP in Manitoba.

Further to its work in advocating ethnocultural linguistic rights, assisting

ethnocultural communities with establishing provincial and educational

organizations, promoting heritage language programs, and organizing the EUBP

and parent organizations, MPUE actively supported other Ukrainian Canadian

educational organizations that in turn assisted MPUE with the EUBP. The

mutual work of these organizations resulted in the maintenance, promotion and

development of ukrainian Canadian cultural identity and language among

students in all Ukrainian educational programs in the province. For example, in

1983, MPUE entered into a cost and staff sharing arrangement with UCDC, a

new Ukrainian Canadian organization that was mandated by the UCC to serve

the three prairie provinces in areas of Ukrainian Canadian linguistic and cultural

development with specific emphasis on education in the public, private and

"Ridna Shkola" Ukrainian schools. The Executive Director of MPUE, Myron

Spolsky, also became the Executive Director of UCDC. ln addition, the MMLA

Ukrainian Chapter of MTS, another Ukrainian Canadian educational organization,

worked with the UCC to organize educational and cultural activities for both the
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EUBP and the Ukrainian Core/Elective Program. During that time, Taras Paley,

became the new President of MPUE.

In 1985, MPUE reduced its office space and staff due to cutbacks in

federal and provincial funding. Despite this setback, MPUE not only continued to

function and operate due to the financial assistance from the Osvita Foundation,

but also provided office space for MABE. Thus MPUE's foresight in establishing

the Osvita Foundation provided it with the ability to become independent in

financially and morally assisting the EUBP without primary assistance from the

government thereby ensuring the linguistic and cultural retention of future

generations of Ukrainian Canadians.

ln the spring of 1985, the Department of Education once again evaluated

the educational and linguistic progress of the first seventy-five students to reach

Grade 6 in the EUBP. As with the previous evaluations done in 1981-82, the

Grade 6 EUBP students achieved as well as, or better than, their unilingual

counterparts while becoming bilingual in an academic environment. The

evaluations also proved that EUBP students also readily accepted a trilingual

concept of education by becoming successful in the Basic-French Program

introduced at the Grade 4 level. Once again the positive evaluations not only

confirmed the validity of the EUBP as a viable educational Program that

demonstrated parallel andior even higher achievement of its students compared

to students in the unilingual educational program, but also provided evidence for

continuing the Program into junior high school. Consequently, the EUBP was

increasingly viewed by the Ukrainian Canadian community as a vehicle through
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which future generations of Ukrainian Canadian could resist assimilation and

Anglo-conformity by learning the Ukrainian language and, therefore, becoming

bilingual and/or trilingual in the public school system while retaining their

Ukrainian Canadian cultural identity.

In June 1985, Stephania Yurkiwsky retired as Ukrainian Language

Consultant at the Department of Education and was replaced by Lew Kurdydyk,

who was seconded for this position from Boundary. Mr. Kurdydyk retained the

EUBCC, who worked with the lnterprovincial Bilingual Curriculum Council, to

develop Grades 1-6 EUBP curricula that included Scope and Sequence Charts

and lmplementation Guides, The EUBCC also began developing EUBP

curricular materials for Ukrainían language arts, social studies, and home

economics that were to be piloted in the Grades 7 and I EUBP language arts

and social studies classes. The fact that the Department of Education retained

the Ukrainian Language Consultant position after the retirement of Mrs.

Yurkiwsky and during the EUBP pilot stage of development, not only

demonstrated the provincial government's continued commitment to

multiculturalism, multicultural education, heritage language programs and the

linguistic and cultural retention of ethnocultural groups, but also its specific

support for Ukrainian language education programs including the EUBP.

Manitoba's Enqlish-Ukrainian Bilinoual Proqram
Grades K-6 and Grades 7-9 (1985-88)

Throughout 1985-88, MPUE and the Ukrainian Canadian communíty

continued to resist the hegemonic Anglo-conformist norms and regulations in the
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public school system by ensuring the maintenance and development of the

EUBP in Manitoba, even though they experienced some difficulties regarding

enrolment, transportation and introduction of the Program into the junior high

school level. For example, regardless of MPUE's efforts and negotiations,

Agassiz cancelled the EUBP in 1985 due to lack of numbers, transportation costs

and the fact that the School Division would not extend the EUBP pilot into the

junior high level. Nevertheless, Agassiz did produce one Grade 6 graduating

class that year. In that same year, Winnipeg 1 no longer provided busing for

EUBP students after Grade 2. However, the Winnipeg 1 Parents'Committee,

with the support of MPUE, resisted this obstacle and purchased their own bus

not only to transport their children, but also to ensure the maintenance of the

Program in the Division.

The EUBP was particularly hindered at the junior high school level due to

a drop in percentages that reflected enrolment, content and the nature of the

Program at that level. Although EUBP students were given the opportunity to

participate in optional and special subjects such as Ukrainian language afts, they

were often, due to the hegemonic structure of the Anglo-Canadian high school

system, integrated into larger classes to ensure their participation in the general

school program thus not being able to fully benefit from the bilingual form of

education. ln addition, regardless of the government's support of the EUBP and

its development into junior high schools, the hegemonic structure of the school

system resulted in some school divisions either refusing to offer the EUBP or

offering it on a partlal or limited basis. Nevertheless, the school divisions that
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refused to offer 100 percent of EUBP from Grades 7-9 compromised to offer it on

a partial immersion basis thereby ensuring the continuance of the Program into

the senior high level. Thus, despite the discontinuity problem with the EUBP at

the junior high level, the EUBP continued from Grades 7-9 and was accepted in

four school divisions. Notwithstanding some of the Program's difficulties, on

July 17, 1987, the Ukrainian Canadian community in Manitoba achieved

success in the recognition of the EUBP as an approved and legitimate

educational program through Bill 70 that amended Sub-section 79(2) of The

Public Schools Act by striking out the words "for pilot courses" in clause (e). The

removal of the "pilot" status from the EUBP was significant for the Ukrainian

Canadian community as it demonstrated not only security and maintenance of

Ukrainian language education and cultural identity, but also support of

multiculturalism and resistance to Anglo-conformity and assimilation.

From 1985-88 MPUE continued to engage in promotional work for the

Program by organizing MPUE staff training courses, EUBP Parents' Committee

seminars, providing meeting space for EUBP teacher inservices, and printing

Grade 6 EUBP graduate certificates, MPUE also persisted ín encouraging high

profile and influential Ukrainian Canadians to serve as MPUE presidents. For

example, Lesia Szwaluk, UPBC member and President of UCC, became MPUE

President in 1986, and Betty Ann Watts became MPUE President in 1988.

During this time, MPUE not only continued to support cultural activities for the

EUBP and cross-cultural activities among all bilingual programs in the province,

but also encouraged various school divisions to organize cross-cultural activities
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among various heritage and second language programs and schools in their

divisions. For example, in 1986, MPUE organized the EUBP choir, entitled

"Bilingual Bells". The "Bilingual Bells" choir was created not only for the purpose

of a shared cultural experience for EUBP students from various schools and

school divisions, but also as a promotional and public relations vehicle for the

EUBP. On April 15, 1986, MPUE also organized the cross-cultural HUG program

that became an annual inter-cultural exchange program with students from the

Hebrew, Ukrainian, and German bilingual programs in Manitoba. The HUG

program was sponsored by MAPAL in cooperation with MABE and Manitoba

Education. Moreover, ManitOba's Premier, The Hon. Gary Filmon, was not only

present at the official opening of the HUG program, but also gave his support for

the bilingual and cultural exchange program. The Premier also expressed

support from the Canadian government for the HUG program by stating that the

government not only recognized the importance of heritage languages as carriers

of culture, but also emphasized the positive effect that heritage languages have

on the social and economic development of Canada. These cultural and

educational initiatives demonstrated not only a determination to retain Ukrainian

Canadian cultural identity and language, but also resistance to Anglo-Conformity

and assimilation through support of multicultural education and multiculturalism

as the new hegemonic definition of Canadian citizenship and identity.

During 1g8S-88, MPUE continued to receive financial assistance from the

federal and provincial governments by securing grants and support from

Manitoba Education to develop teaching materials for the EUBP. In response to
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concerns expressed by the EUBCC and the Ukrainian Language Consultant at

Manitoba Education regarding the lack of new publications at the upper

elementary level of the EUBP, the Management Committee of Dzvin Publishers

received a $5,000 grant from the Multiculturalism Sector, Department of the

Secretary of State to conduct a needs assessment survey of Ukrainian language

educational materials in order to establish a developmental plan and perform an

operational review of Dzvin Publishers. Dzvin Publishers hired Myron Spolsky,

past Executive Director of MPUE and principal of Culture lnter Alia, to be the

management consultant for the project. The project resulted in a developmental

plan and forty-four recommendations for Dzvin Publishers that would focus its

efforts on developmental and coordinated activities including working with

numerous agencies, publishers and individuals for the purpose of hiring writers,

illustrators and developers to ensure rapid development, publication and

distribution of materials for the EUBP. The EUBP materials would first be edited

by the Ukrainian Language Education Centre and then published and marketed

by CIUS. ln addition, Dzvin Publishers also continued with various other

educational projects, such as entering into discussions with various publishers to

acquire Ukrainian language rights to materials published in either English or

French languages in an attempt to publish books with either Ukrainian or

bilingual texts. Thus the work of MPUE in assisting Dzvin Publishers was

extremely important to the Program as it not only fulfilled the need for the

development of EUBP materials, but also ensured the perpetuation of Ukrainian

language education through published educational materials, textbooks and
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storybooks.

In addition to receíving a grant for Dzvin Publishers, MPUE received a

grant from the Provincial careerstart and Federal challenge '86 wage

Assistance Program to hire students for the purpose of recruitment and research

and to organize children's workshops at summer festivals and summer

immersion camps for students in the EUBP. MPUE also received an $8,000

grant from Manitoba Community Assets Program and an $1,300 grant from the

Department of the Secretary of State's Supplementary School and Cultural

Enrichment Program to establish Sadok veselka, a full time government

subsidized non-denominational day care. MPUE incorporated Sadok Veselka in

1986. The establishment of Sadok Veselka was just as significant as the nursery

schools "sadoks" in the school divisions. MPUE organized the day care not only

as a feeder system for the EUBP, but also as another institution that would

potentially develop Ukrainian language, cultural identity, and respect for

Ukrainian heritage and traditions at an early age. Moreover, the fact that Sadok

Veselka was designated as a non-denominational day care, demonstrated

MPUE's support of all Ukrainian Canadians and multiculturalism.

In 1986, the EUBP and MPUE came into an unexpected inheritance given

to the Osvita Foundation. The Osvita Foundation became the sole beneficiary of

Peter Chrypko's Estate that included two parcels of land that the Foundation sub-

divided for sale as residential lots. The Osvita Foundation developed a trust fund

with the proceeds from the sale of the lands and the income from the funds was

used to finance the Foundation's activities and to establish a scholarship, in
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Peter Chrypko's name, to financially assist Ukrainian Canadian students. The

development of the trust fund was important not only for establishing financial

independence for Osvita Foundation to assist MPUE and the EUBP, but also for

providing financial assistance to Ukrainian Canadian students to further their

education. Peter Chrypko, an Ukrainian Canadian who immigrated to Canada in

1957, named the Osvita Foundation as his sole beneficiary due to the fact that he

valued the idea of children learning the Ukrainian language in an EUBP. The

cultural value of retaining the Ukrainian language among future generations of

Ukrainian Canadians was so vital to Peter Chrypko, a Ukrainian ímmigrant who

was fluent in the language, that he decided to leave his inheritance as a financial

contribution to support, maintain and develop the Ukrainian language and cultural

identity in Canada. His individual example effectively demonstrated the

Ukrainian Canadian socio-cultural and socio-historical impact on education and

the EUBP.

Throughout 1 985-88, Ukrainian Canadian cultural, educational,

professional and business organizations continued to use both their political and

community influence to suppofi MPUE and the EUBP. In November 1985,

CUCS at St. Andrew's College received a federaljob creation grant to train

twenty Ukrainian Canadian bilingual teacher aides/paraprofessionals to work with

teachers in the EUBP. Dr. Natalia Aponiuk, Director of CUCS, became the

coordinator of the Job Re-Entry Program that was funded by the Department of

Employment and lmmigration and developed by Manitoba Education, the

University of Manitoba, Faculty of Education, CUCS, and MPUE. ln September
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1986, Carpathia Credit Union, Taras Shevchenko Foundation, Ukrainian

Fraternal Society of Canada, and Ukrainian National Home provided financial

assistance for students in the EUBP to attend a Grade 6 Spring/Summer

Ukrainian lmmersion Camp. ln 1986, MMLA Ukrainian Chapter and UCC also

organized shared cultural and educational events for students in the EUBP and

in other Ukrainian language programs in the public, private and "Ridna Shkola"

Ukrainian schools. These events included a Children's Poster Contest and

Display, and a Children's Festive of Arts. In addition to these organizations, the

UPBC continued to morally and financially suppoft MPUE, EUBP, nursery

schools "sadoks", Sadok Veselka, and other Ukrainian Canadian cultural and

educational causes and endeavours. During this time, UPBC's support was

generated through the UPBF, that was established in 1985-86 as the funding arm

of the UPBC.

Manitoba's Enolish-Ukrainian Bilinqual Proqram
Grades K-9 and Grades 10-12 (1988-93)

In 1988, the EUBP was successfully introduced into seníor high schools.

EUBP students were able to receive three high school credits for proficiency in

the Ukrainian language similar to what Ukrainian Canadian students had

received since 1974. The granting of high school credits for heritage languages

not only demonstrated Manitoba Education's commitment to multiculturalism and

multilingual education, but also its support with respect to the value and

maintenance of the Ukrainian language in Canadian society.

Although the EUBP was extended into senior high school, the continuation
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of the Program in 1989 beyond the Grade 6 level became an issue in Seven

Oaks and Winnipeg 1 due to the lack of enrolment at the junior high level. In

order to maintain and ensure the continuity of the EUBP and to continue to

provide the opportunity for students who wanted to remain in the Program at the

junior high school level, MPUE worked to establish the EUBP at one centrally

located junior high school for both school divisions. Edmund Partridge High

School in Seven Oaks was suggested by MPUE as a possible site for an EUBP

at the junior high level for both divisions. Although the decision to move the

EUBP into one centrally located junior high school remained to be resolved,

Seven Oaks decided to continue offering the EUBP at the junior high level at

Jefferson Junior High School.

Despite the challenges of extending the EUBP into junior and senior high

school levels, the Program celebrated its success with a ten year anniversary in

1989-90. The suppoft and recognition of the EUBP's success by the municipal

government was evident by Winnipeg's Mayor, William Norrie, proclaiming May

26, 1989, "English Ukrainian Bilingual Education Day" in honour of the tenth

anniversary of the Program. MPUE was very active in organizing special events

and activities during the tenth anniversary of the EUBP. ln order to unite all the

students in Manitoba's EUBP and provide them with the opportunity to share in

the 1Oth anniversary celebration and to speak the Ukrainian language with one

another at cultural events, MPUE organized a Children's Festival, "Razom -

Together" on May 26, 1989, at Assiniboine Park, in Winnipeg. During the 1Oth

anniversary yeat, MPUE specifically recognized the UPBC by presenting the
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organization with a plaque honouring its dedicated efforts, important work, and

leadership role in establishing, developing and implementing Manitoba EUBp

from 1977-79. In addition, by the end of 1989, MPUE held a tea to honour those

who had worked to establish the EUBP, including UPBC, and to recognize the

original students in the Program. The achievement of the first Grade 1 class in

Oakbank was particularly noteworthy since during the 1Oth anniversary year they

became the only original Grade 1 class to maintain its enrolment to Grade 11 and

graduate as one class from Grade 12in 1991.

Throughout 1989-1991 MPUE endeavoured to provide the opportunity for

more Ukrainian Canadian children to learn the Ukrainian language by promoting

and attempting to introduce the EUBP in additional rural and urban school

divisions in Manitoba. In 1989, MPUE was successful in introducing an EUBP

class in Lord Selkirk even though the enrolment was less than twenty-three

students as recommended by The Public Schools Act. In 1991, MPUE held an

information meeting at Evergreen in Gimli to promote the introduction of the

EUBP in that school division. In that same year, MPUE maintained its

communication and influence with various urban and rural school divisions by

meeting with superintendents and school boards not only to introduce the MPUE

President, Russell ruryk, and MPUE Executive Director, Donna Levesque, but

also to discuss the quality, delivery, resources and recruitment strategies of the

EUBP.

During 1989-91 Manitoba Education and rraining was experiencing

cutbacks in provincial funding that had some effect on second language
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programs in the province. However, the EUBP continued to exist in Manitoba.

MPUE persisted in financially and morally supporting school divisions with the

delivery and development of the Program thus demonstrating its resistance to

any obstacles that would prevent the maintenance of the EUBP. For example, in

1989-91, MPUE not only provided a transportation subsidy for EUBP students

attending the newly built Ralph Brown School in Winnipeg 1, but also assisted

the school's Parents'Committee in re-establishing and enhancing the Program in

the new school. ln 1991, MPUE also provided extensive support to some school

divisions, such as, Ríver East, that had concerns with the EUBP and especially to

Transcona-Springfield's Parents'Committee who became successful in resisting

their School Division's attempts to cancelthe EUBP from Grades K-9.

Throughout 1990-92, MPUE embarked on extensive recruitment and

promotional campaigns for the Program due to provincial financial cutbacks that

caused concern in some school divisions regarding the continuance of the

EUBP. MPUE, in particular, provided financial assistance in the form of grants to

rural Manitoba school divisions for their recruitment efforts. In 1990, MPUE also

established a Speakers Bureau that promoted and educated the general public in

heritage language education and the EUBP. ln addition, duríng 1990-91, MPUE

published 30,000 brochures that were distributed during a postal walk and posted

professional quality banners in Winnipeg stating "Challenge Your Child: The

English-Ukrainian Bilingual Program". The following year, MPUE was engaged

in an aggressive campaign that included brochures, bus-benches, mall displays,

parade floats at special events in Wínnipeg, information booths at municipal and
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provinc¡al conferences and media appearances and presentations. These

campaigns were beneficial not only in assisting recruitment efforts for the

Program but also in informing the general public regarding the value of

multiculturalism and learning a second language in heritage and bilingual

programs, such as the EUBP.

ln addition to its recruitment and promotional efforts, MPUE continued to

support and assist parents, teachers and students in the EUBP. MPUE

supporTed parents by organizing annual Parents' Committee seminars to discuss

and develop solutions to issues and concerns regarding the EUBP; workshops

on public relations, computer and career opportunities; and Ukrainian language

classes. For example, in 1988, MPUE instituted the first pilot Ukrainían classes

enabling parents with children in the Program to learn the Ukrainian culture and

how to speak and read the Ukrainian language. During that time, due to MPUE's

influence with Manitoba Education, The Hon. Len Derkach, not only approved a

vocabulary list but also hired students to develop guides and workbooks for the

parent classes. As a result of the success of the Ukrainian classes, in 1990,

MPUE also established an eight week conversational class for parents. The

development of Ukrainian classes for parents was significant in that MPUE

recognized the value and importance of retaining the Ukrainian language and

culture by encouraging and developing functional communication skills between

parents and children in the EUBP.

MPUE also assisted EUBP teachers by providing them with a computer

literacy workshops in 1988-89, and space in its boardroom to meet with the
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MMLA ukrainian chapter in 1988-91. In addition, MPUE supported EUBP

teachers by attending and participating in MMLA workshops held during the

annual MTS SAG Conferences.

MPUE's support of the EUBP students included organizing and províding

financial aid for special projects and cultural events. In 1990-91 , MPUE provided

financial assistance to Grade I EUBP students to attend the "Vesna" Festival in

Saskatchewan, and to Grade 1 1 and Grade 12 EUBP students to par^ticipate in a

student exchange between the twin cities of Winnipeg, and Lviv, Ukraine. The

student exchange occurred between EUBP students at Springfield Collegiate in

Transcona-Springfield and Ukrainian students at Lviv School No. 53. Both of

these experiences were extremely beneficial for EUBP students in that they

provided the students with an opportunity to use their knowledge of the Ukrainian

language to communicate not only with EUBP students from other Canadian

provinces, but also wíth students from Ukraine. Consequently, EUBP students

were able to develop new relationships and share various aspects of Ukrainian

culture with other Ukrainian students and vice versa that resulted in a greater

awareness and reinforcement of their Ukrainian Canadian cultural identity.

These positive student experiences were not only satisfying and encouraging for

parents, teachers and MPUE, but also significant for the maintenance of the

EUBP since they demonstrated an achievement of the linguistÍc and cultural

retention goals of the Program.

ln addition, MPUE established the "MPUE/Petro Chrypko Memorial Fund"

in 1989-90, to award scholarships to EUBP students interested in pursuing post-
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secondary education. In order to recognize the achievement of EUBP students

and the twelve year success of the Program, MPUE formed a Scholarship

Committee in June 1991, to award the "MPUE/Petro Chryko Memorial Award" in

the amount of $500 to two Grade 12 students. The criteria of the award

stipulated that students must have either completed six years in the EUBP or

graduated from Grade 12in the EUBP and be enrolled in at least one CUCS

program at the University of Manitoba, thereby encouraging EUBP students to

enroll in post-secondary Ukrainian education programs. The first two awards

were given to two Transcona-Springfield Grade 12 graduates of the EUBP.

These awards were particularly significant since they were presented during the

centenary year of the first Ukrainian immigrants to Canada (1991-92). Moreover,

in order to further promote and develop Ukrainian Canadian cultural identity

among EUBP students, MPUE organized special events and projects to

commemorate the 100 year anniversary of the first Ukrainian Canadian

immigrants thus honouring the past and celebrating the future of the Ukrainian

Canadian community in Canada.

Throughout 1988-93, MPUE continued to assist the EUBCC to develop

curricula and resources for the EUBP. The EUBCC completed the Grades 1-6

language arts, social studies, health and physical education curricula, Grades 7-9

curricula and interim curricula for Grades 10-12. The EUBP's inter-provincial

cultural and educational activities, particularly in the area of program

development, also continued among the three prairie provinces. During that

time, Dzvin Publishers accomplished several projects that were funded by a
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substantial start-up grant from MPUE, such as, the publication of read-along

tapes for the twenty-one supplementary readers, in 1gg1-g2.

ln addition to providing financial assistance for the development of EUBP

teaching materials and resources, MPUE continued to support the important

feeder systems for the EUBP, such as, the Ukrainian nursery schools "sadoks" in

the various school divisions and Sadok Veselka. Although EUBP enrolment was

not completely dependent on the nursery schools "Sadoks" and Sadok Veselka,

it was important to effectively maintain these institutions not only for the purpose

of potential recruitment for the Program, but also as an alternative service to

parents who chose to maintain the cultural identity of their children by educating

them at an early age in the Ukrainian language and culture. Therefore, MPUE

continued to actively provide funds to nursery schools for supplies, resources

and recruitment and in 1991-92 provided extensive administrative training to

Sadok Veselka staff in order for them to become more independent in the

management and accounting systems of the day care.

Notwithstanding the success of Ukrainian language education programs in

Manitoba including the EUBP, in June 1991 , Manitoba Educatíon and Training

eliminated the position of Ukrainian Language Consultant due to financial

constraints that resulted from budget cuts within the provincial government. This

was a profound upset not only for Ukrainian language programs, but also for the

Ukrainian Canadian community, especially UPBC, UCC and MPUE, who had

worked so hard and for so many years not only to have Ukrainian language

education legitimately recognized, established and taught in Manitoba's school
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systems, but also administered by its own Ukrainian Language Consultant at

Manitoba Education and Training. MPUE accused the provincial government

and Manitoba Education and Training of abandoning its commitment to

multiculturalism, multicultural education, and ethnocultural rights as per the

Canadian Constitution in terms of supporting the preservation, development and

educational ownership of second language education, particularly with respect to

Ukrainian language programs including the EUBP that was established as a

mature, legitimate educational program in the province. MPUE resisted this

decision by sending not only a letter of protest to The Hon. Len Derkach, Minister

of Education, but also copies of the letter to the Deputy and Assistant Minister of

Education and Training, the Minister of Culture, Heritage and Citizenship,

MAPAL, MPGE, and MPUE. Despite MPUE's efforts, the Ukrainian Language

Consultant's position was not reinstated. Instead, its portfolio was placed under

the jurisdiction of Eliana Handford, Coordinator for Heritage Languages (General)

and Special Language Credits. However, on April 1 , 1993, her position was

eliminated due to voluntary separation. As a result, all heritage language

programs, with the exception of German language programs that were

administered by a German consultant paid for by the German government, came

under the jurisdiction of Antonio J. Tavares, Multicultural Consultant for Manitoba

Education and Training.

Although Manitoba Education and Training continued to support second

language instruction, the assistance given to Ukrainian language programs was

often limited due to the broad portfolio of multicultural education. Nevertheless,
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despite this setback, and due to its firm foundation and oven¡irhelming support

from parents, teachers, school divisions, the Ukrainian Canadían community and

MPUE, the EUBP continued to exist. MPUE resisted the limitations placed by

Manitoba Education and Training on the development of the EUBP and its

curricula and resources by continuing to financially support the Program including

the teachers and Dzvin Publishers in providing and developing teaching

materials for the EUBP.

In addition, MPUE continued to work with Manitoba Education and

Training and school divisions in order to maintain its influence in the support and

importance of heritage language education and Ukrainian language programs by

focusing on the benefit of these programs in the fields of adult education,

employment and economics. For example, in 1991 , MPUE acted as Job

Placement Host for both Manitoba Education and Training and the Transcona-

Springfield Adult Re-Entry programs. On October 10, 1991 , MPUE met with the

Minister, Deputy Minister, and Assistant Deputy Minister of Education to propose

and receive a commitment from Manitoba Education and Training to form a

resource committee to develop strategies to ensure that Manitoba's future work

force acquired both technical and linguistic skills in preparation for the province

becoming a viable economic centre for international, technical, and academic

endeavours.

On October 28,1991, MPUE also met with the Minister of Culture,

Heritage and Citizenship to recognize the economic value of language education

and cultural awareness in order to prepare the province's work force to effectively
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communicate and work with Manitoba's and Canada's trading partners. MPUE

noted that this initiative would require an increase in Manitoba's population base,

who had both technical and linguistic skills, such as the Ukrainian Canadian

segment of the population, who had both technical and pafticularly línguistic skills

acquired either as their first language or in Ukrainian language programs such as

the EUBP. MPUE suggested that Ukrainian Canadians with education in

technology and knowledge of the Ukrainian language would be an asset to the

province especially since Manitoba and Canada had been developing

professional and business relations with Ukraine since its independence in 1991 .

By pursuing these proposals with the provincial government, MPUE would

effectively achieve common goals met by the Ukrainian Canadian community

and the Province of Manitoba in that the EUBP would be maintained for the

purpose of linguistic and cultural retention in the hope of producing a potential

work force able to contribute and respond quickly and efficiently to an ever

changing global economy at all government levels. As a result of MPUE's

foresíght and prudence in this matter, Manitoba Education and Training

continued to view the EUBP as a viable language program that would provide the

necessary technical and linguistic skills for participation in the future global

economy.

ln addition to its influence in the area of education, MPUE continued to be

successful in receiving financial support from the federal and provincial

governments for the operation, recruitment , research and special projects of the

EUBP. ln 1990, MPUE received financial assistance from the Secretary of State
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Department for a Resource Research Project that would identify resources

available to EUBP teachers and students, develop a resource bank for EUBP

teachers to use and share curricular resource materials at all grade levels, and

make recommendations to the government, publishers and private funders

regarding the quality, quantity and distribution of resource materials for the

EUBP. In 1991, MPUE received a grant from MGAC, Career Start and Osvita

Foundation to hire students for summer employment to work on research and

recruitment for the EUBP. In 1991-92, MPUE also received operational support

and funding for EUBP special projects from MGAC, the Department of the

Secretary of State and the Department of Culture, Heritage and Citizenship.

On June 7, 1991, MPUE particularly demonstrated its positive influence

with the Manitoba government and school divisions in promoting and supporting

the EUBP by inviting the Minister of Culture, Heritage and Citizenship, the

Minister, Deputy Minister and Assistant Deputy Minister of Manitoba Education

and Training, the Heritage Language Consultant, and school board members,

superintendents, administrators, teachers and secretaries, to an awareness

luncheon of all the stakeholders involved in the EUBP in order to discuss the

progress, SucceSS, issues, concerns, and future needs of the EUBP. Although

MPUE continued to receive some operational and special project funding from

MGAC and MlC, in 1990-91 the organization became primarily self-sufficient

receiving most of its financial support from the Osvita Foundation. Nevertheless,

in 1992-93 MPUE developed and implemented a Proactive Action Plan to

address future financial and recruitment needs for the EUBP.
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In addition, MPUE continued to participate in multicultural organizations

and suppor-t ethnocultural groups in its efforïs for ethnocultural rights and the

preservation and development of bilingual and heritage language programs in

Manitoba. For example, MPUE maintained its representation on the Board of

Directors of MABE and MAPAL. ln 1989 MPUE also shared office space with

MAPAL, MABE and MPHE and in 1990, MPUE worked with MAPAL to create

Heritage Language Nursery Schools in Manitoba.

By 1992-93, there were 1,130 students enrolled in the EUBP. A full

complement of EUBP students had graduated from Grade 12 and were enrolled

in post-secondary education. The dedicated and persistent efforts of MPUE,

UCC, and especially UPBC, were realized as the first EUBP students graduated

from senior high school and entered Canadian society not only with a knowledge

of the English, French, and Ukrainian languages, but also with an awareness of

multiculturalism and an appreciation of their Ukrainian Canadian cultural identity.

It remains the hope of the Ukrainian Canadian community that the EUBP will

continue to exist for the purpose of ensuring linguistic and cultural retention and

the maintenance of cultural identity for future generations of Ukrainian

Canadians.
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CHAPTER 6

BENEFITS, CONCERNS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS OF
THE ENGLISH-UKRAINIAN BILINGUAL PROGRAM

The analysis of Manitoba's EUBP from 1976-93 demonstrates that the

Program is a successful endeavour that not only continues to develop ín school

divisions in the provÍnce but also exemplifies good and worthwhile education for

students. During 1979-93 the prodigious efforts by the UPBC, UCC, MPUE,

Manitoba Education and rraining, teachers, parents and school divisions

resulted in the successful establishment and development of the EUBP from

Grades K-12 in the Manitoba public school system. Moreover, Manitoba

Education and Training enrolment comparisons from 1979 to 1990 indicated a

steady growth since the Program's inception in 1979. ln 1993, the EUBP

exhibited signs of maturity as federal and provincial governments and school

divisions maintained their support, teachers gaíned experience, and the Program

continued to serve as a model for other bilingual and heritage language

programs. One example of the provincial government's support for the EUBP is

the Program's funding schedule of $250 for a full-time equivalent student.

Nevertheless, implementing the EUBP has not been an easy task for teachers,

administrators, school boards, and parents. Although the EUBP provides many

benefits for students, parents, and the Ukrainian Canadian community, there are

some concerns regarding Program delivery and general societal attitudes

towards heritage language learning, bilingual education and multiculturalism that

may have possible implications for the future direction of the Program.
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Therefore, this chapter will present the benefits, concerns, and future direction for

Manitoba's EUBP.

Benefits of the English-Ukrainian Bilingual Program

Research indicates that there are many benefits and advantages to

bilingual heritage language programs. Of all the "regula/' programs available

throughout the public school system, bilingual programs offer the greatest

opportunity for a child's personal growth and development.l

One advantage of the EUBP is that the content of the bilingual curriculum

parallels that of the unilingual program and is monitored by Manitoba Education

and Training and Youth. Students in the EUBP have opportunities and access to

extra-curricular activities similar to unilingual students. According to MABE and

MAPAL, "There is no fear that children will 'miss out'. In fact, children gain in

areas such as language, self-confidence and cross-cultural awareness."2 The

EUBP is also a form of non-segregated schooling and open to everyone

regardless of their ethnocultural background. The Program is generally offered in

dual track schools, thus creating an opportunity to share cultural events with non-

Program children. lt is significant to note that in Alberta's and Manitoba's EUBP,

approximately fifteen percent of the students are not of Ukrainian ethnic origin

and entrance into the Program is not restricted to those of Ukrainian cultural

background.s Another advantage of the EUBP is that the poínt of entry into the

Program is at the Kindergarten and/or Grade 1 levels, with no screening

involved. The Program is also adaptable to individual and special needs

students and there is no additional cost to parents. ln addition, transportation for
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the EUBP is provided by most school divisions.

The principal benefit of the EUBP is the acquisition and reinforcement of

another language in a natural setting. Yereniuk states that "the Bilingual

Program is the only program of those currently being used that is capable of

producing fluencv in Ukrainian. For this reason, it should be widely promoted."a

The EUBP not only provides students with benefits incurred from acquiring and

studying a second language, but also with benefits related to using the second

language.

According to MPUE, the benefits of second language learning may be

divided into those acquired through the actual process of studying the language

and those that result from knowing the language and using it.s The Hon.

Maureen Hemphill, Minister of Education, claims that "the bilingual programs are

especially important because they take the heritage language from being a

subject to be studied and they make it into a language that the student can work

and live in."6 For example, students are afforded not only accessibility of

literature in a second language, but also interaction and communication with

people either withín the Ukrainian Canadian or other ethnocultural communities.

Therefore, learning and using a second language is of benefit not only to the

índividual but also to the general Canadian community. Rand, Past President of

MAPAL states that:

Through analogy with European and Asian countries, it can be
demonstrated that multilingualism is a viable concept when there
are opportunities to use the various languages. In addition, public
instruction of heritage languages contributes to the positive self-
image of those who use the heritage language in the home.
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Whether or not the acquisition of heritage languages has economic
value for Canada can perhaps be approached by viewing such
languages as readily available resources that can be realized in our
students without qajor investment on the parts of school boards
and governments.'

MPUE also claims that the benefits of learning a second language fall into two

main categories: those related to personal growth and enrichment, and those

related to career possibilities.u Therefore, the ability to communicate in another

language enriches a student's personal, social, educational, and economic

opportunities. Bilash cites Bain, who claims that:

Acquiring two languages is not a luxury: it is an educational
requirement. lt is required by our children; because if they are to
develop into intellectually and emotionally mature adults, they need
to be educated in such a way that curiosity and opportunity to
explore alternatives are built into the main means through which
they come to know what life is all about. lt is required by our
society, because now more than any time in history do we need
people whose thoughts and feelings are not so bound-up in
stereotypes that they can't see fresh solutions to old problems. . . .

But the main reason for a bilingual education is not a political
necessity in the limited sense of that term. lt is simply good
education. The mind expanding benefits of a bilingual education
are its main justification. . . . A recurring finding of studies
conducted over the past decade is: that the child who receives a
bilingual education tends to have a greater flexibility in his
intellectual and emotional life than does his unilingual counterpart.e

ln addition, learning a second, third, or fourth language expands intellectual

capacity and disciplines the mind. Huband cites Penfield who, in an interview

with Maclean's Magazine, stated that:

It produces a better brain. There isn't any question but what the
young man [woman] who comes to college who has heard two
languages has a better brain that the average one who is
unilingual. He [she] wíll have a better future too. He [she] can
learn other languages better. lf you can just give the child a chance
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to start to make a frame for other languages, you have altered his
[her] whole mechanism within the brain.10

Another benefit for students in the EUBP is that they acquire a third

language readily. lt has become apparent that students in Manitoba's EUBP

easily accept a trilingual concept with the introduction of French in Grade 4.

Although concerns have been expressed over the ability of students to study

English, French and a third language simultaneously, research conducted by Jim

Cummins and others , allay these concerns.tt Derkatz cites Lupul who claims

that:

The outcome of good schooling is also the bicultural individual who
may be bilingual (English-Ukrainian) but is now increasingly
trilingual, with French added in English-Ukrainian classrooms, at
least in Alberta and Manitoba, in grade four or earlier. Thus,
bicultural individuals who are also trilingual is the goal of Ukrainian
schooling.17s 12

The EUBP enables students of Ukrainian descent to learn not only their

own and other languages, but also their Ukrainian Canadian culture and heritage.

Moreover, the Program provides the opportunity for non-Ukrainian students to

Iearn a second language while appreciating the ethnocultural heritage of others.

Derkatz cites Nadya Kostyshyn Bailey, who explains that:

An overriding principle within the Ukrainian community, as in a lot of
immigrant communities, is the importance of the heritage language.
I think that many groups and communities have a real fear that if
language is lost so is their culture, so is their being, so is their
identity. ln the Ukrainian community, the emphasis on language
has always been quite foremoa,.tse lé

Myron Spolsky emphasizes that, "Language is a fundamental aspect of culture; it

is the vehicle for the culture; it expresses the culture; it bonds community
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members to the culture."la Therefore, the EUBP offers parents and parents'

committees the opportunity to ensure the inclusion and enhancement of cultural

elements and activities in the Program thereby enabling maintenance of

Ukrainian Canadian cultural identity and closer relationships between parents

and children and home and school.

As a result, the EUBP not only offers students the opportunity to develop a

greater awareness and interest in their culture, but also enhances their feelings

of cultural identity and self-esteem. Mallea states that:

Such activities, moreover, are bolstered by the findings of research
and evaluation reports indicating that children enrolled in bilingual
and bicultural programmes benefit from an increased sense of
identity and self-wofth, continue to achieve up to par in other
subjects, and may well enjoy other cognitive advantages.'"

ln addition, Hemphill quotes the German philosopher, Goethe, who once said,

"He who does not know another language does not know his own."16 Hemphill

further states that:

Teaching and learning of heritage language affects the child's self-
image. lt helps them understand themselves better and makes
them feel better about themselves. A child's ability to learn is not
based on the brain alone, it is also based on their confidence and
their belief in themselves. lt is based on their self-image and
identity.lT

Moreover, learning a second language has a direct and positive impact

not only on a student's self-image and cultural identity, but also on his or her

overall academic achievement. Skills acquired in language learning are retained

and applied in new learning situations. MPUE states that "learning the precision

and semantics of a second language aid in the knowledge of one's mother
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tongue, in self-expression and in the exposure to new disciplines that are

applicable to any learning situation."18

Evaluations conducted by Manitoba Education and Traíning from 1980-

1981 and from 1984-85 have demonstrated that EUBP students achieve as well,

or better than, their unilingual counterparts while becoming effectively bilingual in

an academic environment. Derkalz confirms that:

This data conceivably attests to the program's strong pedagogical
base and to the notion that a common underlying
cognitive/academic proficiency exists across the languages
allowing conceptual, literacy, and linguistic skills to be transferred
from a heritage language like Ukrainian to the majority language,
Englis¡'t+e ts-

According to Cummins, the findings of the EUBP are consistent with those of

numerous research studies and evaluations conducted both in Canada and

elsewhere during the past ten years. Three general trends emerge clearly from

these studies. First, for both minority and majority language students, the use of

the minority language as a medium of instruction has no detrimental effects on

achievement in the majority language. Secondly, the use of an ancestral

language in the home is not a handicap to children's academic progress. Finally,

for both minority and majority students the development of academic skills in two

languages appears to confer cognitive advantages on the bilingual child.2o More

specifically, Cummins states that:

In Summary, the results of research conducted in Canada and
elsewhere show that minority children's L1 (first language or home
language) proficiency can be promoted in school at no cost to the
development of proficiency in L2 (language of the wider community
and its schools).
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Attempts to explain the success of bilingual programs in
promoting L2 academic skills for minority students who tend to
perform poorly in L2-only programs have emphasized two major
factors:

1. Learning L2 no longer threatens students' identity, because
the use of their L1 in the school gives them pride in their own
cultural background and reinforces their self-concept.

2. The use of L1 as a language of instruction builds on the
linguistic and intellectual skills which students bring to the school.
Thus, students are able to benefit fully from interaction with the
teacher, and when instruction in L2 is introduced, they can use the
concepts and knowledge developed in L1 to make the L2 input
comprehensible. In other words, concepts developed in L1 can be
easíly transferred to L2, given adequate exposure to L2 either in
school or in the wider environment. . . . There is also considerable
evidence that, in addition to helping minority students survive
educationally, promotion of L1 proficiency can significantly benefit
students' intellectual functioning..'

Cummins also asserts that:

Those who oppose the teaching of students' heritage languages in
the public elementary school frequently argue that the promotion of
heritage languages will impede the development of English
academic skills, This has also been a concern of parents of some
minority students. Common sense would suggest that reducing the
amount of English instructional time would result in lower
achievement in English. However, evaluations of bilingual
programs show clearly that there is no basis for this "common
sense" assumption.2

Danesi, supports Cummin's statement by affirming that:

The research shows that heritage language training in the
elementary school system tends to facilitate, rather than hinder the
learning of the majority language; to benefit the child's cognitive
development and academic performance, and to promote a
favourable outlook on one's ethnocultural background and the
cultural differences of others.23

As previously mentioned, the EUBP is of benefit to students in that it not

only improves their understanding and appreciation of two or more languages,

but also enables them to gain a broader knowledge of other people and cultures
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that contributes to acceptance and open-mindedness. Hemphill states that:

The people who fully understand and appreciate their language and
their society are likely to be people who have mastered another
language. ln learning a new language, the student also learns how
members of another culture think, how they feel, and how they
express themselves. The student is enriched by this, and learns to
look at the culture he [she] grew up with in a fresh way. He [she]
can understand his [her] heritage better because he tðhel ¡as
learned to understand someone else's.2a

Consequently, students educated in the EUBP develop a greater appreciatíon of

Canada's multicultural society. Edwards states that "one may see bilingual

education as a potential servant to the cause of cultural pluralísm and

multiculturalism."25 Manitoba Education and Training cites the following

departmental intention regarding the contribution of heritage language teaching

to multiculturalism and multicultural education as outlined in "The Administration

Handbook for Manitoba Schools", under the heading "Culture and Language":

Multicultural education is in the process of making education more
responsive to the cultural and linguistic diversity that characterizes
our society. lts place within a core curriculum acknowledges the
need to prepare all students to live in a multicultural society.
Integral to the school program in its entirety, therefore, are
objectives that seek to recognize and understand the many forms
that culture takes, to assist students to develop and retain a
personal identity through an awareness of their own cultural and
historical heritage, and to develop an understanding of and respect
for the culture and historical heritages of others. Iniegral also is the
provision of opportunities under the law and through the school
curriculum to provide instruction in both Englísh and French
languages, being the official languages recognized under the
British North America Act, and in heritage languages by offering
language options, in various forms, as part of the school progrãm.'6

Katz expresses the importance of heritage tanguage education in Canada's

multicultural society, as follows:
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The literature, languages and histories of a wide variety of cultures
can be offered as options in Canadian public schools to the benefit
of all concerned without in any way sacrificing anything of value
and gaining a great deal that is presently being lost.

The cultural climate created within public schools would help
stimulate and maintain the learning of languages, foster
appreciation of a wide variety of cultures, give the study of history
and literature a meaning and relevance presently lacking, and
cultivate a citizenry sensitive to the multicultural character of
Canada and the world. And for those who would suggest that such
a curriculum would contribute to divisiveness rather than unity the
following observation by Briggs is relevant: "The use of more than
one language of instruction in schools may be a necessity for the
preservation, or even the creation, of national unity."27

ïhus, many benefits can be acquired by the individual, community, and

the nation through the EUBP and/or heritage language education in general. For

the individual, bilingual heritage language education promotes an understanding

of historical roots, renews appreciation of cultural values, permits in-depth study

of traditional culture, opens up a wealth of literature, increases the quality and

quantity of leisure time, allows for travel in the ancestral land without an

interpreter, and develops one's personal identity. In the Ukrainian Canadian

community, the Ukrainian language can be used at home, schools, churches,

businesses and organizations. Therefore, the retention of the Ukrainian

language is directly related to the social, cultural, economic, religious and

organizational development of the community. As to the nation, the preservation

of language, heritage, and traditions of different ethnocultural communities,

benefits the country's economy by enabling Canadians to use languages to

communicate with trading partners and as a result, effectively participate in the

global economy. The preservation of ethnocultural languages also enriches and
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fosters Canadian multiculturalism and identity and, consequently, produces an

informed, enriched, and accepting canadian citizenry, that promotes local,

regional and national spirit and unity.28

Concerns of the English-Ukrainian Bilingual program

Although the advantages surpass the disadvantages of the EUBP, there

are some issues and areas of concern regarding the program. While the

historical review and analysis has identified some past difficulties and presented

solutions to problems, many contentious issues remain and may jeopardize the

future of Manitoba's EUBP. However, the struggle for legitimacy of the Program

by parents and educators with the federal, provincial, and local governments has

been successful, notwithstanding that, at times, there has been opposition from

certain school boards and/or community sectors. Therefore, the EUBP and other

heritage language programs are often only as secure as the support they receive

from elected governments and school boards.

The first area of concern for the future of the EUBP is enrolment and

recruitment. The difficulty in obtaining a sufficient number of students at the

same grade level to justífy having the Program in a particular school division is

an ongoing issue, especially in rural areas. Derkatz explains that:

'While the legislation is in place, it is difficult to implement programs
because of the reality of these conditions."t"' Further, because the
bilingual programs are only enabled by current legislation and their
existence is not a right, it is ultimately a political decision at the
local level.'"

Terry Prychitko emphasizes that:
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All of the power in language programming is at the School Board
level. We as parents can come in and say we have 50 children to
start a classroom tomorrow. lt doesn't matter if the board won't
approve--numbers don't mean a-thing--that's why its so important to
have boards that are supportive.o"

An issue related to enrolment is that some parents prefer to register their

children in French lmmersion programs rather than the EUBP. Cummins states

that:

Another issue raised was the competition between French and
Ukrainian bilingual programmes, with some parents judging French
to be more useful or thinking that children who get Ukrainian in the
home do not need Ukrainian programmes to maintain the
language.3l

Although the EUBP includes forty minutes of French daily beginning at the Grade

4 level and research indicates that students in the Program tend to surpass

unilingual students in acquiring greater fluency in the French language, some

parents assume that the social climate of Canadian society generally encourages

families to enrol their children in French lmmersion programs rather than the

EUBP.32 Nevertheless, a possible solution to this dilemma has been to not only

incorporate an effective Basic French component into the Program that begins at

the elementary level and is extended into middle and senior levels, but also to

convince parents of the future merits and benefits of trilingualism rather than

bilingualism,

A third issue that is closely related to the problem of recruitment, is

transportation, especially in the school divisions that do not offer the EUBP or

cover the complete cost of transportation, as in Winnipeg 1. Moreover, certain

school divisions are reluctant to offer the Program due to transportation costs, ln
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most cases, the EUBP is not offered in neighbourhood schools but is often

located in one or two schools in a particular division. Although parents desire to

have the Program offered ín a neighbourhood school, it is not feasible financially

nor desirable educationally to offer the Program in a large number of divisional

schools. Consequently, students need to be transported to the EUBP schools,

and, in some cases, to eat lunch at school, which is a common concern of

elementary parents. Nevertheless, effective administrative and school board

support complemented with active parental negotiation may alleviate these

concerns. Gibau, a school trustee with the Edmonton Catholic School System,

suggests the following solution to the concern of transportation and recruitment:

In my opinion, a sympathetic attitude on the part of the
administration in each school and in the school system and a
strong system-wide bilingual advisory committee are absolutely
crucial for the resolutions of problems of transportation and
recruitment of pupils for the program. The important point . . . . is
that constant effort must be devoted to securing adequate parental
understanding and support. A strong system-wide parental
advisory committee has been instrumental in helping to overcome
transportation deficits, secure an adequate enrolment to offer the
program and to make the program not only accepted but actively
supported by the administration of each school and of the school
system.33

A fourth area of concern for the EUBP is the availability of educational

resources for the Program, including resource support for teachers, scarcity of

learning materials in the Ukrainian language, curriculum construction, and

inservice education. This has been particularly problematic due to Manitoba

Education and Training's elimination of the Ukrainian Language Consultant in

1991, and the voluntary separation of the Heritage Language Consultant in 1993.
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As a result, there is currently insufficient support from Manitoba Education and

Training and Youth for its staff to act both as consultants and curriculum

development officers for the EUBp.34 Therefore, curriculum development,

translation of the parallel English curricula, preparation of supplementary

curricular units, publication of resource materials, and inter-provincial networking

has become the responsibility of teachers and MPUE. Moreover, although the

provincíal government provides funding to the EUBP that is equal to French

lmmersion programs, the actual amount does not always reflect what is spent by

school divisions to maintain the Program.3s

In addition to the above concerns, Derkatz cites the following EUBP

issues regarding inter-confessional vocabulary and general dialectical

differences, the role of universities and Faculties of Education, and clarification of

the purpose and focus of language learning:

There is a need to come to terms with interconfessional vocabulary
and general dialectical differences in an effort to be less
prescriptive in language acquisition education. More tolerance and
acceptance on the part of educators of the variable equivalent
forms of "correct" and "comprehensible" Ukrainian is recommended
by analysts in this area.t61. . . . the role of the Universities and the
Faculties of Education require revision to provide forums for raising
vital analytical questions about the psychology of second language
learninqìn the context of the history and attitudes of a particular
culture. . A related concern is that the purpose and focus of
language learning appear to require clarification. Discernment
regarding the degree of language learning that will be embarked
upon for purposes of communicative competence, symbolic
identification, or international utilitarian needs is likely to be a facet
of a goal reassessment process.165 36

The most significant issue facing the EUBP and other heritage language

programs is the ambiguous attitude by some Canadians towards the federal
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policy of multiculturalism and bilingualism. Canada supports a policy of

multiculturalism within a bilingual framework, and provincial governments, having

jurisdiction over education, express this policy in heritage and/or second

language programs. To maintain the multicultural context and to meet the needs

of the regional ethnocultural demographic base, second language education is

not limited, therefore, to French immersion programs. However, since The Public

Schools Act is permissive legislation, school divisions have occasionally

terminated an EUBP and either refused to extend it or to add new grades to it

despite sufficient enrolments. Moreover, since The Public Schools Act provides

discretionary power of school boards to provide instruction in an ethnic language

where there are more than twenty{hree pupils with one language background

and are therefore not specific in the matter of sufficient numbers, some school

divisions are open to smaller classes while others use the required minimum for

French lmmersion programs as the bench mark for the EUBP,37 Consequently in

light of the current socio-political climate of wariness in some sectors of

Canadian society over multicultural/multilingual education viability and validity,

much uncertainty prevails and Anglo-Conformity and assimilation continue to be

preferred as the dominant ideology and means towards a Canadian education

and identity.3s Derkatz cites Cummins, who states that:

although overt racism has been virtually eradicated from public
society, there is still a significant ethnocentric resÍdue among many
Anglo-Celtic Canadians, which finds expression whenever the
linguistic implications of multiculturalism are discussed. Although
multiculturalism in its inoffensive manifestations (ethnic food and
dance) is supported by most Canadians (Berry and Kalin, 1979),
the implicit expectations of the majority of Anglophones are violated
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by "ethnic demands" for heritage-language teaching. These implicit
expectations say that ethnic groups should either assimilate and
"disappear" socially and politically or withdraw and pursue their
linguistic and cultural goals "quietly" outside the mainstream.1673e

As a result, in some sectors, heritage language and/or bilingual programs remain

tolerated activities geared towards cultural preservation rather than enhancement

or educational enrichment.

According to Derkatz, progressive steps and solutions to the EUBP

concerns "will likely only proceed if the dominant discourse allows them to be

taken up in mainstream decision-making."a0 This viewpoint is also emphasized

by Rand, in a letter to the Winnipeg Free Press. Rand claims that:

The desire to preserve our language and cultures as a contributlon
to Canadian diversity is directly in line with Canadian multicultural
policy, which asserts that "although there are two official languages
(in Canada), there is no official culture, nor does any ethnic group
take precedence over any other." Further, the policy asserts that
the various cultural communities, "are essential elements in
Canada and deserve government assistance in order to contribute
to regional and national life in ways that derive from their heritages,
yet are distinctly Canadian.""'

Future Direction of the English-Ukrainian Bilingual Program

Analysis of the benefits and concerns of Manitoba's EUBP suggests its

future is contingent upon continued support from not only parents, teachers,

administrators and the Ukrainian Canadian community, but also from

governments. The future of the EUBP will also depend on the intrinsic value of

language learning, logistics of Program delivery, applícation of the Program

content to a global context, and the realities and development of the socio-

historical context of modern times.a2
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The initiative of parents and Parents' Committees has been instrumental

in the development of the EUBP. Although parents ín the EUBP compose a

diverse socio-economic group, their combined efforts in developing the EUBP

has been bound, in most cases, by a common Ukrainian Canadian heritage. For

many parents and grandparents of students in the Program, the EUBP lends

legitímacy to their cultural identity as Ukrainian Canadians who, over the years,

have suffered severe assimilation, discrimination, and hostility from the Anglo-

Celtic society. Criticism by Anglo-Canadians of Ukrainian Canadian immigrants,

pioneer farmers and unskilled labourers has persisted for many decades. As a

result, many parents discouraged their children from learning the Ukrainian

language while others changed their names to gain acceptance in the Anglo-

Celtic host society. Therefore, much of the motivation for enrolling students in

the EUBP came from parents with little knowledge of Ukrainian. The introduction

of Ukrainian language education into the public school system, including the

EUBP, lent long-awaited acceptability to these Ukrainian Canadians who were

finally provided with the opportunity to maintain the cultural identity of their

children through instruction in the Ukrainian language.æ Moreover, once the

EUBP was established, parental expectations (of the Program) included not only

achievement in functional bilingualism and biculturalism, but also acquisition of

knowledge in Ukrainian Canadian history and culture. A study by Eliuk of

parental expectations of Alberta's EUBP including acquired fluency in the

Ukraínian language, is also applicable to parents of Manitoba's EUBP.

According to Eliuk:
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The study confirmed that the Ukrainian bilingual programme is
attempting to meet the needs of a heterogeneous population,
whose expectations vary significantly. Some of the expectations
are similar to those of the landed immigrant; others are those of
Ukrainians of mixed background. Skills involving content that
relates to the history, music and literature of the prevailing
Ukrainian Canadian culture are deemed more "important" than
content which includes dance and crafts of Ukraine, the ancient
history of Ukraine and classical Ukrainian music and literature. To
the third and subsequent generations, important also are such
elements of Ukrainian culture as traditional Ukrainian carols and
other skills threatened by the forces of assimilation. Parents expect
their children to be fully bilingual and bicultural after completing
nine years [twelve years in Manitoba] of the programme.a

Cummins states that:

It is not yet possible to say how proficient students will be in
Ukrainian at the end of high school or whether they will be
motivated to transmit the language to their children. However, the
potential for active bilingualism and intergenerational transmission
will certainly be there.ab

Thus, in order to successfully achieve functional bilingualism it is particularly

important that EUBP teachers provide effective instruction that is both meaningful

and interesting to students. Cummins claims that:

Teachers of Ukrainian, whether in bilingual or supplementary
programmes, must realize that languages are acquired by
understanding messages or, in Krashen's (1982) useful term,
through "comprehensible input." Thus, effective instruction must
communicate information that students find meaningful and
interesting. This does not mean that no attention should be paid to
the language's structural aspects; rather, the predominant focus
must be on something other than language itself--subject matter
content, expression of personal ideas in writing, or something as
basic as fun (e.9., playing word games like SCRABBLE). This
communicative focus is one of the major reasons why bilingual
education is so effective. By the same token, the more
"communicative" supplementary (i.e., Saturday morning) language
teaching can become, the more effective is it likely to be.""

While parents have high expectations for their children to learn the
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Ukrainian language in the EUBP, the amount of parental support within the home

for listening and speaking skills and cultural experiences is low.a7 Therefore, the

future of the EUBP depends not only on continued parental suppoft of the

Program in schools, but also on active parental involvement at home and in

parent and community organizations such as MPUE. Bilash discusses the

importance of parental involvement at home, as follows:

ln the home the language support is generally weak. Families of
most children in the program converse in English, often out of
necessity when one parent is of non-Ukrainian background. Nor is
the majority of families involved in activities of the Ukrainian
community. However, children's needs to justify their acquisition of
a second language through after-school activities has stimulated
parental interest in community life. The increased parental
involvement and suppoft, providing a cultural base and a positive
learning environment, is crucial to the program's success.ot

Cummins also states that:

Proficiency in Ukrainian is best achieved through home use for all
or part of the time (e.9., one parent, one language), through
English-Ukrainian bilingual schooling and ideally through home and
school use of Ukrainian. Because children experience English as
the high-status language, English is bound to become dominant
regardless of bilingual home and school contexts. Nevertheless,
children will become fluent and literate in Ukrainian under bilingual
conditions. Once ethnolinguistic communities accept active
bilingualism as the goal, research can assist to achieve it.ae

However, there is some difficulty in maintaining the Ukrainian language in the

home for parents in mixed marriages and in Ukrainian marriages where patterns

of language use are not always conducive to language transmissions across

generations. In reference to Roma Chumak's work, Cummins states that "even

when both parents say they use Ukrainian all the time with their children, the

same children are exposed to English on television, through other children and
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parental use of the telephone."5o Nevertheless, despite these difficulties, it is

important that parents encourage the use of the Ukrainian language in the home

environment as much as possible in order for their children to achieve continued

success in the EUBP. According to Cummins:

There are many fine examples of successful bilingual child-rearing
(Saunder, 1982) and some general rules-of-thumb can be
articulated (Cummins, 1981). What is needed ¡s (1) more extensive
dissemination of the information, (2) active support systems in the
community to advise and encourage parents experiencing
difficulties and (3) more opportunities for informal peer-group
interaction in Ukrainian. Bilingual parents must realize thatthey
can give their child the gift of language and "bless their child with
bilingual brains,"* an opportunity not likely to be duplicated no
matter how many hours are endured in traditional second-language
classrooms."'

In addition to bilingual parenting, it is beneficial that parents also generally focus

on multicultural parenting of their children. Derkatz states that:

There is also a suggestion that what might be necessary is a focus
on "multicultural parentíng" because "parents educated to raise
children for a unicultural kind of society seem hardly adequate in a
Canada which hopes to develop and prosper as a society that is' multicultural.lT3 This is not to suggest that the issue of
ethnocentrism is just a heritage language issue. Although often it is
heritage language groups which are criticized for promoting
divisiveness and ethnocentricity, it is ironically the established
"general system" which has been most closeð to ethnic diversity.s2

Moreover, a future direction for parents of students in the EUBP, who

speak little or no Ukrainian, is to take Ukrainian language classes and/or

conversation courses offered at Ukrainian Canadian community and educational

institutions. Aponiuk suggests that:

What is probably needed is a series of short-term (eg. [sic] ten
week) non-credit courses in Ukrainian language which parents
could attend. In order that their children not acquire their Ukrainian
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language knowledge in a cultural vacuum, parents should also be
able to take short-term courses in various aspects of Ukrainian
culture such as history, literature, dance, music, folk costumes.s3

There is also a need for the Ukrainian Canadian community to offer English

language "self/group knowledge" programs for parents of students in the EUBP

and/or other Ukrainian Canadians who have little or no knowledge of the

Ukrainian language or culture. Aponiuk cites Sonia Cipywnyk, who defines these

"enlightenment" or "self/group knowledge" programs as

"programs designed to promote the psychological well-being, the
social confidence, and the multicultural maturity of individuals who
identify with the group," i.e., programs which help us learn about
ourselves, our group, our backgrounds, and where and how we, as
members of a minority, f¡t within a country dominated by another
culture (or cultures).'"

Aponiuk further emphasizes that:

These two educational thrusts--programs centering on language
retention and English-language "self/group knowledge" programs--
need not be mutually exclusive; indeed, they should reinforce each
other. Language would then not be an end in itself, but a means to
knowledge, and the interest generated by English-language
programs would be a source of interest in language learning.ss

An educational institution that offers both of these programs is CUCS. Aponiuk

states that:

At the university level, the Centre for Ukrainian Canadian Studies
best exemplifies, though it is not the only conceivable exemplar, the
two educational thrusts propounded by Sonia Cipywnyk: the
Centre offers Ukrainian language courses for those interested in
language acquisition and/or retention (Ukrainian language courses
are required for students specializing in Ukrainian Heritage
Studies), and the Centre also offers English-language courses . . .

which fall into the category of "self/group knowledge" course which
. . . are also available to anyone interested in exploring his/her
heritage generally or in exploring some specific area of the
Ukrainian past or present. By offering these courses not only on
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the University of Manitoba campus but at two locations in
downtown Winnipeg, in Brandon, and in Dauphin, the Centre is
making them available to segments of the community who might
not normally have access to them.""

Parental involvement at the school level is also important to the future of

the EUBP. According to Bilash:

Parent involvement is also necessary in the program. Parent
organizations deal with problems unique to the program--fund-
raising to cover costs of recruitment campaigns, transportation,
research, and the acquisition of supplementary teaching materials.
New developments in the program are repofted by school board
consultants to parent committees representing all schools offering
the program--and school boards welcome the return of parent
associations."'

Cummins states that:

Parents must also communicate with other parents who have
similar aspirations for their children in order to provide the support
structure so imporlant for facilitating their challenging task. Parents
must also organize themselves into cohesive networks and
communities to communicate loudly and persistently to educators
and policy-makers their demands for a bilingual or trilingual
education which is personally enriching for their children and
fundamental to the make-up and aspirations of Canada.s8

Thus parent organizations such as MPUE are integral to the future of the EUBP.

Although MPUE has been successful in organizing and addressing the needs of

the Program, it must continue to focus its efforts on research, format, curriculum,

resources, teachers, facilities, recruitment, transportation, promotion and

maintaining relationships with the Ukrainian Canadian community, school

divisions, and all three levels of government. Derkatz cites The Hon. Len

Derkach, Minister of Education, who emphasized that:

We need to be challenging parents in our communities. We want to
know what ethnocultural communities want to preserve. They then
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must get involved to preserve those important things. We, from
time to time, second what we call "Consultants" to help in the
establishment of a curriculum and resource material. When that's
done, we need to have the community take over a lot of the
responsibility for setting the direction of programming as well'
Parents must start communicating with us more directly. That's
bringing the people back into the process of education and making
sure that the essential things are being done in the system. That's
what needs to happen with the English-Ukrainian Bilingual
program.172 5e

In addition to assistance from MPUE, the future of the EUBP is also dependent

on other Ukrainian Canadian community and educational organizations and

institutions to aid in developing and implementing future directions for the

Program. Yereniuk states that:

The Bilingual Program is sponsored by school boards and, as such,
is open to everyone. However, it should be made clear that
because the Bilingual Program's purpose is largely the continued
development of the Ukrainian community in Canada, the
community claims a major stake in the operation of the program
and must share in the curriculum and personal decisions affecting
its implementation. In time, as the Bilingual Program expands ln
the higher grades, the need will be for cultural and academic
enrichment to provide extended language usage opportunities as
well as additional and specialized information which will be critical
in terms of the development of the community.60

Additional future directions for the EUBP include promotion and expansion

of the Program, communication of further research, development of curricula and

resource materials, as well as, support of teacher training and professional

development. Promotion and expansion are important to the future of the EUBP.

Expanding the Program into more schools and school divisions is fundamental to

successfully achieving the goal of the Ukrainian Canadian community to achieve

optional intergenerational transmission of the Ukrainian culture and language
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among Ukrainian Canadíans. In order to achieve thís goal, school divisions will

be required to either maintain or increase enrolment and possibly determine the

feasibility of late entry points for the EUBP.61 Cummins states that "such

expansion is crucial for intergenerational transmission of the language; without

fluent Ukrainian conversational partners and marriage partners beyond some

crítical mass, fluent speakers will not be motivated to use and transmit the

language.62 In order for expansion to occur, MPUE and the Ukrainian Canadian

community must continue to avidly promote the EUBP to the government, school

divisions, school administrators, and the general community.

Although promotion in the form of recruitment and media campaigns is

necessary, it is also important to continue promoting the Program through

informative research regarding the benefits of the EUBP. The communication of

research that supports the EUBP not only informs parents and the Canadian

public regarding the impressive achievements of the students in the Program, but

also convinces them that bilingualism and trilingualism are possible and integral

to a multicultural community. However, it is necessary for MPUE to present

research that is clear and comprehensible to all members of Canadian society.

Cummins assefts that:

For researchers committed to a genuine multicultural society that
involves language enrichment, it is incumbent to communicate
research findings in ways that are comprehensible to different
audiences. The sophisticated statistics that are usually needed to
convince other researchers are not likely to beparticularly
meaningful to parents, teachers or politicians.""

It is also critical that MPUE continue joint ventures with Dzvin Publishers,
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Ukrainian Canadian publishing organizations, and Manitoba Education and

Training and Youth for the purpose of developing, publishing and disseminating

teaching materials and educational resources to the EUBP. In addition, MpUE's

influence at the university level and with other educational institutions is

important in order to maintain the provision of methodology courses for teachers

to either acquire or upgrade their professional skills for teaching in the EUBP.

According to his study of Edmonton's EUBP teachers, Jacuta states that "in

discussing qualifications for teaching in the programme, many declared their

willingness to take methodology courses for teaching Ukrainian and regretted

that such courses were not available."64 Although some methodology and

pedagogical courses have been provided for Manitoba's EUBP teachers, similar

concerns exist with respect to the future availability of courses related to the

Program. According to Aponiuk:

Teachers in these programs require not only proficiency in
Ukrainian, but their proficiency must be sufficient to teach academic
subjects with their specialized vocabularies. Teachers must also
be instructed in methodology of teaching the Ukrainian language
and academic subjects in Ukrainian. What is probably required is
the modification of existing education programs to guarantee that
prospective teachers not only have sufficient Ukrainian language
courses, but courses in methodology and content courses in the
Ukrainian area which are taught in Ukrainian. For example,
courses in the history of Ukraine could continue to be taught in
English, but prospective teachers would attend parallel courses in
Ukrainian.o'

MPUE's continued involvement in Sadok Veselka, nursery school

"sadoks" located in various school divisions, and "Ridna shkola" ukrainian

schools is also essential not only to obtain future enrolment and recruitment for
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the EUBP, but also to ensure perpetual education and socialization of Ukrainian

Canadian children in the Ukrainian culture and language. The potential

development of Ukrainian immersion child day care facilities will depend on the

continued suppor-t and assistance from the government, MPUE, and Ukrainian

Canadian organizations such as UCC and UPBC.

It is also necessary for the Ukrainian Canadian community, including

MPUE, to assist EUBP students in the acquisition and use of the Ukrainian

language by encouraging parents not only to send their children to "Ridna

Shkola" Ukrainian schools and vice versa, but also to encourage them to actively

participate in Ukrainian Canadian community events, such as, church, cultural,

and educational activities including Ukrainian language summer immersion

camps.

ln particular, it is important that EUBP students of Ukrainian descent be

provided with the opportunity to use their acquired knowledge of Ukrainian, learn

more about their culture, and increase their cultural identity by also attending

"Ridna Shkola" Ukrainian schools. "Ridna Shkola" Ukrainian schools are the

responsibility of Ukrainian Canadian community and church organizations and

can be significant in supplementing the Program by providing additional cultural

and educational experiences for EUBP students. Yereniuk states that:

The supplementary schools will remain the responsibility of the
churches and community organizations and to the degree they
develop "cultural enrichment" programs, they will be able to fulfill a
significant role in augmenting the Bilingual Program. Effective
interlockinq curriculum development will be dependent upon a
collaborative working relationship between the community
organizations and the public sclrool system.66
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ln order for EUBP students to fully benefit from "Ridna Shkola" Ukrainian schools

and/or summer school programs, the respective Ukrainian Canadian churches

and community organizations will need to make provisions to accommodate the

potentially large numbers of students and parents by developing new curricula

and providing conversational programs as required. According to Yereniuk:

All the current supplementary programs will have to be re-examined
and revised accordingly. Schools operated by churches should
focus on integration with their existing catechism programs. They
may wish to develop highly specialized "Liturgical Ukrainian"
programs designed to provide students with enough vocabulary to
fully participate in the life of the church. In addition, they should
concentrate on content coursesr history, literature, architecture,
music, the arts, etc.

The secular programs could evolve into full-fledged folk arts
programs designed to meet the needs of an emerging, ethnic sub-
culture.

The summer programs could continue to operate on the basis of
specialized needs and in cooperation with the other elements
involved in education. ln other words, summer language immersion
camps could be organized in cooperation with the bilingual
program; a folk arts camp in cooperation with the revised "ridni
shkoly", etc.67

The aforementioned goals and future directions of the EUBP may be

accomplished not only by establishing closer communication between the EUBP,

Core, and "Ridna Shkola" Ukrainian school programs, but also by possibly

creating a federation of educational programs under the auspices of the

provincial UCC.68

The future of the EUBP will also depend on MPUE's continuing influence

with all levels of government in order to maintain support and adequate funding

for the EUBP and cultural activities related to the Program. Balan states that:
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Many ethnic groups argue that governments are still not doing
enough, However, it appears that future developments are
contingent upon ethnic groups' [sic] being able to maximize the
opportunities that currently exist in both the public and
supplementary schools; in other words, the ball is in the court of the
ethnic groups. lf they do not capitalize on these opportunities
effectively and immediately, government will construe the situation
as evidence that the language is neither urgent nor critical.oe

In par-ticular, it ís necessary for MPUE to continue lobbying the provincial

government for increased financial assistance for the EUBP in order to promote

the Program, recruit students, provide improved urban and rural transportation,

train teachers, enhance research, develop and publish additional curricula,

textural and supplementary material, and facilitate all aspects of inter-provincial

liaison and committee work. Yereniuk states that:

The provincial governments must develop a fiscal strategy in
assessing major funding from the federal government for heritage
language programs offered and accredited by the Department of
Education. . . .

The Department of Education must accept the fundamental
principle of consultation with the community on all developments
concerning the program.to

Moreover, Yereniuk adds that "the school boards must be elígible for additional

incentives and operational grants for offering the bilingual program. . . .School

boards must be empowered to develop structures to guarantee the interests of

the Heritage Language bilingual programs."71

Although multiculturalism has provided the opportunity for the

development of Ukrainian culture and education, government activity in furthering

multiculturalism and multicultural education objectives has been primarily in

terms of priorities set by non-Ukrainian leaders. Therefore, Petryshyn states that
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"in the future, Ukrainian Canadians must themselves indicate the cultural areas

of greatest concern and state where the available resources had best be applied

to maximize benefits."72 The following requirements presented by petryshyn

discuss future recommendations for Ukrainian Canadians to increase their

political involvement to achieve further goals in multiculturalism and Ukrainian

Canadian cultural and educational development:

2. lt is vital to recognize that political activity is an essential and
integral component of ethnic culture, and that it even has some
bearing on the content of what is produced by individual artistry.
The question of power--the politics of resource ownership and
distribution--determines the opportunities that the ethnocultural
groups have to develop themselves. Although governments
have increased their commissioning of Ukrainian cultural
productions, survival of the Ukrainian Canadian ethnocultural
community will require greater resources than have been
provided to date. . . . government involvement in culture is today
a growth industry in Canada. What is important is that
ethnocultural groups participate in this development and come
to realize the benefits that are increasingly becoming available.

3. To this end, the nature of the political involvement of the
Ukrainian Canadians in the multicultural movement must
change. During the last fifteen years [since 1970] ethnocultural
political activity among them has been carried on mostly from
the top down, rather than through a process of building political
alliances from the bottom up. Many issues have been raised
politically by Ukrainian leaders on behalf of Ukrainian cultural
development without the actual support of the cultural groups
concerned. As a result, their advocacy has often been of
theoretical or symbolic significance without a practical or
substantive base. For example . . . over the years, Ukrainian
spokesmen have argued the principle of language equality for
French and Ukrainian at the national level, without result.73

Never^theless, the Ukrainian Canadian community, specifically the UPBC,

UCPBF and UCC, has achieved success with the government by utilizing its

political involvement and influence in specific issues and projects, such as, the
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establishment of the EUBP in all three prairie provinces and the creation of CIUS,

both of which have surpassed the B & B Commission's recommendations that

Ukrainian language education should be introduced only as an optional subject at

the elementary, secondary, and university levels of public education. However,

in order to ensure further progress and success in multiculturalism and

multicultural education initiatives, Ukrainian Canadians must become more

involved in political activity both within their community and with all three levels of

government. Petryshyn suggests that "to obtain the resources to reach new

cultural objectives, creators of Ukrainian Canadian culture must become

politicized--they must assist in building a co-operative network between

themselves and national Ukrainian community leaders in multiculturalism."Ta

The future of the EUBP will also depend upon Canada's recognition of the

value of language learning and respect for languages as academic subjects.

Hemphill considers the future of second language teaching as follows:

We are talking about the future of second language teaching. That
future will be influenced by increased participation and by increased
confidence. But there is a third ingredient, and I believe it will follow
naturally from the quality teaching that is being done in our province
today. I believe the third factor that will guide the future of second
language education is an increasing respect for languages as
academic subjects. In our global village, it is necessary to
communicate more often with people from other cultures. This
trend is evident right now. As it continues, people will have an
increased appreciation for those who have learned a second
language.Ts

However, Derkatz cites Audino, who states that:

Sometimes educators and parents do not place emphasis on the
learning of a language as being valuable per se. This attitude
seems to be a part of the entire school system and the entire
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philosophy of the North American society. ln Canada, in particular,
too little encouragement is given to the learning of language in
general. Just the exposure to another language has real
educational value. This is often not recognized."" 'o

ln order for Canadian society to fully recognize not only the value of language

learning, but also the necessity of languages as academic subjects, the

ethnocultural community, including Ukrainian Canadians, must continue lobbying

the government for changes and amendments to the Canadian Constitution and

in The Public Schools Act. The Canadian Constitution exclusively protects and

guarantees the public education of English and French languages.

Consequently, this not only places other ethnocultural languages at a distinct

disadvantage in the Canadian community, but also risks assimilation of

ethnocultural communities, including Ukrainian Canadians, into the host society.

Petryshyn states that:

The new Canadian constitution lowers all other Canadian
languages, even in the provinces, to a second level of citizenship.
Second-class status condemns the Ukrainian language in Canada
to assimilation and eventual extinction. All Ukrainian Canadians
should rise as one in deference of their language.TT

Although education is within provincialjurisdiction, Ukrainian, as a

language of instruction in public and private schools, such as the EUBP, is

restricted to permissive legislation in Manitoba, while English and French, as

languages of instruction, are guaranteed by the Canadian Constitution.

Therefore, Yereniuk suggests that:

The provincial government must further refine its heritage language
policy ensuring the rights of the major groups to bilingual programs
where numbers warrant. ln this regard, the Public School Act must
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be amended to ensure that the community has some clout over
school boards on this issue.78

ln addition, the permissive legislation of ethnocultural languages as languages of

instruction versus the guaranteed legislation for English and French languages

causes the Constitution to violate section 38 of the Official Lanquaqes Act and

section 27 of the Canadian Constitution. According to Petryshyn, the Official

Lanquaoes Act stipulates that:

"Nothing in this Act shall be construed as derogating from or
diminishing in any way any legal or customary right or privilege
acquired or enjoyed either before or after the coming into force of
this Act with respect to any language that is not an official
language."Te

Petryshyn also indÍcates that section 27 of the Canadian Constitution states that

the Constitution "shall be interpreted in a manner consistent with the preservation

and enhancement of the multícultural heritage of Canadians."Bo Thus, Petryshyn

claims that:

The constitutional clause prevents the equitable distribution of
educational resources to other bilingual streams and hampers the
careers of children educated through other than English-French
programmes. In this way this clause attempts to extinguish all
other Canadian languages, including Ojibway, Cree and other
native languages. Such second-class status must be fought
politically.sl

Therefore, Ukrainian Canadians must continue to lobby the government for

ethnocultural linguistic and educational rights both in the Canadian Constitution

and in the provincial legislation of The Public Schools Act. Petryshyn assets that:

Bilingual Canadians must join forces to argue for legislation that
would defend their own languages; for the resources to prevent
linguicide; and for affirmative action to close the gap between
official and other forms of Canadian bilingual education. ln
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defending their language against discrimination in Canadian
society, Ukrainian Canadians can mobilize politically and demand
the resources needed to develop their Ukrainian Canadian
identity.s2

Since the goal of the EUBP is to achieve functional bilingualism or

trilingualism in English, French and Ukrainian languages, the federal and

provincial governments need to continue establishing policies to facilitate

bilingual/trilingual programs, institute bilingual/ trilingual programs in legislation in

order that they become available where numbers warrant, and allocate adequate

resources for the development of curricula and teaching materials under the

coordination of an interprovincial committee of Ukrainian language consultants.

In addition, it is necessary for the government to continue creating a climate and

atmosphere in Canadian society that insures bilingual/trilingual programs in

education become less burdensome to all concerned in implementing heritage

and/or second language education. For example, any barriers or difficulties in

the future development of bilingual/trilingual programs, such as the EUBP, that

include transportation deficits, recruitment strategies, administrative uncertainty

at the government and school level, and operational assistance to parent

organizations, need to be discussed and overcome jointly by both government

and/or educational authorities and institutions and Ukrainian Canadian

community representatives and organizations, such as MPUE.83

The logistics of program delívery and specific programming content

related to life in the "global village" are additional future considerations for the

EUBP. Derkatz states that:
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This may include a focus beyond the immediate environs in order to
acquire the necessary resource personnel and materials. There is

some anticipation that inter-provincial and inter-national exchanges
at the student, teacher, and scholar level will become more
prominent and an asset in cooperative developments. Structurally,
a centralized multilingual system with transportation to one program
location supported by a representative advisory board may be also
contemplated. . . . As specialized skills in language become more
necessary for utilitarian practical purposes and global
competitiveness, refinement of some program aspects may be
fofthcoming. Although there is no doubt that the first step is to be
able to communicate in the language, "the next step is to identify
specialized language training areas such as economics,
technology, medicine, culture,,and education where that skill can be

utilized in a global context."17a8a

The intrinsic value of language learning may receive more recognition by the

Canadian government as the distance between global population and potential

trading partners decreases with open borders and greater mobility.ss Thus, in

order to effectively participate in the global village and economy, Canadian

society not only needs to recognize but also to emphasize the value of learning

two or more languages that can be achieved through bilingual/trilingual

programs.

The future of Manitoba's EUBP and heritage language education in

general, will ultimately depend on facing the realities of the socio-historical

context of a multicultural/multiracial contemporary society. Due to an increased

sensitivity to the growing nature of a multicultural/multilingual society, Anglo-

Canadians are not only gradually adopting multiculturalism as the new definition

of Canadian citizenship and identity, but also accepting the implementation of

multicultural and multicultural education initiatives. ln addition, multicultural and

multicultural education programs at government levels have progressed and
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continue to evolve. Petryshyn states that:

Today multiculturalism programmes have found a new level of
support in public institutions, and are not dependent on ethnic
communities. In magnitude, such programmes are not yet the
equivalent of English-French bilingualism or even of native peoples
programmes. But multiculturalism today is more deeply and widely
entrenched than the women's movement, for example.
Government multicultural programmes are slowly beginning to
focus on ethnocultural communities--their most appropriate subject
matter--and are being systematically extended across government
department.oo

However, Derkatz cites Audino, who states that "'although the maintenance and

preservation of culture and language remains an integral part of multiculturalism

programs, we also need to look at how everyone can live more harmoniously

together.'176"87 Persistent efforts to promote multiculturalism by the government

and the general public are necessary to eradicate some existing forms of

prejudice, discrimination, and assimilation that continue to occur in Canadian

schools and society. For example, although in some cases EUBP teachers do

not necessarily experience prejudice and discrimination towards themselves,

they do continue to encounter these negative attitudes towards the Program.

Jacuta states that in a study of Edmonton's EUBP teachers:

The most common finding was the need to defend the Ukrainian
programme from external criticism. The bilingual teachers
indicated that many other teachers, school administrators, non-
academic staff and central administrators were negative toward the
programme. . . . The programme's implementation faced many
problems.ss

Jacuta also adds that "despite the programme's apparent academic success, it is

marked by an unfavourable perception by others close to it that may be

attributable, in part, to administrative disruptions the programme has caused in
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such matters as staff composition."se Nevertheless, bilingual teachers have dealt

with prejudice and negative attitudes towards the EUBP through coping

techniques, Such as, avoidance, assertion of legitimacy and acceptance from

teachers, parents, administrators and other supporters of the Program.

According to Jacuta:

Some teachers used avoidance techniques to deal with incidents of
prejudice and discrimination, especially in the early stages of the
programme when there was only one bilingual teacher in each
school. . . .

Another effect of the programme was the formation of group
cohesiveness among the bilingual teachers. . . . The development
of this group dynamic can be related to a number of factors. The
complete absence of developed instructional materials, including
textbooks, workbooks, curriculum guides and audiovisual materials,
forced teachers to develop and exchange materials. Other
elements were the social boundary between the programme and
non-programme teachers, as well as peer pressure to have the
programme succeed_when there were few standards against which
to measure success.eo

In dealíng with difficult issues attributed to the EUBP, many teachers have

indicated that their experiences have resulted not only in increased self-reliance

and self-development, but also in the enhancement of their Ukrainian Canadian

cultural identity. Jacuta states that in his study:

The data reveal that the Ukrainian bilingual programme enhances
the teachers' ethnic attitude and identity, the longer they are
associated with it. lt also affects their attitude toward Ukrainian by
enhancing effective language orientations. The genesis and
continued development of a group consciousness among the
teachers may also be attributed to the programme. Co-operative
effort as a group arose out of the benefits to be derived from co-
operating on course material preparation, the existence of an
unfavourable perception by other teachers and the need to vent
tension and anxiety through sympathetic others. lndividually, the
prog ramme e nsu red personal ity and psychological developme nts
such as self-actualization and externalization."'
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Despite their positive personal and professional development, EUBP

teachers have and continue to rely on support from all stakeholders involved with

the Program. Jacuta states that as a result of the difficulties that they have

encountered with the EUBP, "bilingual teachers identified sympathetic individuals

within the administration and relied on them for active support in resolving

problems."e2 Therefore, the future of the EUBP depends on continued support

not only from parents, parent organizations, administration, school divisions, and

government, but also from Canadian society. However, further work is needed to

completely convince the general Canadian public regarding multiculturalism,

multilingualism, and the value of heritage and/or second language programs in

the school system. Cummins presents the contentious issue of heritage

language programs and a possible solution, as follows:

Canadian society is still working out what multiculturalism really
means, especially with reference to "non-official" languages.
Opposition to heritage-language programmes often takes the form
of we-they confrontations where Canadians of Anglo-Celtic and
French ethnicity see "our taxes being spent on their languages." lf
multiculturalism and heritage-language maintenance are perceived
as "ethnic" concerns, then their long-term prospects appear dim.
Every effort must be made to include all children in one bilingual
programme or another. . . . The present perception that heritage-
language and bilingual programmes are exclusionary tends to
generate animosity in certain sectors of Canadian society, which to
some extent can be counteracted by including all children in
language-enrichment programmes (Mavalwala, 1 983).e3

In an effort to develop a more discerning citizenry that is accepting of

multiculturalism and multicultural education, the Canadian school system

currently includes cross-cultural and anti-racist education, as well as, immersion,

bilingual, and heritage language programs. However, it is necessary that
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Canadian society view heritage language programs as complementary to

multicultural anti-racist education. According to Derkatz:

These programs do not negate or contradict each other but rather,
they can indeed be used to complement each other. Part of such
total reform within the school system will necessitate that the
heritage language curriculum also reflect the features and issues of
salienóe in the contemporary context.ea

Moreover, Derkatz cites Nadya Kostyshyn Bailey, who states that:

We need a wholistic approach to education and the recognition that
people, countries, and knowledge are interdependent. . . -

Therefore we have to look at multiculturalism in a broader sense
as more immigrants arrive from different parts of the world. We
have to recognize that some things might not be that different
except that, in pioneer times, tensions were not talked about
openly. . . .Those early pioneers chose silence. They felt, to some

extent, that if they were silent, if they changed their name, if they
did things like someone else, it would translate into greater
acceptance and participation in the world of anglo-conformity. As

the world gets smaller, we become more aware of the way we live

together as people. Multiculturalism is a fact of life--is a way of
living together--is a way of dealing with the differences that we have

in our communities. lt is a way of ensuring that people have
equality and access.177 

s5

Therefore, the future of the EUBP depends not only on the acceptance and

progress of multiculturalism and multilingualism, but also on the inclusion of

multicultural anti-racist education in school curricula that will assist students and

all Canadians in understanding, adapting, and developing a new hegemonic

multicultural identity and citizenship for the purpose of participating harmoniously

and effectively in Canadian society and the world'
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSION

This study focused on an historical analysis of Manitoba's EUBP from

1976-93. The purpose of the study was twofold: to investigate and examine how

the socio-historical context, including various social, economic, cultural, and

political elements, inside and outside the history of the UkraÍnian Canadians and

Ukrainian language education in Manitoba (1896-1976) influenced the

establishment of the EUBP; and to investigate and analyze the influence of the

Ukrainian Canadian community, and specifically the UPBC, in the creation,

development and implementation of the EUBP from 1976-93. Both themes were

analyzed according to the concepts of hegemony, assimilation, Anglo-conformity,

resistance, culture, cultural identity, citizenship, multiculturalism, multicultural

policy, and multicultural education.

The influence of the socio-historical context, Ukrainian language education

in Manitoba, and the establishment of the EUBP was examined through an

analysis of secondary sources including historical and educational books,

journals, reports, and articles, while the historical review and analysis of the

EUBP, specifically the influence of the UPBC in the origination and

implementation of the EUBP, was examined through an analysis of both primary

and supplementary sources that included original documents located in historical

archives regarding the history of Ukrainian language education in Manitoba and

the EUBP. In addition, the writer's personal experiences from 1979-87, as a

teacher in the EUBP and a member of various curriculum committees and
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organizations associated with the Program, such as EUBCC, MPUE, the Osvita

Foundation, and Dzvin Publishers, were included with the data in the study.

The historical background of Ukrainian Canadians and Ukrainian language

education was examined in the study in order to provide an understanding for the

analysis of the creation and development of the EUBP in Manitoba. Carr states

that "great history is written precisely when the historians visions of the past is

illuminated by insights into the problems of the present."l The socio-historical

context, including internal and external social, economic, religious, political,

cultural and educational elements that occurred throughout the Pioneer, WWI

and Interwar, Post WWll, and Multicultural Eras influenced not only the

development of the Ukrainian Canadian community and Ukrainian language

education in Canada, including the establishment of the EUBP in all three prairie

provinces, but also contributed to the preservation of the Ukrainian language and

Ukrainian Canadian cultural identity to this day.

The following is a brief summary of the first purpose of the study that cites

the main ideas that were critically examined in the analysis of the socio-historical

context, including various internal and external socio-historical elements within

the four eras of Ukrainian Canadian history that influenced the development of

Ukrainian language education and the establishment of the EUBP.

The development of churches and social, political, cultural and educational

organizations, as well as, the promotion of cultural-educational values during the

Pioneer Era influenced the retention of Ukrainian language education and

cultural identity throughout the history of Ukrainians in Canada. During the
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Pioneer Era, Canadian citizenship was defined in terms of assimilation into the

Anglo-Celtic host society. However, the first Ukrainian Canadian immigrants

were able to preserve their cultural identity while achieving Canadian citizenship

and recognition as equal participants in Canadian society. ln particular, the

educational rights of Ukrainian Canadian pioneers were recognized in 1898 as

Manitoba became the first Canadian province to organize bilingual schools in

Ukrainian Canadian settlements.

During the Pioneer Era, Ukrainian Canadians not only hired their own

bilingual teachers, but also organized their own school districts. However, due to

a perceived threat to Canadianism, the Anglo-Canadian government in 1916

abolished the bilingual system of education in the public school system. This

precipitated a link between politics and education for the Ukrainian Canadian

community that continued throughout the history of Ukrainian language education

in Canada. For example, Ukrainian bilingual teachers became the first Ukrainian

Canadian politicians that actively lobbied the government for Ukrainian Canadian

ethnocultural and educational rights to re-instate bilingual education in the public

school system. Although their appeal was unsuccessful, the Ukrainian Canadian

community valued the retention of the Ukrainian language as an impoftant aspect

of Ukrainian Canadian cultural identity and, therefore, was determined to

continue Ukrainian language education for their children. Consequently, the first

Ukrainian Canadian immigrants resisted the abolition of bilingual education and

the host society's attempts at assimilation and Anglo-conformíty by continuing

Ukrainian language education either in courses held after school or at
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supplementary evening schools, and "Ridna Shkola" Ukrainian schools.

During the WWI and lnterwar Era a policy of forced assimilation continued

to be implemented by the hegemonic host society. However after WWI the

definition of Canadian citizenship changed to that of character and service. As a

result Anglo-Canadian perception of Ukrainian Canadians improved due to

Ukrainian Canadian participation in Canada's war effort. The second wave of

Post WWI Ukrainian Canadian immigrants were better educated and politically

more conscious than the Ukrainian Canadian pioneers and, as a result,

contributed greatly to resisting assimilation by the host society and strengthening

Ukrainian Canadian cultural identity. Moreover, the second generation of

Ukrainian Canadians moved from rural to urban Canadian centres and created a

new Ukrainian Canadian intelligentsia that began to successfully integrate into

Canadian society.

Nevertheless, during the Interwar Era, Ukrainian Canadians experienced

extreme prejudice, discrimination, and assimilation by the host society. Although

assimilation began to occur through urbanization, intermarriage, and a decline in

the use of the Ukrainian language, Ukrainian Canadians continued to effectively

resist Anglo-conformity by continuing to develop political, cultural, and

educational organizations established in the Pioneer Era, increasing involvement

in creative and performing arts, and actively participating in cultural and religious

activities. In addition, the Ukrainian press prospered during the Interwar Era and

contributed towards the preservation of Ukrainian Canadian cultural identity by

becoming the voice of the Ukrainian Canadian community in matters of social,
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political, cultural, and educational concerns. Ukrainian Canadian political activity

also increased as Ukrainian Canadians became actively involved in electing

candidates to provincial and federal government positions. As a result, the

government became increasingly aware of the needs and concerns of the

Ukrainian Canadian community in the areas of preserving Ukrainian Canadian

culture and education.

Although political, ideological, religious and economic differences occurred

among Ukrainian Canadians during the Intenruar Era, the Ukrainian Canadian

community was unified in resisting assimilation by the host society and, as a

result, was better able to preserve the Ukraínian language and Ukrainian

Canadian cultural identity. In particular, in 1940, the Ukrainian Canadian

community organized the UCC in order to unify all non-communist Ukrainian

Canadian ideological and religious organizations. The UCC became a national

representative Ukrainian Canadian organization that not only mobilized Ukrainian

Canadian support of Canada's WWll effort, but also unified Ukrainian Canadian

community efforts in assisting Ukraine in its pursuit of independence. The UCC

also produced effective measures to decrease discrimination and assimilation by

the host society and, as a result, assisted in the preservation of Ukrainian

Canadian cultural identity. In addition, the UCC became significant in the

development of Ukrainian language education in Canada. ln particular, the

creation and development of Ukrainian Studies at Canadian universities, the

establishment of Ukrainian Core/Elective Programs and bilingual programs in the

private and public school systems, and the preservation of "Ridna Shkola"
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Ukrainian schools are due to the dedicated efforts of the UCC.

Throughout the Interwar Era the public school system became the agency

of assimilation, citizenship and cultural transmission of Anglo-Canadian values.

At that time, the desire by Anglo-Canadians to assimilate immigrant children in

the educational field became the policy of citizenship education. Nevertheless,

the Ukrainian Canadian community, particularly Ukrainian bilingual teachers,

continued to resist assimilation by providing modified forms of bilingual education

in rural communities, and private and "Ridna Shkola" Ukrainian schools. ln

particular, "Bursas" were organized for urban and rural students that offered high

school and university education while maintaining instruction in Ukrainian

language and culture.

In the Post WWll Era Canadian citizenship and identity began to gradually

change from hegemonic Anglo-conformity to hegemonic multiculturalism. Once

again, due to their participation in Canada's war effort, Ukrainian Canadians

became increasingly recognized by Anglo-Canadians and as a result

successfully integrated into Canadian society. Although the social composition of

the third wave of Ukrainian immigrants to Canada was varied, representing

different political regimes, social strata and living experiences, it revitalized the

Ukrainian Canadian community and positively impacted on the retention of

Ukrainian Canadian cultural identity even to this day. The Post WWll immigrants

were highly educated and acutely political. As a result they not only revived

existing Ukrainian Canadian institutions, but also established new Ukrainian

Canadian organizations that stimulated a renewed interest in the social,
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religious, political, cultural and educational activities, and an increased

involvement in Ukrainian creative and performing arts. Although the first, second

and third generatíon Ukrainian CanadÍans felt at times isolated from the third

immigration, the unifying efforts of the UCC consolidated the work of the

Ukrainian Canadian community to effectively resist assimilation and Anglo-

conformity and maintain Ukrainian Canadian cultural identity. During the Post

WWll Era, urbanization of the Ukrainian Canadian population continued and this

resulted in an increase in the socio-economic status of Ukrainian Canadians.

However, the host society continued to discriminate against Ukrainian

Canadians. Nevertheless, the Post WWll Ukrainian Canadian immigrants

resisted prejudice and discrimination by upgrading their skills and successfully

integrating into the business and professional fields including positions at

universities and other Canadian educational institutions.

ln addition, Ukrainian Canadians contínued to be politically active both

inside and outside of the Ukrainian Canadian community and due to their efforts

Anglo-Canadians began to recognize Ukrainian Canadians as valuable members

of Canadian society. During the Post WWll Era Ukrainian Canadians began to

effectively represent the "third element" of Canadian society by advocating the

ethnocultural rights of Canadian citizens. In the 1960s, Ukrainian Canadians,

who were represented by the UCC, UCPBF and UPBC, became active in the

B & B Commission by presenting numerous briefs that supported not only

multiculturalism and multilingualism as new principles of Canadian identity, but

also the rights of ethnocultural groups to maintain and develop their language
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and cultural identity. As a result, Ukrainian Canadians were instrumental in

supporting the development of the multicultural ideology that in 1971 became the

federal policy of multiculturalism within a bilingual framework. Moreover, the

Ukrainian Canadian community's efforts in resisting Anglo-conformity and

advocating ethnocultural rights influenced future Canadian and Ukrainian

Canadian historical events, such as, the provincial policies of multiculturalism,

federal and provincial policies of multicultural education, changes in the

provincial school acts, introduction of heritage and/or second language and

bilingual education in the public school system, introduction of the Ukrainian

language as a language of study in the Manitoba Core/Elective Program in 1962,

accreditation of the Ukrainian language for matriculation purposes at the

University of Manitoba in 1967, establishment of Manitoba Ukrainian language

correspondence courses in 1968, creation of the EUBP in the three prairie

provinces, and other bilingual language programs in the 1980s.

During the Post WWll Era the UCC continued its involvement in the

development of Ukrainian language education in post-secondary institutions,

public, private and "Ridna Shkola" Ukrainian schools by providing moral and

financial support through such institutions as the Taras Shevchenko Foundation.

The UCC established international organizations and organized national

conferences that produced resolutions focusing on the maintenance and

development of the Ukrainian language in Canada and the diaspora. In addition,

the UCPBF and the UPBC also focused their work in the area of Ukrainian

language education and soon became powerful lobby groups that successfully
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negotiated the development of Ukrainian language education programs in

Manitoba. The early work of the UPBC in assisting the UCC to establish

Ukrainian Studies at the university level and the Ukrainian Core/Elective Program

in the public school system, influenced their continued interest in supporting

Ukrainian language education and precipitated their involvement in the creation

of the EUBP in Manitoba.

The Multicultural Era was initiated by the 1971 federal policy of

multiculturalism, the new Canadian legislation in the areas of citizenship,

immigration, and human rights, and the 1982 repatriation of the Canadian

Constitution, that included the establishment of the Canadian Charter of Rights

and Freedoms. The Multicultural Era represented a new hegemonic multicultural

Canadian identity and citizenship that prohibited discrimination and ensured

equity, fairness, ethnocultural rights, and social mobility for all Canadian citizens.

The Ukrainian Canadian community not only assisted in the development of

multicultural policies and programs, but also participated in the revisions to the

Canadian Constitution, and the organization of multicultural conferences and

organizations that contributed to gradual changes in the social thinking of

Canadians towards a progressive multicultural consciousness in the nation.

Although public school programs, such as the EUBP, were one way of

institutionalising multiculturalism, Lupul states that:

Another way is through the power that people of various
ethnocultural groups including Ukrainian Canadians [sic] are able to
exercise at all levels of Canada's public and private institutions.
And, while the emphasis must be on individuals because of the
importance of merit, it is well to remember that equality of
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opportunity for individuals and equality of participation fro groups is
closely related.'

As a result, the Ukrainían Canadian community became increasingly recognized

as valuable contributing members of Canadian society that, in support of

multiculturalism, promoted and maintained their Ukrainian Canadian cultural

identity.

During the Multicultural Era the Ukrainian Canadian social structure

included second, third, fourth and fifth generation Ukrainian Canadians from all

three waves of immigration and new Ukrainian Canadian immigrants from

Poland, Czechoslovakia, Romania, and Ukraine, who, through theír varied

socialization and integration into Canadian society, have been characterized as

either Canadians of Ukrainian background, or Ukrainians who live in Canada.

Despite their differences, Ukrainian Canadians prospered in the Multicultural Era

due to urbanization and an increase in socio-economic status that resulted in the

further development of Ukrainian Canadian organizations and the additional

opportunity to assist Ukrainians in the diaspora and Ukraine. Although Ukrainian

Canadians increased their involvement in cultural and religious activities and

progressed in their development of political, cultural and educations

organizations and in the areas of creative, performing and literary arts,

assimilation continued to occur due to the lack of immigration, urbanization,

intermarriage, and decline in the use of the Ukrainian language.

Assimilation also affected the internal political life of the Ukrainian

Canadian community as existing ideological Ukrainian Canadian organizations
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became irrelevant to the newer generation of Ukrainian Canadians. As a result,

during the Post WWll and Multicultural Eras, the newer generation of Ukrainian

Canadians established organizations, such as the UCPBF and UPBC, that

fulfilled their needs in addressing Ukrainian Canadian issues in a contemporary

Canadian context. The UPBC and UCPBF not only became members of the

UCC, but also assisted in providing the necessary leadership to Ukrainian

Canadians to address current issues and concerns in the development of the

Ukrainian Canadian community.

Ukrainian Canadian organizations, such as the UPBC, UCPBF, and UCC,

as well as individuals within the Ukrainian Canadian community, continued to be

politically involved in working to resist assimilation and Anglo-conformity by

lobbying the government for ethnocultural and educational rights and policies in

the public school system. For example, the federal multicultural education policy

established during the Multicultural Era, was especially significant in that it

emphasized multiculturalism and encouraged effective means of realizing the

educational potential of culturally diverse students to develop social cohesion in

Canadian society and the public school system by promoting an appreciation for

the valued contribution of ethnocultural groups to Canadian society. Moreover,

Manitoba's multicultural education policy particularly emphasized linguistic and

cultural maintenance programs thus providing the oppottunity for heritage

language education in the public school system.

As a result of multicultural and multicultural education policies, Ukrainian

language education continued to develop in Ukrainian Studies at the university,
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in Core/Elective Programs in private and public schools, in "Ridna Shkola"

Ukrainian schools, and in the EUBP. ln addition, post-secondary institutions,

such as CIUS, CFUS and CUCS were organized to financially support Ukrainian

Studies in Canada. The development of these institutions was primarily due to

the work of the UCC, UCPBF and UPBC who not only continued to morally and

financially support Ukrainian language education ín Manitoba, but also were

successful in lobbying the government for the extension of the Core/Elective

Program into all grade levels in the public school system, the hiring of a

Ukrainian consultant at the Department of Education, and financial assistance for

all Ukrainian language education programs in the province. However, the decline

in the use of Ukrainian language resulted in a decrease in the enrolment in the

Core/Elective Programs and as a result the Ukrainian Canadian community

aspired to reintroduce a bilingual system of education in the public and private

school system that would encourage fluency in the Ukrainian language and the

retention of cultural identity for future generations. Consequently, the UCC,

UCPBF and UBPC became actively involved in lobbying the provincial

government for an EUBP that required changes in legislation and amendments to

The Public Schools Act to re-establish bilingual education in order that languages

other than English and French be taught as languages of instruction in the public

school system.

The data from the analysis of the socio-historical context of Ukrainian

Canadian history indicates that the first four waves of Ukrainian immigration to

Canada determined the orientation and composition of today's Ukrainian
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Canadian community. Each immigration made a significant cultural and

educational contribution by not only preserving but also revitalizing the Ukrainian

Canadian community. Rozumnyj states that:

Successive waves of Ukrainian immigrants to Canada have turned

a small, almost exclusively agricultural group into a full{ledged
micro-society. ln spite of strong external and internal forces acting

against ¡t, the Ukrainian community has held fast and has managed

to create a pan-Canadian structure--the Ukrainian Canadian

Committee [Congress], and a superstructure--the World Congress
of Free Ut<rà¡nians. lt is a mini-society that has its own learned

societies: the ukrainian Academy of Arts and sciences; the

Shevchenko Scientific Society; the Canadian lnstitute of Ukrainian

studies; the research institutes, chairs and departments of

Ukrainian studies at major universities in Canada; two functioning

ecclesiastical structures--the Catholic and Orthodox; and a variety

of choral and dance ensembles that represent canada and

Ukrainian art in international forums'
In terms of politics and organizations, the Ukrainian presence is

strongly felt today in canadian society. In relation to other
const¡túent groups in Canada, Ukrainians exert one of the most

stable and tãngible influences on present-day internal and external

canadian policy. canadians of ukrainian origin occupy many

leading positions in the realm of scholarship, the arts, culture,
politics and business.

All of this testifies to the dynamism of the Ukrainian minority in

canada. lt shows that the uprooted plant has succeeded in

sending forth strong old roots into the new soil of Canada, at the

same time helping io give this country a whole new face.3

The socio-historical evolution of Ukrainians in Canada was affected by a

gradual migration from rural to urban communities, such as Winnipeg' Winnipeg

was the centre of Ukrainian Canadian development for most of the 20th Century.

According to BachYnski:

Ukrainians have now not only established their identity within the

multicultural framework but have made their mark in all levels of

culture. Canada is their "homeland", Winnipeg is the undisputed
,,capital". Here is the centre of ukrainian culture, religious and

educational activity and organizational headquarters'"
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Due to urbanization and an advance in educational levels, Ukrainian Canadians

experienced some occupational mobility that resulted in their movement into the

middle or upper class of Canadian society to the point of equality with most

ethnocultural groups in Canada. Lupul states that

it is well to note their [Ukrainian Canadians] rapid advance in
educational level, their concomitant rise in occupational and socio-
economic status, their leadership in pressing for a rethinking of
ethnic policy in Canada, their scholarly and literary achievements,
their range of community organizations, the incredible lengths to
which some will go to retain their language and to manifest their
culture, and their devotion to Canada in the face of discrimination
experienced by few others in Canada. There is certainly cause to
celebrate these achievements.5

Therefore, through their occupational mobility and distinct accomplishments,

Ukrainian Canadians demonstrated their cultural contribution to the Canadian

way of life and loyalty as equal members of Canadian society while maintaining

their own unique cultural identity. Since the Pioneer Era Ukrainian Canadians

continue to preserve the following three basic loyalties that have become the

cornerstone of their history in Canada: loyalty towards their national origins that

includes networking with Ukrainians in the diaspora and providing assistance to

Ukraine, loyalty to Canada, and loyalty to multiculturalism through respect for the

culture of other ethnocultural groups in Canada. Marunchak states that:

Examining the events of the past, during the 90 years, we come to
the conclusion that the Ukrainians from the very beginning had
decided on the keeping of three basic loyalties. The first loyalty
was to be faithful to the culture of their fathers . . . .

While retaining the loyalty of their culture the Ukrainian pioneers
were obligated to a second loyalty almost as soon as they entered
the portals of Canada--loyalty to the new country which they were
now adopting as their own . . . .
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The third loyalty that was faithfully practiced by the Ukrainian
pioneers and later passed on to their descendants was the loyalty
to the ideal of holding in high regard the cultural values of other
nationalities living in Canada."

In addition to these three dimensions of loyalties, Ukrainian Canadians also value

human dignity, freedom and justice.T As a result, Ukrainian Canadians continue

to build a valuable and respected place in Canadian society. According to Gerus

and Rea, "the original lure of vilni zemli (free lands) has transformed the

immigrant mass into an integral and politically important element of Canada.

lndeed, in the eyes of the most recent immigrants, the Ukrainians appear as

members of the Canadian 'establishment"'.8 During the 70th Congress of

Ukrainian Canadians held in Winnipeg, October 6-1 1 , 1992, Brian Mulroney,

Prime Minister of Canada, stated:

Today, not in any token fashion, but in a very significant and a very
substantial way that mirrors decades of unremitting contributions by
Ukrainians, people of Ukrainian heritage are found at the highest
levels of social, political, academic and professional spheres. They
with you, have kept a proud heritage alive. Alive and vibrant as a
treasure not only for themselves and their children and their
grandchildren, but for all Canadians to learn about, to appreciate
and to share. Moreover, the principles of freedom and self-
determination which were sought and found in Canada generations
ago have been reborn in the Ukrainian homeland itself. A
homeland with which we have much to share and much to build
together.e

ln addition, Marunchak cites Lester B. Pearson, Prime Minister of Canada, who,

on the 75ih Anniversary of Ukrainian settlement in Canada, stated:

"You have continued the faith of your forefathers. Through the
years you have maintained your own identity, your culture and your
institutions, inside the Canadian nation. You have enriched
Canada greatly by your contribution to its political, cultural,
agricultural, industrial, professional and educational development.
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Your love of the land, your passion for freedom, personal and
national; your belief in democracy--these have been captured and
expressed in your poetry, your songs and dances. These are now
part of Canada's heritage. By preserving your own identity,
therefore, your own language and traditions, you have added
something of value, of strength and colour to the Canadian
character."lo

The Post WWll and Multicultural Eras, in particular, were especially

significant for the Canadian and Ukrainian Canadian communities since it was

during these Eras that Ukrainian Canadians were finally recognized as íntegral,

valuable, equal, and contributing citizens of Canadian society. The efforts and

work of Ukrainian Canadians in promoting ethnocultural and linguistic rights

through the establishment of federal policies of multiculturalism and multicultural

education, revision of the Canadian Constitution, and changes to school acts that

resulted in the establishment of heritage, second and bilingual language

programs, including the EUBP, in the public school system, cannot be

overestimated. Consequently, the history of the Ukrainian Canadian community

represents a successful preservation of cultural identity through strong, complex,

directional and well-organized internal development and effective participation

and integration into Canadian society.

The prevailing theme in the analysis of the socio-historical development of

Ukrainian Canadian history is resistance to assimilation and Anglo-conformity by

the hegemonic host society in order to preserve Ukrainian language and

Ukrainian Canadian cultural identity. Bailey states that

ethnocultural communities . . . are trying to create a life far from
their origins, and trying to preserve, cherish and develop a culture
in an environment that in some cases is extremely hostile, but they
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are all thriving--and why are they doing so--it is because our culture
is part of our soul regardless of which generation we belong to.
The way we thrive is dependent on the environment we live in and
the support and encouragement we receive from our communities.
We must ensure that those that feel isolated are nurtured and cared
for so that they too can realize their full potential. lf individuals
decide they are Ukrainian or have Ukrainian roots they wish to
strengthen--then they are Ukrainian and we must help them.11

Since the arrival of the first Ukrainian immigrants, the agenda of the Ukrainian

Canadian community has been to preserve Ukrainian Canadian cultural identity

through the retention of Ukrainian language and culture and the development of

Ukrainian language education in Canadian society. The Ukrainian Community

Development Committee states that, "ethnocultural identity, like assimilation, is

not a static but rather a dynamic process, where timely community response can

do much to shore up the 'objective'determinants of ethnocultural identity and

slow assimilation."l2 However, during the four eras of Ukrainian Canadian history

Ukrainian Canadians have become increasingly assimilated into Anglo-Canadian

society and this has potentially threatened the maintenance of their cultural

identity. Wiseman states that, "over the past century, Ukrainian Canadians have

expressed themselves dually: as a strong, organized, and consciously distinct

cultural group and as a group exhibiting many features of assimilated

behaviour."13 In some instances assimilation of the Ukrainian Canadian

population has occurred as a result of an intergenerational declíne or loss of the

Ukrainian language, acculturation, changes in religious affiliation, intermarriage,

and a lack of immigration from Ukraine. The Ukrainian Canadian community has

attempted to solve the problem of assimilation by institutíng changes within
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community organizations that pafticularly accommodate Ukrainian Canadians

who have lost the use of the Ukrainian language. Gerus states that:

Although Ukrainians have been steadily assimilating into the
dominant Anglophone society, they continue to cling to aspects of
their cultural heritage , which suggests the possibility of Ukrainian
cultural continuity without the benefit of the Ukrainian language.
The UCC's response to this natural phenomenon has been a shift
to a wider use of English in its communications and proceedings,
thereby encouraging the Ukrainjan Anglophones to retain their
cultural and organizational ties.'"

However, Petryshyn claims that:

The dominance of Anglo-Canadians in the elites of Canada's class
structure has resulted in Ukrainian Canadians conforming to Anglo-
Canadian cultural norms in "public society." Consequently,
assimilation has profoundly affected such basic elements of
Ukrainian identity as language use and religious affiliation.ls

Nevertheless, the Ukrainian Canadian community has persevered in successfully

resisting complete assimilation by the host society. Petryshyn, with Dzubak,

state that, "despite their heterogeneous nature and accompanying mutual

suspicion and friction which exists in every immigrant community, collectively

Ukrainians have resísted assimilation and have been an important'third force' in

promoting and enhancing Canada's multicultural development."l6

The principal approach used by the Ukrainian Canadian community to

successfully resist assimilation and Anglo-conformity has been, and continues to

be, the retention of the Ukrainian language through the development of Ukrainian

language education. Ukrainian Canadians view the retention of the Ukrainian

language not merely as a symbol of cultural identity but rather as an active skill

that not only influences but also represents the most important aspect in the
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preservation of Ukrainian Canadian cultural identity. Since the host society

viewed the public school system as the primary vehicle of assimílation and

Anglo-conformity, the Ukrainian Canadian community was persistent and

determined to resist assimilation by ensuring Ukrainian language and cultural

transmission across future generations through the establishment and

maintenance and development of Ukrainian language education programs in

public, private, supplementary, and post-secondary institutions. Aponiuk cites

Paul Magocsi by stating:

As Paul Magocsi has written National Cultures and Universitv
Chairs, Ukrainians, like other stateless peoples on the European
continent in the nineteenth century, struggled relentlessly to obtain
a system of education at the primary, secondary and university
levels. Their purposes in doing so were the preservation of
historical memory" and the creation of "new intellectual cadres" to
assure the future survival of historical memory. The struggle
continues, for identical reasons, today. And today, as in the
nineteenth century, the process is being continued by Ukrainians
themselves.''

Furthermore, the Ukrainian Community Development Committee claims that:

Every social group transmits and renews its culture and values
through education. While the agents of education are numerous,
what happens in school--whether at the elementary, secondary or
postsecondary level--is considered to be very important, or it would
not be part of the curriculum. As a result, the school operates as
the validating agency; it puts the stamp of legitimacy on whatever is
included, a legitimacy much affected by the conditions under which
the teaching and learning take place.'o

Therefore, Marunchak states that, "linguistic problems and schools are a priority

to the [Ukrainian Canadian] community, taking into consideration that language is

a vehicle in the transmission of culture to succeeding generations, as well as,

being an important factor of self-identity."1e
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Ukrainian Canadians have been diligent in the development of Ukrainian

language education at all levels in the educational system. Ferguson, states

that, "another trait of Ukrainians pointed to their distinctiveness in Canada was

their devotion to education and educational rights."20 Throughout the 20th

Century Ukrainian Canadians have organized Ukrainian language education in

"Ridna Shkola" Ukrainian schools, post-secondary institutions and universities,

child and day care facilities, nursery schools, Core/Elective Programs in private

and public schools, and the EUBP in the public school system.

However, the maintenance of Ukrainian language education has been

challenging for the Ukrainian Canadian community. Lupul states that, "the road

to the sine qua non for many of Canada's Ukrainians--effective Ukrainian-

language education in a Ukrainian-Canadían cultural context--has been a difficult

one in all provincial systems."21 Neverthetess, throughout Ukrainian Canadian

history various sociological, political and historical factors have contributed to the

survival of both Ukrainian language education and the intergenerational

transmission of the Ukrainian language to successive generations of Ukrainian

Canadians, For example, the Ukrainian Canadian bilingual public school system

had been established during the Pioneer Era due to the isolation of Ukrainian

Canadian bloc settlements, a shortage of teachers, and as a means of educating

non-English children in Manitoba. However, due to Anglo-conformity and the

host society's desire to assimilate Ukrainian Canadians, the Ukrainian bilingual

system of education in the public school system was abolished in 1916. This

resulted in Ukrainian Canadians teaching and transmitting the Ukrainian
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language in homes and in "Ridna Shkola" Ukrainian schools throughout WWl,

Intenruar and early years of the Post WWll Eras.

Moreover, during the Post WWll Era the teaching of the Ukrainian

language in homes and in "Ridna Shkola" Ukrainian schools became increasingly

ineffective due decreased enrolment and the loss and/or decline in the use of the

Ukrainian language. Therefore, in order to continue the transmission of the

Ukrainian language to successive generations, the Ukrainian Canadian

community in Manitoba successfully lobbied the government in the Post WWll

and Multicultural Eras to introduce Ukrainian language as an accredited

language of study, first in the 1950s at the university level, then Ín the 1960s in

the Core/Elective Program from Grades 1-1 2, and finally in the 1970s as a

fanguage of instruction in the EUBP from Grades K-12, and at the nursery level

in the public school system.

The following is a brief summary of the second purpose of the study that

highlights the main ideas that were critically examined in the analysis of the

influence of the UPBC and its individual members in the establishment,

development, and implementation of the EUBP in Manitoba.

ln 1943 the UPBC was created as a social service non-profit Ukrainian

Canadian professional and business organization whose goals and work

included financial and moral assistance to the Ukrainian Canadian community in

the areas of community development, public service, and education. In 1965, the

UPBC established the UCPBF as a national organization unifying all Ukrainian

Canadian professional and business organizations in Canada. The UCPBF,
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together with its affiliation with the UCC, represented a national voice that

influenced Ukrainian Canadian issues, concerns and activities with the Ukrainian

Canadian community and the Canadian government. As a result the UPBC and

UCPBF were recognized by all levels of government and the media as leaders in

the Ukrainian Canadian community. Both the UPBC and UCPBF memberships

included professional and business men, and later women in 1984, whose

ínfluential positions during the Post WWll and Multicultural Eras in municipal,

provincial and federal fields was significant in achieving important goals and

accomplishments for the Ukrainian Canadian community especially in the areas

of multiculturalism, human and/or ethnocultural rights, Ukrainian Canadian

culture, and education. Carbone states that:

lmplicit to this . . . the lsicl method of recording history is the
premise that an organization, like any other social organism, is not
a static entity, but is constantly changing; with political, social,
economic and cultural forces influencing the methods which
individuals use to carry out daily tasks and overall objective.22

The UPBC and UCPBF provided valuable leadership to the Ukrainian Canadian

community through moral and financial support of Ukrainian Canadian causes,

issues in the Ukrainian diaspora, assistance to Ukraine, and organization of

cultural and educational endeavours that strengthened and contributed to the

preservation of Ukrainian Canadian cultural identity.

The UPBC was particularly interested in assisting the Ukrainian Canadian

community with the development of Ukrainian language education in Manitoba.

An important goal of the UPBC was to ensure the maintenance of Ukrainian

Canadian cultural identity among Ukrainian Canadians through the promotion
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and establishment of Ukrainian Studies in post-secondary institutions and

Ukrainian language educational programs in the public and private school

systems. In 1976 the UPBC was particularly interested in creating an EUBP in

Manitoba similar to the EUBP established in Alberta in 1971. The UPBC's early

work in educational issues and projects at the University of Manitoba, in public,

private and "Ridna Shkola" Ukrainian schools, and in multiculturalism,

precipitated their efforts and involvement in creating, developing and

implementing the EUBP in Manitoba. As a result, Manitoba's EUBP was created

and developed due to the dedicated work and profound influence of the UPBC

and its individual members, who provided the necessary leadership to the

Ukrainian Canadian community to successfully lobby the provincial government

for changes in legislation and financial assistance to establish the Program in

Manitoba's public and private school systems. According to Cummins:

Much of the groundwork for the success of the programme,
however, must be attributed to the vision of academics and other
members of the Ukrainian community who perceived the
opportunities presented by national and provincial educational and
political developments to institute an effective programme of
Ukrainian-language and -literary acquisition.'"

The UPBC's efforts in creating the EUBP were supported by the Secretary

of State Department, Manitoba's Department of Cultural Affairs, UCC, CIUS,

"Ridna Shkola" Ukrainian schools, the Ukrainian Catholic Church, the Ukrainian

Orthodox Church, and the general Ukrainian Canadian community in Manitoba.

In addition, the UPBC was supported by the UCPBF Multicultural Committee, the

UPBC of Edmonton, the Alberta Government, Alberta's Department of Education,
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Alberta's EUBP and Parent Committees (see Appendix G). ln particular, the

successful political process in establishing Alberta's EUBP by the UCPBF

Multicultural Committee became the inspiration and motivation for the UPBC to

pursue the creation of a similar bilingual program in Manitoba.

Due to the Ukrainian Language Association of the Alberta Teachers'

Association and the political influence of members in the Edmonton Branch of the

UCC, Edmonton's UPBC and the UCPBF Multicultural Committee, with all

government levels and school boards, in 197i Alberta became the first province

in Canada to amend a school act to permit the use of Ukrainian as a language of

instruction in the public and separate school systems for the purpose of

establishing an EUBP in 1974. While the Alberta government supported the

EUBP by hiring a consultant for the program, subsidizing textbooks, and

providing financial assistance for transportation, the UCPBF Multicultural

Committee also continued to provide ongoing leadership and support to the

program. For example, the Multicultural Committee organized the UBA, a parent

association representing both the parents and teachers in the program. Although

the UCPBF Multicultural Committee later passed on responsibility of Alberta's

EUBP to CIUS, the organization continued to lobby the government for financial

assistance to publish textbooks, workbooks, and supplementary resources for

the program.

Thus the Alberta Ukrainian Canadian community ensured the

maintenance of the Ukrainian language and cultural identity through the

establishment of the EUBP. The leadership that was provided by the UCPBF
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Multicultural Committee to create the EUBP is an example of Ukrainian

Canadians' resistance to assimilation and Anglo-conformity in the Alberta school

system. As a result, Alberta's EUBP served as a model for developing

Manitoba's EUBP. The UCPBF Multicultural Committee in particular was

significant in assisting the UPBC in lobbying the provincial government regarding

the benefits of establishing an EUBP in Manitoba. During this lobbying process,

the Manitoba government was not only informed regarding the credibility and

success of Alberta's EUBP, but also educated in the value of bilingual education

and the benefits of establishing an EUBP in Manitoba.

The idea to establish an EUBP in Manitoba began in the early 1970s. The

Ukrainian Canadian community in Manitoba, particularly third, fourth and fifth

generation Ukrainian Canadians, were concerned with the increased loss of the

Ukrainian language among their children and the potential threat this would have

on the maintenance of Ukrainian Canadian cultural identity. However, the

multicultural policies and programs that supported the cultural and linguistic

retention of ethnocultural groups in Canada provided the incentive for Ukrainian

Canadians to re-establish a bilingual system of education in Manitoba that would

encourage the development of greater fluency in the Ukrainian language for

successive generations. Therefore, the Ukrainian Canadian community sought

leadership from the UPBC to lobby the provincial government and school boards

to establish and implement an EUBP that was similar to Alberta's EUBP. The

UPBC was supportive of this request since many of its members were parents

who were not fluent in the Ukrainian language and thus unable to effectively
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transmit the Ukraínian language to their children.

The UPBC's work in creating an EUBP began by invitíng federal,

provincial and municipal government officials to speak at their monthly meetings

and special events whereby a forum of expression and sharing of views with the

UPBC members initiated discussions of the value and necessity of an EUBP in

Manitoba. At that time the UPBC established the UPBC Educational Commiüee

that was successful in achieving not only instruction of the Ukrainian Language

from Grades 1 -3 in 1975, but also the appointment of a Ukrainian Language

Consultant at the Department of Education in 1977. The UPBC then created a

sub-committee of influential members who, from 1976-79, wrote briefs, lobbied,

and met with provincial government policy makers to change and amend

legislation to The Public Schools Act (Manitoba) that in 1978, permitted

languages other than English and French as languages of instruction in the

public school system for not more than 50 percent of regular school hours for

pilot courses as determined by the Minister and in 1979, permitted the

reintroduction of bilingual education and approval to proceed in September 1979

with a Manitoba EUBP in both pilot and non-pilot divisions at the Kindergarten

and Grade 1 levels in the public elementary school system. ln 1978 the UPBC

established the UPBC Steering Committee, renamed the UBPC, that facilitated

the introduction of the EUBP in Manitoba.

The historic legislation that enabled the establishment of Manitoba's

EUBP was extremely impoftant to the Ukrainian Canadian community since, after

sixty years, from the time of the establishment of Ukrainian bilingual education in
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1916, Ukrainian Canadians were successful in resisting assimilation and Anglo-

conformity by the host society through an EUBP that not only re-established

bilingual education in the public school system, but also provided the opportunity

for future generations of Ukrainian Canadians to learn the Ukrainian language

and, as a result, maintain their Ukrainian Canadian cultural identity. Moreover,

the changes in educational legislation benefited all ethnocultural groups in

Manitoba, who, similar to the Ukrainian Canadian community, resisted existing

hegemonic Anglo-conformist school policies and regulations to establish heritage

language and bilingual education programs in the public school system.

Although the UPBC was assisted by the UCPBF Multicultural Committee

and the established Alberta's EUBP, the UPBC was successful in achieving its

educational goals, including the creation and development of Manitoba's EUBP

due to its own persistent determination and political involvement in advocating

and supporting ethnocultural and linguistic rights with all levels of government

and to the influence and political connections of its members with various levels

of government. ln the late 1970s and 1980s individual members of the UPBC

had access to and acquired the political resources, financial backing, academic

knowledge, social and organizational skills, that enabled them to become leaders

within the Ukrainian Canadian community and thereby gain significant political

clout to convince the government and school boards to create the EUBP in

Manitoba. For example, members of the UPBC were prominent educators,

administrators and professors who held influential and important positions both

within the organization and the Manitoba educational community, such as, UPBC
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Presidents, John Huyda (1973), Dr. Louis Melosky (1975), Dr. lhor Mayba

(1976), Orest Lazaruk(1977), Ernest Cicierski (1978) and Chairman of UBPC

Committee, John Pankiw (1980) and Vice Chairman of UBPC Committee,

Michael Sawka (1981), Jack Pyra (1986-87), as well as, William Solypa, Vice

Chairman of UBPC Committee, Dr. Jaroslaw Rozymnyj, Dr. Borislaw Bilash,

Evan Uzwyshyn, Steve Klym, Peter Luba and Louis Tomchuk among others. In

addition, many of these and other UPBC members shared professional, business

and political connections with individuals in the federal, provincial and municipal

governments and local school boards. Therefore, due to the direct access of

UPBC members to various politicians and their success in professional and

business fields, the UPBC was well received by all levels of government and

various political parties. As a result, UPBC was particularly able to influence and

receive a firm commitment from the provincial government to change legislation

and amend The Public Schools Act in order to reintroduce Ukrainian as a

language of instruction, re-institute a bilingual system of education and establish

an EUBP in Manitoba school systems.

The credibility of both the Program and the UPBC members who lobbied

with the provincial government was a significant factor in the establishment of the

EUPB. The UPBC's success in creating the EUBP was due not only to the

effective negotiations of its individual members with the Manitoba government,

but also to the fact the UPBC was an established professional and business

organization that had achieved respect for its work from the federal, provincial,

and municipal governments and the Ukrainian Canadian community. Therefore,
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as a result of UPBC's professional, business and political resources, the

influence of its members and the recognition of a new federal policy of

multiculturalism and multicultural education, the UPBC was able, through the

creation and development of the EUBP, to assist the Ukrainian Canadian

community in resisting Anglo-conformity and assimilation of a hegemonic

educational system in order to retain the Ukrainian language and cultural identity

for their children and for future generations of Ukrainian Canadians.

Following the establishment of the EUBP, the UBPC and the UPBC

continued to provide financial and moral support during the first three pilot years

of the Program. This included supporting the Department of Education by

providing financial assistance to develop and publish curricular and

supplementary materials, actively pafticipating in the lnter-Provincial Curriculum

Committee, successfully establishing the Ukrainian Language Consultant's

position as a permanent position at the Department of Education that resulted in

the establishment of EUBCC, and organizing cultural and educational events.

However, one of the most important functions of the UPBC was to assist with the

establishment of Parents' Committees in each school division offering the EUBP

for the purpose of organizing promotion, recruitment, and transportation. The

development of Parents' Committees was essential to the success of the EUBP

as, through their dedicated work, they continued to resist Anglo-Canadian

hegemonic principles, regulations and practices in the public school system in

order to obtain rights and privileges for bilingual education and the EUBP. In

order to become even more effective in managing the EUBP, the UBPC
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suggested that all Parents' Committees organize themselves centrally into one

representative EUBP parent organization. As a result, by June 1980, MPUE was

created for the purpose of managing the EUBP and enhancing Ukrainian

language and culture through the promotion of Ukrainian education in Manitoba.

MPUE pursued effective relations with all levels of government,

coordínated Parents' Committees, maintained contact and working relations with

EUBP teachers, conducted multi-media promotions, recruitment and fundraising

campaigns, and generally organized the implementation of the EUBP. Due to

the efforts of UBPC in obtaining support from the federal government for the

EUBP, in 1981 MPUE became the first ethnocultural organizatíon in Canada to

receive an operational grant that also resulted in the establishment of an

animation project for the purpose of supplementing a community strategy

specifically in the area of language re-acquisition for children between the ages

of 5 and 9. MPUE also became actively involved in local school board elections

to secure municipal and school division support for the EUBP. ln addition, MPUE

was not only active in supporting multículturalism and multicultural education

rights in the revision of the Canadian Constitution, but also encouraged and

assisted other ethnocultural groups, such as the German and Jewish Canadian

communities, to establish bilingual programs,

ln order to become independent and self-sufficient in providing moral and

financial support to the EUBP, MPUE also incorporated Dzvin Publishers in

1981 , and the Osvita Foundation in 1982, as the publishing and fundraising arms

of the organization, Once MPUE was established, the UBPC was dissolved.
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However, the UPBC continued to be active in addressing issues and concerns of

the EUBP by not only negotiating with all levels of government for the future

needs of the Program, but also actively participating in MPUE, Dzvin Publishers,

and the Osvita Foundation.

In 1982, due to the successful evaluations of Grade 3 students in the

Program, the Department of Education extended the EUBP into a Grades 4-6

pilot. During the Grades 4-6 pilot years, the UPBC continued to support the

EUBP in its work with MPUE. MPUE was also supported by other Ukrainian

Canadian organizations, such as, UCC, UCDC, and UCPBF. From 1gB2-Bs

MPUE was also effective in lobbying additional rural school divisions to introduce

the EUBP. MPUE launched extensive fundraising and media promotional

campaigns for the Program and was effective in securing not only transportation

reimbursement from the government, but also curriculum and resource

development from the Department of Education through the establishment of the

EUBCC. In addition, MPUE was successful in lobbying the government to

receive grants for its staff positions and to establish Ukrainian nursery school

"Sadoks" in school divisions for the purpose of recruitment and retention of

Ukrainian cultural identity through early instruction in the Ukraínian language.

MPUE's influence with the federal and provincial governments assisted in

the translation of multicultural and multicultural education policies and programs

into practice by providing leadership not only in the creation and active

participation in, executive positions of ethnocultural organizations, such as,

MABE in 1982, and MAPAL and MIC in 1983, but also in the organization of
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multicultural and educational seminars and conferences. The important work of

MPUE is an example not only of successful resistance by Ukrainian Canadians

to hegemonic Anglo-conformist views, norms, and regulations in the areas of

education, Canadian citizenship and identity, but also of extensive support for

multiculturalism in government policies and educational programs and an

important concept in the new definition of Canadian citizenship and identity.

Due to the positive academic evaluations of Grade 6 students in the

EUBP, the Program was extended in 1985 into the junior high levels in the public

school system. However, during this time the EUBP experienced some

difficulties regarding enrolment, transporlation, and introduction of the Program

into the junior high level. Nevertheless, despite a discontinuity problem with the

EUBP in junior high schools, the Program progressed from Grades 7-9 in four

school divisions. On July 17, 1987, the government once again amended The

Public School Act by removing the pilot status from the EUBP resulting in the

Program becoming an approved, legitimate educational program in Manitoba's

public school system. This was a significant achievement for Ukrainian

Canadians as it demonstrated another example of their resistance to assimilation

and Anglo-conformist norms and regulations in the public school system in order

to ensure the maintenance of their language and cultural identity.

Throughout 1985-88 MPUE continued to be successful in lobbying the

government for financial assistance to develop teaching materials through Dzvin

Publishers. However, in 1986, the Osvita Foundation became financially

independent not only due to its fundraising efforts, but also to a bequest from
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Peter Chrypko's Estate enabling the Foundation to develop a trust fund to

finance Foundation and MPUE activíties, as well as, scholarships and teaching

materials for students in the EUBP. In addition, MPUE continued to be assisted

by other Ukrainian Canadian organizations including the UPBC, who used their

political and community influence to support the issues and needs of the EUBP.

In 1986 MPUE established Sadok Veselka as an additional feeder system for the

EUBP. MPUE also continued promotional work and organized cultural activities,

such as, the HUG celebration with other bilingual programs that contributed to

not only multicultural awareness and education but also the maintenance of

Ukrainian Canadian cultural ídentity.

ln 1988, the Program was successfully introduced into the senÍor high

school level and EUBP students were able to receive three high school credits

for their proficiency in the Ukrainian language. ln 1989-90 the UPBC was

honoured during the 1Oth Anniversary of the Program for their dedicated work and

leadership role in establishing, developing, and implementing Manitoba's EUBP

from 1977-79. Throughout 1988-93 MPUE continued, despite cutbacks in

provincial funding at Manitoba Education and Training, to promote, maintain and

introduce the EUBP into rural and urban school divisions. During that time

MPUE remained effective in lobbying the government for financial assistance

with recruítment, promotional campaigns, research, and special projects for the

EUBP. MPUE also provided Ukrainian classes for parents of students in the

EUBP that were approved by the Minlster of Education, computer workshops for

teachers, Dzvin Publishers'assistance to the EUBCC, inter-provincial Curriculum
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committee activities, and support of nursery schools "sadoks" and sadok

Veselka. ln addition, MPUE organized special projects and cultural events for

students, such as, student exchanges with Ukraine, and activities

commemorating the 1OOth Anniversary of the arrival of the first Ukrainian

Canadian immigrants to Canada that were not only positive cultural experiences

for students in the Program, but also encouraged the use of the Ukrainian

language.

Although the EUBP experienced a profound upset in 1991 with the

elimination of the Ukrainian language consultant position at Manitoba Education

and Training, the Program maintained its existence as a result of the dedicated

efforts of MPUE and EUBP teachers who continued to work first with Eliana

Handford, Co-ordinator for Heritage Languages (General) and Special Language

Credits and then with Antonio J. Tavares, Multicultural consultant. This

dedication to the preservation of the EUBP demonstrates the Ukrainian Canadian

community's resistance to obstacles and setbacks in the Program and its

persistence in achieving its goal for the maintenance of the EUBP in order to

retain the Ukrainian language and Ukrainian Canadian cultural identity. In

addition MPUE not only maintained its influence with Manitoba Education and

Training by convincing the government of the benefits and value of the EUBP

and other heritage language programs in the areas of adult education, future

employment and economics, but also continued to participate in multicultural

organizations by supporting various ethnocultural groups in their efforts for

ethnocultural rights and the preservation of bilingual and heritage language
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programs in Manitoba.

The examination of the data in this study regarding both the socio-

historical elements within the four eras of Ukrainian Canadian history that

influenced Ukrainian language education, specifically the EUBP, and the

influence of the UPBC and its individual members in the creation and

development of Manitoba's EUBP, indicates that resistance by the Ukrainian

Canadian community to assimilation and Anglo-conformity by the hegemonic

host society and its perseverance in the preservation of the Ukrainian language

and Ukrainian Canadian cultural identity, is a central theme in the history of

Ukrainian Canadians. This theme has transcended the history of Ukrainian

Canadian language education since the arrival of the first Ukrainian immigrants

to Canada and, in particular, influenced the creation of the EUBP. Throughout

the WWl, lnterwar, Post WWll and Multicultural Eras, second, third, fourth and

fifth generation Ukrainian Canadians were concerned with the gradual decline or

loss of the Ukrainian language and the effect this would have on the

maintenance of Ukrainian Canadian cultural identity. Although Ukrainian

Canadians continued to develop and encourage the use of the Ukrainian

language in "Ridna Shkola" UkraÍnian schools, churches, and community

organizations, this was not sufficient in preserving the language and culture

among future generations of Ukrainian Canadians, Since the educational system

provided the best opportunity to learn the Ukrainian language and preserve

Ukrainian Canadian cultural identity, Ukrainian Canadian organizations, such as,

UCC, UCPBF and UPBC not only provided the Ukrainian Canadian community
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with the leadership necessary to resist the norms and values of the hegemonic

Anglo-Canadían education policies and programs, but also successfully lobbied

the municipal, provincial and federal government to establish and develop

Ukrainian language education in post-secondary institutions and at all levels in

the private and public school systems.

ln particular, the creation, development and implementation of the EUBP

in Manitoba was specifically due to the dedicated work of the UPBC, who, by its

organization and through its indívidual members, was successful in effectively

lobbying the provincial government to change the legislation in The Public School

Act to not only reintroduce bilingual education in the Manitoba public school

system in languages other than English and French, but also establish the EUBP

in Manitoba's public and private school systems, Moreover, the UPBC continued

to actively parTicipate in the organizational work of the UBPC, MPUE, osvita

Foundation, Dzvin Publishers and Sadok veselka, in order to ensure the

continued devefopment of the EUBP to this day. ln addition since the EUBP was

created during the Multicultural Era, the ideology of multiculturalism and the

federal and provincial multicultural and multicultural education policies also

influenced the establishment of the EUBP.

Therefore, the creation of Manitoba's EUBP was due to the socio-

historical context, including various socio-historical elements in the history of

Ukrainian Canadians and Ukrainian Canadian education; the commitment of

federal, provincial and municipal governments to multiculturalism that

represented a new hegemonic ideology of Canadian citízenship and identity; the
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power and influence of the well-organized, established and numerically strong

Ukrainian Canadian community and especially to the tremendous work of the

UPBC and the individual efforts of the members within the organization, who

persisted in negotiations with all three levels of government and school boards

for ethnocultural and linguistic rights to change existing legislation in order to

establish, implement, and develop the EUBP in Manitoba's public and private

school systems.

The data in this study also indicates that heritage and/or second language

instruction in Manitoba's public school system is a province-wide phenomenon, a

phenomenon whose growth is largely due to the positive impact of Canada's

multicultural reality on the educational system and schools' resulting sensitivity to

the needs of ethnic communit¡es.2a Dr. Ron Duhamel, former Deputy Minister,

Manitoba Education, describes the growth of heritage and/or second languages

in the province, as follows:

To me this seems to be a most vibrant time; the growth of
enthusiasm among ethnic groups is evident and most conducive to
exciting children about heritage, culture and language, as well as
developing a sense of well being that comes from being fluent in
more than one language.

I do not know if anyone ever said so, but some great writer should
have observed that language is the fibre that connects the heart,
the mind and the soul. Strands of words are the conduits of history,
philosophy, folklore and cultural tastes. I believe Manitoba's
cultural communities are more awake to those sentiments than ever
before and that it is indeed an exciting development.2s

Today, multiculturalism constitutes an important element in defining a new

Canadian identity and citizenship. lt has begun to penetrate and unify the very

fabric of our society, shaping its political, economic, legal, and educational
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structures. Governments, mass media and schools--the three basic educational

agencies--are increasing their support of multicultural policies and programs

within a broadened bilingual framework that includes promoting linguistic and

ethnocultural rights of all Canadian citizens. Since the Ukrainian Canadian

community influenced not only the establishment of federal and provincial

multicultural, multicultural education polÍcies, programs and organizations, but

also the translation of multicultural ideology into the Canadian Constitution,

specifically into the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, many Ukrainian

Canadians wÍll continue to promote ethnocultural and ethnolinguistic rights and

support multiculturalism as the definition of Canadian identity and citizenship.

The UCDC states that:

We [Ukrainian Canadians] believe in Canada as a multicultural
nation--a nation to whose socíal and economic development,
cultural identity and linguistic diversity we have contributed much
over the years. lt is because of this reality that we have pushed
and will continue to push for governments and public institutions to
contribute to the preservation and enhancement of the cultural
heritage of our community.26

The UCDC also states that:

From our perspective, what is very important is for our fellow
Canadians to recognize the fact that we have for a long time been
an integral part of Canadian society. Because of our special
predicament, we can lay legitimate claims on public resources . . .

multiculturafism must assist us to develop bicultural individuals--
individuals who are as dualistic in culture and as trilingual in
language as possible. And for this, public support for community
(group) development programmes, which include the development
of our ethnoculture and retention of our language, are absolutely
essential.2T

Fu¡^thermore, according to Bociurkiw:
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One can thus conclude on an optimistic note that, as far as
multicultural policy is concerned, Ukrainian Canadians are certain
to keep up their pressure, hopefully in more and more effective
ways, for a definite and continuous commitment from the federal
government to what should not be a conditional or temporary
political concession, but the birthright of all Canadians.2s

An important aspect of multiculturalism in Canada is the equal

preservation of both official (English and French) and ethnocultural languages.

Language is the thread of multiculturalism that preserves the uniqueness of each

ethnocultural community and provides the self-confidence and desire to support

multiculturalism--shared and sharing.2e Marunchak cites the Commissioner of

Official Languages, who stated:

"As tíme goes on, the traditionally more sentímental reasons for
keepÍng up the languages of the old country are being joined by
more pragmatic, even commercial, arguments for maintaining the
many languages that Canada is blessed with. lndeed, by looking
around and keeping our ears open, it is not too hard to realize that
Canada is a country of immense linguistic potential. . ."

"Canadians, we believe, are maturing rapidly in this direction. As
a people we are beginning to make sensible distinctions between
our opportunities to acquire as many languages as we please, the
duty of the state to communicate on whatever languages are
necessary, and our inescapable fate as individuals to be part of
several evolving, even competing cultures."

"Governments and legislators at all levels should continue to
emphasize that an official language policy does not downgrade the
importance of other Canadian communities but rather encourages
the development of more tolerant attitudes towards all languages
and ethnic' groups."lo 30

Lupul asser^ts that, "this attention, where multiculturalism is concerned, must

encompass more than the study of pioneers, for a living multiculturalism involves

more than heritage or history. lt takes in languages and attitudes as well."31 The

Royal Commission on Bilingualism and Biculturalism reaffirms the significance of
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heritage languages to Canadian society by stating that:

The presence in canada of many people whose language and
culture are distinctive by reason of their birth or ancestry represents
an inestimable enrichment that Canadians cannot afford to lose.
The dominant cultures can only profit from the influence of these
other cultures. Linguistic variety is unquestionably an-advantage
and its beneficial effects on the country are priceless.32

Therefore, heritage and/or second language learning and education, particularly

in the public school system is integral to multiculturalism and multicultural

education. According to Lupul:

The Point is that onlv b\¡ advancinq official bilinoualism within a
wider context of riqhts and freedoms will all be able to succeed
equally well. Thus, as ímportant as official bilingualism must be, it
is not wise to make it only, or even the highest, priority and to tie
the development of multiculturalism to its framework. As with
Rome, there are many roads to multiculturalism, and they must all
be equally well paved if the cultures of all the peoples at the base of
Canada's multiculturalism are to flourish. lt is not wise for
advocates of multiculturalism in education to ignore such
fundamental questions as the effect on multiculturalism of a focus
on culture divorced from language, and especially a focus on
multiculturalism divorced from the impact on it of official languages.

To those of whom the above may be new, or strange, or even
mystifying, let me again make clear that for multiculturalism to be
significant in education or elsewhere, it cannot slide over language
or even relegate it to supplementary schools.33

In its second report, the Canadian Consultative Council on Multiculturalism

supports heritage and/or second language learning by stating that:

It is the Councíl's firm belief that promotion of language learning will
not only strengthen Canada's multicultural identity, but it will also
render official bilingualism more acceptable. The broadening
influence of knowing other languages can only lead to greater
understanding of the need to guard against cultural annihilation on
an English-speaking continent.ua

Moreover, Dr. Eugene L. Ewanyshyn claims that:
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A new era is about to begin in second language education. we
have acquired a new understanding and tolerance of cultural and
linguistic differences in our community. We have recognized that
cultural diversity can be a source of strength in the fabric of our
society. We know that it is important for the child to know its
heritage and personal identity in order to develop a positive self-
esteem. Working together, we can build a better democratic
society based on the highest principals of equality, understanding,
compass^ion and goodwill within the framework of a multicultural
Canada.."

ln the area of multicultural education, educators and parents in Manitoba

have ensured that existing legislation in The Public Schools Act be amended and

implemented to facilitate the establishment and enhancement of heritage andlor

second languages ín the public and private school systems. According to Myron

J. Spolsky, the challenge of heritage and second language education is:

To meet the [current and future] needs of students to ensure that
they fit completely the vision of a society where each cultural group
is an equal partner; that they are equipped to communicate
linguistically in their heritage language and in English and French;
and that they be fully accepted as individuals and as Canadians.36

This is also the challenge and goal of the EUBP. The Ukrainian Canadian

community worked to secure the teaching of the Ukrainian language in the public

school system first, as a language of study in the Core/Elective Program, and

then as a language of instruction in the EUBP, in order that students learn not

only the Ukrainian language but also the English and French languages thereby

becoming trilingual Canadian citizens. Lupul states that:

In a multicultural society, the base must be improved not only for
accessing a second language like French for communicative
purposes but also a second language like Ukrainian or Chinese or
Hebrew for cultural purposes. The double reference to "second
language" is conscious and deliberate, for in the Ukrainian
bicultural and bilingual/trilingual program on the prairies, for
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example, Ukrainian and French are both taught as second
languages to serve different purposes'-Ukraínian for cultural and
French for communicative purposes. And the happy outcome in
the end is bicultural índividuals who are, in fact, trilingual in English,
Ukrainian, and French.37

The acceptance and stature of bilingual education in Manitoba, developed

as a result of the stability incurred by the EUBP. The introduction of the EUBP

into the public school system demonstrated not only an effective and successful

example of heritage andlor second language programming in a bilingual system

of education, but also a progressíve step in educational change towards the

development, enhancement, and preservation of a substantive form of

multiculturalism and multicultural education. Mallea states that:

The bilingual English/Ukrainian schools of Edmonton [and
Manitobal provide an excellent illustration of the dynamics of
contemporary educational pluralism. Their establishment offers a
superb case study of the politics of educational change and
illuminates in convincing fashion the four aspects of pluralism
[cultural, normative, structural and political] we are considering.3s

Moreover, Mallea states that:

Educational change rarely takes place in tidy or uniform fashion,
and, where issues of culture and schooling are involved, it would be
extremely naive to think that it could. such issues, as we have
seen, have long generated controversy in Canada, and they will
undoubtedly continue to do so. There is, however, a sense that a
climate of acceptance is slowly emerging and that thís is due in part
to the remarkable patience (as well as persistence) that minority
groups are exhibiting in their efforts to make educational institutions
and structures more responsive to their needs. There is also
evidence to suggest that minority groups are developing and
employing the necessary political skills to effect the changes they
seek.3e

According to Cummins:

Research findings have become a major factor in political struggles,
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insofar as they permit ethnolinguistic communities to document the
educational validity and viability of their claims. Increasing
sophistication among the ethnolinguistic communities with regard to
the research has also made it more difficult for opponents to deflect
community demands by means of scare tactics about the potential
damage to children's English acquisition.

However, the research is clearly only one component of a
complex socio-political situation which is stíll in a state of flux. The
outcome of this continuing debate will very likely define what
"multiculturalism" really means in the Canadian context. ln this
regard, the Edmonton [and Manitoba] bilingual programme is
having a major influence in helping to promote a substantive rather
than a trivial form of multiculturalism.a0

Consequently, Derkatz cites Lupul, who states that:

Language is the key to a cultural heritage that has shaped their
[Ukrainian Canadians] being even in Canada; to many more,
language has a high symbolic value usually rooted in a sense of
tragedy derived from either one of two sources: from the hostility,
prejudice, and discrimination experienced in Canada until well after
the Second World War or from the political, social, and cultural
oppression Ukrainians in the ancestral homeland endure today--
and some cases from both at once. As a result, language
education for Ukrainian Canadians is practically synonymous with
multiculturd!-sm, and as such is at the very heart of multicultural
education .178 

41

Although assimilation and Anglo-conformity remains a threat to the

establishment and maintenance of ethnocultural language education, heritage,

heritage, and/or second language programs have become effective in resisting

assimilation of ethnic minorities by partially counteracting the rapid language loss

within ethnocultural communities, For the Ukrainian Canadian community, the

EUBP, in particular, not only ensures the intergenerational transmission of the

Ukrainian language, but also lends legitimacy to the cultural identity of Ukrainian

Canadians, whose previous generatíons suffered severe assimilation,

discrimination, and hostility from the Anglo-Celtic host society. Petryshyn, with
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Dzubak, states that:

there is also the renewed awareness of ethnic minorities in
canada. In the case of the ukrainians, this awareness has
manifested itself in English-Ukrainian bilingual schools and in the
exertion of political pressure to have the linguistic and cultural rights
of ethnic minorities recognized and guaranteed in the new
Constitution. But perhaps the best safeguard against assimilation
lies with the Ukrainians themselves. . . . they have exhibíted a
remarkable tenqcity in surviving as a group despite the challenges
of their history.a2

Moreover, the EUBP has become a vehicle that current and future generations of

ukrainian Canadians may use not only to resist assimilation and Anglo-

conformity by becoming either bilingual and/or trilingual citizens thereby learning

the English, French, and Ukrainían languages in the public school system, but

also develop a Canadian multicultural identity and citizenship, while maintaining

their own Ukrainian Canadian cultural identity.

The EUBP in itself resists assimilation and Anglo-conformity of the

hegemonic host society due to the fact that it is both a heritage and/or second

language program and a bilingual system of education that was re-established in

the public and private school systems. The first Ukrainian Canadian bilingual

schools were established in Manitoba's public school system at the turn of the

20th Century. According to Bilash:

The bilingual public schools of Manitoba had been estabrished at a
time when, due to the isolation of the non-English from English
schools and English-speaking people, and due to a shoftage of
teachers, they were necessary as a means of educating the non-
English children of Manitoba. . . . lt is unfortunate that their master-
race attitude [opponents of bilingual schools] toward speakers of
languages other than English blinded them to the fact that
understanding and education could only_be enhanced by the
knowledge of more than one language.€
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However, since the abolishment of the bilingual system of education in 1g16, the

curricula ín the public school system remained unilingual until the Post WWll and

Multicultural Eras when a change in existing public school legislation resulted in

the introduction of Ukrainian as a language of study in the ukrainian

Core/Elective Program in the 1960s and as a language of instruction in the EUBP

in the 1970s. According to Derkatz:

The school system as a mainstream institution recognized the
importance of languages and via this legislation accommodated the
hopes of many third and fourth generation Ukrainians "to regain
what was lost and initiate a chanoe that would reverse the
assimilation process .n146 

44

Marunchak states that:

in the era of multiculturalism a new type of school was formed in
which the students, with encouragement from their parents could
select an additional language of instruction according to their
choice. A new progressive bilingual school system was
inaugurated, which in many ways has outgrown the bilingual
system of the old pioneet era. In principle, the Ukrainian
community, in Canada is reconquering that which was lost in the
year 1916 in Manitoba. . . .

Without the climate of multiculturalism that type of education
[bilingual education in the 1970s] was impossible in the 50s and
60s.45

Although the EUBP curricula is parallel to the unilingual program, it also

offers additional instruction using the Ukrainian language in the curricula areas of

Ukrainian language arÏs, social studies, art, music, health and physical education

that reinforces the preservation and development of Ukrainian Canadian cultural

identity. Therefore, EUBP students learn the requÍred curricula in three

languages, as well as, gain an appreciation of, and education in, Ukrainian

culture, traditions, and customs. Moreover, since the EUBP supports
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multicultural education, students in the Program not only acquire cross-cultural

awareness and develop a broader perception of Canadian and global

multiculturalism, but are also encouraged to pursue further studies in all three

languages while attempting to effectively participate in both the Ukrainian

Canadian community and in Canadian society.

Throughout 1976-93, the remarkable success in the establishment and

development of Manitoba's EUBP from Grades K-12 in the public school system

may be attributed to the prodigious efforts of the Ukrainian Canadian community

including uPBc, ucPBF, ucc, parents, Parent committees, MpuE, as well as,

school board members, school divisions, administrators, teachers, and the

federal, provincial and local governments. Ewanyshyn states that:

attitudes have changed. Some of the most vocal opponents of
language education in the past have now recognized the
importance of second language learning in Canada. Many of them
have accepted a new reality. Trustees, senior administrators,
principals, teachers and parents who were once sceptical and
ambivalent in their support for second language learning are now
offering their support.a6

Consequently, the combined efforts of all stakeholders involved with Manitoba's

EUBP represents a significant accomplishment for the Ukrainian Canadian

community. Wiseman states that, "organizational efforts, such as the successful

campaign for bilingual schools in the seventies and eighties, have been

testimony to the importance of Ukrainian Canadians as a political force even

though most ukrainians have not been associated with these efforts.aT

Furthermore, the Ukrainian Canadian community is looking fonruard with

assurance to the retention of the EUBP and Ukrainian as a language for use in
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the public and private school systems for generations to come. According to

Marunchak:

As it is evident from the press and social inquiries in the last years,
Ukrainians in Canada are mobilizing their forces and endeavoring
to reply to the challenge of today to preserve their language and
culture in their homes and society. With double energy they are
emphasizing the need to improve the language_teaching methods
in their homes and private and public schools.*

Yereniuk states that:

Finally, let us all work together towards the establishment of a
model for education of future generations of Manitoba Ukrainians.
It is our hope that our children will be fluent in both official
languages as well as in the language of our pioneers. With this as
our vision, I am sure that we are building a stronger province and a
better nation for all.ae

Nevertheless, Marunchak claims that:

Questions of schools and mother tongue always remain thorny
problems for Ukrainians. . . . However, in order to recapture the
losses in the years gone by, it will take many years and perhaps
even generations. The future of the Ukrainian community in
Canada depends upon the successful solution to this problem.s0

Since no further notable Ukrainian immigration to Canada is expected and

the number of Ukrainian Canadians in relation to the total Canadian population is

declining, the future of the Ukrainian Canadian community depends on the well-

organized and articulate descendants of each previous wave of immigration and

the successive generations of Ukrainian Canadians.sl The key to the future

development of the Ukrainian Canadian community and the preservation of the

Ukrainian language and dual Ukrainian Canadian and Canadian identities is

community renewal and cooperation, as well as, innovative programming aimed

at greater youth involvement. According to UCDC, "the harnessing of this
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reservoir of potential fyouth] support is the most pressing task of our [Ukrainian

Canadianl community today."s2 Marunchak states that:

They [Ukrainian Canadians] are also discussing the possibility of
raising the standards within their youth organizations. Articles are
written about the necessity of founding new youth clubs for sports
and artistic and cultural activities. Discussions are being conducted
for the purpose of strengthening and expanding the objectives and
programs of existing youth organizations. Also mentioned is the
need for cultural contacts with Ukrainian youth in other countries of
the world.53

In speaking at the Ukrainian Canadians Building the Future conference on March

22-24, 1985, Bailey states the following regarding the future of the Ukrainian

Canadian community in Manitoba:

We have the opportunity . . . to shape the kind of future, the kind of
environment that will enrich all of us now and tomorrow so that
when future generations look back at 1985 they will see a strong,
unified, and committed community determined to work together to
leave a lasting legacy.

Of course in order for us to achieve this we must be ready to
cooperate, we must develop such a sense of security that we
become prepared to set aside our political and ideological
differences so that we can deal with the important issues facing our
community. We must become so secure that we can put aside our
self interests when the fate of the entire community is at stake. We
must become so secure that we are prepared to take risks, and we
must be prepared to feel joy for the achievement of others. The
most difficult thing to achieve in such a sense of security and trust
that we can let go. We must recognize, that unless we all begin a
joint campaign to encourage, support and welcome the youth in our
communities and encourage them to take an active role in the
leadership of all of our organizations, we will have no future, we will
have no culture, and all the efforts, sacrifices and toil of all of our
ancestors will have meant nothing.sa

In addition, the profound transformations that have occurred, and continue

to occur, in Canada, such as, Canada's Constitution, ethnocultural composition,

economic and cultural relations with other countries. and in Ukraine. such as.
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Ukraine's independence and all the social, political, and economic consequences

it implies, will not only necessitate alterations to the well organized Ukrainian

Canadian community, but also influence the future life of Ukrainians in Canada.

Ukrainian Canadians, with leadership assistance from the UCC, must proceed

with necessary adjustments to ensure that through a conscious and strategic

process of community renewal their best human resources are enlisted to

address the immense task of pursuing the future development of the Ukrainian

Canadian community. The future development of the Ukrainian Canadian

community will depend on the effectiveness of Ukrainian Canadian organizations,

such as the UCC, focusing and prioritizing internal and external goals and

objectives both within and outside of the community. In order to achieve greater

cultural development withín the Ukrainian Canadian community, including growth

in educational, community and arts programs, the UCC will need to identify,

revisit, and re-examine specific goals and strategies, such as, the proactive

advocacy of multiculturalísm, immigration, improvements in the social welfare

system, generational renewal in organizations and particularly, Ukrainian

language education in post-secondary institutions and in private, public, and

"Ridna Shkola" Ukrainian schools. These internal goals must be implemented

within Ukrainian Canadian organizations thereby maximizing the participation of

all segments of the Ukrainian Canadian population in all aspects of Ukrainian

community life in Canada.

Furthermore, in order to maximize the opportunity for cultural-educational

development as an ethnocultural group, the UCC must continue participating in
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the external political process in order to achieve full parÏicipation in all aspects of

decision-making that affect specific Ukrainian Canadian concerns and general

multicultural issues. The UCC will be able to accomplish these external goals by

strategically coordinating mainstream networks íncluding maintaining and/or

developing new effective relationships and more equitable partnerships with all

three levels of government, as well as, continuing to cultivate relations with

ethnocultural communities, and Ukrainians in Ukraine and in the diaspora. The

UCC must also endeavour to create public institutions that present

multiculturalism as part of general culture and education in order to continue

accessing multicultural funds and/or financial assistance for the Ukrainian

Canadian community. A greater emphasis must also be placed on community

fundraising and on state funding of Ukrainian Canadian institutions in the public

sector. Petryshyn states that:

lf Ukrainians are to continue to create, lead, and make substantive
a multicultural movement aimed at establishing equal treatment for
Canadians of all ethnic backgrounds, then they must make the
class and ethnic stratification of Canadian society their principal
concern, forming appropriate social and political alliances which
have the potential of altering the inequalities in the current social
structures of Canadian society. Without such an orientation, it
would appear that the [social] transitions [place of birth,
urbanization, occupational structure, education, income,
penetration of Canadian elites, language, and religionl . . . will
continue their present assimilatory trends."

Similar to the future development of the Ukrainian Canadian community,

the future of the EUBP is contingent upon the continued support of the Ukrainian

Canadian community, Ukrainian Canadian organizations, parents, teachers,

administrators, all the levels of government, and Canadian society. Solypa
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The Club [UPBC] recognizes the contributions of the people who
are closest to the action such as teachers, parents and principals.
Loyalty, hard work, and perseverance are essential in order to
maintain and preserve the Ukrainian language program so that the
struggles of the pioneers of this program are not in vain.56

The EUBP's future will particularly depend on educational institutions and

Ukrainian Canadian community organizations, such as UCC, UCPBF, UpBC,

and MPUE, developing and implementing future directions for the Program that

include promotion and expansion, communication of further research,

development of curricular and resource materials through Dzvin Publishers,

support of teacher training and professional development, maintenance of

nursery schools "sadoks" and day care facilities, such as Sadok veselka, and

cooperation with "Ridna Shkola" Ukrainian schools. Although the EUBP receives

financial and moral assistance from the Osvita Foundation, organizations such as

MPUE must also continue their influence with all three levels of government,

school boards and the general Canadian community in order not only to promote

and provide information regarding the benefits of bilingual education and the

EUBP, but also to maintain financial support for the Program and its cultural and

cross-cultural activities. Lupul states that:

Elected lay leaders will always need experts--and anyone
concerned to influence government or to benefit from its programs
ignores the experts at one's peril; even worse, moreover, is to take
no responsibility for their education. The best education is that
which must be acquired to advise others how to avoid disaster.
Federal-provincial conferences are potentially full of disaster where
ignorance, will, or condescension prevail. Today, far too much fear,
tension, and suspicion govern federal-provincial relations where all
languages (French and English included) and ethnic cultures are
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concerned. As long as this is the case, one can hardly hope to
have intercultural understanding in society or in schools, for it is
through bureaucrats who are themselves schooled in multicultural
issues that politicians are educated to lead all of us to whatever will
meet the needs of the greatest number of citizens in
multiculturalism'-whether that be in education or any place else.57

According to Marunchak:

Cited statistics in the field of political life, employment, academic
achievements and the attractiveness of Ukrainian culture speak
about a healthy state of the Ukrainian Canadian community and
there is hope that linguistic crises, under thorough scrutiny and
after the establishment of national priorities will find a proper
solution, keeping in mind that the national community must build
principally on its own resources whereas the state should be of
assistance financially and in establishing long range objectives. To
date financial state assistance has been extremely limited and long
range objec_tives are not established by government multicultural
authorities.ss

Therefore, MPUE must be required to increase its political involvement in

advocating ethnocultural and linguistic rights including the maintenance of

heritage and ukrainian language education, such as the EUBP, both in the

Canadian Constitution and in The Public Schools Act. Lupul states that:

Our debt to those who laid the foundations for multiculturalism by
being true to themselves and retaining a second culture will never
be sufficiently repaid until such bicultural and bilingualitrilingual
classes as exist today in the prairie provinces are guaranteed to
future generations of children through the following amendment to
section 23, the "Minority Language Educational Rights" section in
the new Charter of Rights and Freedoms:

Citizens of Canada shall have their children receive their
primary and secondary school instruction in the language of
the majority of the population of the province in which they
reside and in any other language(s) in accordance with the
expressed desire of parents in any area of the province in
which the number of children of such citizens is sufficient to
warrant the provision out of public funds of minority language
educational facilities in that area.
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ln a multicultural society, each individual must have the opportunity
bv right to acquire such languages as will meet not only
communicative needs but also cultural needs as well.se

In addition, the future of the EUBP will particularly depend on the intrinsic

value and right to language learning, respect for languages as academic

subjects, logistics of Program delivery, application of the program to a global

context, as well as, the realities and development of the socio-historical context

of modern times. The EUBP's future will also depend on active parental

involvement in encouraging the use of the Ukrainian language at home, in

school, and in the community. According to Marunchak:

there is still a great need to conduct clarification among young
students about the necessity of bilingual teaching, about the need
of knowledge of the native mother tongue and the benefits of
lingual enrichments, not only for the ethnocultural values but also
for the country as a whole. Wherever such actions were enacted
from house to house, there was success. Schools were filled with
students. Where this drive was lacking, very few or none were
registered.

The second established truth was where the young parents took
upon themselves the implementation of these actions, there was a
success. These young parents along with experienced educators
brought the school problems to successful fruition. ln some
centres, where the leading positions are in the hands of indifferent
pedagogues and disinterested parents, school system declines.60

Marko Hnatiuk, former President of the Seven Oaks Parents for Ukrainian

Education, and past executive member of MPUE and MAPAL states that:

As parents we have a strong commitment to the English-Ukrainian
bilingual program. Through the program our children have gained a
broader knowledge of the world around them and a distinct ability to
function readily in at least two languages. They not only absorb
much more of the world around them, but they do so in a
multicultural atmosphere. They understand that they are
Canadians and that Canada is their home. They have come to
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appreciate that they have roots in the culture and heritage of their
grandparents; these children serve as a living legacy of the¡r past.61

Moreover, in order to ensure the perpetual education and socialization of

Ukrainian Canadian students in the Ukrainian language and culture and to

preserve Ukrainian Canadian cultural identity for future generations, Ukrainian

Canadian churches and community organizations will need to make provisions to

accommodate EUBP students and parents and encourage them to participate in

Ukrainian Canadian community events and activities. According to Kuplowska,

"the teaching of Ukrainian to children is seen by most as highly desirable, and

those concerned to see the continued development of Ukrainian lsic'l in Canada

should capitalize on this fact."62

The research and data presented in this study suggests that bilingual

education, that is represented in the EUBP and includes multicultural and anti-

racist education, is good and worthwhile education due to the fact that it not only

offers the greatest opportunity for a child's personal growth, educational

achievement and heritage language acquisition, but also provides a progressive

step towards cross-cultural awareness and the development, enhancement, and

preservation of multiculturalism. Gibau claims that:

A bilingual education provides youngsters with another lens through
which they can view the physical world around us, the world of
ideas, and the world of culture. . . . Helping to provide that
additional lens to reality--lle lens of language--enhances a child's
education immeasurably.o"

Thus, every attempt should be made by educators and the community to

overcome any Program difficulties incurred by the EUBP in order to perpetuate
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the Program for future generations of Ukrainian Canadians. Although there are

some concerns related to the maintenance of the EUBP, such as, recruitment,

enrolment, preference to enrol students in French lmmersion programs,

availability of educational resources and an uncertain aüitude among some

Canadians towards multiculturalism, multicultural education and bilingual

programs, the advantages surpass the disadvantages of maintaining the

Program in the Manitoba school system. The many benefits attributed to

education in the EUBP are as follows: acquisition, reinforcement and use of

another language in a natural setting; access to a parallel curriculum and extra-

curricular activities similar to those offered in a unilingual program; gaining

trilingualism with greater fluency ín the Ukrainian language and acquisition of the

French language; learning the ukrainian culture, heritage, and tradítions;

developing cross-cultural awareness by learning about and appreciating the

ethnocultural heritage and culture of other groups and communities; development

of self-esteem, self-image, and self-confidence; enrichment in personal and

social growth; and development and opportunity for career possibilities especially

in the areas of education, business and economics. Therefore, the federal,

provincial and local governments, Manitoba Education and Training, parent

committees, Ukrainian organizations, school boards, teachers, and

administrators must all collaborate to bring the benefits of bilingual and

multicultural, anti-racist education including the EUBP and other bilingual

programs, to an ever increasing number of students in the school system.

In conclusion, reconstructing history becomes a meaningful intellectual
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exercise only when the researcher is able to demonstrate how the past becomes

the present, and how the present projects itself into the future.uo Carr states that:

History properly so-called can be written only by those who find and
accept a sense of direction in history itself. The belief that we have
come from somewhere is closely linked with the belief that we are
going somewhere. A society which has lost belief in its capacity to
progress in the future will quickly cease to concern itself with its
progress in the past . . . our view of history reflects our view of
society.o'

Ukrainian Canadians have been not only effective in resisting Anglo-conformity

by the host society, but also successful in acquiring Canadian citizenship while

retaining their Ukrainian language and dual Ukrainian and Canadian identities.

This has been accomplished through the preservation of a vital, well-organized,

progressive, influential, cultural and educational Ukrainian Canadian community,

the establishment of Ukrainian language education in post-secondary institutions,

public, private and "Ridna Shkola" Ukrainian schools and the acceptance of

multiculturalism as the new definition of Canadian identity and citizenship.

Nevertheless, the threat of partial or even complete assimilation of Ukrainian

Canadians is ever present in Canadian society. Gerus and Rea state that:

The long, often disheartening, struggle for acceptance has been
succeeded by the realization that further struggle lies ahead for
Ukrainian Canadians, if much of their original culture is to be
preserved. But Canada, and Ukrainian Canadians, can only benefit
from the effort and the experience.66

However, due to achievements in socio-economic status, education and

schooling; literature; creative and performing arts; cultural, educational and

socio-political organizations; public service; politics; ethnocultural and linguistic

rights; language retention and cultural development, there is hope that Ukrainian
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Canadians will continue to resist assimilation in order to not only secure a cultural

and linguistic future for successive generations, but also prosper as a unique yet

integral ethnocultural community member in Canada's multicultural and

multilingual society.

The preseruation of Ukrainian language education throughout the 20th and

into the 21't Century has ensured the successive intergenerational transmission

of Ukrainian language and cultural identity to future generations of Ukrainian

Canadians. Moreover, the specific re-establishment of a bilingual system of

education into Manitoba's school system and the creation and development of

the EUBP demonstrates not only the familiar adage that history repeats itself and

or comes full circle, but also that history and/or h¡storical occurrences or

circumstances can influence and affect the progress of future events. Through

the dedicated work of the Ukrainian Canadian community and especially the

UPBC, the EUBP was established in public and private school systems to

provide the opportunity for future generations of Ukrainian Canadians to retain

their Ukrainian language and cultural identity and become bilingual and/or

trilingual citizens while successfully integrating and participating in both the

Canadian and global societies. Marunchak states that:

History rather likes milestones. lt looks for some definite dates,
periods, epochs. Staying between sociology and history it must be
concluded with general statements. The living community must
remember the past and simultaneously have a vision and build for
the future. In this situation the Ukrainian Canadians can look back
on their 90 years of settlement in Canada and their achievements
with pride. They can now look with confidence to the future.67

According to Bailey:
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Ukrainian people have proven that despite a history of oppressíon
and centuries of conqueror's efforts to obliterate every trace of our
culture we continue to survive and continue to thrive.

We can respect these generations of spirit, an incredible need to
survive. We have been given a legacy that has taken us to the
twentieth century. Now it is our responsibility to head into the
twenty-first century with the same drive, the same commitment and
the same tenacity that we have inherited. Let's accept this
challenge so that future generations can say "1, too, come from a
proud tradition and herítage left to me by my forefathers".6s

Thus, in the words of Lysenko:

With the world in their eyes, the men in sheepskin coats left their
native land to come into the new country. With the world in their
eyes, a world of joy and hope and achievement, the younger
generation now stand in the threshold of the future looking fon¡rard
confidently to a prospect of happier horizons.o'

The historical review and analysis presented in this study is an attempt to

examine and interpret the socio-historical context, including various socio-

historical elements, inside and outside of the Ukrainian Canadian community that

influenced the development of Ukrainian language education, as well as the

effofts of the UPBC not only to reintroduce a bilingual system of education but

also to create and develop the EUBP in Manitoba's public and private school

systems.

Although this study does not pretend to cover all aspects of this topic, it is

the writer's hope that it not only provides educators, parents, and the community,

with a better understanding of the historical background and events that

precipitated the creation and development of the EUBP, but also offers some

suggestions for its future development and an impetus for further research in the

following areas: the social experience of subordinate groups that examines the
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dynamics of hegemony, Anglo-conformity, assimilation and resistance; the

historical development of Ukrainian Canadians and Ukrainian Canadian

organizations; the fundamental values of culture and identity within the social

history of Ukrainian Canadians; the influence of Ukrainian Canadian

organizations in the development of the Ukrainian Canadian community;

Canadian ethnocultural and linguistic rights; Canadian multiculturalism,

multicultural education and citizenship; public schools as social and/or political

cultural sites; heritage and/or second language programs; the bilingual system of

education and bilingual programs, such as the EUBP in Manitoba, and in other

Canadian provinces.
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APPENDIX A

comparative statistics and Numbers of pupils taking ukrainian
from 1968-69 to 1979-80 - Total Enrolment

COMPARATIVE STATISTICS RE NUMBER OF PUPILS
TAKtrNG UKRAINI.AN FROM 1968{9 to 1979{0 - Total Enroltme¡rt

Kinder- Grades
Total gerten l-3

Grades
7-9

Grades
4-6

455
691

1,123
1,307
1,274
I,188
1,083

1,051

1,059

674
1,263

1,344
1,607
l,gg l
1,887
1,813
1,752
1,499
1,327
1,057

Grades
10-12

263
215

360
360
461
297
380
360
328
321
283

1968{9 937
1969-70 t,478
1970-71 No Statistics Available
t97t:72 2273 t7 97
r972-E 3,t69 5n
t973-74 4,187 25 697
t97+75 4,t59 19 &9
tn5-76 4,446 47 832
t976:77 4,094 15 779
1977:78 3,610 t2 688
t978-79 3,347 16 632
1979-80 2,978 25 554

Ukrainian Academy of Arts and Sciences (UVAN), 1.ggà),746.

Source: Michael H. Marunchak,
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APPENDIX B

Manitoba Parents for Ukrainian Education lnc.
Original Chart

IIA¡IITOBA PARENTS FOR

DZVIN PUBLISHERS IilC.

Source: MPUE, "lnformation Handbook on the English-Ukrainian Bilingual
Program and the Manitoba Parents for Ukrainian Education Inc.," (Winnipeg,
1e86).

BOARD OF DIRECîORSPARENTS, CONITITTEE,S
T{.P.U.8. REPRESENTAT¡VE

INDIVIDUAL BILINGUAL
SCHOOL PARENTS' CO'.IHITTEES
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APPENDIX C

Manitoba Parents for Ukrainian Education lnc.
Constitution

MA¡ìII TO BA PAREþ{TS FO R LA(RÆ NIAhI EDI,.'CAT¡ O N Í NC.
CONSITUTION
AS APPROYED 3 JUT{E I98CI
AÎ{D AS ÁT{EHDED 8 JUNE I983
AND AS AT{ENI}ED 4 JUNE t 986

1 . The OrganÞatlon ls to be lncorporated, not for profit, cfarllable
gJgapatiqn under Secllon Þ0 | - Corpoafl on kithorl sfa re ca pihl,
Manitoba CanpanlesAct

2. Mlsslon statement ro enlance the ukralnhn hnquaqe and culture
lhrough the prcnotlon of Ukrainän education in tñe Piovince of Manitoba.

3. Structure:
a. To be the coordtrailng bory of all parents' crrrnlttees tn the EnoltsÞ

Ukraínhn Bllingtal frograrn and all other affiliated Ukrainian hnþuge
prograrns in Manitoba

b. Jo ldentÍfyaræs of grorthforUkralnhn educailon progra,ns.
c. Toasslst Parents cdrmfüees ln estabttshlngancf nbtnfalnlng

pr0grams;
rf. To educate thg gq¡¡eqlcarrnunftyabout Ukralnhn hnguge

educatlon and cultural e¡oerlencris:
e. To becqne the Ukratnbn cuttural rúource In the Provlnce of Manltoba:
f. To inlluenco ancf actlveV partlclmto ln the þcal. provincial and fedeøf '

oçnizatloral bodfes anrf goveirment levels réþrding ukralnhn
educatlon;

g. To encourztge multlculturafim;
h. To b ecqne a llranc hþ self-stirTclent organÞailon

4. Objectlves:
a. To coordlratethe recruiFnent campatgn ln Mannobaandtoassll

Parenl s' Cqrrnftte es ln school dlvi'slons ofrerln g tho En gllsÞ
Ukralnhn Billn gtal Progøm;
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b. To oversee tho Introducflon of the prognam ln new schoot
dtvls lons by tä cititaüng the Invof vemeñt anc Esâ-ónsîñe nt of lo cal

Parents'Cqmmfiees:-
c To representthe Inteiols of the progq¡r¡ befors the Federaland

Provtncäl Goyenmentsandlhe puútcmãoha 
- -'-''

d- To assll Parenls' Carrrrltlees h lhe conouA ðf thelr ac{vÍues wlthln
thelr res o ecllve Jurtscllcilons a s cf e sned nece ssary Ç m e Bærcl ofDlrectort

e. To liaise with cones ponding crrm unlty carrrrÍtt oes In all pro vÍnces
whereukainian Biriirgtatp?ognms rráve úeìn ôrmäf oecome
ooeratloml:

r. lo a c¡rate the dg.yeLoppent of supplem entary erf ucat lorat nat eria ts
1n cooperaflonwith thè Deparfneht of ÈCqcaticÃ: 

--'
g I g supervjge Fe acfnfntstnailve saff tfat naybe enga.ged or

flplgyed bylhg orFnFflgn ro täcilnare mé rnprañôñrar¡on or rhe
lUncllons ai cf ellne<lbv the Bærd:

lr To establish reh!¡9!{,!ptTfl|J corimittees represenüng other
?-lg q g. groups p rombilng rhe ¡r o'yn áñ-g,ra'Iid ûo gäïriJ rñ in e p u b nc
schoolst¡stern:

[ \{fl h out réstrictihg tlr e_ q 9¡.era tÍty of th e fo¡9 g gi¡ g, the o rga nization is
!o qpgrate as a.norpiofrr corp-oaüon wilhibieäð iô iCðe¡ve änd 

-

rrarnlarn a rund orrunds ancl appvtlan üne to Ûne aft or part thereof
an d/or the Incanerhereffmr tör s'ucn purposel älrmv ud có emäii 

-'
necessaryto do ailsuch thrngs asare incidentalor corícîuctiõ iöiñ;
attalrmeñt of fts objecüvei. '- -- -

Membershlp:
a Actfve: dll parents of chllcfren ln the EngfísÞukrainianBtfingut

Irog*.n, i,ffir.þtgg groups wnrcn uem6ärô ;rä Ë¿i¡õiorc to vore ar arlGenerallleeüngs; -

b. Assochte: Inolvtðr¡als or other organÞatfons who wlsh to orqnote.
räcrihto and espouse rhe obfecrÉ anc ãrnldi rh, öîsa;ätröñìiäv
totn a s voüno M èmbers, hovêver rh t ahai nôr iñ ;i¡ö¡ö¡ffi'ñät,i-
Execr¡tlve Oftce'

c. nn¡siõ¿âe ü,#nbershrpnaybe reroted byarmJorüyvote ora duty
- conliluledGeneralorSþechlMeeüng ' "

d. Spechl VeqberyÞtp: oni pe_rson repreienïng the tßralnhn
Professforat and Büstnesö ctub or Wt¡iñpåö

0. Annql Geneøl Meeting:
a The Ánnul Meeting smll ue helct after 30 April but by 30 June of every

o dffiÍm-.rrhglgl9lMg.erfng srar be 25Ácüve Members;c Notlce or the A¡rntar t{.ee!hg Tust oe õllãn h wrïräg io u ãhuen at
l€asl 30 day: prfor to the Mãetho:

4 Notlce ofaÍniendnents iôinð cónsfltuüonmust be grven hwrnrng
to an Memben 30 da'6 prtorro ne mnuái i!{è¿täS,
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e- t) Allanmenúnents to lhe ConstÍtution requíre twethírcts

-lg¡ory 0f Ac{Ie M embers present and ùotf ng at the Ár¡ntat M eefl n g;
[) The Conlltullon sfall be re vlewed anrxallr¿-

f. Ar¡ audlled frrancial sätement sfall bs presenlêd based on lhe
frmedhte past llscal Warat lhe Annual M eoflna

g. Specäl Gederal M eethgs nay be calted ry 1 0 Áít¡ve M embers.

7" FlicårlYan: The lÌscalyearsfall cqnr¡ence I Aprlland stalltermirate 3î
Marct¡-

8. oflIcers: The officers of the corporaüon slaflbe electedannually.must
9q {.p arnong the Acilve Members and stafl consfst of the fottoíyíng
positions:

a Exect¡tlve Csrrr¡fttee:
-Presldenl
-VlcePresldent - Extenal Matters
-Vlc+Pre.sl<lent - I nterml Matters
-Secrebry
- | reasurer
-Cfalrpersonfsl of Standf noCrnhfrteo(s)' '
-lnmedhte täs| Presldent

b. Dlrectors:
-_one person represenüng each parents'carrr¡lttee as the parents,
Csrrr¡ittee defines ltself, but no more ttan one ctrnmittee peraflllhtecl
9roup;
-o n0 pernon representfng tho tJkøfnhn professlorat and Buslness
Ctub bf Wrnnlp'eg. r

c. The Berdof Directorswlllmeetmonthy, but not tesstlanfourlfnes
anntafly, wilh year 'defined as lhe flsø[ þerlod of the o rgneatión. 

-

f quqnm gf a Meetlng of the Bærcf of Dlrectors stallconstst of no less
tÌan four M embers of the Executlvo Conrr¡frt ee and thre e othø Direcl ors.

9. Opentlons:
a- All offlcersanct Dlrecton fave voilng prlvllegesat Meeilngs of the

Bærd of Dlreclorg
b. Deslgrated_slaff aiean ex-oflïclo Mernberof tho Berdand of the

Execuilvo Csrrnltte e without voilno prlvlledqes:
c. No Member of the Bærd of DlrectorÉ iray nola more üan one ooslilon:
<1. other CrnnÍttees nay bo etabfishect bi ne emrO ás ihe ;ièód 

-.-- -' "
arfsos wfthout voüng h{emborshþ on tho'Bærð oro¡rèaôß:-- 

- -
e.ln the event of-q resl'gqüon of ari ofllcer of the eero, tñõ-e'€rc sfall

be empowerecttoapþotntan lntertn oftlcerbya srnpie'na¡òdt)î 
- --
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f. No Bercl or Staff M ernber wll! dfrecfiy or fndtrectV gafn unduo llrancht
qdn¡lage h dællng wilh MP.U.E. añd ¡ts aftl¡htós] Shoui¿ theie be artv
douDt, the potenthl confllct wfi be submftted to the Bærd for '
rllsposition;

g. N0 Bærd Mernber slafl hold a säff posftlon or ylsevors.

f 0. Áflllhiecl OroanEaüoffr'
AJ
Estabtlsh and nalntaln an lncorporated foundailon fosvital. The
Foundalion Is thE be lncorporatbd as a not for profitàule ctbriaùte
pfgafrþUgn under Secüoir þ(l| - Corporailon wtthotn sþre apila|
ManÍloba CsnmnlesÁct
Funcllom:
a. To collectfundsandrecelve domüonsforthe pumose of

rmfntafnlng these as a prlnclple tuncf.
u. Ig olgn2é:yglr FmEtgnsio ratso tunctsas ls deemed necessaryby

the Founchtlon's Bæid õf Trufees:
c. To Invest doratecl tunds fn orderto obtatn the best retum on

Invesfnen[
d. To use all oia portlon of Incoms derived frqn Investr¡ents to suooort

the d.erelopment of ukralnhn bngrage prograrns in Manfloba:- 
---

geçfncaty to support recruihnent andprbmottoml efforts for tfie
EngflsfÞ ukrahan B|f|n gt¡a I pr_o gnam tn'Manftoh by <f orattn g runds to
regilered ctarihble nonprofrt 

-orqanizations:

e. A <f esl gmt e d.portlon of lnc-rne nay b e usecf tô cov er th e a úr¡lnlstraüye
expenses of the O rganizaüon;

f. T0 cünpywnhal| requlrement-s of the Incrns TaxAct.whlchnaybe
amended tlqn tine to tine, ln order lo rehln sätus as a ctarihbie
organÞatlor¡

g. Wlthout relrlcllng the generallty of lhe foregolng, the OrganÞailon ls to
op e rat e as a n o rr-.profT{ c orporáthn wnh o bté ct s-t o re c e¡v-e ano
nalnhln a fi.¡nd or fr¡n cls añd appy f.rqn tine to tfne af l or part of the
Inccne eamed on the prtncrprdfuñð róiiuôñ òuöóãès as imv oe
deemed necessaryaniJ to db all such thlngs ds aie lncloentaiói 

-

conduclve to the atatrment of ns oU¡edtvès.

Bmrd of Trustees:
a The Bmrcl of rrulees slallconsll of no lessüan seven Members-

slall be elected l¡lennhüy and sfafl consH of tho fofiwng 
- . . -- - ' - '

posftlons
L Presldenlü. VlcePreslcfentllt Secretaryh. Trasurbr
v.-y[ Membenat Aroe:

b. FourMembers of the Be?dof rrusteeswffl be Members of the
Bqnl of Dtrectors of Manftoba parentsforLJkratnán eoucailonar
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the thne of election of Trustees, whlle three sfall be electedfrom at-
brge;

e. Trustees stell not derlve dlrect flnanchl beneflt frorn thelractlvftles
on belalf of the Foun@tlon, but not Incfudlng thelr orn sahrles, wages
orhonourarh

ci. The Mernbershlprmyfilla vacancyonthe Bærd of Trustees bv elecil
9n of a-p.ers_ontbflfiho vacant poétttonforthe exptred porilon ótme-term 

of tho Bærd of Trulees.

Dfssolutlon:
a. The Founchllonnaybe <flssolved bya vote of twothlrcfs, tlral ls flye of

seren of the Trufeês yotlngand bya vote of twrthirds óf tne
M embers present and votlnq al a Soecäl G eneral M eetlnq of the
M_rnbershlp called for thfs purpose, whfch ls to take phceho hter ttat
60 days follüvlng the flrst Meeilng;

b. Upon dfssolrÍlon,aflasssts of the Foundation stall be tranlenedto
MP.U.E. Inc.. lf exlant. otherwlse to a ctarÍhble foundatlon. whose
ahns and objectfves aie sympathetlc to the pranotlon of Ukrafnhn
Fnguage prograrns, forlhô speclfl c purpose of pranotÍng Ukralnhn
hnguge prograrns in Manitoba

B.
Establlsh ancl rmlntaln an IncorDorated oubflshlnq cffiimnv.
Dzvin. Thq Crnparry is to be in'corpor¿t'eO witn sfu re aprtai
underthe Manitoba Canpanles Act, wÍth all of the sfare5 to bo owned by
Maniloba Parents for Ukninhn Edu'cation Inc.
Ofllcers:
a. Mernbers of MP.U,E s Bmrd of Direstorswillastas Trufees of the

shares and will appolnt a flvemember Maraqement Bærd fora
oneyear lerm to dverse e the affa irs of the Cúnpar¡l4

b. Of the flve members,at leal three stall be Meniber5of M.p.U.E.'s
Bmrd of Directors orÁdvlsoryBmrd.

Ma ra g ern ent Carrr¡ittee:
a. l-äs the rlght to ernplûy people to nalnhln the thtþ operaflons of the

CsnparM
b. The Companywlll report on a monthly basls to M.P.U.E.'s Bærd of

DlrectorË;
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c. TIg Uaftágflgll.gqld.and ctrnpany eryrpf-qyees w|l| not, as a
-g.roup 

0ras Indfvfduafl,.Þe thôle rbraíry oéuts or decfsion3 on belaff of
lP C*p"ny. AJt thbuiues, tf necessaryjir oð nãid oy u.p.ü.e'
lnc-

The canparry slafl be knovn as Dzvin publlshers Inc. and the name sha[
be re gis1 tire ci t ederil\y -

source: MPUE, "lnformation Handbook on the English-ukrainian Bilingual
Program and the Manitoba Parents for Ukrainian Eäucation Inc.," (Win"nipeg,
1 e86).
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APPENDIX D

Manitoba Parents for Ukrainian Education lnc.
Role and Function of Parents'Committees

ROLE & FUNCTIONS OF PARENTS' COMM¡TTEES
ADOPTED 2fl MAY X 982

Policy Objectives:

1 . To coordirate the activilies of Parents' Conrr¡ittees to ensure tlat Parents'
Conrnitt ee s cunently in exilance lhroughout Manitoba repres ent the
interests of the E.u.g.P. ina uniformman-nerandto ensureiratme¡r
acfiviiles conform wlh ilp pollcles and obJecfives of other lãrents'
Comnittees and M.P.U.E- 

-

2. To set out the objectives of activities of Parents' Conrr¡ittees through the
adoptlon of a uniiorm Constituilon by each parents' Conrnittea

3. To define the rehtionship between M.P.u.E.and the parents'conrnittee.

The Functlons of Parents' CommÍttees:

1. To monitorthe developrnent of the Program in the local school divisions
yll, rytçyþremplasis phced.on potiðies and guidetines devetoped by
boards of trustees, superinlendents and princlpals.

ln this regard,Parents' Connrittees sfrallmaintain close and open workinq
rehtionships with the above to ensure tlat policies and guideliires which 

-
are deyeloped serve the best Interels of the E.U.BP.

2. To assist teachers in the E.U.BP. in the organization of specäi events for
students includin g concerts, lïeld trips, etcl Where ne ceósary tne itäienis'
crrrnittee rnay be requlred to asslst th me acquisltton of boóks and
equiprnent,the cost of whichnaynot be coverèd bythe schootorschoot
division. These aclivities must be coordinatecl wÍth leachers and/or
princípals dire ctf involved in the Prognm and rnay be subject to their
approval.

3. To conductanactive recruihnent campaignat periods desiqnated bylocal
school divísions for enrofnent of luddnts into ihe Programänd to cónduct
such acilvliles year-rouncl whlch enlances the publlc þrrnlnence of the
BílingølProgøm.
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M-P.U.E. & the Parents' Codmittees
1. M.P.U.E. is the provincewide 0rgnizationwhich coordinates lhe overall

clevelopment of the Program,whlch Includes lts dlrectand lndlrect lnyolyÈ
ment inareas suchas:
-teacherdevelopmenÇ
- recruifnen[
- rehtlons.rYnh govenrnents;
-developnent of teaching naterials;
-public rehtions.

M.P.U.E. conducts Íts actlvities on a province-wide basls and unless
othenrise specified inthis poliqyorbya decision of the Board of Directors
does nol beconne involved at the school division level

2. Parents'Csrrnlttees conductactlyltles paralleltothose of M.P.U.E.atthe
school division or neighborhood level. The activÍties of each Parents'
Conrrrittee reflects on the E.U.B.P.asawhole. Hence, Parents'
ConrnÍtteesare branches of M.P.U.E.and sftallbe guided bythe
declslons, guldellnes and pollcles of M.P.U.E.

3. ln orderto facilitate the coordinalion of issues and activities with other
Parents' Conrrritte e s and with M P.U.E., M.P.U.E.'s Exe cutive Director
sfall be ady¡sed of and should attend all meetings of Parents'
Cornrnittees, including Executive Meetings and Meetings of the General
M embership, as well as Recruitnnent M eetings.

Coples of each Parents'Cornn¡Íttee's newsletters shallbe sentrasa
rnatter of course, to M.P.U.E.

4. M.P.U.E. rnay leqy a voluntary donation for each famity in the P rognm.
Theminimunarnount of the donatlon sfallbe determlned byM.P.U.E.'S
Board of Direslors on an annql basis. M.P.U.E. slall retain 75ã of the lhe
funds received from each division with the other 25% retumed to the
Parents' Conrnittees to cover a portion of their activÍties. Parents'
Conrr¡itte es slìall cooperate with M P.U.E. in the coltection of this donatlon

5. M.P.U.E. sfalt not become involved In the aflairs and activities of Parents'
Cornnrittees unless there ís proof of misappropriation of lãrents'
Conrr¡ittee funds or ff lt ls determlnecl bythe Board of Dlrectors of M.P.U.Ê
tlat the actions of a Parents' Comnitteé are counter to the best intere sts
of the Prognm as described in the M.P.U.E. Constitution and policies and
guicf eline úctopte<t by M.P.U.E.

Where such evidence is presented in both cases, M.P.U.E.'s Board of
Directors stall direct its Executíve Connrittee to meet with the Executive of
the particuhr Parents' Conmittee lo conduct a thorough reyiew of the
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rnaüerand sfallrnake its recørrnendation to the Board of Directors which
rnay include the following:
-a pproval of the acllons 0f the F?re nts' Comrnltte e;
-dissolution of the Executive of the Parents' Csrrnittee and the ølling of a
Meeting of the Membership of the Parents'Conn¡ittee to elect a new
Executive;

-recornú^nendation for remedial actlon to be conducted by the Parents'
Comnrittee's Executive underthe guidance of M.P.U.E., incluOing direct
control over lhe fi nanclal matters of the Parents' Conrnittee.

6. M.P.U.E. wllllrom iime to tlme set out guidelines on activities of the
0 rgnization includin g Farents' C onrn¡Ítte e re fat e d to go v e rnm e nts and
theiraqencies. ln oeneal. Parenls' Conrnittees sfall maintain open
friendf ties with schoolboards and divisions in orderto establish a
personal com¡'nllment of trustees and dlvlslonal staff to the Prograra
Parents' C omrrrÍtt e e s stall en sure ttnt trust e es and staff are Ínv Íte d to
oarticioate in allfunctions of lhe Proqram. includinq concerts. dinners and
Meetings of the Mernbership and ofine Pârents'C-onrr¡ittee Executive
(where approprhte) so that theyare totallyfämllhrw¡th lhe Progam as a
wholeandwÍth in individmls participating in il.

Parents' Comrnittees should be mindfulat alltiry¡es of the firancialaspects
0f malilalnlng the Progam and ensure mat requests t0 school d¡vlslons
are considerate of those linitations.

Teachers

1. NeÍther M.P.U.E. nor Parents' Comn¡ittees slall become involved in the
professionalactivities of teachers unless such assitance is expressly
requested bythe teachers and/orprincipal. This sfallinclude the teaching
methods of the teachers, materhl selectlon and befavlour of teachers In
th e chssroom. Neither M.P.U.E. nor Parents' Cqrrnittees shall repre sent
themselves to parents or other groups as laving any rofe in these matters.

Anyquestlons in these areas sfallbe ¡alsecl onlybythe Indivldt¡at parents
affected byrlíscussing the natterwiththe teacher orlhe principaL

2. Parents' Cormnittees sfall at alltiryres be mindful of the total workloacl of
teachers, partlcuhly In rehtlon to spechl events. Teachers In the
Prognm shoulcl be contacted ontycluringthe normalworking dayat
schooftheirprincymust be respected bynot contacting thernat home.

Recruitnent

l. Each Parents'Cørrnittee is responsible forthe phnningand
managernent of effective recruitrnent campaign-s at the school division
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level. These campaigns rnay Involve the föllü,y¡ng eternents:
a) meetings with the board of lrustees and superintendent(s) to ensure

tlat.each parent enrollinga chilct intoKindergartenanO èraOe t
recelYes full Informatton about the Program ahd ¡s abte to easfiyregtster
the chilcl intothe Prognm;

b) m eetings wÍth school board otfi chls to ensure ttat children transfeninq
.into a school division during the schoolyear receive infonnation about-

- i¡e e..rogqm and are abte ró lô¡niñé pióg:rarn arânâpproprate teyef
c) dilribute.brochures prepared by M.p.U.É. about the Þiogiam to

conrnunity organ2aiioris, nurseries, churches and othei ouilets in
theirdivisiôn'

ol d¡siiìo-Uiãþó Srers devetop e d by M.p.u.E. or by the parenrs. ccmrnine e;
e) contact parents of children beihg enrolled intô Kindergarten ancl Gradé

1 to ensÛre tfat they are tullyarivised of the benefits óf tne eilir,guai-'
Program.

0 ensure tfat all children whose parents indicatecl interest and/or
cornmifnent to the.flrogam aie enrolled in the program;

g) conduct otheractivitiesâs may be beneficial to incråseö enrohnents-

2. Indlvlduaf flarents' commfttees shall cooppe!'ate ln thelr recruÍrnent
activities to ensure tlat all chifdren whosé þrents are interested in the
Program are directed to their own school ö¡v¡sion. As well. any posters..- -
and advertising materials dealing the progam in one schobl division
should be restrlcted t0 use ln tfat dlvlslonbnly. ln general, parents'
con¡rnittees which are.promoting theprogam inþubflc þhces, such as
gngppiltq.cgltre s, shalt a dvis e tfie pubtic óf th e avaiaOiry of theÞro gram
in other divlsions.

School Boards and Schools

I " fìarents' ConmÍttees slallat alltlry¡es abide bvthe requhtion of their
schoo¡ boards. Where such reguhilons are dêtrmenfu to the be$
interels of the Program,lhe Parents' cørrniüee affected maytake
remedhlaction through the normal clannels using acceptablémethodr

2. Parents'Comn¡ittees should ensure tlat school dlvlslons are aware ttat
Parents' Cornn¡ittees are a.part of the provincewide 0rganlzatîon which
f¿cilitates and coordinatesttie Prognani's grorth and tfai me rmterial
developed byM.P.u.E. suchas brochuresjshould be used bythe schoot
dlYlslon ln promotlng the Prognm ln ordeilo save costs at tñe divlslorat
leveland in orderto ensure tlat the ínfonnation distributecf is uniform
throu ghout the Province.

3. The best pubflc Interests of the progøm are served bytavlng the
llo gry.n share schoot fa cititie s with e Íther the Re guhi pro grãm or a
French lrnmersion Program orotherirrnersion þe progams-
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When the grorth of the Bilingml Progøm indicates tlatadditionalspace
is required, the problem shoúld be alleviated by locating the overfloi
easses Inanothersclroolwhlch las roorn Al no trne shouldanatte¡not
be rnade to rernove the locat popuhtion frsn its neighborhood school"'
should schoolboardsrrukea décision of this nature ontheirownand-
should th e neighborhood comrnunrty protef such a decision, Parents'
Conrrrittee should publictysupportthê right of the netghborhôod
comnrunityto its orn schóol ' '

4. Parents'Cornnrittees should involve students and oarents of the requhr
Prognm In events suchas concerlswhlchmaytake pbce onthe schoot
premis es and s.h ould parlicipate in g en eral scho ol astivities, including the
Home & School Assoêiatiori

5. Whlte no regulalions enforceable byhw exlst recardlnqthe exlstance of
E.U.B.P. ParÞnts' Cørrr¡itt e es a s separate entitiãs, søñe s cho of divisions
may express strong preference that parents of chilcfren within the Bilingual
Prograrn orgnze onf within the bounds of the localHorne & School
Associatlon. Becaussthls curtails actlvftles In the best lnterest of the
BilingmlProgffi, it is best to re¡min a separate orgnizaticr..tlsrnbers
of Parents' Con"rrnittee sare.ho¡lever. stronqly encouraoed to becorne
active members of the Hom'e & SchoolAssoõát¡on to en-sure ffat
quesilons relatedto the Bilingul Program are dealt with obJecilves-

O r ganizat i o na I M att e rs

l. Each lìarenls' ConrnÍtlee sløll malntain accuate ftranchl records of afl
transactions and slall report on a monthly basís to the Executive of the
Parents' Conrnitte e pres'ent ed for ap proval. S¡m¡larV. an annLal fi nancial
slatement sfall be piesented for apþiont to the annläl meeting of
parents.

2 Parents' conrnitt ees slrall Dr evarcannual phns of activities and shall
coordínatethese withteachers ¡n the Progamandwith M.PU.E phns
should be prepareclanclapprovecl bytheênd of septemberof eachyear.

3. Each Parents'Conmittee sfalladopt a ConlÍtution to requhte ¡ts
activities. This constitution sfallbê based onthe M.p.u.E. constitution
and shalllnclude all 0f lhe polnts as shown belo,v. Each lìarents.
conrnittee slalladopt this conlitution no htertfan October lggz-

CONSTITUTION

Englistr-.Ukninian Progam Parents' ConrnÍttee
SchoolDivision,No. or

1 982
School
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If¡q FngliqfrUkrainhn Program Parenls'Cornrnittee in the Schooi
Division, Ng._ (or- at the 

- 
Schoot) is an unincorporâiffiiõt ior

plofû, cfaritabie organÞafion, operaüng as part of Manjtoba pdrenls for
Ukrainian Education I nc.

0bjective:
To engure tfat each child fave lhe opportunÍtyto acquire a knovrledge 0í
!!te Ukailian Lang_uage and cuilure ihrough the developmerrt of the-
E n g lis fr U k ra i n ia n ts il i n gr.øl P ro g rærr a n d oi he r U irn in ia h Lang,¿7gs
progÉms inihe

Functlcng:
a. to conduct ihe recruilment ranrpaign in conjunction with l'/anitol,a

Parents for Ukrainian Educatiori in [ne _'School Division;
b. to represent tnÊ intâreets of lhe progrñTeÍore the schooiboaftài,ë

locaipublic media;
c. t0 liaise with corresponding Parenlg' Con¡mittees and l/.P.U.E. ancj to

sfare' infonnaiio n re gardin g th e r P r ograrç
d. to asslsî teachers in the planning anci preþarailon ûf events and ¡r¡ îhe

acquisition of materials ánd equþmerit asnqrbercq¿¡ç¿6t
e. to organize such cultural events for parents of childreh in tlie Proor-úr':

which will be benefical io the develoþrr:rent of ihe Program;
Í. t0 raise funds and conduct such actiT¡ties asrfizrbe deeri\ed

FÊ.cc.sjãifto the attainnrent of its obejctÍves;
g. to coordinate acti'rities with M.P.U.E.
h. io liaise with tp¿chers in the Prograrnto ensure tfat their pro'íessionai

rrêêd5 ai'e being mel t'yffie dlv¡glon.

Mernbership:
a. all, parenis oí children in the English-Ukrainian Eilingual Progranr in the

Scho ol Bivision 1'or - at

Ênnuaf Meetinq:
a. theAnnualÑ,teeîing sfallbe no hterthan 15 Cctob er of each.yeaíihe

IJ.P.U.E. Lbison p,èrson strail be etected no ¡ate¡'illan 30 llayïl eactt
yac

b. quorwn of the Meeting slallbe Smemberg in good standing lwhere
there are 50 or less tamilies in the Parents' Cornnritteeyl 0% of ihe
members ln good slandlng (where there are more than 50 f?rnilies in
the Parents' Conmittee);
notice of the Arrnual Meeting must be given in writing to men¡bers at
least 15 days oriorto the Mríetino:
notlce of arñeñCments to the Coñ'smúlon must be given ln wr¡ilng lo att
mernbers I 5 dayr priortothe Annmltleeting;
notice of amendments to the Constitution must be qiven in writino to
M.P.U.E. forapprovalat least 45 days before theAñnuatMeetin{of the
Parents'commfttee;

c.

d.

e.
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t. aÍlarnendments to the consÜtution reqiore.two-thirds majority of
me¡nbers present and yoting at the A¡inual Meeting.

6. Físcall'{atters:
a. fhe fiscalyearshallierminate no taterthan 30 June of eachveac
b. the anntalfinancial repoñs must be approved bythe annuá me'ei:no:
c. the annqltÏnanciat reþorls must be si:bmitted tó ll.p.U.E. r'

7. Otfrcers:
The offices of lhe Parents'ccnrnlitee shall be elected anmtf and shail
conslst of the fciloring positions:
a. Cfairpersorr
b. vice-Chaimerson
c. Secrelary'
d. Trcasureí
e. lrnmedhte Past Cfaîrperson
f. M.P.U.E.Liaison
Other otfices may be created bythe Executive as the need arises and is
subject t0 the approval of the nôxt Annual l.leetlng.

Manbers of the Parenls'Connnitteewho aremernberg of the 9oard of
Directors of M.P.U.E. sl'ell be members with full rights of the Ei¿ecutíve of
lhe Parents' Con|¡ìnftte e.

8. Responsibilities oí 0fficers:
a. Clairperson

-stall-clairallmeellngs of the ExecutlYeand Membership 0f the
Parents' CornrnÍttee;

-shall convene allmeêtings of the Executive and Membership;
-slìal¡ represent the Pareñts'Conrnittee before public bodies and
reht ed communify orqanizatlons:

-shatl coordinate tne aa¡vit¡es of the ExecutiYe.
b. Yice Clairperson

-slalltulf¡l[the functions of the Clrairperson when he/she is unable to
fulfillthese;

-stallassilthe Cfairperson in public rehtions efforts;
-sfall coordinate the annual recruilment drive.

c. Secretary .

-shallndlntalnwrltten records of meetlngs of the Executlveand
Mønbership:

-ätìa¡l pi¿paid ano distrib ute n otic e s of m e eti n gs;
-shall conduct and conespondence as required.

d. Treasurer
-sl'all naintain the tTnancial re cords of the 0 rganization;
-sfn[ conduct the tïnancial aclivities of the Parentg' Conrnitte e,
inclucling the collection of monies receivable , payrnent of accounts,
deposnhg 0f funds ln reglstered bankhg lnstitutlons Inthe narne 0f the
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Pa re nt s' C ornrnitt e e, p re pa n'n g m ont h ly ll na n c ia I re p, o rt s f o r a p p roval
PIllg FI9gSjyg 1Lg piep?i¡g.a.r¡innua| tTnancial iepoï ioiäöpidva¡

.Dy ¡ne.Ar¡nuat M eeilng and M.p.u.E
fnnn ediate Past Cfairperson
'sfalladvise the cl'airperson and otherMernbers of the Executive of
-the activities of the prévious Executive;
M.P.U.E. Lhison
- is elected no tate¡'than 30 Mayoreaényearforthe coming M.p.u.E.
term:

-sfall represent the Parents' conrnitteô as a member of the Board of
Brectors 0f M. P.u.E;

-shall ensure thal the activities of M.p.u.E.and of the parents'
conrnätee are planned and canied out in a mannerwn¡cn wn¡
ennance the interests of the Bilingualprogam.

source: MPUE, "lnformation Handbook on the English-ukrainian Bilingual
Program and the Manitoba parents for ukrainian Eäucation Inc.,,,(winnipeg,
1986).

f.
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APPENDIX E

Manitoba Parents for Ukrainian Education lnc.
Board of Directors Rules and Regulations

MAI{ITOBA PARENTS FOR tKRÆNIAN EDUCAT¡ON ¡f{C.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
RULES & REGULATIONS
APPROYED 28 I¡AY I981
AIIENDED9APRILX9S6

Purpose
1. The purpose of these Rules & Reguhtlons ls to deflne lhe rature of lhe

Bærd of Dlreclors and ils actlvltles, as well as to defino tho reätlonshlp
between æch of theareas.

2. The Conlitullon of MP.U.E. will supercede these Rules & Reguhtions and
slall govem the OrganÞatlon in afl respecls.

3. These Rules& Reguhtlons stallbe deemeclas byhws. Members of the
Bærd of Dlrectors in vlohtlon of these b¡hwsnaybe subfectto
sanctlons Sipuhted belory.

The Bmrtl of Dlrectors
1. The purpose of the Bmrd of Directors ls to:

a. develoo oolicles for the OraanÞatlon:
b. adopt þrögr¿rn phns bydeTning obJéctlves;
c- deal wnh maf 0r penionnel natters;
d. adoptbudgetq
e. control expendÍtures In llne with budgelaryfnrnøroßs;
f. ralsefuntls;
g. evaluteactlvltles of the OrganÞatlon.

Members of the Børd slallactasa lhlson between MP.U.E.anclthe
carrnunity. Wth rospectlo personnelnatlers,the Bærd of Dlrectors
statl open posftlons as requlred by MP.U.E.'s acllvllles; ln the case of
senlor shff members. the Bærd slafl deslqrate a csrrnltleo to ernoloy or
lermlrate ernployme¡it lnno case of otheiemolq/ees.lhs BmrO ifail
empq'Ter theExécüHe Dfreclor (or desloratedstáttmánbersì to conducl
alt äctfirues pertalntng to the nnnþ U tneíe posilons subfect tobudgetary
andrage guldellnes.

2. The Berd of Dlrectors slsll lnvolve ltself, as a group or lndlvlduals, In lhe
operatloml actlvltles of M P.UE

3. The Børd of Dlrecton wlll meet monthV. but not less üat four tlnes
annufi wlth the year deltned as the fl5ål perlod of the OrgnÞatlon. A
quonrn 0f meethg of the Bænl of Dlreclors sfBl| conslst 0f n0lessüan
fourmembers of lhe Exocutlve and three other dlrocton.
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4. ôg.en$s of the Meellng of the Børd slatlessentht$conslsl of the
followlng

a) calltoordeç
b) adoptlon of the agench;
c) Leadlrìgandadoptlon of themlndes of the prevlousmeetlng of the

Bmrdof Dírectorg
tl) nattors arislng from tho mlnutes;
e) delogtlons, either oral or wrfiteñ, recelved frqn bodles other lfian

those wfl hln the mernbenhþ of túp.U.E.
f)-reports

- Presl-d.ent, lncf udlrç rep orts of th e Ex e cuüve Csrrrritt eo M e eiln g s;
- tsxecutvo ureüof;
- Treasurer
- Standing Crrrnittees
- Parenls'Conrnittee
- Ukralnian Professloml& Busfness Club Representaüve

gl ¡nfonmtlomt accounts:
[) LJknlnän Consultant, Departnent of Educailon
tl) Fundlngagencles reÞresêr¡tailvos
ili) TeacherLalson Crrrr¡ittee

h) New buslness
l) ÁdJounment

5. Reports of the President, Treasurerand Standlng Conrrrlttee
Clq]rp grs_o.ns rmy lnclude rectrrmenchilo ns a s to accept e d noilc e s of
motion Wthe Ctairperson of themeeting.

6. Motlons on acllon required brouqht fonflard bv others stall be consldered
undernewbuslnessäs notlces õfmoüon unÉsstheyare deemed of an
urgent and pressing natter. Notices of motlon slaflbe consldered ln fullat
lhe following meeting of the Berd of Dlreclors under'Matters arlsing frcn
themlnutes-

7. AII declslons of the Bmr<f of Dfreclors, Executive Carrr¡Íttee and Standlng
Conn¡ittees are rmde by a slnpte nrdorÍty vote.

8. The Bærd 0f Dlreclors slall consll of the foilo*rtng postilons:
Executlve CrrrnÍttee:
- Presldent
- VlcoPresldenl, Extemaf Matters
- Vlc+Prældent, I ntermf Matters
-Secrehry
- | reasurer
- ptairp_ers0l(s) of Standlng Carnrfrtee(s)
- lnmecfhte pai Presfrtent-
- Executlye Dlrector- ex-offlclo
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Dfrectors:
- gne person represenüng each parents' cmnr¡fttee as lhe parents.
ctrnrnÍnee dellnes ltself, but no more llan one csrrnlttee peraffithted
gr0up;

- gLe-pelson represenllng the Ukralnhn Professlonaland Busfness Ctub
of Wnnlpeg.

g. 
l{qrtings of tho Bærcl of Dtrectors stail be open toaflendance byan
members and staff of Mp.u.E, who.nay express thelr oplnionsõnlssues
presented bythe Boarcltothe [,,leeflng.' '

I 0. Meetfng.s of the Bgarcl of Dlrestors stall not oxceed two hours ln durailon
unlæs olherwis e deemed necessary to resolve urgent natters.

1 l.€onfldence_s galnedwhlle worklng as a volunteerfor M.p.u.E. shoufd not
De used t0 dtscredit tho organÞatlon, lts members or employees In arry
rospect

THE E(ECUTIYE CO TII¡ITTEE
1. Thetunctlon of the Executiye Conn¡ittee lsto coordlratotheacilvities of

the Bmrd of Dlrectors and evalr¡ate the resutts ot tne áà¡äiteã ói t i.Þ.u.H

2. The Executlve ccnmtttee rmyrmke any dectston on betaff of the Bærd
oiher tlan poliqy decisions, which declslóns nay include areas such as
¡ne approTat 0í unbudgeted expenditures, clañges [n proqrarns and
other ¡ssue s re qulrin g irmediate conside ral lon betwe én níeeüngs of the
B€rd.

3" The Execulivo ca¡r¡ritteemeetsmonthVoras required. Aquon¡n ofa
meeting of the Executive csrn¡fttee srrá¡l be no le'ssltat so'z orine 

- -
Execülve.

4. constitutioral am9l3[9!!t.personnel natters and budgebry tterns aro
rotecl çon bymernbers of the Executive Carrr¡fttee.

5. lhe sahrles of the statÏstaflbs rehined fn corfidence brymembers of the
Executlvo. The Execuilve nay ctestgrat e other specnc t$uãi áï
confïdenthl. I n these cas es, inrnb-ers of the Exäcúlve may not dlsclose
lhe mture of these dlscusslons norlhe declslonsrmce wntíoeriõndôrnãr
llanmembers of the Bærdandmrnutes of these Execu{ivsúôeilnoJ 

'-'
stall b0 de emed cor¡llclenthL Porsons other ttan Èxecutirê-u eäì6ðis h
attendance at thts tfne.nayte requ estecf to làve ne meéúné iõi ht "'
duraüon of the dlscussfon óf the cdnftcfenthlnatter.

6. The Executlve Cqrrnfttes wlfl revlew afl prolects as requosted bv parents.
Crrrnittees whlch will requlre säff tfne änó wilt give dírecüdn to1ñe liafi:
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7. All Execullvo Csrnrfrteo members stall provtdo tralnlng to thetr rospeclfve
rephcement offlcers.

B. The Executlye Cønnittes stall phn and attend Orter¡hflon Sessfon no
Þtertfan two weeks afterths Annql Genoral Meefing

9. The Executlve crrnrlttee sfall be Involved ln tong and short tenn
pänning for the orgnizailon

10. The Executive csrrrrfrteo sfalt,with staff, preparea Hldgetwhlch staff
be reary by September of each year.

1 1 . The Execullve carnrittee slull bo responsibr e îor aparents' sernfrar
anneff lnearlyfatt

FUNCTIONS OF qECUTIYE COMMITTEE POSITIONS
tr. The Presldent sfalf

a) clulraflrneetlngs of the Bærd of Directorsand of the Execuilve
Carrnfttee;

b) represent MP.U.E.at publlctunctfons:
c) rmlnlaln an ongoing iialson with elecied ofllcials of senlor tevefs of
.- gorerTment ln ordei to naxin2e benefils accruing to MP.U.E;

d) coordlrate UP_.q.F.'s rehilonshtp wtth a[ tevets of {ovenmenq
e) nainhin M P.u.E's rehilonshlp wiln oher cqrrnuñ ity orgniráilons lo

accrue benelÏts to M.P.U.E.:
f) nainhinan open and effecúve working rehtlonshlp with senior laff to

ensure the Ìnplenlailon of pollcles and-ohns:
g) actas clairpêrson of the Standing Coñstnut¡oralCqrrnÍttee:
h) lsamember, ex-officlo, of allstanöing crrn¡lttees of the gæ{ro or' Dlrectorq ' '
l) slìall conduct otheracllyiues as rmy be requlred. and
f) cfelegate responsibilÍties orhsks to otherbxecri¡vemembersas

required.

2. The VlcePrælclent. Exlermf Matters sfail:
a) representthe Prêsicfent ln hHherabsense:
b) asslf and woß with the Treasurer h ths aíeas of llranchl natters:
c) coordlmtetheacllviiles of lhe Fundraisfnq slandlnq ccnrnittee: '
d) conduct-other acllvltles as requlred by thd execdFé Crrnrn e d andf or

Bærdof Dlrectors:and
e) represent M.P.U.E. on the Bør<l of tho ManÍtoba tnterculluralCounclf:

or other ethnocultural organizaflon as deslgrated bytho Executive '
Csrrnlüee orBørd of Dlrectors.

3. The YlcePresldenþlntonal Matten sfall
a) as$f th.eacllvities of the RecruÍFnent standlng carnrittee;
b) lhlse wllh the afitäted sadochoks tancftng cñmtttees;
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c) represent the President n the event tlat the YicePresident, Enenal
Matters ls umble to do so;

d) coordlratetheacllvllles of the Pub[c Rehtlons Standlng Cønrnlttee.

4. The Secretarystatl
a) nalnhln án updated reeord of meetlngs of tho Executlve Csnnittee

and B@rd of Blrectors;
b) nalnÞinattendance records ofmeetlngs of the Executive Csrrnfrtee

and of the Bmrd of Dlrectors:and
c) concluct other actlvitles as rnáy be required by the Executlve

Cqrrnlttee andfor Bærd of Dlreclors.
d) ln consultsationwÍth Presidenland senlorlaff, developa proposed

agenrh for Executlye Cannittee and Børd of Dlrectors meetlngs two
days prlor to meotlng; and

e) asslsl the actlvltles of the Preschool Stancllng Ccrr¡rlttee.

5. The Treasurersfalf
a) ensure ttat a monthty recorcl of llranchl transactlons ls rmlnÞlneS
b) ensure ttat accounthg procedures fällwlthln the tlranchf pollcles and

bucfgets of the OrganÞation;
c) evalutef rancäl naragement procedures, reyiew and lnithl lnvolces

pnorlo sqnrng cneques;
d) reporttothe Bærd of Dlrectors onflranchlnaragemenÇ
e) sígnall payron cheques;
f) assll the President and YlcePresldent, Extenal Matters in any

e yaluatlon of a tninistrativ e procedure s as nay b e requlrecf;
g) ls amemberof the Fundralslng Carrnfttee;ancl
h) conducts other actlvitles as nay bo requlred bythe Executlve

Cs¡rnittee and/or Bmrd of Dlrectors.

6. The Standlng Cqrrnlttee stall:
t.
a) assist In the developrrent of pollclos and monitor thelr fnplemenhtlon' upon Bmrdapprovaçand '

b) assll staff [¡ the conducl of acllvltles In the glven area

ll.
Fundrafslng Stan<llng Csrrnlttee Ctalrperson siall:
a) cfakthe funclalslng Standlng Carrnlttee wlth support of Vlce

Presldent, Extenal and the Treasureç

Fundratsf n g Crnnrlttee stalt
b) consll of fundralslng representatlvesfran eachancf al| suÞ

csrrnittees of the organizatlon;
c) Intho caso of ruralccirmunltloS, cørrnunchte Þyptpne orbyletter' anyproposafs tÌat are presented bythe tundralslnþ carrrrittóo;
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d) lnthe caso of ruralcsrrnlttoos, be encounged (an<l paldmlleage as' 
requ¡re$ to atten<l the phnnlng, tundalslng meetlngs;

e) cleùelop [deas ln keeplrigwfthth-o teglandmoralldeas of the
orgnÞallor¡

n eúol¡shproleclstomeetthe prolecte<l noeds of MP.U.E;and
i) be resporislbie toatnlnstertlie tundralslng profects.

ilt.
Preschoof Slanclinq Conrnittee Clalrperson sfìalL
a) ctairthe Prescñoolstanding crrmitteewÍththe support of the

Secrelaryancl YlcePresldent, Intenaf

Preschool Shndlnq Conrnittee slall:
b) consist of repreÉentatlves of allafllthted preschool subconrr¡ittees of

the organÞatlon'
c) iené äsa resodrce to allaflTlhte proschoolprognams (lnctudes

research and devolooment of naterb0:
dì ldentifv needs in the öreschool oroqrarñ and cllrect them to the' approþrhte organÞdtlons for ftindlñg h consuttatton wfth M.P.U.E.

ExecutiYe;
e) be resporisible toaflTlhted proschoolprogram underthe M.P.U.E.

tmbreläand
f) encteavour to expand the preschool networt wnhln the Ukralnhn

ctrrmunfy.

lv.
Publlc Rehtlons Slancllng Ccnrntttee Ctalrperson slall:
a) clairthePublic rehtiõns Standing Cmrriritteewfththe support of the- 

VlcePresident, lntenal and Pal-Presiden[

Publlc Rehllons Slandlng Ctrrrnlttee sfa[:
b) consll of public rehtlõns represenhtlvesfrqn eachandall

subcqrn¡ittees of the orqanization:
c) be responsibte for Intenãt publlc réhtlons with the membership and- 

exterml Dubllc rehtlons wlth recrulfnent:
d) elablisti rehtionships and submil artictes to meclh;
ol becsne the editoral-bør<l forthe nerysletterand direct the focus of' 

same through the development of an annral content phn;
f) be responsiblefor50Í of the newsletterartlcles;
g) provlcle a buclget to the treasureç and
ñi þrovlde supporttothe parents cdrmÍtteesas required.

v.
Recrutnent Standing Carn¡ttte e Ctalrp erson sta!;
a) ctairthe RecruÍfñ'ent Sandlng Carinitteewiththe support of the Yice' Prgsldent,lntenal;
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Recruiünent Standinq Conrnlttee sfail:
b) conslst of recruitñent representatlves frcm æch and afl suÞ

crrrnlttees of the organÞatlon;
c) meet as soon as possible atler the Annual G eneral M eetlng to develop

a recruÍbnent ohn forthe uocqnlnq tæal:
d) develop the oùerall provhch camfrtgn ás wetl as dlvistoral

recruftnent Pro¡ects;
e) nalnÞin an lr¡fonral lÞison with all other slandlng crrmitteo cfaírs;

and
0 provide a budget to the treasurer before the long and short range

proJect phnnlng

7. The lnmedhte Past PresÍdent slall:
a) assll inlhe orderfytranlerof powertothe lncrnlng Bærd of

Dlrectors, duly electecl bythe Annual or Spechl General Meetlng;
b) ctaktho Nanirating Carrnittee'
;i be re Jp¡,Ài¡i,iä fdËovru¡nilrlðíìtatlo n and tralnln g to the du ty ele cte d

M.P.U.E.lhlsons;
tf) conduct other actlvttles as rmy be requlred bythe Execúlve

Csrrnittee andror Bmrd of Directors; and
e) beamemberof the Public Rehtlons Slandlng ConrnÍtlee.

8. The Executlve Carrr¡frtee,lndlvlduflyorasa group sfall not
a) prevent a shnding comnittee frøn bringlng forward proposals to the

Bcard of Directors;
b) preventthe inplernentation of policiesagreedto bythe Bmrd of

Dlrectors;
c) becrne involved inthe @ily operations of the Orgnizatton unless the

aünlnistrative procedures arê deerned bv it andlor th0 Bærd of
Dlrectors to seiiously inpede the effectivê op eratlons of the
OrganEatlon

STAFF
t. The Executlve Dfrecloris responsible forlhe successfulinplementatlon of

pollcles, pbns and progruuns In accordance wlth the Bærd of Dlrectors
andlor Executlve Csm¡ittee Instruclions as described In the positlon's
<lescrlptlon-

2 The Exe cutlve Dlrectø rmy hlre tempo ra ry ofícefacfnlnlstratlv e laff a s
nay be required frcn tine to tine. Helshe shall seek Executiye
Cqrrnitleeapprovalforthis expenditure of funcls if such expenditure ls not
allocted for ln the annual budget.

3. The Executlve Dtreclor prepares proposals for pollcies, progønmlng
phns and other proposals lor sutmlsslon to the Executivs Csrrnittee
andlorlhe Bmrd of Dlrectors.
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4. 0ther senlor slaff members who rmy be ernolored oerforflcalV or ln fulþ
tine posiUons rnayattend meetlngs ôf the BæriI of bkectors. '

5. The Execdlve Csrn¡frteenayassfl senlorshff ln galnlng oxpertlse ln
glven areas byasslgnlng sucli mernbers or others to tmfn staff or by
proTldlng courses intheseareas for shff.

6- T.he privacyof säfi, shltatalltines be respected specificallyin noi dlsclo
singterms of emplotment. includinq sahrÍes. oerfonrance Cvalt¡ailons
and bynaintaining õontact with staff Curing office hours.

7. senlor slaff should naíntain an open consultative rehtionship with the
Bmrd-

TERITS OF EI¡PLOìTHENT
1 . An emplglree, hired fora probatiorary period, nay be relleved of híslher

dutles without any reason with two wèeks notlce ol pay ln ileu of noilce.

2. Penranent €mployeesand ernployees on soeclfled contractsnavbe
dlmíssed with irotice foractivities determínehl to the best intereis to
MP.U.E

3. Inthe eventllatan employee ls notfullllllng hfgherobngailonsas detlned
by lhe terms of referen èe óf the po sition an-d/or o bje cilvés of M.P.U.E.'s
programs, the Executive Conrr¡itte e rnay dele gaté the President to spea k
In conlldence to the seníor staffmembeito advíse hirüher of this
eraluatlon lf lhls sÞff member ls other tan the Execúlve Dlrector, then,
heJshe shouldalso be present

4. The Executive Carrr¡Íttee will fssue a repriranci to the employee and
phce hlnlher on probatlon.

5. lf there ls no inprovement in perfonranceatlerthe deslgrated
probatiorary period, the Exeörllve Carnrittee nay recoínmen<l tlat the
Bærdtermlrate h¡s¡heremploFnentwtlh due noüce belng glvenancl due
regard for the emptope's futuie.

6. Confldences galned whtle wortlng as a staff member for M.P.U.E. should
not be used t0 rllscredlt the 0 rganEatlon, lts members or yolunteers.

THE ADYISORY BOARD
| . The tuncllon of the Advisory Berd ls to asslst the Berd of Dlrector ln lhe

conducl oftheactlyiles of MP.U.E.

2 Mernbers of theÄdvlsoryBerd slatl bs incfividuatswhose slqnÍflcant
oxp erlence ln aræs relelvant to M.p.UE. and whose support õf me
obJecl¡ves of M P.UE. rmke thelr Invotyement wtth M .P:ü.E. destreabte, b ut
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whose ernPlolment or other considerations rnake their election to the
Bærd of Direllors ünpractical

sA¡{CTIONS
1- Members who are deemed bythe Bmrd of Dlrectors to tave broken a

confldence of the Bmrd of Dfrectors orof a stanotng c-dìrñit;däìäVoe
suspended frcntrlure part¡clpatlon Inmeetlngs of tire g€id õioirehors
ancl sfall be denled na{erhbþertainlng to the-se meetñgó. Tñe-ti€rc or
Direct ors, up on dete rmirailon of a oråin oi còñri¡;ñö,,äi äíü üat
fndivicruaf's inembership on the Bmrcr to be tdrmiraiädit;íoteäïfu0
thlrcfs of lhe Bærd of Dlrectors.

2. Members who do not attend three consecullve meetings of the Børd
wÍthout cause andfor läitto conduct duues ás asigneã õraii tàiõri&eo or
th elr ob¡lgatlons as Bærd or Executlve cffirrtltt¿'e mernbers and slail nor
ryIgipte n nrrñãiõúbeätlóÑãnðaïiiniöiór rne Bærd or Direcrors
or the Execúlve Conrnittee.

source: MPUE, "lnformation Handbook on the English-ukrainian Bilingual
Program and the Manitoba parents for ukrainian Eäucation Inc.,,,(win"nìpeg,
1e86).
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APPENDIX F

Manitoba Parents for Ukrainian Education Inc.
Fínancial Policies

MAhIITOBA PARENTS FOR IKRAIN¡AS{ EÐUCATIOru
Fnú\NCtA|. POLTC¡ES
ADOPTED 3 T}ECEMBERI 98I
ATIENDED 9 APRIL I986

t. The Bmrd of Directors of Manitoba ParentsforUkrainhn Educatlon stall
approve the annul budget and progmñmlng phns and will recelve
monthlyllmncial statemênts for apþroval.

'1Il 
approved monthly expendÍtures, which lave been phnned for and

provided forwithln the annual budg-et, receive approvalwithin the
nonral course of approving monthly lTranchl siatements.

The folls'ving approval schedule slalt apply to expenditures rephcing
itqrr ¡n the annual budqet forwhich funds stall be drawn from the oeneral
gp9{¡ftgjund, special þro¡eas nrnds or other tunds as nay bo conirolle<l
by M.P.U.E. and lts agencles frrn rne to tfne:
a) expenditures of uptoand incfuding t250.00 perprofectwillnot require

approval bythe Executive orthe Board of Dliectors, but nay be
gxp encle<l Uy the Executive Director with prior consuttailon with lhe
Presldent andlor Treasurer

b) expenditures of t250.00 - ¡i ,OOO.O0 per project sfall be approved in
advance bythe Executive Ccrrnitteti anil when feasible, lä
consultatión with the Børcl of Directors.

c) expenrlltures.ln excess of 31,000.00 perproJect stail be approved ln
advance bythe Bmrd of Diréctors.

Áll expenditures above and beyonct the approved budget musl be
approve<l Inadvance bythe B€rd of Dlrectors.

The a nnt a!_btrdg el {a.[ be prepare{ by th g Trmsurer, Preslde nt, Vlce
Presldent, Exterml Matters ancl the Exectfilvo Dlreclorand staltbe
presentedtoanclapprovecl bylhe Bmrd of Dlrectors no htertfanlf¡e
thlrd week of March of each ytar.

ô. The Ar¡nual Meetlng of MP.U.E. stallappolnt an lndepenclent aucfttorwho
stall verfiand crnr¡enl upon tho 1îrarichl records ánd naraqsnent
policles and slatl propare an audited lïranchl statement annr.álþ. The
auditornayalso be rêqufred to verifyancl aucflt proJecls for govenrnent or
other tuncllirg agencles.

4.
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7. Hl cheques sfall be signedlytryo author?ed officers føn arnongst the
Pre s lde nt, Treasurer ah d Vic-+ Presf dent 

" 
Ext enal Matters. Whe rä no

dupllcate of cheques ls rehfned,the slgn-ees sfallhnH hvolcesandor
vouchers.

8. Revenues and expenditures slall be accounted for an an accnat basls.

9. The firancial records slalt delineate reyenues and expendltures
according to the functions of the OrganÞaüon

1 0.ÁIl capftalassets statl be deprechtecf at an annuat rate ol2t?,' stnatght
me-

1 I . Other 5t ock, such as pubtlcatlons of supplementary rnaterials stall be
accounted forat acquisttton cost

I 2. Separate accounts stall be nalntained forthe qeneral ooeatino fund.
99ecql projects,.&vlnPubtishers lnc., ancl the Õsvita Foundatloh Inc.þnd
ary otheragencles whlchmay be formed.

I 3. M.P.u.E.'s acco.untsnay be nalntalned as nay bo deemed bythe
M.P.U.E. Executive Crúnittee

14.4 monthlylist of accounts payableandaccounts receivæble sfail be
nalntafned and accounted for.

l5. Funcfs fn excess of month$requlrementswlllbe deposlted ln short-termcertificates. '

l6.Payables sfallbe remittedforthe hst due date onwhlch lnteref stallbe
clargerl or on the 45th dayfoüowtng the Involce @te.

17. M.P.U.E. stallassess ils affilhte csnmnlos (Dzvin Pubtlshers. OsvÍh
Foundatlon, Sadok Veselka, M.P.U.E: Choir) ior achrinifraüve'wort done
onthelrbelalf-

Source: MPUE, "lnformation Handbook on the English-Ukrainian Bilingual
Program and the Manitoba Parents for Ukrainian Eîucation Inc.," (Win"nipeg,
1986).
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APPENDIX G

chart of Key Individuals and Institutions invorved ¡n creating and
developing Manitoba's English-Ukrainian Bilingual program

Sccreta¡y of St¡t€ fÈPà¡ü¡ent

H¡¡lticr¡ltr¡ral
Dircctoràt€

Oæst, l(ruÌrlak
ÀlbeÉa Office ¡'fanitcba Office

uarcel @ldfinpr
Vaq¡lr Balan

Stude¡t Plþje.t
L. BiLas!¡, Z.
Zendruk, N. Stus

P::of. É BrJs. EêucaLicr¡ Sr¡b-€ormittee
Canadia¡¡ I¡stiÈut€ of Ul<¡ainian Studies

H. I¡Ful
(Olenka Bilash)

TJKRÀINIÀN CCÛî{,¡IrIY

tft¡ai¡ai¡ Ca¡ad,ian Co¡rnittee
Dr. Se¡ce FÂdôuk
Dr. Si¡ron l€lba

t!<¡ainia¡¡ Catlollc Cl¡Ì¡¡:cl¡
Ukrai¡iar¡ Ortl¡cdox Chu¡cl¡

PriraterE\ærring Ê Sat. Sdræls

CEARÎ SCTÀ¡ARIO OF KEY INDIVIÐUAT,S À¡ID INSTITUTTONS INVOLVED TO DATE
iN'LY 11 , 1978 - STEERING COM¡,IITTEE MEEEING

Source: Summary of the Founding Meeting of the English-Ukrainian Programme
Steering Committee, 1 1 July 1978, Archives of the MPUE, Ukrainian Cultural and
Educational Centre (Oseredok), 1 978-93, Winnipeg.
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APPENDIX H

The Public Schools Act: Languages of Instruction

Publlc Schools Âct

LÂNGIJAGES OF INSTRIETION

Englteh and French as languages of instruction.

79(f) fubject as otherwise provided in this section, English and F¡ench are
the langueges of instruction in public schools.

Uec of other lengtages.

79Q) hhen authorized by th.e school board, a language other than English or
French rtay be used in eny school in the school division oi school
district.

a) for instruction in religion d.rring a period authorized for such
instruc tion;

b) ùring a period authorized by the minister foc teaching the
language;

c) before and after the regular school hours prescribed in the
regulation and applicable to that school;

ct) in compliance with the regulations as a lenguage of instruction, fo¡,
transitional purposes ;

e) tn compliance with tlre regulations, as I lenguage of instruction for
not more than 50% of the regulee school t¡ouis For pilot courses es
determined by the rninister.

AHENS{ENT:

Bill 70 - An Act to amend the Pubtic Schools Act (Assented to JuIy 17, 1987)

Subsec . 79 (2 ) er¡ :

Subsection 79(2) of Èhe Act is amended by striking out the words nfo!
pilot courses'r ¡È¡ere they appear in clause (e) thä¡eof.

Source: Manitoba Education and Training, Heritaqe Lanquaqes (Winnipeg,
1 990-1 991 ), Appendix B.
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APPENDIX I

Table 1: English-Ukrainian Bilingual Program Enrolment Comparisons
(Preliminary: As of September 30, 1990)
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Source: Marcella Derkatz, "Ukrainian Language Education in Manitoba Public
Schools: Reflections on a Centenary," in

ed. Rosa del C. Bruno-Jofré (Lewiston, NY: Edwin Mellen Press, 1991), 196.
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APPENDIX J

Conclusions from An Evaluation of the First Two Years of the

v. 13E CoNCLUSToNS

Concluslons are ll.sÈed 1n order of the questfons to be ansr¡ered by the

evaluatfon.

(a) After one year of lnstructl.on ln the llkral¡fan language' chlldrea
scored 70 per cen! or above, on average, on Èests of understandfng
spoken tlkrafniar¡. Followtng tro years of fnstructfon, chfldreo
scored 70 per cent or above, on average, on tests of r¡nderstaadlnSo
speakÍng, and readfng llkrafnfan.

(b) StudenÈs fn the bllfngual progr¿¡D dld at least as well as their
cormterparts ln the regular prograD on tests of Engllsh language arts.

(c) Students fn the English-llkraLnla¡r Bilfngual Prograu dld at leasÈ as
r¡ell as Èhelr cor¡nterparts l¡ the regular Progr¿IE ln each subJect
area r¡lthf¡ the overall prfnary school prograu.

Oa the basfs of oplnlons expressed by parents and teachersr lc can be
concluded thaÈ students ln the Englfsh-l,kralnfa¡¡ Bfllngual Progran are
acqulrlng an awareness of the llkralnÍa¡r cultural heritage fn Canada
through Èhelr partlcipatlon fn the progr¿¡n.

It was concluded that parents, teachers, prlncf.pals, and superlntendents
had posltlve aÈtltudes toward the Engltsh-llkrafnla¡r Bflfngual Prograo.
Horeover, ft ¡¡as concluded that parents, teachers, and adofniscrators eant
to see the progran extended to the end of Grade Sfx.

source: Emma chapman, Research Branch, An Evaluation of the First Two
Years of the Enqlish-Ukrainian Bilinoual Prooram: Sr
Manitoba Department of Education, Sept. 1gB1), 16.

(Winnipeg:

l.

2.

3.
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APPENDIX K

Conclusions/lmplications from An Evaluation of the
Enolish-Ukrainian Bilingual Prooram: Final Report

V. CONCLUSIOìIS/I}ÍPLICATIONS

A- Analysfs of Grade One ukrainian language skllls revealed that

sÈudents are developing an understanding of the language. when con-

pared srlth the Kindergarten and Grade one results reported in the

fnterim evaluaÈfon, studenÈs ln Grade One (198f/82) perforned aÈ a

level comparable to pretestlng of sÈudencsr skills durfng the fall of

the Prograro, and at a level below thaÈ of sÈudentsr skills at the end

of one year fn the Progran. Thus, it is likely that by the end of the

l98ll82 school year, students Ín Grade one ç¡ill be perforaing at a leve1

conparable to thac of sÈudenÈs çrho previously cobpleted one year of the

Prograro.

B. fuialysis of Grade Three Ukralnian language skllls revealed that

students appeared to be continuing to develop oral, comprehension, identi-
fication, and readl.ng sktlls. As well, studenÈs were begfnnlng to develop

writing sk1Ils in the Ukralnlan language. If this level of achlevemenc fs

satisfactory at, thls point ln the Program, Èhen lt can be concluded that the

Englfsh-Ukralnlan Bflingual Progran fs achlevlng lts stated objectives

wlth respect to Ukrafnian.

C. Although studenÈs 1n Grade One of the Prograo perforoed less well

on tesEs of Englfsh language developoent than students ln a regular progra¡û,

these differences dfsappeared by Grade Three. Moreover, aesessroent of

scores reporËed in the inÈerin evaluatlon suggests that dlfferences Ln
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language developnenÈ should dlsappear by the end of Grade one. Thereföre,

it does not aPPear that partlcipatlon 1n the Program hinders English language

developmenc, by the end of the prlnary grades.

Overa1l, fro¡o the results of both the interl¡n and final evaluaÈions,

fc appears as though sÈudents fn the English-ukralnlan Bilingual prograo

are developfng Engllsh language arts skiIls at a level conparable to thaÈ

displayed by students in the regular progran, as srell as learning che Ukrain-

lan language.

Source: Emma Chapman, Research Branch, An Evaluation of the First Two
Years of the Enolish-Ukrainian Bilinoual Prooram: Final Report (Winnipeg:
Manitoba Department of Education, Feb. 1982), g.
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APPENDIX L

Section 23.10: Proposed amendment to Section 23 of
The Manitoba Act

23.10 Every resÍdenc in every school dÍvÍsion in Manitoba
shall have che righr co receive
his/her primary and secondary educacion in English
and/or French and in any oE,her language, provided,
however, EhaÈ the righc to receive his/her educaEion
in a language in addicion Lo English and/or French
shall only occur when there is a sufficienc number of
students locaced in a school dÍvision which warrancs

Èhe provision Eo Èhem, ouÈ of public fundsr. of such
educaÈion, including Èhe necessary educaEional
facilicies and transporraEion.

pgurce: Myron J. Spolsky, letter to the community regarding Section 23 of The
Manitoba Act, 14 oct. 1983, Archives of the MpuE, ukrainián Cultural and
Educational Centre (Oseredok), 1 g78-gg, Winnipeg.
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APPENDIX M

Manitoba Parents for Ukrainian Education lnc.
Letter to the community regarding
Section 23 of The Manitoba Act

Manitoba Parents for Ukrainian Education Inc.

Saruxiscuxr¿ü xorvlirer cnpuf,HHfl yxpaixcuxiñ rvrooi y Maxiro6i

Association manitobaine pour l'éducation ukrainienne

14 october 1983

Dear Friend:

ltanitoba Parents for Ukrainian Education has endorsed the
inclusion of a section in SecÈion 23 of The llanitoba Àct
to guarantee the rights of all languages as languages of
instruction in the public school system.

The enclosed proposal provides the option to every resident
in !'lanitoba to be educated in English and/or French and
another language. this proposal repeats Section f0 õE-
Chapter 26 of Èhe Public SchooLs Act passed by the Legis-.
lature of Manitoba on I è-ugust 1897, vhich r.ras repealed
in 1916. fhe 1916 action clcsed 118 Ukrainian bilingual
schools and it r''as not until 1978 that we once aqain were
able Èo teach in Ukrainian.

V¡e are deeply concerned that this a¡nenêment be made at
this tine for a number of reasons:

I) all organizations concerned with the pronotion of the
Àncestral languages agree that it is extremely difficult
to introduce and maintain the steady growth of linguisÈic
program¡ìes in the Public School systen without these
rights being guaranteed in the llanitoba Àct. It is not
sufficient, to singly amend Èhe Public School Àct because
that Act can be revoked and repealed at any time while
the l{anitoba Act, as a constitutional docunent, is not
subject to amendment because of the temporary biases
of society on given issuesi

2) the proposed amend.ment clearly specifies the responsibilites
of the public school system to ensure equitable access by
residents of a given school division to such progra¡nnet

3) by providing equitatrle access we ensure thaÈ these
progra¡nmes are then treated as normal, progran¡nes and not
as special progra¡nrnes for the more advantaged sectors of
society or as special prograÍunes which may be discardecl
by the division at an¡r time;

4) with the City of winni¡reg plebiscite at hand, vre are deeply
concerned that the majority of citizens of Winnipeg should
vote in favour of the grotection of minority rights.

1355 Main Streel Winnipeg, Manitoba R2W 3T7 Tdephone: (2O4) 58S9647
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Page 2

llanitoba Parents for Ukrainian Education
14 October 1983

However, as active nembers of minority ethnocultural communities
in this city e¡e are concerned that we r,¡ill be not, able to mobilize
sufficient nu¡nbers of votes to oppose the intent of the plebiscite
question unless we can provide a guarantee to these ninority
groups for their cwn linguistic needst

5) provision of Section 23.10 does not change the effect of
the Public Schools Àct v¡hich orovides for the use of languages
other than Engl.ish or Prench ãs languages of instruction in
the school s]¡sten (Section 79(2) (e). This section of the
school act does not guarantee that right but rather discretionary
powers to be exercised by school divisions and the trtinister of
Education.

?he Board of Directors of :rtpuE strongly urges that you, your
family and friends contact as many N.D.P. M.L.Àts and Cabinet
¡ninisters by TuesCay, 18 October 1983 to insist that they support
the incLusion of Section 23.10 into Section 23 (which deals vrith
French language rights). Do not back dov¡n if the lil.L.A or
CabineÈ minister challenges you: insist on guarantees of your
rights; insist that an amenCmenÈ of the public School-s Act is
not enough because it can be changed at any time in the future
by a government, while the Ì¿tanitoba Àct cannot be easily amenCed.
Finally, tell them that you will vote NO on the referendum and
you will be active in the cainpaign only if Section 23.10 is
included in Section 23.

If you cannot reach the M.L.À. or Cabinet minister, leave your
itìessage of support with their secretary, wife, children along
with your name. ContacÈ as many as ]'ou can - do not linit
yourself only to your oh'n ¡\t.L.À.

This is an opportunity for us unlike any other in the past and
possibly the Last one in long time. Section 23.10 will for once
and for all resolve our problens in inÈroducing and continuing
the English-Ukrainian bilingual programme and includes the right
to transportation.

ff you have any questiôñs, please contact either Ted paley,
!.ÍPUE President (' / or me ( ).
Yours ,E\uÞ?,

-iqyron Ft/SpoLsRy /)fxeca€ive Dírecty'r

Source: Myron J. Spolsky, letter to the commun¡ty regarding Section 23 of The
Manitoba Act, 14 Oct. 1983, Archives of the MPUE, Ukrainian Cultural and
Educational Centre (Oseredok), 1 978-93, Winnipeg.
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APPENDIX N

Executive Summary and Recommendations from a "Framework
for a Development Plan: A Needs Assessment for Survey and

Organizational Review" prepared for Dzvin Publishers lnc.

ctrLnRr IJqtra ALÌÁ OAltN PI.'BLISHERS lNC

EXECIITM SIIUI{ÀRY and. RECO}ÍÌ{EI{DATIO!üS

The Management Co¡n¡nlcÈee of Dzvln Publlshers Inc.t engaged CULTURE -¡.I|TER
ALIA Eo conduct a needs assessment, suney and organisationai revier¿ and
to make reco¡n¡nendations on the operêtions of and on che adoption of a
general publishing plan for Dzvin.

CULTURE INTER .åZIA conducted interviev¡s and discussions in winnipeg,
Ednonton, Dauphin and Selkirk wich almosr fifty individuals, i.ncl.uding
teachers, principals, Ukrainian language consultants, potential. funders
and ochers Eo assess requiremencs for materlals and the effecÈiveness of
Dzvin's operaEions.

The study recom¡nends that Dzvin alter the focus of its activi.ties fro¡n
general publishing activities to developmental and coordinating
accivities, vorki.ng in consorE vj.th a number of agencles, publishérs and
individuals to ensure the rapid developnent, publication agd
distribution of ¡rateriale for the Englieh Ukrainian bilingual
prograrnme.¿

Dzvin's role should be to develop or to coordinâte the development of
the concepts, hire vriters, illustrators and designers to prepare
materi.als for the printing of supplenrentaly Ukrainian language ¡na:erials
for the E.U.B.P. The naterials should be edited under the supervisi.on
of the ukrainian Language Education centre. ¡ Dzvin shourd enter inÈo a
c+publish!.ng agree.nent vith the canadÍan rnËtitute of ukrainian
Studles' to prlnE, publ1sh, ¡rarket, and dlstrLbute the Bac,ertals.

The need for UkrainaÍn language naÈerials for the E.U.B.p. ls acute.
consultat,ion, coordination and cooperaÈion is required amongst, the keyj.nstitutions and agencles Lnvolved in the developnent of the E.u.B.p. Eo
naximise connunity resources. Dzvin should u¡alntaln close contact niEh
the U.L.E.C., C.f.U.S., and the Departments of EducaÈion in Manitoba and
Àlbertas and should coordinate the deveropment of materiars rrith
u.L.E.c. so that these Baterlals fo¡m the scand-alone cornponenEs of Ehe
NOVÀ progranne.

Dzvin should engage the services of the part-tine ProjecE CoordinaÈor Eo
assist the Management Cotrr¡ûittee in 1ts aecivites.

?

t
a

,

RcfcÛed to rô ,Dzvia, iu thic rcporÈ.
Referred Eo as '8.U.8.p." t¡ thls Eeporr.
Referrcd Èo sB 'U.L.8.C.. in Èhfu report.
Referred Èo aB ,C.I.U.S., in thi¡ report.
Rcfcrrcd Èo a. 'lfar¡iÈob¡ gduc¡tion, and .Albert¡ Hucation' in thic rêpoRÈ.

(i¡)
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RECOI{}ÍEITDATTONS

!. The Board of DirecÈors of ttanitobc ParenÈa for Ukrainian EducaÈion' Ehould adopÈ a

Gener¡l By-lav for Dzvin.

2. the A¡nuêl lleeclng of D¿v1n should Èake pÌåce on the såne day Àc che sarnê ÞIôce ånd
funnrediately following lf,P.U.E.'a ÀnnuaMeeting Èo give t{.P.U.8.'a nenbership an
opportunlty to becon€ acquain ced vith Dzvin' a ac È ivi Bies .

3. ¡f .P.U.E.'o !{on1nô!,1n9 CorurrlcEee should serve âa Dzvln'8 Nornlnaclng CottlJnlÈtee and nonlnaÈe
ÈhreeEeribersof t{.P.U.8.'einconingBoardof Directorsand/orÀdviaoryEoard, alonguith
ÈYo others. co Davin't llånâgenent Co¡rniÈÈee.

g. ¡l.P.U.E.'s Presldenc Elrould be a nenber ex otttcto ttlchouc voÈlng rlghÈ8 of Dzvl.n'8
llânâgenent Coñ¡îitÈee, uith Èhe right to àÈÈend all neetinga and receive all naaerÍals and
inforaacion available to Èhe llånàge¡r¡enÈ Co¡¡niÈtee.

5. Dzvln's presldenc should be a nenber ex ot(lcto nfÈhouÈ voElng rlghcs of H.P.U.E.'8
Executive Cota¡nittee, uiÈh the right Èo aÈtend all aeetinga and receive all naÈeriale ¡nd
inforroation av¡ilable to the Executive Co¡n¡nitEee and Board of Directora.

6. Dzv1n,8 ffânagenent CorunlÈcee should suÞnl.È fln¿nclal report.s, BtâÈenenÈ8 of sales by
Èltle ând acÈlviÈica reportr Èo tl.P.U.E.'s Board of DirecÈore no less than gix li¡nes
annually. TheregortshouldbeaubjecÈcodi¡cuaaionandapprovalbyll.P.U.E.'gBoardof
Dircctorr.

?. ¡l ll.P.U.E.'¡ adninlstratlve 6tôff should continue Èo conducÈ Èhe adrninlatràtive
âcÈivities of Dzvin, includi¡g bookkeeÞing, invenÈory control and responding co
ordcr¡. Dzvin ¡houl,d rci¡nburcc Ìl.P.U.B. for thccc ¡crv:lcca.

Þ) Pos 1 clon deecrlpclona for ll. P. U. E, ' s I tàf f ahould lnclude reapona lbl lltleg for Dzvln .
c) fte representât'ive of Èhe l'trnagenent CorurriÈÈee ehould be repreaenÈed on any ll.P.U.E.

biringr conniÈtee and gergonnel con¡niEtce vhich enploya ataff and/or evaluaÈes sÈaff
pcrformance.

8. Dzvin'¡ ¡lânâgenenÈ @rrnlttee should hold an annual one-day p}anning seagion. The seseion
¡hould take place yithin the firgc Èvo veek¡ folloving the organisaÈlon's Ànnual lfeeting
¡nd chould 3clarc Âa the oricntaÈlon ¡necÈing for nev llânagencnÈ Con¡nitÈee ne¡¡berc.
Pârt1clpânrs ahould lnclude the lfånâgenenE Corntt,lÈcee, Èêachers, prlnclpals, tl.P.U.E.
Eoard senbera, Ukrainian Language Congultantt, t{âniÈoba Educ¡tlon and U.L.E.C.

9- ll¡oiÈob¡'c U.L.C. ¡hould lcrve q8 ¡ ¡nc¡nbcr cxottÍcío yithouÈ voting right.o of Dzvin'c
rfånàgenen! cot¡n1Ëtee, vlth the rlghc Eo ått.end alI neecinge and recelve alL nagerlale ¿nd
infor¡¡È1on available Èo Èhe llânâgenenÈ cotmûitÈee.

!,0. Dzvln'a annual plan cbould be ratificd by ll.P.U.E.'s Board of DÍrectora and ehould be
ôlsErlbuted lor lnforEÂÈlon co parenE,6, educaÈors ânCl U.L.E.C.

Referred to aB'11.P.u.8.'fn thi¡ report. Sini).arly,
Ukrainian Education is referred to s8 'À.P.U.8.'
Bcfcrred Èo a¡ 'U.L.C.' in Èhc rcpoEt.

AlberÈa ParcnÈ! for

f¡ril
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ll. Dzvin's lonE-range plan ehould identify in<lage and in-ho¡ne nâteriâ18 to be develoPed
over â five-year period, niEh Èhe plån'8 first yeår, connencing 1? ¡ron:hs hence.
providing ¡rcre detailed inforaation, the fifth yeâr idenEifying generâl goðJ.E.

12. ôt Dzvin ahoul.d naintain ån àcEive public relaÈions and narketing ca¡npaign to inforrn
educatorð, parenÈs ond the generol gublic abouc evailable ¡naterial¿ .

bl Àny ùgreernenc ulrh r dlsErlbuÈi.on flrn ghould lnclude an exchånge of nål1lng l.lsts co
provide Dzvin viÈh direcÈ access to it8 narket.

13. ÎÌ¡c líoninoting ConniÈtee should cncurc ÈhoÈ Èhc llan¡gcncnÈ Con¡niÈÈee ia cornpoccd of
lndivldual¡ r¡ào,ln addlrion to rhelr appreclaclon for and supporc of lhe goals,
objecrivee and activities of Dzvin and Èhe E.U.B.P., provide the organisacion ui.Èh these
gkilla: BÂnagemenÈ. financial planning and control. publiehino. rnarkeÈlng.

1{. Dlvln's ltanagenenE Co¡n¡nlttee should lnclude âE leasE one ¡ccive E.U.B.P. Èeacher. the
Norninating Con¡liÈ¡ee should approach E.U.B.P. teâchera for ÈhreenotninaEions, of vhich ac
leaat one ia elecced to serve ås a llånâg€nenÈ codnittee ¡renber.

¡5. Standlng ConnfEÈee6 shouid be åppolnÈed by Èhe ltanagenenÈ Corurlllee Èo underÈåt(e ånd
cornpleÈe epecifi,c projecÈs according Èo objectivea, tinelineg and financial policiea
eatablished by Èhe tlànàgenenÈ Com¡ritÈee.

1,6. Flnânclrl, reporÈa ahould fdencify revenues and expendlÈures for eàch projecE, along ylch
a consolidaEed balance aheet and inco¡ne 8tâcenenÈ.

l?. Prior to rcprinÈing of ouc<f-rtock tiÈleô,
neeÈ àn educaÈlonal need and conElnue Èo
incereaÈ¡.

Dzvin ahould encurc ÈhrÈ Èhctr continue to
reepond to currenÈ parental and gÈuder.!,

18. Dzvin chould retain iÈa ¡renbcr¡hip in the À¡oocÍatio¡ of l{anitoba Book Publichera and
should becone a nenber of national publlehere'ôsBoc1âElons, boÈh of generâl and of
children'¡ liÈeraÈure. Àccive participation ín Èhege asBociaÈions lncludes aÈtendance aÈ
their seninars and confereaceo, ând parÈicipaÈion, u:here financially varranted, in Þook
faira organiaed by Èhcrc àlaocíation¡.

19. Dzvin ¡hould adoÞt Èhe folloving lfisalon StrÈe!ìent ¡¡d Ai¡na:
. tli¡¡ion SÈrÈenenÈ

l. In gcncral, to oupporc and pronote Èhc dcvcloprnènÈ of the Ukrainian languagc and
culÈurc;

2. Specifically, to conducÈ research uiÈh the ain of developing and publiehing Ukrainian
language Þri¡¡È and non-print ¡n¡terial for uge in the Engliah - Ukrainian bilingual
Progrr¡ì¡lc.

3. Specificâ1ly, cocoordlnate Èhe developmenc of ÈheBe tnâÈerlà.]s l'lÈh oÈher Cànâd1àn
institution¡ and rriÈb educators Ínvolved ln the Engl.i¡h - Ukrainian bilingual
prograEE€.

A1!ìs
al to develop and publleh supplenentåry naterial for Ukrainian language ineÈruction

and/orenricbaent;
b) Èo develop ¡nd publieh curriculu¡rr-supporÈ nsÈerial for Uhrainian lenguage

lns t¡i¡c Elon;

¡ rv)
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cl Èo develoÞ and publish Ukrainian nåterlals for the educaÈional and co¡nrnercial
narketo i

d) Èo reÞubl.l,sh exlsElng Ukralnlan ¡naterlalg for lhe educât1onâl ånd cornnerclal narkeÈsi
el Èo trànslrce and publiah exiating Engliah language nåEeriåIo for the educational and

co¡r¡nerc ia l¡n¡ rke t t i
f) Èo particip¡te Ln the joinÈ dcvclopncnÈ of learnfng rGéourcca snd educaÈion¡l

resource cen gres u1c,h Hanl Eoba Educô È1on . u. 1,. E. c. and o Èher sger¡c 1e8 .

20. Dzvin ahould eatablioh a close cooperaÈive rel.ationshig vith the Canadian InetiÈute of
Ukrainian Studica, perÈicularly yith re6pèct co a poeeible C.I.U.S. agEccncnc vith
Veselka Publlrhers, Klev.

21. s) Dzvin shou]d regularly receive and nainÈain an updated list of U.L.E.C.'slibrary
holdingc. including printed and audievi¡ual. naÈcrial.a, vidcos and audio €asrctÈcE i

b! tt¡is llaÈ ahould be dircribuced regularly !o Eeâchers ln llÀnltoba'g E.U.B.P.

22. D¿vIn llanågenent CoNrittee should progoBe to C.I.U.S. and U.L.E.C. thåt iÈ be reÞreaenÈed
on U.L. E.C.' a national advieory board.

23. al Dzvin ahould undert.ôke diacusaione trlch the Ukrainian O¡lÈural a¡rd EducaÈional CenÈrd
and U.L.E.C. to e8Èabliah a branch of U.L.E.C. in grinnipeg houeed in ôåcredok'a
library. llinnipeg U.L.E.C.'a holdingø vould include childrcn'g llÈcr¡Èure,
¡udlo-vl.¡ual n¡terlals, currlculun guldee and âny currlculurn-support and
rupplerrenÈar-¡rnateriale requiredby theE.U.B.P.'s teachcrs ¡nd gtudents. f¡.U.L.E.C.
could be adeguately sÈaffed Þy Èhe present. ataff of Oeeredok and should have guch
eguipÀcnÈ ag io nece¡¡àry Èo rapidly âccê6a, duplicate and di¡tributê EÂÈerirlr Èo
leachers ând sÈuden!s. (See Reco¡unendatlon *241.)

b) Dzvin rhould undcrÈ,åke digcugaion¡ yiÈh U.L.E.C. to acquire dupllcaÈea of the currenÈ
holdlngs of U.L.E.C., a¡ vell ae curriculu¡n guides, unpublirhcd ¡raterials developed
by ÈcrcheEr for thc E.U.B.P. in Àlbêrtâ, Sârkrtchêvrn ond HaniÈoba, and any
audlo-vl oua I naterl.ala , 1nc ludlnge vldeog . f llng , and nua lc câs Ee Èles .

c) lJ.U.L.E.C. should be phyaically identifiable wichin Oseredok'a library and should
Drofile Dzvin'! role in iÈg egt,ablishnenÈ.

24. DzvI¡'a lt¡nagernencConnltÈee ând tl.P.U.E. ahould ¡neec vlÈh Èhe ltfnisÈer of EducaÈion co
reaffi¡:n the 1983 agre€rnent vith tlanitoba EducaÈ,ion vith the following objectivea:
l. 1o enaure thât nrateriala developed by E.U.B.P. teachers l¡ ll¿nicoba are acceseible by

aIl tcachcr¡ i
2. 1o provlde the U.L.c. vtÈh BupÞorg ând asslscance ln Èhe developrîenc, dlclng and ln

auperrrla ing the devcloprnent of nra Èerlal¡ ;
3. 1o provide Dzvin and the NOVA progrànrîe viÈh nateriale guiÈable for gubllcation;
4. To receivo fin¡ncicl eupporÈ for Èhe eoÈablichnenÈ of 9,.U.L.E.C.

(vt

' Refcrrcd Èo å! 'OrcEcdok. in Èhe reporÈ.
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25. Dzvin. chrough lf.P.U.E., and in cooperation Yith À.P.U-E. ånd the Ukrainian Canadian
ConìrniÈtêê- SaakaÈchewan Provincial Council. should urge Èhe Joi¡t Uhrainian Bili.nguaI
orrrlculuû ProJecÈt Èo :

1. Diacribuce reoponalbilicy anongsÈ Èhe three participants for the developnent of
curriculu¡r-support and supplenenÈ¿¡ry maÈeriala for Èhe E.U.E.P.. and oversee ihe:r
dcvelopnre::r by catabliehing realietic dcadlines for ¡he conpleÈion of asaignnrcncs;

2. Develop uniforn ând àccepÈàble vocabulary lfaÈs for Ehe g.U.B.P.
3. Reviey Ukrainian language educaÈional n¡t.eri¡le Èo deternine cheir auitâbiliÈy for

use in Èhe E.U.B.P.

26. Dzvt'n's role ln che developneng of nacerlalg should focus on fàctl1tåEing ånd
coordinâÈing Èhe deveÌopnenc of che concept, rlriting, illugcrating and design, vhich
âcciviÈy ia conducced in accordance wiÈh an esEabliehed plan and in response Èo Èhe
E.U.S. P.'¡ in-hone and in-<lacs ncedg.

27 . Dzvín rhould enÈer inÈo an âgreerùenÈ yith the Ukrainian Lânguàge EducaÈion Cencre vhereby
U.L.E.C. vill provide editorial serviceg for al1 nateriala published by Dzvin, lhereby
enauring conaiccency Yich Èhe NovÀ Progrâ¡¡¡ne and vich ¡nateriala developcd for the
E.U.B. P. ln che Èhree Prtlrie Provinces.

28. Upon the filling of any outaÈanding orderg tor Èhe firag serieg of booka. Dzvln shoul,d
Èerain¡tc thc di6Èribution cgreenenÈ viÈh Ycvah¡n Corporation.

29. a) Dzvin should enter inÈo a co-publiahing agreenent uith the canadi¡n rnaÈiÈuce of
Ukraf¡ian Studiea to Èake advantagc of C.I.U.S.'a e:<perÈise ir¡ the prinÈing,
narkcÈing of ¡uceri¡Ic, of iÈc êxÈen.ivc intcraaÈional diatribuÈion ncÈvork and ics
lnvenEorl ând finåncfâ1 control rysÈen.

b, Dzvin,s agrcencnt vith C.I.U.S. should ensure thât Dzvin'0 developnenc cosaa ôre
in¡nediatcly recoverable and ÈhaË boÈh institutions rcceive eguitable neÈ finânciâl'
rcÈurat.

c) the cÞpuÞllshers nây algo enler lnco a !ub61dlarÏ dfstribuclon agreenenc YlEh oÈher
dis tribuÈor¡, such aa Yevahan CorporâÈion.

30. Dzvln ahould coordinaÈc Èhe dcvcloprnenÈ rnd publication of ¡naÈerials sith U.L.E.C. and
AlþerÈà Educacion; Èhe lrÀÈerlàls ln question ghould consEttute Èhe sÈând-âlone elenenÈs
o! NOVÀ.

3t. Dzvin, Èhroughtl.P.U.B., ahould rcco¡uncnd to lhnltobr Education thaÈ NOvÀbe piloted in
lfånlÈoba âDd ÈbåÈ Èhe necessary funda be âllocâred by Èhe âpproprlàEe Jurfedlcclons ro
che in-aen¡icing of Èeacbers involved in thir PiIoÈ.

32. Dzvin chould cn6ure th¡È ¡ll aatcrialc dcvcloped, publiahed qnd/or cepubliched by Dzvin
for the E.U.B.P. ûål¡Èatn a bl,gh vlaua! ând tåcÈlle quallÈy, vtrlch la equäl Èo thâÈ of
curricularsnd suppleoentô!.¡r naterialg publiahed for Engliah and Frcnch language narkeÈg
in Canad¡.

Refcrred Èo a! 'J.U.B.C.P.' in the rcPorÈ.

(vr )
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33. Dzvin should Þubli6h only Ukrainlan languâge curriculutn-8uÞÞorÈ and 8uÞÞlenentâry print
and non-prinÈ naterialo Èo sttiefy Èhe nêcds of the E.U'B'P'

3{!. Dzvin gt¡ould publish no less than two of Èhe booka in the Canada Rainbov serieß- this
ahould a prioriEy for Dzvin in Èhe firsc year of tbe plàn.

35. Dzvln Bhould publtEh rìäEerlat8 on a grad+by-grade bâ8lB to ProgreEsively eaÈlsly U.L.A.
needa ¡nd ahould coordinate publication schedules uiÈh NOvÀ.

36. Dzvin ohould revics all eupplcncnÈrry n¡Èêría18 prcparcd by Ècachere on a fce-for-cerwice
basia for che E.U.B.P. and, follov!,ng consultaÈlona wflh U.L.E.C. ånd lÍÀnitobâ'8 U.L.C-.
should pubtiah Èhese nateriala-

3?. Dzvin should enÈcr inÈo agrecnenta vith publi6hcra Èo acquire righto Èo popular Bnglieb
and French language aupplenenÈary readera and co¡n¡nence Èhelr ÞubllcâElon ln Ukrainian Eo

sâÈi8fy aÈudent, inleresÈa in conÈernporary copice and ig¡ues.

38. Dzvin ahould EequcoÈ Èhet U.L.E.C. evaluôÈê cupplcncnÈary rcadera publiched during the
pasÈ fourgy yeårs tor euppleneDÈary schools, acqulre publlcaclon rlghÈs Èo gheD. and

Dzvin shouÌd publish theae books.

39. D¿vin,!.9reêtncnÈa wiCh iIIucÈratora ahould includc Èbc righÈ toh¡ve Èhè 1:'lu6Èrationø
prlnted for uae âa po6Èer8, flash cards and decorållve vieual a1de. tlluaÈracore thoul'd
be ¡nade avare of thie reguirenrenc prior Èo con¡nencing å project 8o ÈhàÈ illustra¡iona càD

be developed accordlnglY'

60. Dzvln ahould enÈer fnÈo ågreeÍrenls to acqulre Ukrâlnhn language rlghca for Engllah
language educaÈionaI sofEvare ànd conputer Eatner, and enÈer inÈo agreenrents vi!h
grogrâmÍiera yieh UkraínÍan language akilla to t'rân81,âÈe Èhege interacÈive progra¡nlr.es inÈo
Ukrainian. Î¡{a chould bc underÈaken ginulÈ¡Êneoualy vith the gublicaÈion of reading and

vlsual, uâEerl,aIt.

¡11. Dzvin should reviev the avallability of Ukrainian la¡guaçre board ganes and sbould publish
Èhên, corilncncing Èbir âcÈiviÈy in the fourlh year of iÈa dcvclopneat Plan.

42. Dzvin ehould enÈer into a cÞprductlon agreenent vith Yevshôn CorporaÈion to develop
contengorary !ìusic aDd story casaeÈÈeg, reÌaÈed Èo Èhe U'L'À' aad nugic curricula'

¡13. DzvlB Bhould pårclclpace ln C.f.U.S. dlscus8lons wl,Ètr Veselkt Pt¡bll8herr of Klev to
developauitablecurriculuro-aupporB, supplelrentaryand reaearch naÈerialg for Ehe eocial
sÈudiea curriculun, i¡cluding fiI¡¡ etriP¡, videos, nape and âtlâses'

4¡tr. Dzvln should htre a ProJecE coordlnator Èo 1n1È1âEe, underÈàke and coordl'¡aÈe åCÈlvltle8
in accordance viÈh a plan e3Èåblilhed by Èhe llaDtgenenÈ Con¡rlÈtee.

(vr¡ l

Source: Myron J. Spolsky, "Framework for a Development Plan: A Needs
Assessment Survey and Organizational Review," study prepared for Dzvin
Publishers, Winnipeg, Dec. 1988, ii-vi.
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Mayor's Proclamation

Çrnd
lï?auor's

atibn
'.¡rlEP.E¡.S the Engl. Í sh Ukra ini¡n B i Ì I ngua I

¡vaiiable Èhrâugh lhe ÞuÞlic
since SeFtember 1979;

Prcaran has been
school si-sÈem

À'{D IJI{EREÀS }leni.teba Farents f or ',Jkrainien Educa:ion Ine.,
Mânitobà ¡todern Languages Àssocj,åÈion - Ukrainian
Chapcer and the Ukrej,nj.ån Professional end eusiness
club of h'innipeg Inc. have planneC several evenÈs
tc mèrk t-he 10th Anni?ersary of Che Engllsh
Ukråinian/Bilingual Progran in llanircba;

À\D !il.lE.I.EÀS eight hundred Engiish /Ukraini an Bi lin-oua I ?rogram
school children siii gaìher at Àssinibcine Park
Mäy 26th, 1989 !n celeblaticn of 10 years of Èhe
English/Ukralnian Bilingual Prc?ramt

NOli, THEREFORE, :, tdILLIÀr{ NORP.IE, Mayor of Èhe CiÈy of
Ti.nnipeg, in Èhe Province of l{an!toba, do hereby
Froclåj.m FridåT, üay 26Èh, 1989 as:

"ENGLI SH /UKR.Þ.INI ÀI{ B I LINGUÀL EDUCÀTTON DÀY"

DÀTED at ç'innipeg r-his l2Èh day of Hay, 1989.

.'GOD SAVE THE OUEEN" *Jr.ñ \x'r* Q (

Source: City of Winnipeg, Mayor's
Education Duy," 12May 1989.

Proclamation, "English/Ukrainian Bilingual
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Manitoba Education's Specíal Language Credits Policy

SPECIAL I¡NGIJAGE CREDIÍS PO-ICY

HaniÈobs high school students ney claim special credit for languages in ¡*rich
Èhey are cornpetent, in accordEnce with the follorring guidelines:

(f) One credit for me language mly rmy be granted at each grade level
by the school. The ßexi¡run nunber allowable is 1.0 credits o¡t of
the 20 c¡edits presently required for high school graduation.

Q) fhly stdents eñrolled in a regular high school prograro,
evening high school classes, åre eligible for special
credits.

(r) Languages eligible for special c¡edit are classified in Èhe
mannet:

sdult or
language

fol lowi ng

i) curriculum-besed lsnquaqes: Hebrew, ItaIian, Latin,
ffiPortuguese, Filipino, Potishi
åme¡ican Sign Language.

li) non-cur¡iculun based lanouaqes: all ocher languages, such as:
@Native languegeã, ãtc.

(4) Languages not eligible for special credi! are English and French.

(5) C¡edil Èo be awarded is as follows:

i) curriculur:r-based languages: "@" level.

ii) nor>currlcultm based languages: "05" level.

(6) Exg¡rs for curriculu¡n-based larquages nr¡st be based on existing
curric,r¡lt¡n guidelines and reflecl Éhe stated goals and objec!ivesl
Exams for non-cur¡iculurn based exgns o¡st follow tlre çidelines for
deÈer'rnining language proficiency as set or¡t by trrriculum Development
and ûnplementetion Eranch and lbtive Education Branch of l,tanitobe
Education and Training.

(7) Certification of language proflciency and ccnpetence xill be accepted
frcn qualified language teachers within the school systøn or other
quallfied persons ot¡tslde the school sysÈern r*ro have received
DeparLnental approval to condr¡ct such language examinations. It may
not be possible to provide qrelified exaniners for all language
9roups.

(S) Credit for the language competence xill be awacded by the school and
recorded in the st:ude;t trånscript a! the approprÍarefrffiÍ"05'
level.
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(9) C¡edi! for conpeÈency should be granted on the basis of the level
exañined.

Further credit should only Þ ganted afbe¡ actual dernonstration that
increesed proficiency has occur¡ed.

(10) Reùroective credlt for students exsnined et the J00Æ05 level nray be
ah€rded for superior language ffinoâtlonof the eraalnar and rlth the concullence of the school
adoinlsÈratlg¡.

Schools should stómit lhe completed report forms for ve¡ification as soon as
Èhey are available to:

1) for ell languages ercept, llative langusges

Eliana Handford
Cu¡¡iculr¡m Developrnent and Implanrentation Branch
409- Il.8l Portage Avenue
Winnipeg, l.hnltoba RIG 0T,
945-7961

ii) for ltoÈive languages

Florence Paynter
Native Education Branch
408 - IÌSI Portage Avenue
ltinnipeg, ltanitoba RIC 0Tl
945-7882

Source: Manitoba Education and Training, Heritaoe Lanquaqes (Winnipeg,
1 990-1 991 ), Appendix A.
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APPENDIX Q

Ukrainian Professional and Business Club of Winnipeg, lnc.
Presidents (1943-93)

1943-45
1945-47
1947-48
1948-49
1949-51
1951-52
1952-53
1953-55
1955-59
1959-60
1960-62
1962-64
1964-66
1966-68
1968-69
1970
1971-72
1973

*deceased

1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1 980
1 981
1982-83
1983-84
1984-86
1986-87
1987-88
1988-89
1989-90
1990-91
1991-92
1992-93

Dr. Boris Dyma*
John Coral*
Dr. Vladimir F. Bachynski
Alexander Malofie
John Shanski
Justice John R. Solomon*
Mark G. Smerchanski*
John J. Thomas
Fred James
Michael A. Mitenko
John M. Hawryluk*
Vsevolod Swystun*
Michael Kepron
Gregory J. Ratuski*
Serge Radchuk
George Berko
Dr. Joseph Slogan
John Huyda

John J. Karasavich Jr.
Dr. Louis C. Melosky
Dr. lhor Mayba
Orest Lazaruk
Ernest Cicierski
Walter Saranchuk
John Pankiw
Michael Sawka*
Theodore Glowacki
Con Genik
William Werbeniuk
Jack Pyra
Dr. Walter Lebedin
Michael P. Ruta
Nestor Mudry
Wasyl Nosaty
Terry Hryniuk
Nick W. Diakiw

Sources:

John Pankiw, Chairman, George Berko, Michael Kepron, Nestor Mudry,
and Bill Nosaty, eds., 50'n Anniversarv Review: Book ll The Second Quarler
Centurv 1968-1993 (Winnipeg: Ukrainian Professional and Business Club of
Winnipeg (Knrc6 VrpaïHcuxøx flpoQecioHanicrie ra flignpøeuçie y Binninefy)),
1994.

Greg Ratuski, Chairman, John R. Solomon, John M. Hawryluk, and Fred
James, eds., 25'n Anniversary Review (tOeineùHuü nepernsa): 1943-1968
(Winnipeg: Ukrainian Professional & Business Men's Club (lûrro6 YxpaïHcurøx
fìpoSecioHanicrie ra flponnøcnoeçíe)), n.d.
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APPENDIX R

The Osvita Foundation Inc. Honourees (1982-93)

1982 Dr. Louis C. Melosky
1983 Justice John R. Solomon"
1984 Dr. lsydore Hlynka

The Hon. Wilson Parasiuk
1985 Mark Smerchanski*
1986 Chief Justice Benjamin Hewak
1987 Olga Fuga
1988 His Beatitude Metropolitan Wasyl Fedak

His Excellency The Most Reverend Archbishop Maxime Hermaniuk*
1989 Walter Klymkiw*
1990 Dr. Peter Kondra
1991 Cecil W. Semchyshyn
1992 The Order of the Sister Servants of Mary lmmaculate

Sister Josaphata Michaelina Hordashevska*
1993 Terry Prychitko

*deceased

Source: Osvita Foundation, Program of the 2oth Annual Osvita Foundation
Testimonial Dinner, Dr. Jaroslav Rozumnyj 2001 Honouree: In Support of the
Manitoba Parents for Ukrainian Educalion,22 Nov. 2001, Winnipeg Art Gallery,
Winnipeg.
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APPENDIX S

Chronology

1891 First immigration of Ukrainians to Canada

First Ukrainian immigrants: Wasyl Eleniak, lvan Pylypiv (Pylypiw,
Pillipiw)

1896 Arrival of Ukrainian immigrants to Winnipeg

1897 Ukrainian introduced as a language of instruction in the public
school system by Laurier Greenway Government

1898 Vasyl Cichocky - first teacher of the first Manitoba public school
established by Ukrainian Canadian immigrants

1899 Establishment of the first Ukrainian Canadian school district
"Galicia" in Nofthern Rockwood

1905 Establishment of the first "Ridna Shkola" Ukrainian school in
Winnipeg at St. Nicholas Parish

Establishment of the Ruthenian Traíning School

1907 First Ukrainian Canadian Teachers Convention organized

Establishment of Ukrainian Teachers' Association (renamed AUTC)
in 1923

191 1 Establishment of St. Nicholas School

1913 Publication of the first English-Ukrainian bilingual readers

1914 War Measures Act enacted

1915 Ukrainian Teachers' Association established the first Bursa in
Winnipeg, called the "Adam Kostko Bursa"

1916 Ukrainian Bilingual education abolished

1917 War Time Elections Act enacted

Establishment of the Greek Catholic Metropolitan Andrij Sheptytsky
Bursa
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Establishment of Ukrainian Canadian Citizens Committee

1917-18 Establishment of the Petro Mohyla Ukrainian Institute ín Saskatoon
and the Michael Hrushevsky Institute in Edmonton

1919 Establishment of Ukrainian National Council

1923 First Ukrainian Canadian Bilingual teachers convention in Winnipeg

Establishment of Dominion Federation of Teachers and General
Committee for Native Schools

1932 Establishment of UTNS

1935 Establishment of UPBC in Toronto

1940 Establishment of UCC

1943 First UCC Congress organized

Establishment of UPBC in Winnipeg

1945 Ukrainian Studies in language, Iiterature and history established at
the University of Saskatchewan

1946 Establishment of St. Andrew's College

1947 Canadian Citizenship Act enacted

Establishment of PAUK

1949 Establishment of Department of Slavic Studies at the University of
Manitoba

Establishment of Ntsh

1950-60 Ukrainian community lobbied provincial government to change The
Public Schools Act to reintroduce and authorize the teaching of
Ukrainian as a language of study in public junior and senior high
schools

1951 UPBC established Ukrainian Studies Fund

1955 Establishment of UVAN
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1956 UPBC established "The Ukrainian Professional and Business Men's
Bursary"

1957 Royal Commission on the Study of Education established

1960 Canadian Bill of Rights enacted

1961 Taras Shevchenko monument erected on the grounds of the
Manitoba Parliament buildings

Establishment of Manitoba's first heritage language programs
including an announcement by Premier Roblin of the teaching of
Ukrainian in the public schools as an elective core subject in
Grade 9 and upwards

1962 Ukrainian Core/Elective Language Program introduced into Grades
9-12

UPBC established Tri-Club (annualjoint meetings of German,
Polish, and Ukrainian UPBC organizations)

1963 B & B Commission established

Ukrainian community responded to the B & B Commission by
lobbying the provincial government for a multicultural policy
where language would receive government support

1964 UCC established Taras Shevchenko Foundation

1965 Establishment of UCPBF

1967 Establishment of WCFU or SKVU

Ukrainian Core/Elective Language Program received accreditation
with other languages taught in the public school system -

Ukrainian language in education experienced a transition from a
language of instruction of the late 1800s to a language of study

Ukrainian recognized as a matriculation subject at the University of
Manitoba

Commencement of Correspondence Series in Ukrainian Language

1968 Establishment of NCUEC
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Ukrainian Language instruction introduced at the junior high school
level from Grades 7-9

1969 Official Languages Act enacted

1970 Publication of Book lV of the B & B Commission called "Cultural
Contribution of the Other Ethnic Groups"

Bill 1 13, The Public Schools Act - permitted the teaching of any
language other than French or English in any school where there
was a sufficient demand for a given language, during a regular
school day. A large number of heritage languages were
introduced in the 1970s, resulting in an endorsement of the study
of Ukrainian as a language of study from Grades K-8

Ukrainian Language instruction introduced at the elementary level
from Grades 4-6

Manitoba Mosaic Conference organized

Establishment of Ministerial Advisory Committee on Multiculturalism

1971 Proclamation of the Federal Government Policy of Multiculturalism
within a Bilingual Framework

Establishment of Multiculturalism Directorate within the Department
of the Secretary of State

Alberta became the first Canadian province to amend the School
Act to permit the use of any language as a language of instruction
in public and separate school systems

1972 Establishment of the CCCM

Establishment of Manitoba Multicultural Policy

Establishment of Multicultural Grant Program

Establishment of Linguistic Support Program

First Department of Education In-Service for teachers of Ukrainian
in Manitoba Public Schools held at Lord Nelson School

1973 Heritage Language Programs introduced at elementary and junior
high levels
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1974 Alberta became the first Canadian province to introduce the EUBP
in five Kindergarten classes (January 1974) and in a subsidized
three year pilot project for Grades 1-3 (September 1974)

1975 Establishment of UBA

UPBC Educational Committee assisted in the establishment of
Ukrainian instruction in Winnipeg 1 from Grades 1-3

UCPBF established CFUS

1976 UPBC lobbied the government for an EUBP in Manitoba

UCPBF established CIUS

1977 Citizenship Act enacted

Canadian Human Riqhts Act enacted

UPBC Educational Committee assisted in the appointment of
Ukrainian language consultant at the Department of Education

Stephania Yurkiwsky seconded from Winnipeg 1 as Ukrainian
Language Consultant at the Department of Education

Alberta's EUBP ceased to be a pilot project and was permanently
extended into Grades 4-6

CIUS established Ukrainian Language Resource Centre in AlberÏa

1978 lmmiqration Act enacted

Conference and workshops on Multiculturalism and Community
Education organized

Bill 57 - "An Act to Amend the Public Schools Act" was given royal
assent, amending 252(2) of the Act, permitting languages other
than English or French as languages of instruction for not more
than 50 per cent of the regular school hours for pilot courses as
determined by the Minister

UPBC established Steering Committee called UBPC to facilitate
introduction of the EUBP in Manitoba
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UBPC lobbied the provincial government to formalíze a structure in
1979 to facilitate the introduction of the EUBP in Manitoba

Minister of Education announced three year EUBP pilot in three
school divisions (Winnipeg 1, Transcona-Springfield, and
Agassiz) to be introduced in September 1979

Establishment of UMMAN in Montreal and Philadelphia

1979-80 Establishment of Manitoba Ad Hoc Committee on Multiculturalism

Alberta's EUBP extended into junior high schools Grades 7-g

Establishment of EUBP in Saskatchewan

The Public Schools Act - an amendment to subsection 79(2),
"Languages of Instruction" - permitted bilingual program to be
re-established in Manitoba public schools for not more than
50 per cent of the school day

Minister of Education approved the EUBP in non-pilot school
divisions

lntroduction of the EUBP - 126 students in a three year pilot project
in four Manitoba school divisions: Agassiz, Transcona-Springfield,
Winnipeg 1 (four Grade 1 pilot classes), and Seven Oaks (one
Grade 1 class and the first Kindergarten non-pilot class)

Depar-tment of Education provided special funding to three official
pilot classes for three years: Agassiz, Transcona-Springfield, and
Winnipeg 1

Ukrainian Consultant position made permanent by the Department
of Education

Department of Education hired STEP students to develop
supplementary resource materials for the EUBP

Establishment of the EUBCC

Department of Education established an EUBP lnter-Provincial
Curriculum Committee (Alber-ta, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba)
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University of Manitoba, Faculty of Education provided for after-
degree teacher training courses for the EUBP at St. Andrew's
College during the summer months

Establishment of Parents' Committees

Regent Park Parents' Committee - first Parents'Commíttee to be
organized

Establishment of MPUE

MPUE became first organization in Canada to receive a3-112year
operational grant from the Department of State for
Multiculturalism

Establishment of Symon Petlura lnstitute in Toronto

1980-81 First Canadian Conference on Multicultural Education organized in
Winnipeg

EUBP established in River East and Dauphin-Ochre

1981-82 Constitution Act enacted

Charter of Rights and Freedoms

Establishment of Interim Committee on Multiculturalism

Extension of the EUBP on a pilot basis Grades 4-6

EUBP established at lmmaculate Heart of Mary Ukrainian Catholic
School

lnter-Provincial Curriculum Committee - Alberta produced language
arts teacher units for Grades 1-6 and social studies units for
Grades 1-2, and Manitoba produced social studies units for
Grades 4-5

Establishment of Osvita Foundation and Dzvin Publishers

Evaluation of Grades 1-3 students in the EUBP by the Department
of Education - results demonstrated that students in Grades 1-3
in the EUBP did equally well or surpassed their unilingual peers
on tests of English language arts and in each subject area within
the overall primary school program
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Establishment of EGBP and MPGE (1981) and EHBP and MPHE
(1 e82)

Establishment of CUCS at University of Manitoba (1981)

Establishment of Ukrainian Catholic Theology Seminary in Ottawa

1983 Alberta's EUBP became an option in senior high schools Grades
10-12

EUBP cancelled at lmmaculate Heart of Mary Ukrainian Catholic
School

EUBP introduced in Boundary, Intermountain, and Lord Selkirk
School Divisions

Stephania Yurkiwsky, Ukrainian Language Consultant assumed
total responsibility for all Ukrainian Language Programs from
Karl Fast, Language Consultant, Department of Education

Dzvin Publishers published full set of 21 supplementary readers for
the EUBP

MPUE entered into staff sharing and cost sharing arrangements
with UCDC

MPUE's Executive Director appoínted Executive Director of UCDC

Establishment of MIC

MPUE President became first Chairperson of MIC

Establishment of MAPAL

MPUE Executive Director became first President of MAPAL

Heritage Language Seminar

MPGE, MPHE, and MPUE established MABE

1984 Appointment of Multicultural Education Consultant

Conference on Multiculturalism in the School Curriculum organized

EUBP cancelled in lntermountain
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The Public Schools Act expanded to include a Policy for Core
"Language of Study" Programs allowing for the teaching of
heritage languages as a regular subject during the school day

Evaluation of Grade 6 students in the EUBP by the Department of
Education - results indicated that Grade 6 students in the EUBP
achieved as well as or better than their unilingual counterparts
while becoming effectively bilingual in an academic environment.
Also students in a bilingual setting readily accepted a trilingual
concept with the introduction of French in Grade 4

Establishment of nursery schools "sadoks" in school divisions
that have the EUBP

CUCS at St. Andrew's College received a federaljob creation grant
and established the Job Re-Entry Program to train twenty EUBP
parap rofessionals/teache r aides

Retirement of Stephania Yurkiwsky as Ukrainian Language
Consultant at Manitoba Education

Lew Kurdydyk seconded from Boundary as Ukrainian Language
Consultant at Manitoba Education

EUBP extended into junior high school

EUBP cancelled in Agassiz

EUBCC developed curriculum guides for Grades 1-6, Grade 7
language arts, social studies and home economics curriculum
materials and Grade I language arts and social studies materials

Joint Ukrainian Bilingual Curriculum Project organized in Alberta,
Saskatchewan, and Manitoba

Establishment of Grades 4-6 choir "Bilingual Bells"

Establishment of Sadok Veselka

Establishment of HUG, an intercultural exchange program with
students from the Hebrew, Ukrainian, and German bilingual
programs in Manitoba

Osvita Foundation became sole beneficiary of Peter Chrypko's
Estate
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UPBC established UPBF

1987 The Public Schools Act, amended by Bill 70, by striking out the
words "for pilot courses" in clause (e) - removed the pilot status
from the EUBP enabling it to be an approved educational
program

1988 Canadian Multiculturalism Act enacted

EUBP extended into senior high school

EUBCC completed revisions of the Ukrainian language arts
curriculum for Grades 1-6 replacing Alberta's curriculum that had
been used for pilot purposes in Manitoba between 1978-87

EUBCC completed interim format supplement to the Ukrainian
language arts curriculum for Grades 7-9

1989 1Oth anniversary of EUBP - Mayor's Proclamation, proclaimed
Friday, May 26th, 1989, "English/Ukrainian Bilingual Education
Day"

1989-90 MPUE established "MPUE/Petro Chrypko Memorial Fund" for
scholarships to be awarded to EUBP students pursuing post-
secondary education

1990-91 Student exchange occurred between Grade 11-12 students from
Springfield Collegiate, Transcona-Springfield and Lviv School
No. 53 in Ukraine

1991 Establishment of the Department of Multiculturalism and Citizenship
Canada

Ukrainian Language Consultant position eliminated at Manitoba
Education and Training and replaced by Eliana Handford,
Coordinator for Heritage Languages (General) and Special
Language Credits

Osvita Foundation developed trust fund to establish scholarships
for EUBP students

MPUE established Scholarship Committee to award an annual
"MPUE/Petro Chrypko Memorial Award" to EUBP students who
have either complete six years in the EUBP or Grade 12 of the
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Program and have enrolled in at least one program at CUCS,
University of Manitoba

"MPUlPetro Chrypko Memorial Award" awarded to Transcona-
Springfield Grade 12 graduates of the EUBP

lndependence of Ukraine proclaimed

1992-93 Establishment of Manitoba Multicultural Education Policy

Elimination of Coordinator for Heritage Languages (General) and
Special Language Credits, at Curriculum Services Branch,
Manitoba Education and Training - portfolio replaced by
Antonio J. Tavares, Multicultural Consultant

1 ,130 students from Grades K-12 enrolled in the EUBP in six
Manitoba school divisions: Winnipeg 1, River East, Seven Oaks,
Lord Selkirk, Transcona-Springfield, and Dauphin-0chre

Note: Selected from primary and secondary sources in this study
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APPENDIX T

Letter of authorization to access Archives of the Manitoba
Parents for Ukrainian Education lnc., Ukrainian

Cultural and Educational Centre (Oseredok)

Man¡loba Parents lor Ukr¿¡n¡an Eduætion Inc.

Associatlon manilobaine pour l'&ucôtion ukra¡n¡€nn€

Ear¡xiscbñrä rorrirer cnp¡trHuc yrpaiucur.iiri rroei y l\fariro6i
1574 Mrln StÊ! wlnnlpog, Mlntlob! n2W 5J8 TGIêphom: æ8.0395 Fr¡: 334-g277

March 24, 1993

To whom IÈ May Concern:

Manitoba Parents for Ukrainian Education aut,horizesPatricia Schur access to M.p.U.E. rnaterials storedin Èhe Oseredok archives and to photocopy sane as
required for research purposes.

RusseLl lurvk
President

Aft¡llaled Ofganlällong
D?ln Publ¡3hcn Inc Sldok Vcsclks lnc Os¡t¡ Foundatlon lnq
157¡l Main Street r10 Oisrael¡ Skeet 1574 Ma¡n Stræt

RzW 3J5 F2W 5J8

Source: Russell Turyk, letter to whom lt May Concern, 24 Mar.1ggg, winnipeg,
Archives of the MPUE, Ukrainian Cultural and Educational Centre (OseredokJ,
1978-93, Winnipeg.

R2W 5J8
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